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parameter of a  partial diffuse re-eraittance,   (o-1). 
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Sr   -  Common reference area for  a given missile configuration, 
sq.   ft. 

Sy   -  Ratio  of  the  normal-to-surface  component  of mean average mass 
velocity  ( v;   )   to  the most probable speed  of  incident mole- 
cules  (cmi). 

Sv = S sinß = i cmi 
t      -   Time,   sec. 
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'ad - Absolute  adiabatic  temperature,   OR or  OR. 

Tw - Absolute  temperature of  the   immersed  surface  (wall)  proper, 
OR or  OK. 

U - Local dimensionless  velocity  component  in the x-direction 
at any point  in the boundary layer, 

u',v',w'-  Dimensionless   local molecular velocity  components,   ft.   per 
sec. 

u,v,w      - Mean average  velocity components within an  infinitesimal  time 
interval  (dO,  ft.  per sec. 

u = u (x,y,z,t) 
v = v (x,y,z,t) 
w =     w.  (x,y,z,t) 

u'.v'.w'  -  Time-average  of the  (u',  v',  w')  fluctuating molecular 
velocity  components,  with the  time  interval  (T)   long 
enough to allow 

U= -J-f U dt = 0     etc. 

x'.y'iz'- Dimensionless coordinates of a local point, ft. 

Dimensionless longitudinal position coordinate of a point. 

Zl 

8U(X ) 

Dimensionless   lateral  position coordinate of a point, 

A molecular  speed ratio function. 

Z.= ire 
-ist 

fof-^S2) 

A molecular speed ratio function, 

z^TsV-iMi^s^+u-i-s8)] 
Local  "momentum" boundary layer  thickness,  or local  boundary 
layer thickness at a station (x),  defined in terms  of the 
ordered mass   velocity deficiency,   ft. 

A characteristic dimensionless   length  of  the body-fluid  sys- 
tem, _ 

A »  \/8u(l) 

e 

e 

e 

- Emissivity  for "gray" bodies,  dimensionless. 

- Alternatively  semi-vertex angle  of a cone. 

- Angle  of  incidence of  the  impinging molecular stream 
(possessing  the mean average resultant  velocity qj ),  radius, 

- Dimensionless  absolute  temperature. 
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a' 

[04 

W. 

[cf«L 

[cfj. 

[CPJ, 

Parameter of a partial diffuse re-emittance,   I.e.   the 
fraction of Incident molecules which is reflected 
diffusely from a surface.    Alternatively,   (<r ) denotes 
the parameter of a partial diffuse re-emittance due  to 
partial tangential momentum transfer only if a more elab- 
orate interpretation is accepted,  i.e.: 

a = JL=2L. Tw» 0 Tj-r„ 

Geometric diameter of a molecule, ft. 

Parameter of a partial diffuse molecular re-emittance due 
to a partial normal momentum transfer at the surface (wall), 

r'8 JL1EL 

Generally,  shearing stress,  or the tangential force per unit 
area,   Ibf.   per  sq.   ft. 

Speed of sound,     [-gg*] 

a s /^4- Bf(t) 

Local speed of sound,  referred to free stream conditions  out- 
side  the boundary  layer, [ft/Mc| 

Local  speed of sound,  referred to conditions  at the body 
surface, [ft/Mc] 

[«*]„ »  MTW)K 

Average skin friction coefficient referred to the free 
stream conditions, dimensionless; for a flat plate, zero 
angle of attack, laminar boundary layer 

'f. 

with 
'FP 

dx bFp = 2 [Cfx]( 

[v.], - vA = v. 

Local skin friction coefficient at a station [x] from Leading 
edge, referred to the local free stream flow conditions just 
outside the boundary layer, dimensionless; by a general 
definition: 

M, "*['-]* N 
Local skin friction coefficient at a station [x] from leading 
edge, referred to the local conditions at the body surface, 
dimensionless;  by a general definition: 

[cf,]" = •/2[^I[v„];. 
Local specific heet  coefficient at constant  pressure,  evalu- 
ated at  the outer edge of the  boundary layer, 

L 0R «ec  J    or [CP»], 
flow conditions. 

HTaaJx   f  for a given  set of gas  and 
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[cp*], 

[cp-L 

[CPJ/ 

[4 

w, 

[•rl« 

Local specific heat coefficient at constant pressure 
evaluated at the body surface, 

for a given set of gas and flow conditions. 

Local pressure coefficient,  referred to the local free 
stream conditions, dimensionless, 

[CPJC   -     [JjyZ/H 

Local pressure coefficient,  referred to the ambient flight 
conditions, dimensionless. 

MA 
[P»]* - PA 

Local conductive specific heat coefficient of a given 
skin material, 

[ «lug'ft ] or r B)u 1 
L Ibl  0R   J 

Local energy flux into surface due to impinging (Incident) 
molecules, . 

flbftt 1 
[ttHscJ 

Local energy flux out of surface due to re-emitted molecular 
stream 

ribfft I 
Lft2s.cJ 

W, 

H 

Kn, 

Local energy fliuc into surface due to ambient (Solar) 
radiation,  r   - 

ribf ft 1 

Local energy flux out of surface due to re-emitted radiation, 
Tlbf ft 1 

Local heat absorption capacity for a given skin geometry 
and skin material, 

Flight altitude,[ff] , 

pa*«] 

Local film coefficient of heat transfer in the flowing 
medium (air), 

Btu I 
MC f ta -R 

Knudsen Number in terms of the characteristic body length, 
dimensionless. 

Cnu- f 
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[«•».]• - Local Knudsen Number, at a station (X), referred to the 
local point distance from leading edge and the local con- 
ditions outside the boundary layer, dlmenslonless, 

W, ~x 
[KnJ. - Local Knudsen Number at- a station ( X }, referred to the 

local point distance from the leading edge and the con- 
ditions at the body surface,  dlmenslonless. 

[KnJ,, .I^L. 
L^St 

Kn. - Knudsen Number In terms of a laminar boundary layer thick- 
ness, dlmenslonless 

Kn 

^"»Jo 

[«"».]. 

Local Knudsen Number at a station  ( X )  from leading edge, 
referred to the local laminar boundary  layer thickness and 
the local conditions outside the boundary layer,  dlmenslonless 

^ 

- Local Knudsen Number at a station  (x),  referred to the 
laminar boundary  layer local thickness  and  the conditions  at 
the body  surface,  dlmenslonless 

L 

L 

M 

Aerodynamic  lift force, [ibf] 

[5^R 

LM«J. 

- Characteristic  length of a particular body geometry,  or of 
the whole vehicle in general, [ft]   . 

- Length, [ft]  . 

- Flight Mach Number, dlmenslonless. 

- Local Mach Number at a station (x) from leading edge, re- 
ferred to the conditions at the body surface. 

m. 

N, 

r   «lug» 1 
L molecule J 

N„ 

Mass  on one molecule of air 

Number of molecules contained per cubic foot of the ambient 
atmospheric  gas at some altitude  (A ), 

f molecules 1 

"« ■ -.  (Tf)(-^)     _7?I~J 

Number of molecules contained per cubic foot of the atmos- 
pheric gas  at  sea level, Fmolecule« 1 

N0  -     7.63x10" 

- Static pressure, 

ft m 
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p- 

Po 

N, 

M. 

M. 

A«. 

Re. 

[R«J. 

- Local free stream static  pressure,  outside the boundary 
layer' ribfi 

- Ambient atmospheric static pressure 

m 
- Static pressure at sea level, 

- Local Prandtl Number,  dlmenslonless;  In the present case: 

N    '(fefe-)«     laminar flows 

l*\    = {■ra*'ij* )»     turbulent flo 

- Local heat transfer rate  Into  Cor out of)  a surface element 
^«^ [Btu] 

[AQ].»  Aq.AS       L,0Cj 

- Local aerodynamic heat flux, 
[ft2Mc) 

Local heat flux to or from the skin due to Internal 
(artlflcal) heating or cooling effects. 

- Local radiation flux out of  skin Into the  ambient atmos- 
phere , 

[H.-kT'L.B 

r_itui 
L tt2«tcj 
kin  into 

[ tec ft2J 

- Ambient  (Solar)  radiative heat flux into the  skin, 

- Local  Instantaneous heat flux into (or out of)  surface      ,' 

- Universal gas constant (air) 
R   .  1844    [    M  LJ ■   1 

Lib? mol«0Rj 

- Reynolds Number in terms  of  the  characteristic body  length, 
dlmenslonless 

Re.    -    _VL_ L v 
- Local Reynolds Number at a station (x) from leading edge, 
referred to the local free stream conditions outside the 
boundary layer, dlmenslonless 

[R-J( 
[V 
L"»]» 
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KJ. 

M. 

N. 

T 

[To-]. 

Tt» 

u.v.w 

- Local Reynolds Number at a ntation (X)  from leading edge, 
referred to conditions at the body surface, dimensionless 

- Local recovery factor, dimensionless;  in the present case: 

ii/2 
ri « 

r«  ■ N'" 
laminar flows 

turbulent flows 

- Local Stanton Number,  referred to the local free stream con- 
ditions outside the boundary  layer,  dimensionless, 

[s,,]-' M. ['-]. W ' 
- Local Stanton Number, dimensionless;  In the present case: 

for laminar flows 

N« = •« P«]« = ' Wc 
for turbulent flows  (I.e.   a modified Reynolds Analogy law) 

- Absolute temper a ture^'Rl. 

- Local absolute free stream temperature at the outer edge of 
the boundary layer, r    , 

[•Rj 

- Local adiabatlc wall  temperature, 

w 
- Maximum (usually related to the stagnation point conditions) 

permissible equilibrium skin temperature in a sustained 
flight for a presumed skin material,  in absence of artifi- 
cial cooling of any kind  (ablative.   Internal, ejected ex- 
ternally etc.), .   , N 

- Temperature of the  impinging molecular stream,[0
R] ,  condi- 

tionally, 
T,   =TA 

- Absolute temperature at sea  level. 

To   = 492 [.R] 

- Temperature of the re-emitted molecular stream, 

[•R]      conditionally     Tr  - Tw 

- Absolute temperature of  the outer (Solar)  ambient, 

M 
- Local speed components  in the x,y,2   directions respectively 

r M i   ^J - Flight speed [^J        . 
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W 

W 

*,1,z 

y 

8 

«s 

X 

- Dynamic lift on a trajectory, [lb] 
W =L+CF 

- Molecular weight of gas  (air), Standard Atmosphere conditions, 
W 28.97 I" Ibf 1 

L Ibf   molt J 

- Right-hand local coordinates of a point, generally taken in the 
local tangent and the local normal and the local binormal direc- 
tions at the surface, [ft] . 

- Accommodation coefficient,   dimensionless 
„  _     •i-e. 

•i —•*( 

- Specific heat ratio,  dimensionless 

- Boundary layer thickness , [ft] 

- Boundary  layer  thickness  at  the  station  "L"  (ft)   from the 
leading edge, [ft ] . 

- Local boundary layer  thickness at a station  (x)   from leading 
edge,[ft] . 

- Ambient (Solar)  emissivity, dimensionless, conditionally 
equal to the skin absorptivity,   i.e.   to the skin emissivity, 
using an approximation of  the gray body  law: 

-   t w 

- Local emissivity of the skin surface, (assumed equal to the 
surface absorptivity), dimensionless, 

- Mean free molecular path, [ft] . 

- Local mean free molecular path, referred to the conditions at the 
body surface,[ft] . 

H. 

H, 

[X,]. . ( [T,]. 
Local mean free molecular path, referred to the conditions at the 
outer edge of the boundary layer. 

Coefficient of viscosity, 

rtluq/ft«ecl  or   [ibf ••c/ft2] 

Local coefficient of viscosity referred to  the local free 
stream temperature conditions at the outer edge of boundary 

layer' [ä] °r hH' w.-'W. 
Local coefficient  of  viscosity referred  to  the  local  temperature 
conditions at  the  body surface. 

fsluql 
[ft 8«cJ 

or 

Kinematic coefficient of viscosity, I U 1    . 
[sec   J 
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■ 

W Local kinematic coefficient of viscosity,   referred to the 
local free stream conditions, at the outer edge of boundary 
Uyer'       r    .  i r     i 

[&•] •       ['.].■ ^ ro»j« 

w. - Local Kinematic coefficient of viscosity,   referred to the 
conditions at the body surface, 

^ - Fluid density, 

[«'ufl/ft8] 
[^oj,        - Local air density at the outer edge of the boundary layer. 

r^l - Local air density  at the body surface, 

Local shear stress at the body surface. 

w r    -    u      du v* -   r w I;—| 
Ltt   J |dy |yiO 

for two-dimensional laminar conditions at  the surface, 

- A dlmensionless quantity,  functionally presented in  Fig. 
(22     )  in  terms  of 

m.*s 
$ - A function of the molecular speed ratio (S) and the angle 

of incidence of the impinging stream (fl ) , 

^{S.) = 
-s2 
-8» 

>/ir Sv(l + erf Sv) 

II.   SUBSCRIPTS 

A - Refers  to the ambient standard atmosphere conditions. 

a - Refers to aerodynamic aspects. 

i - Refers  to impinging molecular stream. 

i - Refers to internal conditions. 

L       - Refers  to the characteristic length of the body geometry 
in question. 

o - Refers  to standard atmosphere conditions  at sea level. 

r - Refers to radiation into ambient. 

r - Refers  to re-emitted molecular stream. 

s - Refers to the stagnation point conditions. 

s - Refers  to radiation from ambient  (Solar). 

w - Refers  to the conditions at the  body surface. 

x     - Refers  to  the local conditions at a given section along 
the body  surface. 
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- Refers  to  the local  free  stream conditions   just  outside 
the  boundary layer. 

- Refers to  the boundary layer thickness. 

- Refers to  various  surfaces  on a general diamond-shape  two- 
dimensional airfoil  section. 

- Denotes some free stream (reference station 1)  value  of a 
physical quantity. 

- Denotes adiabatic flow conditions. 

- Denotes rear face of a surface  (not directly incident to the 
oncoming  stream). 

- Refers  to  a circular cylinder. 

- Denotes completely diffuse molecular reflection. 

- Refers  to  radiation emission from the body. 

- Denotes front incident face  of a  surface. 

- Refers to  a flat plate. 

- Denote0 conditions  at  the  impinging  (on-coming)  molecular 
stream. 

- Refers  to  radiation  input  to  the  body  (from outer  boundary). 

- Denotes  internal  (rotational   +  vibr; '"ional)  degrees   of molecu- 
lar freedom in a flowing gas. 

- Denotes  conditions  at  the  reflected  or re-emitted molecular 
stream. 

- Denotes conditions  at the fluid  layer directly in contact 
with the washed surface  (or wall), 

- Denotes completely  specular molecular reflection. 

- Denotes  translational degrees  of molecular freedom in a 
flowing gas.only. 

- Denotes  conditions  of  the  solid wall proper. 

x,y      -  Denotes dimensional  partial  derivative operations,   respectively. 

x',y'     -  Denotes dimensionless  partial derivative operations,   respectively 

III.   SUPERSCRIPTS 

- Denotes a  dimensionless  form of a physical  variable. 

- Alternatively denotes  the  individual fluctuating velocity 
components  of a molecule,   in excess  of the respective mean 
average velocity component   values. 

- Alternatively denotes  energy  flux,   to distinguish  from energy 
content. 
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- Denote! a nondimensionalized physical quantity. 

- Alternatively denotes number of molecules per unit area 
per unit time, In order to dlstlngulan It from the respec- 
tive number of molecules per unit vr'.ume per unit time 
(no superscript). 

- Alternatively denotes local value of the aerodynamic coeffi- 

cients. 

- Alternatively denotes modified values of the local recovery 
factor (r1) and the local Stanton Number (Sf')• 

- Denotes a physical quantity referred to an infinitesimal sur- 
face area (d/0. 

- Denotes mean average value of a physical quantity. 
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2.U SKIN-FRICTION DRAG COEFFICIENT ANALYSIS ON 
A PRESCRIBED TRAJECTORY, INCLUDING RAREFIED 
GAS EFFECTS 

A high-speed,high-altitude missile 
flight history, including the launch, 
the atmospheric reentry and the target- 
approach phases, generally can be sub- 
divided into four basic flow regimes, 
see Section 1.7: 

1. Continuum flow regime, 

-H"8 
M 

(ReL) 

2.   Slip flow  regime, 

72     <   I0'2 ,   ReL » I, 

(2.4-1) 

ID"2 < T  - Kn8 
M 

(ReL) 1/2 
< I0_l ,   ReL> I, 

(2.4-2) 
3.   Transitional flow regime, 

I0_l< 
M 

(ReL) 1/2 
UP TO 

M 

Re, 
<   3 , 

(2.U-3) 
k.  Free-molecule flow regime, 

Kn. 

Rei 
>   3 

(2.U-4) 

The momentum, mass and energy trans- 
fer mechanisms in each of the four 

2.4-1 

characteristic  regimes are intrinsical- 
ly different,   and the resulting analy- 
tical expressions  for skin-friction 
drag and pressure drag coefficients 
are consequently  obtained by respec- 
tively varied analytic methods. 

The fundamental  physical aspects  of 
the continuum  flow  regime and  the re- 
spective  skin-friction drag force anal- 
ysis methods  are presented in Section 
2.3  for steady  or quasi-steady  flow 
conditions restrictively.     In  this 
Section,   the  skin friction phenomena 
are considered  in  a  broader sense,  as 
they actually occur on a prescribed 
trajectory,   i.e., in terms of the tran- 
sient characteristics due to a general- 
ly    accelerated flight time history 
and including  the high altitude atmos- 
pheric rarefaction effects.     Therefore, 
the basic features  of the rarefied gas 
flows are briefly stated first,   in 
as much as  they are needed for the 
aerodynamic drag force estimates,   in- 
cluding the normal  pressure coefficient 
expressions,   which shall be needed 
later for the pressure drag force 
analysis in Sections 2.5 and 2.6.    The 
material should be  treated as an exten- 
sion and modification of the funda- 
mental concepts  from Sections  1.7, 
2.2  and 2.3. 

:. 
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2.4,1  FREE MOLECULE FLOW REGIMS 

Knudsen 

Smoluchowski 

Sänger 

Tsien 

Ashley 

Stalder 

Oppenheim 

Shaaf 

Epstein 

Maxwell 

Basic Reference Works: 

(Ref. 2A-1  and 2.U-2) 

(Ref. 2.'+-3) 

(Ref. 2.4-4) 

(Ref. 2.4-5) 

(Ref. 2.4-6) 

(Ref. 2.4-7 and 2,4-8) 

(Ref. 2.4-9) 

(Ref. 2.4-10) 

(Ref. 2.4-11) 

(Ref. 2.4-13) 

} for low speed flows 

• for high speed flows 

Under the extremely rarefied condi- 
tions (Kn > 3), the internal mechanism of 
the simplified monoatomic molecular 
model (see Section 2.2.5), is changed as 
follows: 

Due to appreciably increased free 
molecular distances (or low densities), 
the frequency of molecular collisions 
within the control space volume, dr , 
becomes negligibly small, although the 
number of molecules contained in dr is 
still retained to be sufficiently large, 
allowing for a subsequent statistical 
mean-averaging procedure, which leads 
to determination of the bulk matter 
physical properties [p,p ,T)   .     As a 
consequence, when the mean free molecu- 
lar path, X , is greater than the 
characteristic solid surface dimension, 
L , the stream of indident molecules 
is reflected from the solid surface with- 
out experiencing any appreciable effect 
due to very few (or none) intermolecular 
collisions.  This automatically leads 
to disappearance of the boundary layer 
and the bow shock wave concepts, and 
the interaction between the free molecu- 
lar stream and the solid surface can be 
investigated on the basis of the Max- 
wellian velocity distribution laws, see 
Section 2.2.5. 

(i) Mass, Momentum and Energy 
fer in Rarefied Free Molecule Fl 

Trans- 
.ows. 

General Assumptions: 

A monoatomic molecular model is 
assumed, having translational degrees 
of freedom only, with partial con- 
ceptional modifications as pointed 
out above. 

Immersed surfaces are at a uniform, 
constant temperature,Tw , moving 
steadily relative to a macroscopically 
uniform gas at rest, extending to 
infinity, or vice versa. 

The gas is in a condition of extreme 
rarefaction, the mean free molecular 
path being several times the character- 
istic body length. 

The interaction between the impinging 
stream of molecules and the immersed 
surface is completely independent of 
the intermolecular collisions (X >L ) , 
i.e., the body presence is not felt by 
the oncoming stream of molecules: the 
molecular random motion proceeds un- 
affected by body presence.  The mole- 
cules that individually collide with 
the solid surface are temporarily 
trapped, and then re-emitted, i.e.j the 
time histories of motion of the inde- 
dent and the rebounded molecules are 
mutually independent. 

Consequences: 

Since (X> L) it is valid to neglect 
the effect of the re-emitted particles 
on the incident stream, or vice versa, 
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in  the  vicinity  of body. 

No shock waves  are  forme'd,   nor is 
there  any aerodynamic  interference 
effects  between various  sections  of the 
body geometry. 

The boundary Layer concept from the 
classical continuum flow theory is ab- 
sent. 

The  impinging molecules   shall  follow 
the Maxwellian  velocity distribution 
law for gases  at  rest,   or  for  isentropic 
gas  flows  (if an  observer  is  at  the bod^. 
The Maxwellian  velocity distribution 
function corresponds  to a  temperature, 
T| , of the isentropic impinging stream 
(ambient atmospheric  temperature). 

In the time interval  in which the 
impinging molecules  are  trapped  in 
the microscopic  crevices  at the surface, 
a  thermal accommodation process  is 
effected,  since (T|*Tw)in general.    The 
accommodation can be partial,i.e., some 
temperature difference (Tw-Ti) results, 
or  total (Ti —Tw),  depending upon the 
time  interval during which  the molecule 
is  trapped,  and  the general  surface 
conditions. 

The re-emitted molecules  are  then 
consequently treated as  being either 
partially (T,*TW) or totally ( Tr = Tw ) 
diffusely reflected,  where Tr is  the 
temperature of  the reflected  stream of 
molecules.     Thus,   the diffusely re- 
emitted molecules  shall  have random 
motions  represented by a  changed velocity 
distribution function,   corresponding 
to  the temperature (Tr) ,   i.e., as  if they 
were  issuing from a gas  at rest  apparent- 
ly  on the other  side  of   the  surface 
having the temperature fTr),   see Figs. 
(2.4-1),   (2.4-2)  and  (2.4-3). 

The  independence  of motion  of the 
impinging and of the reflected molecules 
means that the respective mass, momen- 
tum and energy transfer processes can 
be treated separately for the two 
molecular motions. 

Assumptions regarding the momentum and 
the  energy transport mechanisms■ 

The determination  of  the momentum 
and  the energy  transfer  in  the free 
molecule flow of rarefied gases requires 
a  specification of  the  interaction 
mechanism between the  impinging particles 
and the body surface,   i.e., a specifi- 
cation of the  type or the degree of 
diffusive re-emittance  of  the temporarily 
trapped molecules  at  the  body  surface. 

This   thermal  interaction phenomena  can 
be  sv-z tably defined by  the following 
two tverage parameters,   introduced 
by SmolucnowskiO),  Knudsen(2)l 
MaxwelldS),  and further experimentally 
elaborated by Herzf ield^^) t 
Wiedemannd-S)  and others: 

(1)   The thermal accommodation coeffi- 
cient , a ■ 

<- di: (2.4-5) 

characterizing the thermal interaction 
mechanism for the energy transfer 
investigations,   i.e., the degree in 
which the internal molecular energy 
of the re-emitted molecules  (subscript 
r )   is   "accommodated" to what it could 
be if the reflected molecules would 
possess  the energy amountdE^(total 
diffusion), where: 

-/ —/ 
dEi   ANP dEr - are the mean average 

internal energy fluxes of the  incident 
( i )   and the re-emitted (r) molecules 
from a differential surface element,«JA, 
per unit time. 

dEw -  is the mean internal energy flux 
that would be possessed by  the re- 
emitted molecules if all the  impinging 
molecules were re-emitted (no absorp- 
tion case) with a modified Maxwellian 
velocity distribution function,   (see 
Ref.   2.4-12),  corresponding to the 
surface  temperature Tw . 

a=l means a perfect accommodation 
(dEr=   dEi),  or a complete diffusive 
re-emittance of molecules. 

o=0 represents a completely isentropic 
(specular) reflection (dE|= dEj)    , 
see Section 1.7. 

For polyatomic and diatomic molecu- 
lar models^the average molecular energy 
comprises contributions  of all active 
degrees  of freedom (translational and 
rotational,  see Section 1.7),   and it 
is assumed that all the energetic de- 
grees   of the random molecular motion 
are accommodating in the same degree 
of thermal intensity.     This  is 
approximately correct for translational 
and rotational degrees, while the 
vibrational energetic modes  participate 
but little in the energy exchange 
during the molecule-surface collisions. 
Some experimental values of  the thermal 
accommodation coefficient are pre- 
sented  in  Table 2.4-1. Other data 
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FIG.(2.4-1) MATHEMATICAL    MODEL    OF     THE    DIFFUSE 
MOLECULAR      REFLECTION.    (REF. 2.4-12) 
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FREE MOLECULE FLOW 
(RAREFIED GASES) 

■ 

DRAG 

FIG.  (2.4-2)      FLJOW    RELATIVE   TO   A   FLAT    SURFACE    (REF 2.4-12) 
(INCIDENT STREAM) 
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FREE MOLECULE FLOW 
(RAREFIED GASES) 

FIG. (2.4-3)        REFLECTION     OF   FREE   MOLECULES      (REF 2.4-12) 
(NON-ISENTROPIC) 
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Table (2 .'♦-l) Thermal accommodation coefficient a for air (Ref. 2.4-15) 

Surface 

Flat lacquer on bronze 
Polished bronze 
Machined bronze 
Etched bronze 
Polished cast iron 
Machined cast iron 
Etched cast iron 
Polished aluminum 
Machined aluminum 
Etched aluminum 

0.88- 
0.91- 
0.89- 
0.93- 
0.87- 
0.87- 
0.89- 
0.87- 
0.95- 
0.89- 

0.89 
0.9k 
0.93 
0.95 
0.93 
0.88 
0.96 
0.95 
0.97 
0.97 

Table  (2.U-2) Values of reflection coefficient   <r   (Ref.   2.U-16) 

Gas  and surface  combination er 

Air or CO2  on 
machined brass  or  old  shellac 1.00       1 

j            Air  on  oil 0.895 
CO2  on  oil 0.92           | 

i            H2   on oil 0.93           | 
Air on glass 0.89 

a            He  on oil 0.87 
Air  on fresh shellac 0,79 

can be found in Ref.   (2.4-17)   to (2.4- 
20). 

(2)   The parameter of  a partially 
diffuse re-emittance; a. 

For the momentum transfer analysis 
of  the  re-emitted molecules^it  is 
assumed that only a fraction,<r, of  the 
incident molecules  is  reflected dif- 
fusely,   (i.e., after being trapped 
temporarily at  the surface), while 
the rest(l-o-)of  the incident molecules 
are reflected  specularly  (see Section 
1.7 and Fig  (2.4-4), 

A pure diffuse  reflection means   that 
the impinging molecules  are first  tem- 
porarily  trapped  at  the surface,   losing 
their total  incident momentum,   and  then 
re-emitted with  a modified Maxwellian 
velocity distribution at a  temperature 
Tr  different from both Tj and T* in 
general,   see Figs  (2.4-1)  and  (2.4-3). 

According to Hurlbert(2l)>   the re- 

flection pattern of air molecules 
from engineering surfaces  is more com- 
plex and cannot be adequately repre- 
sented in the above  idealized ways. 
Instead,  to discriminate the normal 
and the tangential momentum transfer 
effects,   it seems necessary  to assume 
a mathematical reflection model in 
which two fractional coefficients, a' 
and   o- ,  should  be  introduced,  analogous 
to the above definition: 

.   (T.-O,  ,   (2.4-6) 

(2.4-7) 

where: 

r - is the tangential momentum component, 

p- is the normal momentum component. 

2.4-7 
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A specular reflection means that the 
tangential velocity component remains 
unchanged, while the normal velocity 

component is reversed, effecting a 
normal momentum transfer, see Fig. 
(2.4-4). 

Fig (2.4-4) see  Fig. (2 2-7 ) (Ref. 24-12) 
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- the subscripts   (i) and   {,)      refer 
to the incident and the reflected 
molecular fluxes, 

- the subscript   («)  refers to the 
molecules  re-emitted from the  surface 
with a Maxwellian  velocity distribu- 
tion,  corresponding to the surface 
temperature  Tw  , 

On the basis  of  the  a ,   a   ,  and 
a'   definitions,  the following limiting 
cases are theoretically possible: 

as| - results lnTr = Tw,  indicating a 
perfect thermal accommodation of  those 
re-emitted molecules, which have been 
necessarily  trapped at the surface 
crevices for a sufficiently long  time 
interval.     Such molecules are then 
re-emitted diffusely,  having «r « I and 
o-»l .     Nevertheless, notice that 
Ti * Tr = Tw in general, 

a = 0-  results  in Ti = Tr ,  indicating no 
thermal accommodation,  i.e., such 
molecules  are re-emitted specularly, 
having cr=Oand a'-O ,   i.e., the surface 
is considered perfectly smooth and 
Insulated.     The special case of a 
generally nonlnsulated perfectly smooth 
surface can  be conceived under the 
circumstances also,  provided the 
collision time Interval is taken  (in 
a limes)  to approach zero.     The specular 
reflection results  in a reversal  of 
the normal momentum component and a 
preservation of the tangential momen- 
tum component of the impinging molecu- 
lar stream.     No skin-friction is  pos- 
sibly present. 

<r=l -represents a completely diffuse 
reflection of the reemitted molecular 
stream,  with a temperature Tr *Tw^Ti  in 
general (0<a < I). If o = I ,  indicating a 
oerfect thermal accommodation,T, =Tw*Ti   . 
IfQ=0,   indicating no thermal accomoda- 
tion,  Tr = Ti *TW ,  which would represent 
an Insulated rough surface,  reemltting 
the trapped molecules completely 
diffusely without  a thermal accommoda- 
tion whatsoever.     By the definition 
(2.U-6),   the ([r=l condition implies 
rr =0 ,   i.e., no resultant frictlonal 
force of the reemitted molecular stream, 
which,  emerging completely diffusely, 
has no resultant velocity of ordered 
motion. 

<r-l - denotes similarly a completely 
diffuse reemlttance of the trapped 
molecules,  having   p,. =pw*pi,  see 
Eq  (2.4-7).     The additional thermal 
conditions  of a-\ and a=0 indicate 
Tr =Tw *Ti for a non-insulated surface. 

MM 

and T, =TvsTi for an insulated surface 
respectively. 

ff=0- represents a completely specular 
reflection,   indicating   iv • ri,  i.e., the 
preservation of the tangential momentum 
components of the ordered motion of the 
impinging and the reflected molecular 
streams.    The thermal accommodation 
coefficient is a«0 necessarily,  specify- 
ing Tr«Ti  for f  smooth,   insulated sur- 
face,  and   T|>Yr«tTwfor a smooth, non- 
insulated surface. 

(/*0 - denotes a completely specular 
reflection with a completely elastic re- 
versal of the normal momentum compo- 
nent of the impinging molecular 
stream, pi = pr   .     The accommodation 
coefficient is o=o necessarily,  indi- 
cating Ti =Tr for an insulated,  smooth 
surface,  and Ti =Tr #TW for a non-insulated 
smooth surface. 

Obviously,  a number of Intermediate 
combinations of (0<o<l), (0<<r< I) and 
(0<<r'<l)can appear, denoting partially 
specular,  partially diffuse reflections 
with Ti #Tw^Tr In general.    In the pro- 
ceeding analytical expressions for the 
drag force coefficient values, only 
four distinct cases are considered: 

(a) A completely specular reflection 
from a smooth,   Insulated surface: 

a = er= <r'= 0 ,   T| = T,  , 
(2.U-8) 

(b) A completely diffuse reflection 
from a microscopically rough insulated 
surface: 

<r = <r'= I ,       a = 0 ,       Ti » Tr , (2.4-9) 

(c) A completely diffuse reflection 
from a microscopically rough, non- 
insulated surface: 

<r-a'=\,        a = l,     Tr =T,,*Ti ^.i+.Sii) 

(d) A partially diffuse, partially 
specular reflection from a real non- 
Insulated surface with a complete 
thermal accommodation: 

0 < a < 

Tr =TW ifeT,. 

0 < </<  I ,    o=l 
(2.4-9a) 

(3) Expressions for the number of 
impinging and the number of re-emltted 
molecuTesTTZJ 

< 

■. 

i 
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Fixing the reference coordinate sys- 
tem to the  body surface,   the  total num- 
ber of  impinging molecules  per unit 
volume  is   (see Fig  2.4-2): 

"*.-i(^[.-Ä*svyr(i + .,fs¥)] . 
(2.U-10) 

where: 

n' - is the total number of impinging 
molecules per unit area per unit time, 

n,- is the nnmher of impinging mole- 
cules per unit volume per unit time, 

y 

SsinösS^vv^r "äj " is the Yatio of 
the component or'mass velocity normal 
to the surface to the most probable 
speed of the incident molecules, 

^Üm^vij Mi   " is t^6 speed ratio 
in free molecule flow, 

v - is the mean average normal velocity 
component of the ordered motion, or the 
normal (to the surface) velocity compo- 
nent of the surface moving relatively 
with respect to a gas at rest, 

q- is the mean average speed of the 
ordered mass motion, or the speed of 
the surface moving relatively with re- 
spect to a gas at rest, q = (u2+v2+vi2) 1/2 , 

Cm;- is the most probable speed of the 
random motion of the impinging molecules, 
see Section 1.7, 

Mi - is the random motion type of Mach 
Number, 

6 -  see Fig (2.4-2). 

The total number of diffusely re- 
flected molecules  per unit  area per 
unit  time  is  found  independently  on 
the  basis  of  the  introduced  assumptions, 
i.e., as if  the "apparent gas" at the 
reverse  side  of the  surface were  at 
rest with  a  different  temperature, Tr   , 
and as  if  it were  escaping  through an 
equivalent  aperture  freely,   (see  Fig 
2.U-3): 

Si 
(2.4-11) 

where the subscript ( r ) stands for the 
"reflected", and the ( n; ) and ( nr ) sym- 
bols have the same respective meanings 

as specified for the impinging 
molecules. 

(4) The conservation of mass 
principle requires thaf. 

n| = n; , per unit area per unit time, 
i.e., 

nfSn''\/?"[tf"Sv + Sv>/7(l + ,r,Sv)] ' 
(2.4-12) 

per unit volume per unit time. 

(ii) The Momentum Transfer 

(a) The local (superscript ' ) normal 
pressure coefficient, Cp', on the sur- 
face is found as the sum of the momenta 
of the impinging molecules just prior 
to their impact, and the sum of normal 
momenta of the diffusely escaping 
molecules, supposedly emerging from the 
reverse side of the surface: 

V h ?■-*'< (2.4-13) 

A 

Cp= c^cy sin2e[-i-(^ +isyl*/%) *"Sv + 

+ (l+Fsl
+Ä-v(-f)(

l+-fSv)]sf^'d) ' 
(2.4-14) 

Specifically,  for bodies  at  rest>'q=0) 
and (Tr = Ti ), 

M+Pr 
s   /».RT, V 

(2.4-15) 
In general, the local normal pres- 

sure coefficient depends on the temper- 
ature ratio, Tf/Ti, and the inclination, 
Ö , of the surface relative to the 
velocity vector of the ordered motion, 
q , and is independent of the Knudsen 
Number, provided Kn>3. 

(b) The local shearing stress, TW , 
and the local coefficient of skin 
friction, C'f , in free molecule flows 
are found on the supposition that the 
impinging molecules are temporarily 
trapped by the surface (a supposition 
permitting for a successive diffusive 
reflection concept), which means that 
the impinging nolecules lose all their 
tangential momentum on contact with the 
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surface, yielding: 

TWl - ci = 
(2,U-16) 

= »in0 cose [ -— •Sv + I + erf Sv 1 

For 0 = 0.0,'=-^ 
(2.4-17) 

The diffusely reflected molecules 
do not contribute anything to the skin 
friction, since they have no preference 
regarding individual direction of 
emergence (complete diffusion). 

(iii) The Internal Energy Transfer 

The presumed monoatomic molecules 
convey the total internal energy per 
unit time per unit area to and from 
the surface, the total energy content 
corresponding to their translational 
degrees of freedom only(12): 

E^Ei'-Er'   , (2.4-18) 

Ei,= )femni'[^+RT,(4 + fir|)]     ,(2.4-19) 

be broken into two components: 

[ d Ej 1     or fdTrl     -due to the  tran 
L       JTH       L      JTR   tional degrees 

sla- 
degrees of 

molecular motion, 

fdE,'!      or fd^l       -due t0 the i 
1     JINT       L     JINT    (rotation an 

internal 
and vibra- 

tion) degrees of 
molecular motion. 

Then,   according to Stalder and 
Jukoffw),  the convective heat, dO (re- 
moved from the surface element,dA , 
per unit time is: 

where 

dQ»<t(dE|'-dE^)    , 

dE,' - dEr' 
a = —=7 =r ~ l-O 

dE; - dEw 

di;. [di;]+[dij 
JTR INT 

(2.4-24) 

(2.4-25) 

etc. 

(2.4-26) 

Then,   on the basis of previous 
results,   the Eq (2.4-19)  can be alter- 
natively expressed as(22): 

where 

<MS.e) = 
."Sv' 

and 
v/ir Sv(l + erfS«) (2.4-20) 

E;=./2   MRTr)^= emnj'RTr ,(2.4-21) 

or,  with   i\\-T\r' , 

E;=v/I^iRTr(RTi),*[e"Sv + v<rs«(KerfSv)]. 

(2.4-22) 
For a completely diffuse reflection 

(TV = Tw ): 

fr = Fw = 2mni'RTw = 

[a 

o"Sv + v^Sv(! + erfSv)] 

(2.4-23) 

In general^2)  for polyatomic molecu- 
lar structures,   the energy fluXjdEf.of 
the impinging molecules and the energy 
flux, dEj, or dl'r   of the re-emitted mole- 
cules  (both fluxes referred to a surface 
element, dA ,   inclined at an angla,6,with 
respect to the  oncoming stream,^! ,  can 

and 

+ v^" (S*+Sfe)S»(l+«rfSv3dA . 

(2.4-27) 

(2.4-28) 

where: 

NiNT^yrf- is the approximate number 
of internal degrees of 
freedom, 

n" - is the number of molecules im- 
pinging on the surface element, 
dA , per unit time, 

ni''=^(f*),*[«-9v8+^Sv(l + .rfSv)]dA , 

m -  is the molecular raass,^ *' 

R-  is the individual gas constant. 

Similarly,  assuming that the 
trapped molecules are reemitted from 
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the surface element, dA,   In a Maxwellian 
equilibrium,  corresponding to the wall 
temperature, Tw , with no macroscopic 
(ordered) veloplty: 

^"f*^^6 Eqs-   U-1*-27),  (2A-28)  and 
(2.4-30),   the expression  (2A-2k) 
becomes: 

i 
«.'..«♦«„rt-ptM.^lj^T,.,-   , "••'"T'(W{(S,+ ^-^ii^) 

(2./+-30) 

whereCr^ » nf) for steady states. 

2.i+-12 

•"•"V? Sy(l + trfSv) - -J- •"8v dA 

(2.4-31) 



2.U.2    CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER ESTIMATES  FOR FLAT PLATES, 
CYLINDERS,  AND SPHERES  IN FREE MOLECULAR  FLOWS 

Oppenheim, 

Stalder and others 

Sauer, 

Basic  References: 

Ref.   (2.4-23) 

Ref.   (2.4-7),   (2.4-8),   (2.4-19) 

Ref.   (2.4-24) 

(i) Fundamental assumption: 

A monoatomic molecular model is 
assumed, possessing the translational 
degrees of freedom only.  Consequently, 
the heat transfer is accomplished by 
convection exclusively (i.e., no radia- 
tion, conduction or internal vibra- 
tional and rotational modes are present). 

Steady state equilibrium 0=0, and 
the convectivc heat transfer characteris- 
tics 0X0 to and from the body, are in- 
vestigated, assuming constant tempera- 
ture surface conditions.  Surfaces are 
everywhere convex to gas stream, i.e., 
the possibility of molecular interaction 
is excluded. 

Approximate constancy of the surface 
temperature can be realized only if the 
thermal conductivity of body materials 
is sufficiently large, and the heat 
flux to and from the body surface small 
enough. 

(ii) Modified recovery factor and 
modified Stanton Number: 

r'.i 
T.-T| 7 

(2.4-32) 

S> 

where; 

Tr   -  is  the temperature of  the re- 
emitted molecular stream, 

Tj    -  is  the temperature of the incident 
stream, 

Ts   -  is  the stagnation temperature of 
the flow,    TsSTj(| + 2M s2),     (2A_3k) 

S =v^/2 Mj        -   is   the speed ratio in 
free molecule flow, 

A    - is the total wetted surface area, 

|J»VM     - is the macroscopic (ordered 
motion)  relative  speed, 

Tw  - is the temperature of the solid 
surface, 

a    -  is the  thermal accommodation 
coefficient. 

(1) A flat plate,  at an angle of 
incidence, 5 ,  both surfaces exposed 
to the gas flow and both surfaces  in a 
perfect thermal contact with each 
other(12). 

r'Si» 

S/s I 

[28^. ! -J, 

[-•v2.   /-. 1     (2.4-35) 
4/F8   L*    +^*Sv,rfSvJ  ' (2.4-36) 

Sv«StinO, (2.4-37) 

A      -  is the total  area of both sides. 

(2) A flat plate at an angle of 
incidence, 0   ,  the up-per and the lower 
surfaces completely insulated from 
each other,  while  both surfaces are 
exposed to the gas  flow: 

(a)  For the surface directly exposed 
to the stream:       " 

1     A^,Cp(W,,)   "(y*l) (2^-33) r'=S*[ 
288+1       l+v^S«(l + .rfSv)*'vt I    * 

(2.4-38) 
2 

S'= W[,'8V +^ Sv(, + 'rfSv)]'(2.4.39) 

A - is the area of one side of plate. 

(b) For the "shaded" surface of the 
flat plate:  substitute, 8 , by (-0) in 
the Eqs. (2.4-38) and (2.4-39): 

r' = -=rr2S8 + i  I 
l--ASv(l "erfSv)e,wiSJ 

(2.4-40) 
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Si- 4-7^ [•'*" - y» Sv(l-«rf Sv)] 

(2,4-Ul) 

(3) A right circular cylinder, with 
its axis normal to the flow (JJ;): 

r/  _ (ZS'-fa) In(St/2)-K2St-H)I,(St/2) 

(S2+l)(I0)(S2/2) +IS2l))(S
2/2) 

s;-^[^^ + s^].u.: 
(2.U-42) 

1+3) 

where, 

A -  is  the area of the cylinder side 
surface,  the base areas not included, 

lo and I| - are the modified Bessel func- 
tions of the order (0) and (I) respec- 
tively: 

I, ±L 
1 A\/2)92t  , 
fi_____dx 

(2.4-UU) 

(2.U-U5) 

(U) A sphere: 

{2St+l)ri+4-|*rfclS) r' « r-^—? ^ 
S     [l+-^lerfc(S) 

+ -^f^ts) 
+ -S^trKS) 

(2.4-46) 
I 

^,iif[^ + Slerfc(S,+ i«rfS] '(2.U-U7) 
where, 

ierfc(S) - is the integrated com- 
plementary error function (see Ref. 
2.ii-25). 

(iv) A graphical presentation 
mlts is given in Figs  (2.4-5) 

    '.on of the 
results is given in Figs  (2.4-5)  and 
(2.4-6).     For the free molecule flow 
conditions the recovery factor,   r' , 
is always greater than unity, which 
means  that,  contrary to the continuum 
flow concept ( r < I),  the equilibrium 
temperatur«»., Tr  ,  in the free molecule 
flow is greater than the stagnation 
temperature, T, ,  of the incident molecu- 
lar stream.     Further,  the modified 
recovery factor, r',  and the equilibrium 
temperature, Tr  , are independent of 
the thermal accommodfition coefficient, 
a    ,   see Eq  (2.4-32), which is  true  if 

the heat transfer mechanism is accom- 
plished by convection only.    In the 
presence of convective,  radiative and 
internal (rotational  and vibrational) 
conductive heat transfer modes,   the 
equilibrium temperature,  Tr , and the 
modified recovery factor,   r',  become 
functions of the thermal accommodation 
coefficient,   a ,  since in this case 
there is an inter-balance involved 
between the various modes of energy 
transfer in general. 

For aso-sa'sO (specular reflection), 
the energy exchange by convection is 
non existent. 

(iii) An approximate evaluation of 
the temperature ratio (T, /Tj). 

Assuming a constant surface tempera- 
ture, Tw ,   and no radiation or internal 
conduction,   the drag force coefficient 
in a free molecule flow depends upon 
the molecular speed ratio. 

y? Mi 

and the temperature ratio , 

(2.4-48) 

(2.4-49) 

provided the re-emittance of molecules 
is interpreted as  completely diffuse 
(no average speed  of  ordered motion; 
and the molecular model is treated 
as monoatomic.     These assumptions  can 
serve as an acceptable engineering 
approach,   since in most practical 
cases the thermal accommodation coeffi- 
cient  is  near unity   (see Table 2.4-1), 

.9 < a < 1.0 (2.4-50) 

allowing for the saoposition of a 
completely diffuse o- = o-'= 1, Tr-0 molecular 
reflection. Neglecting radiaiion, 
the vibrational, dissociative and 
ionizing degrees of freedom for not- 
too-excessive temperatures are insigni- 
ficant, and the contribution of inter- 
nal rotational modes for polyatomic 
molecular structures can be evenually 
introduced into the picture through a 
corresponding choice of the(y) value 
in the equations (2.4-32) and (.?.4-33). 
Then, using the graphical data for 
r' , from Fig (2.4-5), the important 
temperature ratio (Tr/Ti) can be approxi- 
mately acquired from the equations 
(2.4-32) and (2.4-34) as a function of 
the molecular speed ratio (S): 
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Fig. (2.4-5)   Modified    recovery factor   in free molecule flow.   (Ref.2.4-22) 

(Convective   heat transfer) 
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Fig. (2.4-6)   Modified   Stanlon Number in free molecule   flow.  (Ref. 2.4-22) 

(Conveclive   htat  transfer) 

2.4-16 
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= 1+ r 
A more general method of evaluating 

(2.4-33)    the (Tr/Tj ) temperature ratio shall re- 
quire use of the Eq (2.ii-31). 

2.4-17 
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2.1».3  DRAG FORCE IN FREE MOLECULE FLOW-DEFINITIONS 

(i) General aerodynamic force expres- 
sions. 

The local aerodynamic force, dF, act- 
ing on a surface element, dA , in a free 
molecule flow, is 

dF» dF| +dFr ,   (2.4-51) 

where <, 

dFi - is the force component due to in- 
cident molecules, 

dF^. - is the force component due to re- 
emitted molecules. 

In terms of stresses: 

4v = Pi + Tl + Pr + Tr . 
"A   '     f   r '  (2.U-52) 

where, 

Pi - is the normal stress (pressure) 
due to impinging molecules, 

pr - is the normal stress (pressure) 
due to re-emitted molecules, 

r( and T,   -  are the tangential stresses 
(shears) due to impinging and re-emitted 
molecules respectively. 

Explicitly^) ^ for the case of 
(0<a<l, 0< a'«:!, a = I ) ! 

-2 

t (2.4-53) 

P, = (I-»Op, ♦»>„ , 
(2.4-54) 

(2.4-55) 

T, = (l-a)Ti , 

(2.4-56) 

i.e., the total local pressure, p  , and 
the total local shearing stress, r , 
are: 

p=p,+pr =(2-*')^ +<r'pm   ♦ 

(2.4-57) 

T = T| - Tr = ff T| , 

where, 
(2.4-58) 

p^ - is the pressure exerted by mole- 
cules leaving the surface with no 
macroscopic velocity (fraction a'  of 
molecules completely diffusely re- 
emitted) , i.e., in a Maxwellian equilib- 
rium (a = l ) at a temperature, Tv» = Tr * Tj : 

Pw= i-m-ZairRT,, n" f 

(2.4-59) 
n"— tee Eq.(A—5.41) . 

Thus, the general forms for total 
local pressure and local shear forces 
are: 

-s2 

+[(2-^)(s;^)*-f;(^rs.](l*...s.)} 
2 (2.4-60) 

2y^      l (2.4-61-1 
The  total  aerodynamic  force  is  ob- 

tained  by  integrating  the  above 
expressions.     In general, 

F=F(Tl,,»1o-')   . 
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l.k.k    DRAG FORCE IN FREE MOLECULAR FLOW REGIME--SIMPLE BODY GEOMETRIES 

Simplifying Assumptions 

(1) A uniform surface temperature,Tw, 
equal to the free stream temperature, 

completely specularly in treating 
both(p)and (r). Then Eqs (2.4-57) 
and (2.4-58) take forms: 

= T is assumed. 

(2) Molecular reflections are treated 
either as completely diffuse (a = a-'sa=l), 
or as completely specular((r= o-'= a  = 0) . 

(3) The internal heat conduction and 
the external skin-radiation are neg- 
lected. 

(4) Instead of  the two coefficients, 
<T    and   o-',   only  one coefficient,  <r   i 

is assumed as a governing factor 
(Maxwell's original  supposition),   i.e., 
the fraction,a-, of  the  incoming molecules 
is re-emitted completely diffusely,  and 
the rest of(i-o-) molecules are reflected 

P =(2-<r)p   + <rpr 

T » ff T|      , Tr s 0 

0 < o < |   , 
(2.4-63) 

,   o- =  a' = I , 
0 <  a <| ,(2.4-64) 

where the temperature,!, ,   at which 
the molecules are diffusely leaving 
the surface is not equal  to Tw ,  and 
can be found as stated In Section 
2.4.2 in terms of r'andT, . 

References for the Drag Force Estimate for Simple Body Geometries 

Flat Plate: Ref.   (2.4-5)   (2.4-4)   (2.4-26)   (2.4-27)   (2.4-28)   (2.4-29) 

Cylinder: Ref.   (2.4-26)   (2.4-28)   (2.4-29)   (2.4-30) 

Sphere: Ref.   (2.4-26)   (2.4-27)   (2,4-28)   (2.4-29)   (2.4-8)   (2.4-19) 

Cone: Ref.   (2.4-26)   (2.4-27)   (2.4-28)   (2.4-29)   (2.4-30) 

Ogive: Ref.   (2.4-27)   (2.4-28)   (2.4-30) 

Ellipsoid: Ref.   (2.4-26)   (2.4-30) 

Composite  bodies:     Ref.   (2.4-27)   (2.4-28)   (2.4-30) 

The general drag force coefficient 
expression     "*""     "  "^       ~     ' 

The total drag force coefficient 
is defined; 

Alternatively,   in  terms  of the 
adopted total drag force breakdown 
scheme for general or compound shapes, 
see Section 1.7.4: 

(D/A)      * 

(2.4-65) 
comprising the pressure force compo- 
nent, p , and the tangential force 
component , r , in the direction of the 
ordered motion.  The surface reference 
area,A , shall be explicitly specified 
in each case.  The general expressions 
for P and r   are given by Eqs (2.4-60) 
and (2.4-61), or alternatively by Eqs 
(2.4-63) and (2.4-64). 

or 

Co sl[<VC0p+c0b]      (24.66) 

Co sl[c0of+c0op ♦c0ob]*io 

+ l[co, + c0p   +C(,b ]8 t 

(2.4-67) 

where (6)  is the angle of incidence. 
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corresponding to the geometric angle of 
attack,  (1)  stenda for the "1-th" body 
part,  and «LI the coefficients are 
referred to the tame common reference 
area.S^A. 

Note that In the free molecular flow 
regime there are no viscous pressure 
terms (no boundary layers), no Inter- 
ference effects either between the 
various body geometries "In situ" or 
due to boundary layer-shock wave inter- 
action patterns (no shock waves)« 

In the following explicit expres- 
sions for various body geometries, the 
following main assumptions are Intro- 
duced : 

- Steady flow states, 9|  • VM ■ const, 

- Constant, uniform surface tempera- 
tures , Tw « contt, 

- Monoatomic molecular model  (only 
translational degrees of freedom), 

- Molecular reflection is treated 
as completely diffuse (o-'i a > i), with no 
ordered motion velocity of the re- 
emitted molecular stream and with the 
random molecular motion velocity dis- 
tribution function being of the modified 
MaxwellIan form, corresponding to a 
temperature,(Tr), different from both 

(TjJandCr,,),  i.e.,o<a<i, 

- No skin radiation or internal heat 
conduction effects  through the  body 
skin are considered. 

(i)  Geometric Shapes Composed of 
Plane Surfaces 

The momentum transfer analysis for 
an inclined flat surface (with one 
face exposed to free  stream only)can 
serve as a starting basis for developing 
the CQ expressions for other geometries: 
the assumed wetted surface area, A ,  in 
Figs  (2.4-2)  and (2.4-3)   is replaced 
by locally tangential  infinitesimal plane 
areas,dA,  and  the analysis  of  the im- 
pinging and the reflected molecules 
is  then applied along the  lines described 
In  the previous paragraph,  with a sub- 
sequent integration «cross  the actual 
body geometry in any special body geome- 
try case.    Obviously,   in a  final form, 
all  the coefficients  are  reduced  to a 
common reference area SREF *■ A .     The 
resulting expressions can  be sumnarized 
for a few simple geometries as  follows: 

(1)  Front plane surfaces (0 < v S CO 

!•« const.) of total wetted are«,  A,   (one 
side),  inclined by    with respect  to  6 
the resultant vector,qj   ,   of  the ordered 
motion,  see Fig (2.4-7). 

The time rates of change of normal 
and tangential momentum components per 
unit are« (superscript' )  of A »due 
to the impinging mpleculer stream at 
any local point,M , which is character- 
ized  by the respective  infinitesimal 
areadA,  ls(22) 

0| ■ C'o, (1/2) Pf if ■ p, tinff -f T| cot e   » 
(2.4-68) 

Cg,« C^, »in»  + Cf, cot«, 

where : 
(2.U-69) 

D\   -  is  the resultant local drag force 
per unit area due to the total momen- 
tum exchange of the impinging molecules 
at any point M, 

^••ö/forr (2-ii-7ö) 

C
"S(17i)M?, (2.4-71) 

+ (i+2k)(,+"fS0] > 

i.e.. 

[A'"2 + (l+SffSy)]    , 

(2.4-73) 

^rlvrs; ^+(,+^sf )(l+^ sv}] «mo = cDW 

cor i    IF 
AO'i 0| 

1 T2A        ' -«A ■g ^l  Ql A    y/>j qi A 

(2.4-74) 

= CDi11(CT   9 WET 

(2.4-75) 

00,= 
Di Dt _A_     r _A_ 

2c        '   I «   »i A      c     "CDi« -     ' 

(2.4-76) 
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p sine 

LOCAL    DRAG   FORCE    PER   UNIT   AREA 

D'sDj'+ Dr'= (Pjsinfl+TjC08Ö) + (prsinö) 

NOTE: SIGN  OF p AND T RELATED TC X AND y, 
WHILE    DRAG   IS   POSITIVE    AS  INDICATED. 

FIO (2.4-7) FRONT   SURFACE,  0< v < co ,  Tw  «   CONST. 

(FREE    MOLECULE     FLOW) 

2,4-21 
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where  the drag coefficient ^O'WET   is for 
the whole plane surface A   ,  due  to all 
impinging molecules,  since  (6 = const    ). 
Note  that  the subscript  (i)  here refers 
to  the "impinging" molecular stream,  and 
not to the "i-th" configurational part, 
while the subscript  (WET)  denotes  the 
wetted are.a,A . 

The tangential component  of  the mo- 
mentum transfer for the completely 
diffusely re-emitted free tpolecules 
Cir=a-'= I ,0<a<l) does not contribute  to 
the shearing stress(rr: o)since CJ,5 0). 
The rate of change of the normal momen- 
tum component per unit area due  to a 
completely diffuse molecular re-emittance 
yields a local drag force per unit area 
Dr   at  any  point M ( Tj ^   Tr*: Tw): 

D'r'CB^M1«^««»«. 

'■' cor
= cp, •'"* 

(2.U-77) 

(2.U-78) 

CDr - C0ru 

C0r S,|^(Tf)l»"95+V^Sf(t4WfS,)] = CDrwET    , 

_A_ (2.4-79) 
rWET    SREF (2.4-80) 

whar.^  the drag coefficient ^"r^fis  for 
the whole wetted  surface A  due  to all 
diffusely re-emitted molecules,   since 
( 9 = const    ) . 

Finally,   the total drag  force coeffi- 
cient of  the wetted area A and the 
reference dynamic  pressuret-j-Pj JJ? ^/"H^H) 
is: 

c0 
Ü'A _A_   . 

*.•%%{{ 1 + erfS, 

(2.4-81) 

♦(i + 1^)U-8'V^f ft)*]}- 
X"S^EF' (2.4-82) 

Alternatively,   by a direct grouping 
of   the pressure drag components   of  the 
impinging and of the diffusely re-emitted 
molecules and by taking the  skin-fric- 
tion drag component separately,   the 
same final expression (2.4-82)  can be 
obtained: 

DaI^+ DJ =     D/A   , (2  4-83) 

Co' Co^Ex'Cp  »infl+ C, cos 9 » 

Cp"   WT^-   P'  P' 
• Cf = 

(2.4-84) 

,777JF c,i 
(2.4-85) 

(2.4-86) 

Cf=  sinÖcose[-7Jf;rff-sv2
+  (i + erfsv)], 

C0 = sinö 

V7Sv 

(2.4-87) 

T5; 

2Svz )] + e -s, [ i + 

* 4^ (*)"']} (2.4-82) 
»v       » >l •    J '    SREF 

For a  general  shape  double wedge 
on Fig.   (2.4-8),   the  expression 
(2.4-82)   is  valid for each of  the 
directly wetted surfaces  (1),   (2)  and 
(4),   provided  the specified angular 
conditions  are  satisfied.     The  surface 
(3)   is   "shaded",  and  shall require  a 
separate analysis  to determine   its 
C0    value.     For the whole wedge  the 
toral drag force coefficient,   referred 
to any  reference area SREFis  then: 

Co= Cp/A./Sr) + CD2(A2/Sr) + C^A/S,) + C^/S,) 

(2.4-88) 
(2)  Rear plane  ("shaded")   surfaces 

(-C0< v< ©»Tw3const )  of  a shaded  area 
A    (one side),  inclined at an incidence 
angle  6 with respect  to the  free 
stream,   see  Fig (2.4-9): 

At  any point M  ,  characterized  by  an 
infinitesimal area dA,   the local drag 
force coefficient (per unit area)  is: 

(a)   Due  to  impinging molecules: 

0[= ±c'D prf-{   p;8infl)+{    r.cosö) , 

(2,4-89) 

.".     c0i = (   Cplsin«)+{    Cfl cos« )>(2.4-90) 

where(Cpj) and(Cf j )are given by Eqs 
(2.4-72)   and  (2.4-73)   respectively, 
with  (-Ö)   substituted for 9   : 
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NOTE > u = u-t- H,/(2i8|),/a 

v= v+ Hg/IZ/Si)172 

w= w+ H3/(2/3i)l/2 

FOR  EACH CLASS  OF  MOLECULES 

SURFACES   A|,A2,A4:    0 < v < 00 

SURFACE   A3   : -CO <  v  < 0 

SURFACE   A, : 

a   < 0,    <    (T7/2 + a) 

0  <  Ö = (ö|- on < ir/z 

SURFACE   A2 : 

0 <   Ö2 <   (TT/Z-  a) 

0 <  6   = ( 02+ a ) <  TT/Z 

q^ u^Vj+Wi 

SURFACE   A3    -. 

0< Sj^ l»/2 +a) 

0< 6= (Ös+O) < ir/Z 

SURFACE    A4  : 

0<   04 < a 

0 <   9' a - 6A< ir/z 

VELOCITY VECTORS OF THE RELATIVE ORDERED 
MOTION OFGASWITHRESPECT TO THE   WEDGE 
AT REST, (qr V, *,= 0 FOR THE 
TWO DIMENSIONALFLOW CASE.) 

FIG (2.4-8)     GENERAL    DOUBLE-WEDGE    PROFILE 
(FREE     MOLECULE      FLOW) 
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= C0'WET  S   tC0,lS    ' 

or directly, by writing the Eq i2A-7k) 
in the alternate form (with 8V « S sin B ) 
and(9   ■ contl. ): 

Co,weT • Co, • 

. [ ^ .^ + ( 1 +^ )(l + «rf 8,) ..n «] . 
(2,U-92) 

and by substituting (-fl )  for (0),  the 
drag coefficient component for a 
"shaded" surface A  due to all Impinging 
molecules Is obtained as: 

.2 

Using the general expressions  (2.U- 
60)  and  (2.4-61)  the drag coefficient 

(2.4-91) of a flat plate, referred to the refer- 
ence area of one side A  ,   18(22): 

(I) Assuming completely diffuse re- 
emlttance of molecules (o-= o-'s | > and a 
uniform surface temperature(Tw *=Ti )and 
(Tw »Tr, a= I   ): 

cv,-[-^i,''*<,l'+^x"",s')] 
t (2.t-93) 

■[Co,], . (2.4-91) 

(b) Due to diffusely reflected mole- 
cules: 

(2.4-92) 

or, by substituting Into the expression 
(2,4-79) (-Ö ) for (©): 

(2.4-93) 

(c) Finally, the total drag coeffi- 
cient of the shaded reference area A is: 

r      -   TOTAL  DHAS   .   f/•     1      ^   F/.     1 
"   "  r~~-*        "  LCDiJa■,■ LCOrJs »(2.4-94) fw 

+ 

^^)]--,;['-4^(ir]} 
(2.4-95) 

For the general double wedge on 
Fig (2.4-8)  the termCojCan be now in- 
cluded in the Eq (2.4-88).  It Is numeri- 
cally negative.  I.e., a push force coeffi- 
cient. 

(II) Flat Plates 

(2.4-96) 

[CooirAik^»s [ *"Sv +7^ Sv (l + -^2) «rf Sv+ 

^.in2«], (2.4-97) 

for one side of the non-insulated flat 
plate,  where: 

S» =S tin« =^/y M, tine »(2.4- 98) 

T. 9*  T, 1   '(2.4-99) 

I.e., a knowledge of the actual surface 
temperature,Tw , is required in general. 

If it is assumed thatfTj = Twl, i.e., an 
insulated plate with(a = 0), tn<; above 
expression (2.4-97) ia simplifieu, 
since then(S=Sw).  In Fig (2.4-10), the 
relationship CDD(FF = f(s,0 ) is presented 
graphically for the case. 

In the absence of radiation and in- 
ternal heat conduction effects, a more 
realistic approach would be to equate 
the uniform surface temperature, Tw , 
with the equilibrium temperature, Tr , 
instead of (Tw= T,), where the ratioCTj/Tj) 
can be found through the corresponding 
recovery factor (r'), see Eq (2.4-33). 
Since the recovery factor is larger 
than unity, the drag coefficient value 
shall be somewhat greater than In Fig 
(2.4-10) which represents the case of 
(Tw = !■(). 

reflec 
(2) Assuming completely specular 
lection of molecules (a = 0^ = 0 , a ^ 

from one side of an insulated flat plate: 

[ Co»ec ]WET (2.4-100) 

= -^fr^ff-«? +v^(-i-+Smarts»] 

The ^SPEC
3
^

8
'® ' relationship is pre- 
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LOCAL   DRAG    FORCE   PER UNIT    AREA 

D'8 OJ + Dr's (-Pj sinö) + (-riC08fl)-(prsinö) 

NOTE:   SI6N    OF  P   AND   T   RELATED  TO   X  AND y 
WHILE   DRAG   IS   POSITIVE    AS   INDICATED. 

FIG (2.4-9)   REAR     SURFACE , -«< v < 0 , Tw « CONST. 

(FREE    MOLECULE    FLOW) 
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Fig (2 .4-10) Drag coeff icient in free molecule f low, d i f fuse reflection 
on on insulated flat plote. (Ref 22 ) 
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Fig (2.4-11) Flat   plate  lift-drag ratio, diffutt rtfl«ction (Ret 22) 
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■ented graphically In Flg. (2.U-12) 

(3) The Knudeen Number Effect on heat 
tranafer on a flat plate 

The influence of Knudsen Number (i.e., 
of the flow type) on the aurface-to-free 
stream temperature ratio (1^/Tj) can be 
investigated in its simplest form in 
the case of a flat plate by assuming 
adiabatic conditions in a monoatomic gas 
(12): 

(a) Free molecule flow.Kn > 3 

For the front surface of a flat 
plate exposed to the free stream at 
an arbitrary angle B  , the energy 
balance for the adiabatic conditions 
takes form(22): 

W*  2RT,[l4- 4^,)]= 2RTW , 

where(T,,« Tow), i.e. 
(2.4-101) 

Ti 1 + d-nr **'**' - 
8-v^Mi   ,   Mi-ii   ,      y-  S/3(2.U-102) 

(monootomic   go«)   , 

*(S,0) « /•.' 
^7S¥(I+ trf S,) 

For{«sO),   the Eq  (2.U-103)   takes 
the simplest  form: 

(2.4-103) 

> -  I ^2S
2   . (2,4-104) 

since  then, 

*{S'8)-   VyMl^rfSv^   -   *    '(2  4. •105) 

Sy =   S sinÖ s  o (2.4-106) 

(b)  Continuxim flow, Kn « I ,   laminar 
boundary layer, ( fl = o): 

Ja. 
Tl 

r(0) = 

I + y-i 
rCOMi* »   I +.326 8' 

(2.4-107) 

.815(recovery factor,  monoatomic 
gases). 

X ■   '/3(monoatomic  gas), 

and at the stagnation point, with 
r (0 )   andfVT, ): 

* -  . ♦ 2/58« (2.4-108) 

The above comparative expressions  are 
represented graphically in Fig (2.4-13), 
showing that a higher adiabatic equilib- 
rium wall temperature exists in a free 
molecule flow (Kn>3) than in a continuum 
(laminar)  flowCKn«!), and that the 
free molecv.le flow equilibrium tempera- 
ture is evr.n greater than the stagnation 
temperature in laminar boundary layers 
of continuum flow concept. 

(Hi)  Cylinders   (with longitudinal 
axis perpendicular to the free stream) 

For cylindrical bodies of circular 
cross-section with their axis perpen- 
dicular to the velocity vector of the 
ordered motion,^   ,   the drag force 
coefficient  is  obtainable by applying 
the plane surface analysis from pre- 
ceding paragraphs  to an Infinitesimal 
area(l2); 

dA - rIdd (2.4-109) 

Inclined at a local angle, 6   , with 
respect to IT and by a subsequent inte- 
gration from 0 toir/2for the front 
(washed) and the rear (shaded) cylin- 
drical halves respectively, see Figs 
(2.4-14) and (2.4-15). 

(I) Front face ( 0 < w < 00 Jv» = const.), 
see Fig (2.4-14). 

(a) Molecules impinging on an area- 
element, dA, yield a local drag force 
coefficient per unit area, 

,   (pjtinö + TJCOSö) 
0i £7?^  '   (2-u-uo) 

C6i= »inö[ 

x(l + erfSv)]  , (2.4-111) 
or the respective total drag force 
coefficient  for the whole front  face, 

X(| + «rf Sv)]«inÖde , 

with the  reterence cross-section area 
of(2rl ) . 
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Fig (2.4-12)   Drag  coefficitnt   in  frte  moltcular   flow, specular  rtfttction  from 
on«   sidt    of an  intulattd   flat    plot«, (R«f   22) 
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Fig(2.4-13) Surfoc«   ttmptrotur«   of on   intulattd   plott at   lorgt   and 
»moll   valu«»   of   tht   Knudton    number,   (R«f. 12) 
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CD|' = Pj sinö + r| cosö 

COr = prsinö 

CD = CDi' + Cor'1 (pisinö+rtcosö )+ prsinö 

NOTE:  SIGN   OF   p AND  T RELATED   TO    X AND  y 
WHILE    CD     I?    POSITIVE   AS   INDICATED. 

Fig.(2.4-14)     FRONT     FACE ,   (0 < v < oo, T*= CONST.) 

DRAG      COEFFICIENT      OF     CYLINDERS 
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DRAG 
-P| »in 

pr cost 

Pr *M6 

.'. Co'i'(-Pi «inS)+(-riC08Ö) 

Cor ■ Pr «'"ö 

CO1 Col+COf s (-Pi sin6) + (-TjCOSÖ)-(pr8in9) 

NOTE:   SIGN   OF   P AND T RELATED TO   X  AND y 

*HM.E   CO    IS   POSITIVE    AS    INOIOATEO. 

FIG(2.4-15) REAR     FACE,(-• < »  < 0 , Tw -CONST.) 

DRAG    COEFFICIENT   Oh    CYLINDERS 
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(b) Molecules emerging diffusely 
from an area element, dA, yield a local 
drag coefficient per unit area. 

cD'r - iftüaö , 
(2.4-112) 

or the respective total drag force 
coefficient for the whole front face, 

Mf-Tfcr('Tr)V,'+      (2.^u3) 
+ -/r Sv(l + «r^Sv)] f     «in'ödö, 

with the reference cross-section area  of 
Uri   =A). 

(c)  The  total drag force coefficient 
for the front face  is  then: 

[Co]f -    [Co^ +  [COr]f=  [CD, ]CROSS-SECTION- 

(2.u-m) 
(2)  Rear  Face (- m <  ^ < o,Tw = con.t), 

see  Fig   (2.4-15) 

(a) Molecules  impinging on an ele- 
ment, dA,  yield a  local drag force coef- 
ficient per unit area, with (-9)  in- 
stead of 0  : 

[Co',]^ [-Pi«in0- r.cotö]^^   = 

=   (-0^)5+ (-Cf'i)b   . 

reference area(A = 2rl): 

w       (2.4-119) 

- -Asvd-trfS»)] / /2iln8flde . 
(c)  The  total  drag  force coefficient 

for the rear face  is: 

Nb" KL* Klb=W CROSS-SECTION' 

(2.U-120) 
(3)  Total cylinder,   assuming the 

reference area   (A:2ru): 

Co= [co Jf +  [coJb" [C0cYLjcP»0SS-SeCTI0N , 

(2.4-121) 
or, after regrouping(12); 

Co-[|CoJf+ |cDi|b] + [|cor|f+ |c0ri..l  , 

(2.4-122) 
.   /    -'/tS* 

CD= {^—- [lo+ (8*+ '/tXIo+l!)]} ♦ 

ft {-sf(*r} (2.4-123) 

focn] CROSS-SECTION*   Co! 
4{^,' 

x[i0 + (s,+ ,/i)ao+i.)] + -f-(^-) } 
where (2.4-124) 

/.   .- \1   «     ,n  ,   ,,^N      s = -?^- =\fT Mi is the molecular speed (l-trfSvjJ.inÖ ,    (2.4-116) C»   v2    ratio> 
or the respective average drag force 
coefficient for the whole rear face, 
with (A=2rl.  ): 

. (l-.rl8v)].l»»d» .  (21(.U7) 

(b) Molecules reflected diffusely 
from an area element, dA , yield a 
local drag coefficient per unit area, 

- v^Sv(l-erfSv)]  , (2.4-118) 

or the respective average drag force 
coefficient  for the whole rear face with 

Cj   -  is  the most probable incident 
speed of molecules,Cj = (2RTi)/2  ■ Cmi  ' 

TT   = the velocity of  the ordered mo- 
tlon, (q.l-lvj    , 
Tr  -  is  the  temperature of diffujely 
reflected molecules, 

Tj   -  is  the  temperature of incident 
molecules, 

I    /"   t^ .   . 
Io" ~ I     .,      Kbrnt*     i   a modified Bessel 

«i,    tl-««r« function of the 
order of 0, 

ii'-i^r^U-SU*,   .   a modified 
" "H Bessel function of 

the order of  1, 

'°-% 
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H2- Boltzmann's function. 

Note that in case of any other 
(common) reference area, Sr , for a 
given missile configuration, the expres- 
sion (2.4-124) for the drag coefficient 
shall read: 

CD
CYL  ' T iCDCYLJ Sr   L-WCYLJ CROSS-SECTION    7 

(2.4-125) 
where 

Co U
CYL   -   is  referred  to the common 

reference  area, Sr ,   for the whole mis- 
sile, 

L    1)
CYLJ CROSS SECTION-  is  referred  by  deri- 

vation  to  the area  (A = 2rl   ), 
2 

Sr   -     *f      (usually). 

Alternatively,  from Ref.   22,   for a 
right  circular cylinder with  its  axis 
normal  to  the flow and(A = 2rl),   for a 
completely diffuse  ref lection (o-= <r'= I), 
the average drag coefficient expression 
can  be written in the form: 

^ 
-'^S2 

Mcrr[co]olPF- ^H—{[(^-^)iox 
(2.4-126) 

and for purely specular reflection, 
(a = 0r'=  0) : 

(2.4-127) 

f(Tw) 

- A* (2,4-128) 

Using  the expression  (2.4-126)   and 
(2.4-127)   and assuming(Sw= S ),   i.e., 
(Tj   =  Ty,),   the influence of ( y )     is 
eliminated,   and the  results  are appli- 
cable  both  to monoatomic  and  diatomic 
gases.     Graphical presentations  of 
CQ    =f(S)for the case  are given  in 
Fig  (2.4-16). 

Eq   (2.4-124)  indicates  that  the 
drag  force coefficient of a cylinder 

in a free molecule flow depends upon 
the molecular speed ratio,S ,  and  the 
temperature ratio   Tr / Ti    .     The 
effective  temperature, Tr ,  of emergent 
molecules  can be found from the energy 
balance between the body and the gaseous 
medium by defining firet  the wall 
temperature, Tw .    Assuming a constant 
surface  temperature Ty, of a "gray" body, 
the energy balance for any infinitesimal 
body area,dA,   shall consist of  (for 
monoatomic gases,  no dissociation or 
ionization,  Ref.   12): 

(a)   The  translational energy per 
unit area per unit time conveyed by 
the incident molecules: 

On the  Front Surfaces(p   <    y ^   ^ } : 

[tl]r   -i-m[nOf[qi
2
+RTi(4+^L:7)]   • 

--Sv2 

where  ^»(S,ö) =     M    * ——- 
v*Sv(l + trfSv) 

In'l    =  total number of impinging 
molecules  per unit time p 

(2.4-129) 

«(2.4-1.30) 

per 
unit area, 

[nl]f= [ni]f v/|l|V
Sv2+   Sv^(l+erfSv)]    , 

(2.4-131) 
n'|f- total .number of impinging mole- 
cules per unit volume per unit time. 

On the Rear Surfaces (-00 < w < 0 ): 

[Ei'b] = ■M"iU^RTi(4-1J-T)] 

(2.4-132) 
where 

4>b(s,e) = 
rs»' 

Sv/w-d-erf Sv) 
(2.4-133) 

Mb
= [ni]bV^[e

Sv2-Sv^(l-.rfSv)]. 
(2.4-134) 

(b) The translational energy per 
unit area per unit time, possessed by 
the emerging molecules.  It can be 
determined through a choice of the 
accommodation coefficient, a . 
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Fig (2.4-16)  Drug   coefficient   for sphere and  cylinder in  free   molecule  flow. 

(Ref   22) 

Tw   s   T|  ,i«.       Sw = S 
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On Front Surface« ( 0 S *  S » ) ; 

[r,']f - (|-o)[ri']f + ZamR^^T«  . 

(2.U-135) 
On Rear Surfacea e« S  i^iO    ): 

(2.4-136) 

(c) The radiation energy, evaluated 
for a supposedly "gray" body, i.e., 
a body emitting and receiving radiant 
energy with the emlsslvlty, < , Inde- 
pendent of both wave length and gas 
density: 

Radiant Input From the Ambient Gas 
to Unit Area of the Body Surface: 

[Ein] - €BTc4   ,       (2,U-137) 

In case of the cylinder{ dA = rl d Ö) with 
Its axis perpendicular to  the free 
stream,  the Eq  (2.4-139)_takes form 
(after substitution for E'r   ): 

Wim 

-2amRTwjf     [|ni'|f+|ni'|b] d» ♦ 

+ 2Tr[€B(Tc4- T^)-j']   » 0    » 
(2.4-140) 

or after substitution for |E|lf ,|E|'lb, 
Jn,'|f and |n'I,, and after reduction of 
tne integrals, the temperature,!»», 
can be obtained in terms of molecular 
speed ratio, S , gas temperature,Tj , 
gas density, p^  , and temperature Tc ; 

2 J«-. (z, +2^- [(S? + 2) ZI + (S
2+-|-) ^ + 

where 

« -  is  the emissivity for "gray" bodies, 
dimensionless, 

B -  is the Stefan  - Boltzmann's constant, 
B = 3,74xl(^foot-pound per square foot, 

Tc   -  is  the temperature  of the outer 
boundary,  containing both the gas and 
the body;    [0F]    ,   assumed constant. 

Radiant Emission From Body Surface: 

fr.] - €BT»»4 
i w const. 

(2.4-138) 

(d)  The internal energy output (j') 
from unit area  of  the body surface per 
unit time due  to coolants  (or any other 
concepts). 

Then,  the conservation  of energy 
principle,  expressed  through the energy 
balance, yields that for the total body 
surface: 

/[Ei'J^A +/[Ei]bdA + €BTc4A - 

= /[fr'^dA + /[Fr']bdA + A€BT»»4+ j'A  . 

(2.4-139) 

♦■sfte-H'B<T--T''-J'}=0 

(2.4-141) 

where 
Z^Wr^Io^S1).        (2.4-142) 

Z^irSV*8*   [lo(-4-sV I, (iS2)]. 
(2.4-143) 

I0 and I, are modified Bessel  functions. 

From the expression  (2.4-141)   for Tw 
the effective temperature Tr  of the 
emergent molecules can be determined 
by specifying the proper value of the 
factor, a- , which determines the degree 
in which Tr approaches Tw .     For adiaba- 
tic flow conditions  (Insulated cylin- 
der)  with((r = <r'= I) and no exchange of 
either radiant or internal  (coolant) 
energy,   the reflected molecules  shall 
emerge with a temperature equal  to 
the surface temperature,(Tr   = T»»).    Then, 
the expression (2.4-142)  reduces  to 

Jr-^-^mpfr*  • 
(2.4-144) 

and  the drag force coefficient (for 
insulated cylinders  in monoatomic 
gases),  becomes: 

DCYLWET 

- Co^lff-^S'   [l0+(S2+4- MIo+I,)]   + 
(2.4-145) 
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+ j. risiiii_zJ_jLjs!iliz,i,/« \ . 
T"  L^ 2(2,^2) J      J 

(2.U-1^5) 
Eqs  (2.'+-lUU)  and  (2.U-1U5)  are 

graphically presented in Figs  (2,U-17) 
and  (2.4-18)   respectively.     Note  that 
the drag coefficient and(Tw / J\ ) are 
functions  only of the molecular speed 
ratio, S ,   and  that the drag coefficient 
is independent of the Knudsen Number, 
Kn ,   provided Kn > 3 which assures   the 
free molecule flow conditions. 

(iv) Spheres 

The drag coefficient of a sphere 
in a free molecule flow can be found 
along the  same  lines as shown for flat 
plates and cylinders.    For a sphere 
with a reference cross-section area 
(A = r2w), where  r   is  the sphere  raQius(22): 

ü0i»f      ^ s8 2 S4 

and 

'08PKC 
COOIM "Ir 

(2.U-IU7) 

where 

SM    = 
(2.4-148) 

qi ■V?"'- 

x erUS)* 
3Sv 

(2.4-146) 

(2.4-149) 

Assuming{Tw=   Tj ),   i.e.^Sw^  S   ),  the 
above expressions become valid for 
both monoatomic  and diatomic gases 
(i.e., independent of y ).    A graphical 
presentation of  theC(VpuERp : f(S) 
case is presented in Fig (2.4-16). 
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Fig (2.4-17) Drag   of on intulattd  cylinder   in helium.   {Ref   12) 

Auumption:  Tr = T,,    o- s o"  s | t 

Adlaballc    flow   condition», 
no   radiant  or   inlarnol 
coolant   onorgy   oxchang*. WAG 

Rtforonc«    aroo, A» 2rl ,  C0 ■ ^CDCYL ) CROSS.8ECTION "f ^| T* A 
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Fig (2.4-18) HEAT    TRANSFER   TESTS   ON   A   CYLINDER   IN   HELIUM. 

(REF   12) 
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2,4.5    SLIP  FLOW 

(i)  General characteristics 

In the  slip flow regime  the gas 
density is  slightly less  than for a 
continuum flow regime.     The slip flow 
domain is  defined by the Knudsen Num- 
ber values, 

0,< RJ^~ 
(2.U-150) 

Actually, in the slip flow regime 
the three governing parameters, Kn , M,Re, 
which represent  the rarefaction,   the 
compressibility and the viscosity ef- 
fects respectively,  are mutually so 
interrelated that the" Eq  (2.^-150)   is 
satisfied either for large values   of 
M ,  for small values of Re ,  or both. 

In the equilibrium kinetic  theory 
of  gases,   the  slip flow is characterized 
by a non-Maxwellian velocity distribu- 
tion law,   the degree of rarefaction 
being less   than in the free molecule 
flow case.     The relatively simple 
theoretical  approach, which has been 
adopted  in  the  free molecule flow 
analysis,   is not applicable to the  slip 
flow regime:     the motion is nonisentro- 
pic,  requiring a more general  velocity 
distribution function and more general- 
ized boundary conditions.    A modified 
boundary layer concept is  introduced: 
it  is  expected  that the boundary  layer 
will be laminar and of an appreciable 
thickness.     The  interaction between 
such thick  boundary  layers  and  the   in- 
viscid outer flow becomes significant^!, 
32 »33)       i^g  t0 this pronounced and com- 
plex interrelationship between the  vis- 
cous,   the compressible and the rarefied 
gas effects,   there are no generalized 
theoretical  approaches handling all 
the factors   simultaneously.     It can  be 
only anticipated  that,  other factors 
being similar,   the over-all effect  of 
the rarefied  slip flow and  the associated 
velocity and  temperature jumps at  the 
inner boundary will result  in a re- 
duction of  the skin friction coefficient 
value. 

The formulation of the slip flow 
problem in  form of differential equa- 
tions can be done along several approxi- 
mate theoretical  or semi-empirical 
lines.     Two basic well-known approaches 
are: 

- A modification of the classical 
Navier-Stokes equations,  resulting  in 
the Burnett  equations for the slip-flow 

changed boundary conditions,   including 
the associated   temperature jump(5)# 

- The use of   the Thirteen Moment 
principle^1*; <     Neither the Burnett 
nor the Thirteen Moment equations 
have chown any  real advantages  in 
handling the problem(22).    Instead, 
some recent experimental evidence 
indicates  that  a more straightforward 
handling of the Navier-Stokes equations 
with the changed slip-velocity and 
temperature-jump boundary conditions 
may yield better results than the 
two mentioned  theoretical approaches. 

A br;ef outl 
of the slip fl 
illustrated by 
basis of the c 
of gases. The 
treated as a n 
a rarefied gas 
boundary condi 
those in the c 

ine of the main features 
ow regime can be 
investigating it on the 

lassical kinetic theory 
slip-flow regime is 

on-Mazwellian motion of 
with the specified 

tions different from 
ontinuum flow case. 

(1)   Two-dimensional laminar boundary 
layers" of  the continuum flow regime  - 
kinetic  theory  approacFÜ 

The non-Maxwellian molecular 
velocity distribution functional2) 
for slightly non-isentropic conditions 
is confined to  a thin layer adjacent 
to the flat plate surface,  the gas 
flow within the  laminar layer being 
regarded as steady,   laminar,  and com- 
pressible.     Everywhere  outside the 
thin boundary layer,   i.   e., beyond the 
predominant influence of the solid 
surfaces,  the gas flow is considered 
completely isentropic with the mole- 
cular velocity distribution function 
conforming to the isentropic form of 
the Maxwell's  law.     The concept is 
compatible to the Prandtl's postulate 
from the continuum flow theory. 

The  boundary  layer thickness  can be 
defined in terms  of either the ordered 
mass velocity,    Su(x),   or temperature, 
8TU),   see Fig   (2.4-19),  reflecting 
the twofold nature of a nonisentropic 
flow random molecular transport mecha- 
nism,     the momentum and the heat trans- 
fer effects respectively.    The two 
boundary layer thicknesses are dif- 
ferent  in general,  but it is assumed 
that they are of  the same order of 
magnitude,  expressed through some 
modified form of  the Reynolds Analogy 
Concept. 
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The general equations  of  motion for 
steady,   two-dimensional,   non-isentropi.c, 
compressible flows can be written  in 
the  form(12): 

**   V      ' dy   ^     ' (2.U-151) 

L        3 dx    3ay j ay      \di    d*) 

This general form of the two-dimen- 
sional, slightly nonisentropic flow 
equations shall be applied to laminar 
viscous flows across a flat noninsu- 
lated plate at a zero angle of attack. 
The molecular motion in the layer 
directly adjacent to the surface needs 
to be first defined, i.e., the boundary 
conditions at the surface specified.  The 
actual mechanism of interaction between 
the real gas molecules and a real sur- 
face is as yet not completely under- 
stood.  The related experimental obser- 
vations depend upon the method and the 
apparatus used, surface material, sur- 
face absorption rates of the molecules, 
condensation effects, etc. Most 
theories distinguish between the follow- 
ing two basic premises: 

(a) A specular (isentropic) reflec- 
tion of molecules 

Only if a surface is insulated and 
assumed ideally smooth, and a monoatomic 
gas flow considered as ideally isen- 
tropic, can a specular moleruiar re- 
flection occur; the tangential velocity 
component remains unchanged, while the 
normal velocity component reverses its 
sign.  The boundary conditions are then 
specified as being for a "perfect slip 

flow", and the simplest isentropic form 
of the Maxwell's velocity distribution 
function(12) holds both for the im- 
pinging and the perfectly elastically 
rebound molecules on the surface.  The 
molecular motion in the l.'yer adjacent 
to the surface is purely Maxwellian, 
i.e., isentropic. 

Obviously, under these premises, the 
viscous effects in a laminar boundary 
layer cannot be investigated. 

(b) A diffuse (nonisentropic) mole- 
cular reflection 

Real solid surfaces are microscopi- 
cally of an irregular grain pattern, 
promoting a diffuse reflection of 
molecules to a greater or lesser ex- 
tent, see Section 2.4.1. 

A diffuse molecular reflection is 
characterized by a complete loss of the 
tangential ordered velocity component 
of the_Lmpinging molecules at the sur- 
face ( v» = 0) .  The molecules are tem- 
porarily trapped at the surface and re- 
ejected with random molecular speeds 
(u'.v') after attaining either partially 
or completely the thermal equilibrium 
with the surface. The re-emitted mole- 
cules have no velocity of ordered 
motion (u = v=0).  The random molecular 
speed distribution function of the 
diffusely reflected molecules is sup- 
posed to follow the Maxwell's law, 
but modified to correspond to a tem- 
perature which is different both from 
the temperature of the impinging stream 
and the temperature of the surface. 
Due to the discontinuity of molecular 
motion during the transient period 
of time in which the molecules are 
trapped at the surface irregularities, 
there is no directional preference 
for the reflected molecules:  all 
directions of random molecular motion 
away from the surface are equally prob- 
able. 

The mathematical model for the 
diffuse reflection (three-dimensional) 
is illustrated in Fi§ (2.4-1 ), with 
the reference axes fixed to the wall 
at rest.  The molecules in the 
element of volume (S) of the oncoming 
stream, adjacent to the solid wall 
(9,= 0), have a relative ordered velocity 
components ( utlv(« o.w,) with respect to 
the wall at rest and the random motion 
velocity components ( u', y', w')»which are 
governed by the Maxwellian velocity 
distribution function(f) of slightly 
nonisentropic flows.  The diffusely 
reflected molecules are treated as if 
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they were re-emitted  from an element of 
the wall volume,IW),   on the other side 
of  the interface, where the molecules 
are supposedly trapped (Bt.V,,!,).    Con- 
sequently,   the  rejected molecules have 
no velocity components  of  the ordered 
motion,  and their random molecular 
velocity components (u'.v'.v»') distribution 
law(fo)is assumed to  follow  the free- 
molecule Maxwell's  velocity distribu- 
tion function of  isentropic gases, where 
the (fo) function is evaluated for a tem- 
perature (T, J«TW ,Tr ^T, ),   in general. 

The boundary conditions  for the 
diffuse molecular reflection pattern 
are characterized by small disconti- 
nuities of normal pressure (p),  tangen- 
tial mass velocity of  ordered motion (Q , 
w)  and temperature (T) at the interface 
between the gas  layer adjacent to the 
wall and the wall proper.     These dis- 
continuities arise from the fact that 
(1)  the molecular random motion of the 
impinging molecules  of the oncoming 
stream is non-Maxwellian  (nonisentropic) 
near the wall,  and  (2)  the molecular 
random motion of the diffusely reflected 
molecules is Maxwellian but evaluated 
for a temperature {TJ different from 
( T, ) .    Using the subscript (t) to denote 
conditions  in the stream layer adjacent 
to the. wall,  and the  subscript («) to de- 
note conditions  of  the solid surface, 
the stated small discontinuities in 
pressures,   temperatures  and ordered 
motion velocities are analytically 
given for the assumed slightly nonisen- 
tropic conditions  by(l2): 

fs.Si.iri(iE+i* .2üO +11 riüi 
PW      etc Vdx      dt dy'J,   16 [T   dyj,   * 

(2.4-15*0 

Tw      54L c ^x      dz'  dy  'J,    128 L T    d y J,' 

(2.4-155) 

9 

(2.U-156) 

w«- x,[T^\d7+^7/ + l28irfi^Jt' 
vs= 0 (2.4-157) 

■ 

These discontinuities can be treated 
either as negligibly small  or signifi- 
cant, depending upon the  state of gas 
and the conditions   of the real surface. 
For gases at ordinary temperatures and 
only slightly rarefied,   i.e., for con- 
tinuum flow conditions,   it is customary 

to assume in the boundary  layer theory 
that the viscous and the  slightly non- 
isentropic effects are well represented 
if both the diffusely re-emitted mole- 
cules and the impinging molecules  of 
the stream next to a smooth wall have 
a Maxwellian random motion.     Then the 
discontinuities can be regarded as 
negligibly small,  and 

P. = »^     •    ^. = "^0 • J*    -   \   ■ 

(2.4-158) 
For rarefied gases under "slip flow" 

boundary conditions and with accom- 
panying "temperature jumps" between 
the. wall and the gas, the disconti- 
nuities represented by Eqs (2.U-154) to 
(2,4-157) cannot be tr.-eated as negli- 
gible. 

Within the continuum flow concepts, 
the boundary conditions (2.4-158) 
are taken as valid.  They shall be 
applied to the general form of the two- 
dimensional equations (2.4-151) (2.4- 
152) and (2.4-153), after they have 
been reduced to a simpler first-order 
laminar boundary layer form by a 
proper nondimensionalization and an 
order-of-magnitude analysis, as 
follows: 

Assuming relatively thin boundary 
layers, see Fig (2.4-19), it follows 
that: 

0 < I 

0 5  y < MO , or 8TU) , 

8UU) ~ 8T U) << I , 
(2.4-159) 

i.e., (x) and (y) coordinates are of 
different orders of magnitude.  This 
assumption permits introduction of the 
respective nondimensional quantities 
(primed) of length: 

s-ra) 
which are all of the order one 

(2.i+-16l) 

Assuming further that the free 
stream temperature (T,) the maximum tem- 
perature in the boundary layer (Tj) 
and the temperature of the gas layer 
adjacent to the wall (Tt), are of the same 
order of magnitude, i.e., that for any 
point in the boundary layer. 

l 

T, S T S T, 
(2.4-162) 
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it follows that: 

T'   «=   -f  ~ ORDER   OF    fiML (2^-163) 

By similar considerations, the In- 
equality 

T. s u * V.   . (2.'+-164) 

leads to 

] Ü  ■ * ~ ORDER OF ONE , 

and also 
(2.4-165) 

/  _ 
P    • 

P 
f>, 

~ ORDER OF ONE. . 

(2.4-166) 

P 8 

P. 
~ ORDER OF PNg . 

(2.4-167) 

The assumption of 
boundarv laver can be 

a re 
exo 

latively thin 
ressed als-o as 

»y(n     < < I 
> (2.4-168) 

i.e., by a nondimensional length (o) 
which is a small number of a lesser 
order of magnitude than one. 

Introducing further the assumption 
that for laminar boundary layers formed 
by not-too-rarefied gases (near standard 
jas conditions), another nondimensional 
length. 

A 
MIT 

< < I 
(2.4-169) 

Is also a small number of about the 
same order of magnitude (less than one) 
at-  (0), it follows that the velocity 
component perpendicular to the wall , 

7 < < TT 

s:'nce both 

v < < « , 

(2,4-170) 

and 

8U (I) < < I , 

X, < < 8U (I) • 

Under the premises, in order to 
define a nondimensional velocity com- 

ponent normal to the wall (v')of the order 
of one (I.e., of the same order as u'), 
the following line of argumentation may 
be used: 

Mass flux across an element of any 
liae within the boundary layer Is 

yb'm.  weirdy -Vdx) , 
(2.4-171) 

and if the line is a streamline, 

Ddy= Vdx, 

TT   di   oT 

(2.4-172) 

(2.4-173) 

Eq (2.4-173) together with Eqs 
(2.4-168) and (2.4-161) yields: 

dy> dy' 8u (I), 

d x * d x' I , 

dy^ dx'    (AS INDEPENDENT VARIABLES), 

'-Ji_=_3LJLL W      v,      Tii dy ■=   iT »„(l! 

' -   8   _L_ (2.4-174) 

The corresponding nondimensional 
forms of the boundary conditions, 
Eqs  (2.4-154)   to  (2.4-157), are then: 

"V-  dy'Js 

d *     ' d y' 

(2.4-175) 

(2,   -176) 

lag; di'l 
r" a v'J y -'s 

where 

L'. I M. 

(2.4-177) 

~ ORDER       fiJi£   , 

«t ia2 , 03 , a4 ,a5,and   a6    are   constants 

All primed quantities are of  the 
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order of one. Since A is negligibly 
small, the bracketed terms in the Eqs 
(2.4-175) to (2.U-177) become negli- 
gibly small also, and the boundary 
conditions are as stated earlier: 

«t = 01 Pi = P« i \    ~ Tv   • 

(2.4-178) 
Finally, for two-dimensional com- 

pressible, steady laminar boundary 
layers along smooth, flat plates at 
a zero-angle-of-attack, it can be as- 
sumed that there is no pressure gradiert 
in the x-direction, 

(2.4-179) Afi.  = 0   . 
dx 

leading to only a negligible pressure 
gradient in the y-direction also: 

£ = 
(2.4-180) 

The general forms of the governing 
Eqs (2.4-151) to (2.4-153) are then 
reduced to: 

d* d y  ' d y v ^ y 

;2.4-181) 

^ v dx   a y '   d y v ^ y ' 
(2.4-182) 

'-(;^+7^)--^tH-)+''(^ 
,2 

■M'fr) ■ 
p   ~ pHT 

JL- -tr-'Hr) 

(2.4-183) 

(2.4-184) 

(2.4-185) 

where the second of the momentum equa- 
tions (2.4-152) becomes of a negligible 
order of magnitude in all terms. 

The momentum transfer equation, 
assuming a constant temperature of the 
flat plate surface, yields for the 
local skin friction coefficient (Cf) 
the following expression in terms of 
the isentropic mean free molecular 
path(X) taken as a reference length^*2^ 

STy, 8 .664 (-M'2 
' (2.4-186) 

where 

X = ( 4r ) 
X, 

is the dimensionless position 
coordinate, 

Xi - is the mean free molecular path 
outside the boundary layer (isen- 
tropic flow), 

R«! - is the Reynolds Number at the 
station (X =x/X,) , referred to the 

Re, = 

molecular path(1)) , 

/*i 

o-' JL J/2/ l+a/T, 1/2/ i-t-a/T r ^s ^e best 
1  constant for 

the ^i) estimates, over the relevant 
temperature-viscosity ratio 
(assuming the constant surface 
dimensionless temperature, (0w) , 
obtained by matching expressions, 

3/2, 

and 

according to Chapman and Rubesin 
(42), 

e 

e. 

T 

JM 

is the dimensionless tempera- 
ture ratio at any point within 
the boundary layer, 

- is the dimensionless tempera- 
ture ratio at the surface, 
assumed constant. 

o= 1.09924 . 

The average skin-friction coefficient 
per unit width on one side of the plate 
of length 1, based on the free stream 
dynamic pressure O/z/», üf ), with the 
mean free molecular path (X|) as the 
basic reference length is then: 

>/x, 
C,**-f     r, dX . I.328(^f ) 

1/2 

(2.4-187) 
where Kn = X|/t = DA is the Knudsen Num- 
ber. 

The Knudsen Number must be very 
small, 

K« « I , 

if the continuum flow boundary layer 
equations (2.4-181) to (2.4-185) and 
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the assumed boundary conditions (2.U- 
158) are to be valid, i.e., the continuum 
flow conditions of not-too-rarefied 
gaseous states must be satisfied.  For 
higher rarefactions, violating the con- 
dition (2.4-188) the above analysis and 
solutions are invalidated, since the 
momentum and the heat transport mecha- 
nisms are radically different: colli- 
sions between gas molecules become then 
increasingly less significant regarding 
the molecular transport processes, which 
are instead accomplished more through a 
direct exchange mechanism between the 
freely moving molecules and the solid 
surface. 

Similarly, from the energy transfer 
equation analysis, a particular solution 
assuming constant surface temperature 
conditions for steady, continuum flow 
laminar boundary layers is obtained(^2): 

where: (2.4-189) 
17 -  is a nondimensional parameter of 

transformation used in solution of  the 
laminar boundary layer equations,  re- 
lated  to the perpendicular(y) distance 
from the flat plate at a given position 
(x) by  the expression. 

Number and 17 ,  see Fig  (2.4-20) 

UV) s (R«l/<r)l/8» 
(X/X,)'/«    (2.4-190) 

V-  is the dimensionless stream function, 

[(Tr/n,)(^,)]«-f^ , 

[lV*i)(/>/P|)]--|f  • (2.4-191) 

r(o) - is the recovery factor, obtainable, 
from 

e„ = l + r(0) -y^ Mf , 

r(o) = 1 for Pr = 1 , 

r(o) = .85 for Pr = .74 (air) , 

M(     -    «*/'(   -  is  the free stream Mach 
Number, 

Y     = Cp/Cv -  is  the  specific heat ratio, 

©ow=(Tow/T|)-dimensionless equilibrium tem- 
perature,  corresponding to no heat  trans- 
fer condition at the surface,   i.e., the 
adiabatic wall  temperature, 

®w=<Tw/Ti)-  is  the actual wall  tempera- 
ture (0w< Oaw ), 

r hj) and  %{T)) are functions  of  the Prandtl 

Pr= 
MiCp   4/ 

is the Prandtl Number, 
flr~5 free stream reference 

value, 

8 s(T/T|) is the dimensionless tempera- 
ture at any point in the boundary layer. 

Analogous to (Cf), the local dimension- 
less heat transfer coefficient through 
unit area in unit time at the surface is 

(2,4-193) 
and the ratio of the local coefficients 
of heat transfer and friction on the 
surface is 

(st/cf')= (.4 45/Pr)(ew-aiO. 

(2.4-194) 

The average heat transfer coeffi- 
cient on one side of a flat plate of 
length (I), called the average Stanton 
Number, is: (2.4-195) 

X /^/x. s.=tr^x=.59.5( «w-© Pr 
a* )(4^ 

(2) Momentum transfer in the slip 
flow regime 

The basic expressions for the local 
and the average skin-friction coeffi- 
cients under the slip flow conditions 
are obtained by modifying the flat 
plate laminar boundary layer equations 
and the associated continuum flow 
boundary conditions accordingly. 
A treatment of the problem is pre- 
sented by Nonweiler(35), Shaaf^1-0.36, 
38) MirelsO?), Lin and Shaaf (39) , 
representing approximate solutions 
based on a suitable extension and modi- 
fication of the Rayleigh's^O) analysis 
of nonstationary flows which are cre- 
ated by an instantaneous (impulsive) 
acceleration of an infinite flat 
plate from a rest state to a constant 
speed regime.  The main fundamentals 
that lead to the extension and modifi- 
cation of the continuum flow (laminar) 
boundary layer theory to the concepts 
of the laminar boundary layers in the 
slip flow regime is the following: 

In treating the classical continuum 
laminar boundary layers equations 
(2.4-151) to (2.4-153) for steady 
gas flows at ordinary densities, it 
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Fig(2.4-20) Curves   for    rd»), s(ij) ond   their    integral« (Ref 2.4-42) 
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has been «ssvuned that due to (Kn«l) , 
both the ratio (Oof the thickness of 
the velocity layer (8u)at a station 
to the total length of a flat plate 
U) , and the ratio (A) of the reference 
mean free molecular path 00 to the 
thickness of the boundary layer (SJ at 
(xil), are quantities of the same negli- 
gibly small order of magnitude: 

Xi 
«(■ 

«•i-^l .(2.4.196) »x 

0 > - (TI^-N ' 
(2.U-197) 

The negligible smallness of the 
above dimenslonless parameters,(A) and 
(0), allows for a reduction of the 
boundary conditions  in the continuum 
flow domain to the well-known "no-slip" 
velocity condition at the surface and 
to the equality of pressures and tem- 
peratures of the gas layer next to the 
surface (subscript« ) and the body sur- 
face Itself (subscript w ) ,  provided the 
surface is insulated,   i.e.: 

ut * 0 •         P. ■ Pw i        T,   • T* , 

£■» • -ff- 
(2,U-198) 

C2.U-199) 

Obviously, the classical laminar 
boundary layer equations do not hold 
in the region near the leading edge 
of the flat plate:  there, the local 
coordinate U) can be of the same order 
of magnitude as the mean free molecular 
path (X,) violating the basic assumption 
that n (2.4-200) 

i.e., both (A) and (0) become significant 
quantities (of the order of<l), with 
(A) being more prominent in Importance 
at supersonic Mach Numbers. 

This leading edge "anomaly" of the 
classical continuum flow boundary layer 
theory spreads more and more along the 
flat plate as the rarefaction of the 
undisturbed (ambient) free stream is 
Increased. When the ambient gas density 
is decreased to such a level that the 
mean free path becomes comparable to 
the total plate length. 

\* I (2.4-201) 

both(A)and (O)must be taken into account 
for the whole laminar boundary layer, 
changing the boundary conditions from 
the classical "no-slip" to a new 
"slip-flow" form (subscripts ), 

VU$r).*.<l (2.4-202) 

i.e., the velocity of the gas layer 
next to the surf ace, TT» , is small but 
finite, where 

Us-I-- is the dimenslonless velocity 
"•  at 

c = 

any point (y)In the boundary 
layer, 

is the dimenslonless vertical 
position coordinate, 

is evaluated at the wall, 

j  - is the free stream velocity 
1   (u| s VH). for a two-dimensional 

flat plate at a zero angle-of- 
attack, 

•—— is the dimenslonless ratio of 
*l  the mean free molecular paths 

at any point (y) within the 
boundary layer, 

X, - is the mean free molecular path 
at free stream (undisturbed) 
conditions. 

Th*». change in the order-of-magnitude 
of the characteristic flow parameters 
and the changed boundary conditions 
shall subsequently alter the form of 
the classical boundary layer equa- 
tions, which have been obtained from 
the general slightly nonisentropic 
flow expressions for mass, momentum 
and energy conservation by an appli- 
cation of the order of magnitude 
analysis,i.e., by retaining only the 
terms that proved to be of the order 
of 1 (see Sections 2.2 and 2.3), and 
by neglecting all the terms of the 
negligibly small orders of mangltude 
(A) , (D),(AD), and(D2A).  Under the 
changed slip flow conditions, the 
terms of the order (A) and (D) shall be 
retained in addition to the terms of 
the order 1, and only the quantities 
of the order (DA) and (D2A) neglected. 
(Note that the important "orders" 
now are I andA«D<l). As a consequence, 
the momentum equation in the y-direc- 
tion for two-dimensional boundary 
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layers cannot be neglected, and all 
the terms of the order of (A) and (D) 
should be retained. 

Instead of handling directly the 
very complex system of the modified 
differential equations for the slip- 
flow conditions, an alternative 
approach of extending the Rayleigh's 
problemC'+O) ,-.an be used, leading to 
an approximate. •iolution(l2) for the 
slip flow conditions. 

The Rayleigh's equationsClOjUO), 
which express the stationary conditions 
achieved after an infinite flat plate 
has been instantaneously accelerated 
from rest to a constant speed, can be 
reversed to the equivalent conditions 
occurring when a viscous compressible 
gas is impulsively accelerated to a 
constant free stream mass velocity 
(ü, = 5, s VH) along a fixed flat plate, 
yielding the following equations of 
mass, momentum and energy conservation 
(two-dimensionally): 

|f +1^/*) =0 ,        (2.4-203) 

(2,4-204) 

(2.4-205) 

with p= con»t throughout the fluid 
field. 

Properly nondimensionalized for the 
changed slip-flow conditions, the sys- 
tem of equations (2.4-203), (2,4-204) 
and (2.4-205) yields to the following 
method of solution(12): 

The conservation of mass equation 
(2.4-203), is identically satisfied in 
steady two-dimensional flows by intro- 
duction of the stream-function con- 
cept.  Then, applying the von Mises 
transformationt4l) to the nondimensional 
form of the momentum equation (2.4-204), 
solutions for the shearing stress and 
the skin-friction coefficients are ob- 
tained independently of the energy 
transfer equation (2.4-205) for the 
following specific cases: 

(a) For a "no slip" boundary condi- 
tion (0t=0), corresponding to a time 

interval in which a build-up of the 
classical continuum theory compres- 
sible laminar boundary layer on a flat, 
insulated plate under nonstationary 
flow conditions occurs, (i.e., prior 
to achieving a steady flow state), the 
local skin-friction coefficient is(12): 

where (2.4-206) 

8u(x)- is the boundary layer thickness. 

- is the best suitable constant 
for the (/i) estimates , see Eq 
(2.4-186), 

•v       -  is the dimensionless time A|    ratio. 
X - 

Cf 

Rt, 

r is the local skin-friction coef 
ficient, 

is the Reynolds Number at 
a free stream reference 
point (1) , related to the 
free stream mean free 
molecular path(X|), see Fig 
(2.4-19). 

This nonsteady solution for (Cf) and 
(8u), compared to the respective clas- 
sical steady continuum flow expres- 
sions, see Eq (2.4-186): 

Ci..6e4(-i!£^)
,*. Su-t-^-)"', 

(2.'.-186) 
shows that the transitional skin- 
friction coefficient and the boundary 
layer thickness build-up in time, 
on a flat plate (from a rarefied flow 
impulsive onset until a steady state 
is achieved) is similar in form with 
local skin friction and boundary layer 
thickness variations along a flat 
plate in a steady continuum flow 
(Eq 2.4-186). Then, by matching the 
expressions (2.4-206) and (2.4-186) 
it follows that formally 

where 

k.X 

2.668 

(2.4-207) 

(2.4-208) 

(b) For relatively mild "slip flow" 
conditions (i.ev for large values of 
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X), with 

T«- u|^< 
(2.4-209) 

Solution of the momentum equation 
(2.U-20U) results in the following 
expression for the skin friction 
coefficient build-up in time from the 
accelerated flow one et until the 
steady flow state is achieved(12): 

where 

J<_ . _S L 
M, '  Mil   Knl 

Kn, .2± Kn, x x 

(2.4-217) 

Notice that in the free molecule 
flow (u»=ü ) for (8 = 0)it was earlier 
found that (see Section 2.4.2): 

^"fe-^-fcWM^ N-Cf = {•&) 
'/2 

(2.4-218) 

where 
(2.4-210) 

i 

(2.4-211) 

is the complementary error function, 
i.e., in general: 

•^ 'jffc'"***      • 
(2.4-212) 

oo  „2 
•rf c x = I- erf K = -ic j     f-*  dy . 

(2.4-213) 

Assuming that the matching relation- 
ship (2.4-207) for the continuum flow 
"no slip" condition can be also ex- 
tended to the "small slip" conditions, 
the equation (2.4-210) can be used 
to find the corresponding expression 
for the local laminar skin-friction 
coefficient in steady slip flows along 
insulated flat plates: 

c'-'¥„'"^)«"(*&)"' ■ 
(2.4-214) 

For monoatomic gases: 

R«i = 1.648 M, , 

and thus, 

M1C'<.|.2l4<r.xp(-J-£J).rfc(-j-^)'
it

> 

(2.4-216) 

(2.4-215) 

'/2 

With the assumed large values of (X), 
corresponding to the "small slip" 
conditions, the complementary error 
function takes an asymptotic form(37)) 
and the expression (2.4-216) reduces 
to: 

'.'••«"(ifc^o-■*!&«<• 
(2.4-219) 

in a first approximation, i.e., 

Cf SMALLSLI^   = Cf' NO 8Llp(l-   2<rkX + 
). 

(2.4-220) 

meaning that the local skin friction 
coefficient is only slightly less in 
slip flow compared with its value in 
the classical continuum flow regime. 

The equations (2.4-206) and (2.4-216) 
are gi'aphically presented in Fig (2.4- 
21) in terms of the characteristic 
ratio (X/M) for monoatomic gases assum- 
ing (<r= l). The greatest effect of the 
"slip flow" on the boundary layer 
thickness and the local skin friction 
coefficient reduction are encountered 
near the leading edge, where the local 
values of (X) are the smallest. 

(3) Energy Transfer in Slip Flows 

Slip flows are characterized by 
pressure and temperature jumps. Re- 
taining all the terms of the orders 
(1) and (D) or (A) in the boundary 
conditions, the energy equation (2.4- 
205) is used for additional investi- 
gation of the temperature jump effects 
under equilibrium slip-flow condi- 
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Fig (2.4-21)Velocity   ratio    and   local   skin-friction    in    slip   flow, 

(Ref   1-2),   for    flat   plates, (Ö =0) 
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tions(12): 

(2.4-221) . 
or by neglecting terms of the order 
(A) and (0) one gets alternatively: 

T.' 2ICA8'XT-. / 3T' 

with 
(2.4-222) 

(2.U-223) 

where 

k - is the flat plate length, 

8 = -i-- is the dimensionless tempera- 
1  ture ratio, 

£ = -A. - is the dimensionless ratio of 
X( mean free molecular paths, 

«t = a. = -~r , a constant, 
•   128 

Y x -JL-  - is the dimensionless position 
Xi  coordinate, 

Xi     8   8, (W 

8u(l) - is the boundary layer velocity 
thickness at the station (i) of 
the flat plate, 

St(l) - is the boundary layer thermal 
thickness at the station(li) of 
the  flat plate, 

'■" $ • "'••!:. ''-ii 

«    =   i-   t    y 
Sud) 8fft) 

Ti-^f. «;». IJJ'VV- fjI-T;.- |i;. 

Oi t a. 

:«'^    ' 
A • 

are constants, 

^       D. ML 
Bud) i 

Prime (') is used to denote a non- 
dimensional quantity, 

Subscript (1) denotes conditions "at 
infinity". 

Subscript (s) de lotee state of gas 
at wall. 
Subscript (w) denotes state of the 

wall. 
• 

The problem of the energy transfer 
with a temperature jump cannot be 
solved independently from the momentum 
transfer equation (2.4-204),  since 
the momentum transfer processes strong- 
ly contribute to the mechanism of the 
energy exchange.    As a consequence, 
solution of the energy equation is,  in 
general, a more complicated task. 
Specifically,   for small values of  (M,) 
a corresponding simplification of the 
energy equation is  obtained in Ref.   12, 
resulting in the following expressions 
for the nondimensional temperature at 
the surface of  a flat plate (9,)  and 
the coefficient of the heat transfer 
on the surface of a flat plate (qw): 

e.-e«-(«,-i) ^(-r^jx 

(2.4-224) 

(2.4-225) 
where most of the symbols are as al- 
ready defined in this section, and 
additionally: 

Pr 
AY 
97-5 

78T 
128 

is the Prandtl 
Number at a 
reference free 
stream point 
(1), 

, a constant. 

Introducing a further assumption of 
small temperature discontinuities at 
the surface, and allowing for the 
asymptotic form cf the complementary 
error function for large values of 
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(X )   the  expressions   (2.4-22U)  and 
(2.4-225)   take  the  simpler forms: 

^       (2.U-226) 

qw   (»yk2Pr^R.,x^   i'-i-klf x 

*\Tx +   "'l       (2.U-227) 

For a monoatomic gas in particular: 

Re, = 1648 M , 8t
B I (dimensionless 

equilibrium tempera- 
ture, insulated 
wall). 

Pr i ■ 5 
T  • k,    =     -Ä- 

M,4M 

where 

••«..(ti).'«. (ti.)14 • 
(2.4-228) 

X    Nfc 
1.648 K *•«'«-*;)•"«(«*: r< 

164 8 ^Pr 

(2.4-229) 

(2.4-330) 

For free molecule flow ( 8, = I ) 
for low values of (M,): 

X-l   /ZU 
y   V T y 

(2.4-231) 

Relations  (2.4-228),   (2.4-229)  and 
(2.4-231)  are plotted  in Fig  (2.4-22). 

i.e.. Conclusion: for low values of (M,), 
the effect of a small temperature jump 
at the surface ( 8w- 8,), is to reduce 
the rate of heat transfer in both free 
molecule and slip flow regimes . 
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2.U.6     DRAG   COEFFICIENT AND  HEAT  TRANSFER   IN  SLIP 
FLOW   FOR SOME  SIMPLE  CONFIGURATIONS 

(i)  Flat Plates,   Zero Angle-of 
Attack,  Slip Flow 

References: 

(2.4-12), (2.4-22), (2.4-36), (2.4-37) 
(2.4-38), (2.4-43), (2.4-44), (2.4-35) 
(2.4-31), (2.4-32), (2.4-33), (2.4-2) 
(2.4-3), (2.4-45), (2.4-46), (2.4-47) 

Based upon the material presented 
in the preceding Section 2.4,3, the 
average skin-friction drag coefficient 
for one sie of an insulated flat plate 
at a zero angle of attackfäj = 11^,9-a  = 0) 
in a steady, two-dimensional slip flow 
is: 

D      . Ä /"*?•' 
^ P.  TT,2 b I      I    Jo    1 d X 

(2.4-232) 

By substituting the respective C*' 
value, (see Eq (Z4-214) , and after in- 
tegrating» the following explicit ex- 
pression for the average skin friction 
coefficient is obtained(38): 

cD^A8[^Tfcz-. + -^] 

(2.4-233) 
where 

Z2=   o-hi      1 28ira-k.|fa      , 
R^Kn     128/M, 

ZZ s—B*»—z    for olri 
2.2 5 M 

Kn = AD 
I    "   Ret 

K[ia L5M.      for dialomlc   gates, or air, 
Re. 

i 
Re, zxzrl M, 

A « 267     for   oir  , 

k 
Re= AAIHL SJL/_Z.YM ,Re 

Re,» 1.5    for  diatomic  gates, or alr; 

in a  first approximation  the equation 
(2.4-233)   reduces  to: 

(a) For Slip Flows  ( Z   large, Kn 
small): 

(2.4-234) 

(b) For No-Slip Flows ( Z very large, 
Kn very small): 

(2.4-235) 
Equations (2.4-234) and (2,4-235) 

are represented graphically in the 
Fig (2.4-23) for two alternative values 
ot(Z2)as indicated. 

In Fig (2.4-24) the experimental 
data from Ref (2.4-38) are. compared 
with the Blasius' solution of the con- 
tinuum flow for incompressible laminar 
boundary layers and with the corres- 
ponding theoretical solution for rare- 
fied gases(M«0) by Janour, Ref 
(2.4-46). 

(ii) Spheres, Slip Flow 

References:  (2.4-48), (2,4-49) 
(2,4-50), (2.4-51) 

(1) Low Subsonic Mach Numbers 

(a) For ver-/ low Reynolds and Mach 
Number values, the total (friction + 
pressure) drag coefficient value is 
(48): 

CD = 
12 
Re 

+ 2 Z-a 
D/2 

0/2 \^H- Xi 

D/2 
} ' 

(.2.4-236) 
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Fig ( 2 . 4 - 2 3 ) Skin-friction drag of f la t plates in slip flow (Ref 2 .4-12) 
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Fig (2 .4 - 2 4 ) Skin f r ic t ion in slip flow for o f lat p lo te , 
zero ang le -o f -o t tack . R e f ( 2 . 4 - I 2 ) 
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where: bers   (M<5 ) 

a-   -   is  the fraction  of  molecules dif- 
fusely  reflected from the  surface, 

D   -  is the spheres diameter, 

X, -  is the mean free molecular path, 
free stream conditions 

^ 
«I =  vH 

(b) When the effects  of compressi- 
bility for(M<l)and of heat transfer are 
taken into account,(i+9): 

The  pronounced compressibility ef- 
fects  and the  bow shock wave have  a 
strong  interfering effect  on  the  total 
friction and  pressure drag coefficient 
values   in the slip flow regime. 

Kane's^^-)  empirical formula  is: 

c0= (0.97 + -^2  ) [1 + -^rT   ' 

where 

(Reo)'^ 

(2.4-240) 

+ .I5 ^-a   A.W| + 2^2L J*}* 

V     2     a     0/2' ^     "  a   IV2; 

5r^ + 9   <r   V2 '1 (2.4-237) 

where 

a   -  is the accommodation coefficient. 

(c)  An approximation  to the Basset's 
(48)resuit has  been developed by Milli- 
kin(50)f  valid  for small  values  of 
(M/Re)ratio: 

12 
l* const. M 

(2.U-238) 

and alternatively,  by using the Epstein's 
(11)   results,   an empirical equation for 
the drag coefficient valid over the 
entire range of the(M/Re)values  is pro- 
posed again by Millikan(50): 

M' + IM^""(CVD/Z)]} 
(2.4-239) 

provided both(Re)and(M) are small,  and 
the  parameters A,   B and C are  to be 
determined empirically.     For oil drops 
in air Millikan obtained: 

A = 122 B = 0.41 C = 8 75 

The Eq  (2.4-239)   is  graphically pre- 
sented  in Fig  (2,4-25). 

(2)  Higher  (Supersonic) Mach Num- 

Re0 = 

^z» 2' ^2 - evaluated behind the nor- 
mal shock.  Eq (2,4-240) is graphically 
presented in Fig (2.4-25). 

i;3) The Heat Transfer to Spheres 
in Slip Flow Regime (Temperature Jump) 

References: 
(2.4-54) 

(2.4-52),   (2.4-53) 

The heat  transfer with a  tempera- 
ture   jump for a sphere is expressed 
through the  Nusselt Number concept  by 
Kavanau(54)   as: 

Nu = Nu (0) 

1+3.42 #7r Nu 
Tö) 

R.B
Pr (2.4-241) 

where; 

-   the  constant  (3.42)   is  empirical, 

Re0 = ^**- -evaluated behind  the shock 
Mz     (subscript 2), 

Ku -the value  of Nusselt Number 
assuming no temperature  jump, 
defined by Drake and Backer 
(52)  (solid curve  in  Fig 
(2.4-26). 

The Eq   (2.4-241)   and some supporting 
experimental data are plotted  in Fig 
(2,4-26). 

As  already pointed out  in the Sec- 
tion  on heat transfer in  the slip flow 
region,  the viscous  layer  on convex 
bodies  is   so thick that  the heat genera- 
tion  by dissipation  of  the molecular 
momentum  is done at  a greater rate than 
it can  be  conducted away.   The direct 
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consequence  is  that  the recovery  factor 
has a value greater than unity. 

In Ref.   (2.U-55)  the recovery  factor, 
t , has been investigated by Mack and 

Shaaf and specifically for the stagna- 
tion point region of an adiabatic  sphere 
it has been found that: 

T,  -T, 

f(ReD) 
=   ' *■ ""^~ '   (2,4-242) 

where 

Re =   /»rViD 

f{Re)-  is  a  slowly varying function, 

T0j -  is   the adiabatic sphere temperature, 

T|   -  is   the  local free  stream tempera- 
ture, 

Ts   -  is  the local stagnation temperature. 

The Eq   (2,4-242)  is  presented graphi- 
cally in Fig  (2,4-27), 

(iii)  Cylinders in Slip Flow Regime 

(Right,  circular cylinders with 
their axis perpendicular to the  free 
stream velocity) 

For  incompressible flows  Tsien^S) 
gives: 

<V -4!L. 

«.^[m-fc -«e.iWr -^-fcj 
D/2- 

(2.4-243) 
where subscript (1) refers to the free 
stream conditions at infinity, and: 

a -is the fraction of molecules re- 
flected diffusely. 

D_ 
00= DRAG PER UNIT LENGTH. oa   . />■ V. 2 
 (0/2),^    ^       * 

No results pertinent to the  cylinders 
in compressible slip flow regime have 
been found. 

The heat transfer and the recovery 
factor have been experimentally inve»- '"_- 
gated by Stalder, Goodwin,  and Creager 
(19),  Kovasznay and Tormarck(56), 
Lauf er and McClennan(57).     The  results 
are presented in Fig  (2,4-28) with: 

It 
D 

(iv) Cones  in Slip Flow Regime.  Zero 
Angle of Attack 

The relatively thick (laminar) 
boundary layer  in the slip (and tran- 
sitional) flow regimes displaces the 
inviscid free stream flow outwards, 
creating a pressure distribution 
which rises  towards the cone vertex, 
i.e., the constant pressure distribu- 
tion from the inviscid perfect fluid 
theory (zero angle-of-attack,   super- 
sonic Mach Numbers,   attached  oblique 
shock waves)   is  appreciably distorted. 
The rising pressure gradient inter- 
ference with the relatively thick 
laminar boundary layer in the slip flow 
regime results  in an increase of the 
skin friction coefficient. 

The related partial theoretical and 
experimental data from Talbot(58) 
Probstein and Elliott(59) ipsenCSO), 
Drake and Maslach(61)  are presented 
in Figs  (2.4-29)  and  (2.4-30), with: 

Re1= 
Mi 

the Reynolds Number,  based 
upon  the free stream condi- 
tions at infinity (1), and 
the slant length of cone(S), 

c       TOT Al   DRAG 
0    \prt i ^ 

- is the total drag = 
pressure drag + vis- 
cous drag 

S = 
co« 6 

k cone length 

9   -  semivertex angle 

'IDEAL 

M 

is the corresponding invis- 
cid (pressure only) drag 
coefficient at the same Mach 
Number, referred to the 
same nondimensionalizing 
reference parameter asC0 . 

is the inviscid flow refer- 
ence value of Mach Number. 

(v) Base Pressure on Cone + Cylinder 

In Fig (2.4-31) the ratio of the 
free stream static pressure to the base 
pressure,(p/pb), is plotted against Rey- 
nolds Number(Re.)and(2.l< M <4.0) 
from Ref. (2.4-62) and Ref (2.4-63) by 
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F19 (2.4-27) Thermal   recovery   factor   for  spheres   in 
supersonic     flow.   (Ref 2.4-5 5) 
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Fig (2.4-28) Thermal recovery factor for transverse cylinders 
in supersonic flow. ( Ref 2 . 4 - 5 7 ) 

( Kn = "o" ) 

* 
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Fig (2.3-29) Drag coeff ic ients for cooes with 15° 
semivertex angles.(Ref 2 . 4 - 6 0 ) 

(Zero angle of a t tack) 

Fig ( 2 . 4 - 3 0 ) Thermal recovery factors for cones in supersonic 
flow (Ref. 2 . 4 - 6 1 ) . 
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in 

Kavanau for the slip flow regime and 
from Ref.   (2,4-64)   by Bogdonoff for 
the continuum flow regime,  with 

Ra^s -Ä-3  referred  to the  free stream 
" conditions  (subscript 1). 
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2.4.7  HEAT TRANSFER AND SKIN FRICTION RELATIONSHIPS DURING 
ACTUAL TRANSIENT FLIGHT CONDITIONS (CONTINUUM, SLIP, 
TRANSITIONAL AND FREE MOLECULAR FLOW REGIMES) 

Note:  All the related Figures are 
given at the end of this Section,2.U.7. 

Basic Assumptions 

- A Standard Atmosphere is assumed. 

- The heat transfer effects during 
steady and accelerated (transient) 
flight regimes are considered only in 
as much as the actual skin-temperature 
affects the skin-friction coefficient 
values.  The additional aerodynamic 
"apparent mass" effects upon the aero- 
dynamic coefficient values during the 
pronouncedly accelerated or unsteady 
flight regimes are not taken into 
account.  These effects stem from the 
restricted reciprocity of the relatively 
accelerated motions for tho solid body- 
fluid closed systems, see Ref. (2.4-66). 

-The zero-lift coefficient evaluation 
procedures are based on very simplified 
theoretical assumptions regarding 
the real gas effects,i.e., only slightly 
nonisentropic steady flow conditions 
for supposedly monoatomic or diatomic 
mathematical molecular models of the 
kinetic theory of gases are assumed. 
Effects of the vibrational, dissociative 
and ionizing molecular degrees of free- 
dom are considered only partially in a 
few simplified cases. 

-No mass-injection or ablative pro- 
cesses are treated. 

(i) Basic Expressions for Heat 
Transfer and Skill Friction Coefficients 

The skin friction - heat transfer 
functional relationships in the four 
characteristic flow regimes (continuum, 
slip, transitional and free molecular) 
shall differ according to the changing 
physical aspects of the fluid-body in- 
teraction patterns in a generally un- 
steady relative motion.  Neglecting 
the apparent mass effects and the actual 
aerodynamic time-lag phenomena in highly 
accelerated flight regimes, the instan- 
taneous local skin friction coefficient 
values can be computed from the follow- 
ing simplified aerothermodynamic analy- 
sis, using the engineering lbf-ft-sec- 
0R system of units: 

The local instantaneous heat transfer 
rate,(AOx), into (or out of) a surface 
element,(AS), is in general given by, 

AQ.= AS Aq. = As{[Aqc]R- [*%]± M.+M,HW 
(2.4-2UU) 

where 

A„ =       TG    ^-1 f  Btu   J   -is  the 
^ l> dt J,    '    Ltec ft«]     Locai 

heat  transfer flux  into  (or oat  of)   the 
surface element  dS, 

M   ■  *. [*--*•]. . h*v] 
- is the local aerodynamic heat flux, 

[*'-].  ■ I'A*  • fel- I. the 
local radiative heat flux out of the 
surface element dS , 

[Aqil« ' [ sec'nz  ]       - is the 
local heat flux to (plus) or from 
(minus) the. skin element dS due to any 
internally conducted (heating or cool- 
ing) or internally radiated heat trans- 
fer process, 

[Aq,] =  «JBT.
4
] .  [-^V] - is the 

local heat flux into the surface ele- 
ment dS due to solar or ambient atmos- 
phere radiation, 

LGwJ, =  [C«»SWWWJ^ , [ft2 oRJ - is the 
local heat absorptioti capacity of the 
skin element dS , 

AS [ft2] - is the area of the local 
skin element, 

r    Blu    1 f    Blu    1 
^ L slug^Rj    or   L Ibf »R J -   is   the 

local conductive  specific heat  coeffi- 
cient  of  the skin material, 

is  the local  skin thickness, 
f     slug    I r   Ibf i 
L ff3 j or [—fiTl - is the 

specific mass or weight of the skin 
material, 

£„ [ft] 

Tw [0R] is  the  local wall  tempera- 
ture at  the exposed  face  of  the  skin, 

t 

h, 

sec]   -  is  the  time, 
Btu     1 
ft2op J -  is  the dimensional heat i sec 

transfer or film coefficient of  the 
flowing fluid  (air) , 

[•R] is the local adiabatic 
wall temperature, 
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•w [dlmtn«ionl«»»j - :.s the emlsslvity 
of the skin surface material, 

•» [dimfntionlttt] - is the solar or the 
ambient atmospheric gas emissivity, 

TtL'R] - is the ambient (solar) tempera- 
ture of the radiating medium, 

- is the Stephan-Boltzman's radiation 
constant. 

Neglecting the radiation effects 
between the inner surface of the skin 
and the inner «mMent of the vehicle, 
as well as the heat flux between the 
skin and the structural elements inside 
the vehicle, [AQG »=0the instantaneous 
local heat flux is: 

bfifwcj' 

(2.U-245) 

Alternatively, introducing the local 
Stanton Number and the local Mach Num- 
ber definition. 

w. Jtu 
[ dimensionless 

J«        [CppoV*], 
(2.U-2'+6) 

[M«.]     =   [—~]    »    [dimensionlets I 

(2.'+-247) 

.'.   |s»«»l   •  r ^   '     dimtntionlM» I 
L      Jx      LCpf>«> M.o«),,       >■ -i 

(2.4-248) 

the Eq   (2.4-245)   takes  the  form: 

constant pressure of  the flowing fluid 
(air), 

L "J«   I   ffi J-  is  the air density out- 
side the boundary layer («),  at a local 
station (x), 

| V»1    [ 1-  is the inviscid stream L     J*   L  »tc J     (qpj  flow speed  at a  Lo_ 
cal station (x), 

|o»|    [ 1-  is the inviscid stream 
I     jx   L «tc J     (oo)  Specd 0f  sound at a 

local station  (x), 

[M.Jn   -  is  the inviscid stream Mach 
Number at a local station (x), 

[SI»],, -  is  the  local   (x)  Stpnton Num- 
ber,   referred  to the local (x)   inviscid 
stream conditions. 

Note that in the expressions  (2.4- 
246),   (2.4-248)  and  (2.4-2^9)   the me- 
chanical equivalent  of heat  (J)   is 
introduced because of the specific 
heat units   [(f t-lbf )/slug 0R] .     If the 
[Cp]x were expressed  in  [BTU/slug 0R] , 
there would be no need  for (j).     Also 
notice that the units  of (Cw)and(Ww)must 
be matched correspondingly. 

The local Stanton Number, [Sto»]» ,  can 
be related to the local skin-friction 
coefficient,[CfJx,  through some kind of 
a modified Reynolds Analogy concept, 
depending upon the degree of approxima- 
tions  involved and  the  type of boundary 
layer flow. 

(1)  For laminar continuum flow condi- 
tions,   the following expressions  are 
assumed valid: 

H. [Cf-]« H -'./3 (2.4-25Ö) 
2   ••  ■■»        - is 

the adopted dimensionles \  modified Rey- 
nolds Analogy, Eq (2.4-2 50), 

[irl.- JBxH.I0»-'-"-«-]. [T"-T"l- 

where: 

(2.4-249) 

J = 778 [—•gj—1 -   is  the mechanical 
equivalent of htat, 

(2.4-251) 
- is  the dimensionless  laminar boundary 
layer recovery  factor,  Eq  (2.4-251), 

I "•Jx    I "Jxl 2       "J«   (2.4-252) 

- is the local (x) adiabatic wall tem- 
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peracure.L'R],  Eq  (2.U-252), 

L  2 
Cp T,    =   CpT.« 

-  is  the 
energy equation for adiabatic  inviscid 
flow conditions   (•) ,   taken  locally  (x), 
Eq .(2.4-253), 

[•R] is  the local  (»)   inviscid 
stream (»)   stagnation  temperature, 

H.      - is the local (x) 
[1/2 PwV.L  skin-friction coef- 

ficient, referred 
to the local inviscid fluid conditions 
outside the boundary layer, Eq (2.4-254) 

[''4.' rn 

2V* 
L 2 V* 

-m - 
at the wall 

las - T.I = 
m 

(2.4-255) 

(2,4-256) 

is the local shear stress 

Then, after multiplying the Eq 
(2.4-249) with the unit identity 
Eq (2.4-256), and assuming that the 
simple form of the energy equation (2.4- 
253) and the local laminar recovery 
factor, [r»] , expressions (2.4-251) aud 
(2.4-252) are valid, the Eq (2.4-249) 
takes a specific governing form for the 
laminar continuum flow regime: 

[THK - f^% L0*00 p''*3p<* M» a» ( w-rllb 

1^3 „    {[«wT*4], 8    -    «» B Ti m 
(2.4-257) 

(2)   For turbulent  continuum flow 
conditions,  the general  aerothermody- 
namic Eq  (2.4-249), can be  likewise 
brought  to the  corresponding  specific 
governing  form: 

L dt   J« 

.3 
4^L [cfc Poo   M no   0 00 

/   Tow -Tw   \"[ 
V   T»oo —To,   ' Jx 

-T4Ü'"T']-B--BT?}' [■&■]■ 
(2.4-258) 

assuming that  the modified  Reynolds 
analogy and the  local recovery factor 

concepts  for a  turbulent  boundary 
layer are: 

[ St«.].   =     -6  [Cfco], [dimensionless] 

(2.4-259) 

= fTow-T, 1 

anJ: 

(2.4-260) 

[To*]. ^ [lm]t     [,+ r^-iMl]xi [.R], 

-  Ti  (2.4-261) 
CP» 

T*<»^2.4-262) [Y\t    *     [CP« T-]x  = 

[^1 
rzvi 

2 . 

2Vi 

To»-T» 1 _ . 
Tow- T«* Jx 

LsecZj 
(2.4-263) 

(2.4-264) 

(3) For slip flow regimes a con- 
ceptually modified laminar boundary 
layer may be assumed to exist:  the 
boundary surface conditions are changed 
and a temperature jump at the body 
surface exists, see Sections 2.4.5 and 
2.4.6.  Nevertheless, for practical 
engineering purposes, the actually 
modified recovery factor,[f»], due to 
the temperature jump may be neglected, 
since both the theoretical analysis 
and the empirical evidence regarding 
the slip Clow regime are rather un- 
certain.  Therefore, with a first 
approximation, the laminar continuum 
flow governing aerothermal Eq (2.4- 
2 57) is assumed to be valid for the 
slip flow regime as well. 

(4) The transitional flow remains 
until present times analytically al- 
most completely unwieldy for practical 
purposes.  It can be treated for 
engineering purposes conditionally 
either by extending the free molecule 
regime below its lower boundary, or 
by extending tentatively the slip flow 
regime analysis beyond its upper bound- 
ary.  In the latter case it should 
be born in mind that the locct skin 
friction coefficient values of this 
arbitrarily extended slip flow regime 
shall be somewhat exaggerated (conser- 
vative) . 

When using the governing Eqs (2.4- 
257) and (2.4-258), the following 
should be realized: 

(a) The functional relationships 
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represented  by Eqs   (2.4-257)   and  (2,U- 
258)   form ordinary differential equa- 
tions  of  the first degree  and the  first 
order,  the independent  variable  being 
time,   (t).     They can be  solved by  suit- 
able numerical analysis  methods,   pro- 
vided the   intrinsic  variations  of the 
constituent  physical  parameters  (o^.M«, 
To»MT,,,1p„€,C,-,Pf,„Gw) with time   (t)  and  the 
wall  temperature  (Tw)   are  explicitly 
known.     Then,   the governing Eqs- 
(2.U-257)  and  (2,U-258)   reduce  to  the 
form, 

IT = f(T"',,  • 
(2.4-2588) 

the  solution  of which  is  later tenta- 
tively handled  by  the  Runge-Kutta 
step-by-step numerical  integration 
procedure   for a  chosen   time   interval, 
(At),   and a  given  set  of  initial  (Jw) 
boundary conditions  in each  step. 

Thus obtained  instantaneous  solu- 
tions yield  the  local  inötantaneous   . 
skin-temperature conditions [1^],= f( t) for 
a given body configuration  and a known 
flight trajectory,   represented by H = H(t) 
and v= V(t) variations. 

(b)  The  local  skin  friction coeffi- 
cient, [Cfa,]»   ,   is  in general  a function 
of  many physical conditions  existing 
within the   body-fluid  system in a  rela- 
tive motion,   such as  body  geometry, 
bocv  attitude,   type  of  flow  (continuum, 
slip,   transitional,   free molecule), 
boundary  layer structure  (laminar, 
turbulent)   and  the associated  specific 
heat and momentum transfer mechanisms 
acrops  the   boundary  layers,   relative 
speed of motion,   type  of motion  (steady, 
accelerated),   body  surface  conditions 
(roughness,   temperature),  etc.     The 
practical  estimates  of  the  local  skin 
friction  coefficient  values  under 
different  conditions has  been elaborated 
in   the preceding    Section, 2.3.     Using 
the   respective skin  friction expres- 
sions from  there,   the  corresponding lo- 
cal  [Ct,!,   values  are  introduced  in  each 
step  (i.e.   time  interval)  when iterative- 
ly   computing  the Eq   (2.U-258),   the 
solution  of which  then gives, 

L        Jx (2.4-259a) 

i.e., the   instantaneous  values  of  the 
local  skin  friction coefficient  in 
terms  of  the  actual   instantaneous  local 
wall  temperature conditions  for general- 
ly   transient flight regimes,   all  other 
flow and body  surface conditions  func- 
tionally already  related  and known  in 

t.erms   of   (t)   and [Tw], . 

(c)   once the  local  values  of  the 
skin  friction  coefficient,[Cf.]«   ,   are 
thus  determined along a given body 
shape  and a given transient   (accelera- 
ted)   flight regime,   the average  two- 
dimensional  skin friction  coefficient 
[CiA] is   then obtained  by integration. 

cfA(swET) ^ ={-[-/; [et«]. 

r^v2,]. dx }(SwET </•(»)   . 

(2.U-260a) 
where the subscript "A" denotes that 
the particular quantity is referred to 
the ambient (flight) conditions, and 
the subscript (») refers to the free 
stream conditions outside the boundary 
layer locally (x). 

The local dynamic pressure values, 

can be in general functionally related 
to the ambient dynamic pressure (which 
is usually taken as the basic refer- 
ence) , 

m 
by using the corresponding perfect 
fluid potential flow theory analysis. 
If a flat plate at a zero angle-of- 
attack is used as the basic representa- 
tive body geometry, the Eq (2.4-260) 
takes immediately the simple form , 

T r [ "4 dx   =  </>(t) , 

(2.4-26la) 

in view  of 

dP 5T  = 0> (2.4-262a) 

M, = P»~ P« PA-   P«     . 

L    2      Jx 2 

= [ CpA]x   =0 . 
(2.4-263a) 

2 
''AVA2 

2 
(2.4-264a) 
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Conversion of the flat plate  results 
to the conical  body  shapes  is performed 
directly by use  of  the  axisymmetric 
flow rules  for laminar  and  turbulent 
boundary layers,   see Section 2.3.     Also, 
in case  of  laminar boundary  layers  on 
flat plates, 

N... (2.4-265) 
regardless of Mach Number, Reynolds 
Number or the wall-to-free stream 
temperature ratio. 

(d) The governing Eqs (2,4-257) and 
(2.4-258) necessarily incorporate many 
approximations, that may be traced back 
through the supporting theoretical pre- 
sentations in the previous Sections. 
Thus, for instance, these equations 
do not account for mass transfer phe- 
nomena, apparent mass effects, aerody- 
namic time-lag phenomena, and thermal 
relaxation times necessary for realiza- 
tion of an equilibrium state in vibra- 
tional, ionizatiou and dissociation 
energetic levels.  The radiative effects 
are treated also approximately only, 
and the inner skin surface is assumed 
insulated from the interior ambient and 
structural temperature conditions.  The 
outer skin surface is assumed completely 
smooth. 

(e) In view of the relatively lengthy 
iterative computational procedure, 
required in solving the governing Eqs. 
(2.4-257) and (2.4-258^, in practical 
applications their use .should be re- 
stricted to more elaborate investigations 
of the transient flight regimes when so 
ultimately necessary.  For a preliminary 
design order-of-magnitude drag force 
evaluation needs, simpler and relatively 
less accurate quasi-steady predictions 
can be performed by approximate treat- 
ments as described in Section 2.3,even 
for transient flight phases. 

(5) The skin friction coefficient 
evaluation in the free molecular flow 
regime (transient or steady) requires 
a completely separate analytic approach. 
Details of the related theoretical 
analysis are giv^n in Sections 2,4,2 
and 2.4,3,  Here it is stressed that 
the momentum and the energy equations 
are closely interconnected and a number 
of explicit analytic or graphical ex- 
pressions for the skin-friction coeffi- 
cient values in terms of the thermal 
ambient and surface conditions can be 
taken from the Section 2,4,3 directly 
for several simple body shapes.  The 
degree of accuracy of the expressions 

depends upon the assumptions and 
approximations involved (pure specular 
reflection, pure diffuse reflection, 
actual value of the accommodation 
coefficient, etc). Such explicitly 
elaborated free molecule flow skin 
friction data necessitate a separate 
determination of the skin-temperature 
conditions.  Furthermore, there are 
some flight cases when a preliminary 
knowledge of the skin temperature ,[TW]M 

from the free molecule flow regime is 
required in order to compute subse- 
quently the skin friction data in the 
slip flow regime under the general 
transient flight conditions.  Thus, 
for instance, for a re-entry flight 
history, when using the Kutta-Runge 
numerical integration method in the 
slip flow domain, the initial boundary 
conditions in the first step of the 
computations are the final free mole- 
cule flow conditions, since then the 
free molecule flow regime precedes 
historically the succeeding slip flow 
phase.  For the purpose, the instan- 
taneous local skin temperature from 
the end point of the free molecule flow 
regime,[T^frM find becomes the initial 
instantaneous local skin temperature , 
CJx tup initial , in the first iterative 
computational step of the slip flow 
regime, 

Therefore, a relatively computational 
method of predicting the free molecule 
(and estended tentatively through 
transitional) flow instantaneous skin 
temperature conditions is presented, 
including the solar radiation effects. 
Thus, for a representative flat plate 
at an angle (Ö ) with respect to the 
oncoming molecular stream, the energy 
balance for the exposed front surface 
is(67): 

(2.4-266) 
where; 

leiJx L ff5 sec J " is the local energy 
flux into surface due 

to impinging (incident) molecules, 

l.e,i« l   u2  sec J " :Ls the local  energy 
flux into surface due 

to ambient (Solar) radiation, 

l-e,J« L ft? sec -I " is the local energy 
flux out of surface 

■ 
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due  to re-emitted molecular stream, 

L 1     [ jtt ft    1-  is  the   local energy flux 
I   J»   L ft« tec J   out of 8Urface &ue to 
re-emitted radiation, 

r^ql   [ »>f f)    1-  is the local heat flux 
L       JiL ft« sec J    removed from or added 

to skin due to any artificial or 
structural cooling or neating effects. 

Using the common kinetic  theory  of 
gases monoptomic molecular model, 
corrected for diatomic molecular pro- 
perties of air,  but neglecting the 
vibrational degrees  of freedom,  the 
constituent terms  in the governing Eq 
(2.4-266)  become for a non-dissociating, 
non-ionized flow at a  local point  (x) 
on the exposed flat plate surface: 

(2.4-267) 
where: 

0=51^ <i 
- is the thermal accommoda- 

tion coefficient, see Section 2.4.2 , 

-    •>£{*}   I'M v      - is the flux number of 
molecules impinging 

upon the flat plate exposed surface, 

"• MW® F*^] 
-  is   the number  of 

molecules contained 
per cubic foot  of the ambient atmos- 
pheric gas at some altitude  (A),  ex- 
pressed in terms  of  the standard at- 
mospheric conditions  at sea-level  (sub- 
script o ), 

No     = 7.63 X I02S     fmoltculM]   , 
L      ft3      J 

492 »R 

= 2117 m 
Vma -L M&HSJjd 2 flLl -   is  the most pro 

Ä     V   W     /      ll«cj      bable molecular 

g« 32.17 [fe] 
speed, 

is  the gravitational 
constant, 

R = l544   llbf   mti •R]     "   is  the universal 
gas  constant  (air) 

r    ibf     1 -   is  the molecular 
W ■ 28.97 [,b^ m0|t J     weight  of air (stan- 

dard composition), 

X = a dimension! ess quantity, func- 
tionally presented in Fig (2.4-53) by 
the straight line law (for air): 

+ 1 

m. 

*\Vn     I (2.4-268) 

molecule of air in a 
Standard Atmosphere, 

^ = a dimensionless quantity, func- 
tionally presented in Fig (2.4-54) in 
terms of (VA/Vm)8inö , 

B 
L'R moleculsj  stephan- 

Boltzmann's constant, 

B,T* = 93.4 [    ar is the mean value 
- *     Lstc ft'J of solar radiation 

at the edge -of atmosphere impinging 
perpendicularly to a flat surface; 
radiation from the ambient gases is 
neglected. 

<t  -  is the skin emissivity,  assumed 
constant and equal to skin absorptivity 
for all wave lengths and  temperatures 
(a gray-body absorption),   i.e.,««a«w 
[dimensionless],   see  Fig  (2.4-57), 

B2    =     3.74 XIO"10     F-^J-jl-   is   the 2 Lff* sec •R,J     «:< 
Boltzmann's constant. 

Stephan- 

Notice that the governing Eq (2.4- 
267), although derived for a flat 
plate exposed surface, can be readily 
applied to any curved surface local- 
ly, the investigated point being 
treated as a small tangential flat 
surface inclined at a local angle (Ö) 
with respect to the impinging orderly 
molecular stream (VA).  Also, in the 
Eq (2.4-267), it has been implicitly 
assumed that the impinging molecules 
temperature (T; ) is equal to the 
ambient atmospheric temperature (TA), 
and that the re-emitted molecules' 
temperature (Tr ) is equal to the sur- 
face temperature (Tw), i.e.,a = I . 

In case of a "shaded" surface (i.e., 
not directly exposed to the oncoming 
molecular stream,OO^ÖSlBO"), the govern- 
ing Eq (2.4-267) retains the same 
form, but In^)becomes (n^), (\</) becomes 
(^') , and(^)becomes (Y'), where, according 
to Ref (2.4-67): 
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[X J  - tee   Fig.   (2.4-55), 

[^'J   - sea   Fig,    (2.4-56). 

The same  (n^,^',«//') values should  be 
used for (0=0). 

(ii)  Computations of Skin-Friction 
Coefficients  in Continuum Slip,  and 
Free Molecule  Flow Regimes  Under Accel- 
erated Flight Conditions"!       

Within  the assumptions  and restric- 
tions  stated  in  the  preceding    para- 
graph (i),   the determination of the 
skin-friction drag  coefficient  values 
for a given body geometry and the  body 
skin structural  characteristics under 
the actual  transient high speed  - vari- 
able altitude flight conditions  involves 
a rather lengthy  step-by-step compu- 
tational procedure.     When  investigating 
the interdependence of the main physi- 
cal quantities for practical engineering 
purposes,   the attention can be focused 
on the following few most important 
preparatory computational aspects: 

(a) In accordance with the accepted 
approximate procedure in Section 2.3, 
the skin friction coefficients for the 
simple body geometries of a vehicle 
(nose cones  or ogives,  cylindrical 
afterbodies,   slender bodies of revolu- 
tion, wedges,   thin airfoil shapes)  can 
be evaluated either  (1)  by treating 
their  "equivalent  flat plate" counter- 
parts,  and then correcting the flat 
plate skin-friction data for the re- 
spective actual  body shape,   or  (2) 
by directly reading their skin-friction 
data from the  corresponding graphs, 
when available.     The first approach  is 
advantageous  in view of the fact that 
the flat plate  skin-friction results  are 
relatively more accurate and available 
for wide ranges  of Mach Number,  Rey- 
nolds Number and Knudsen Number varia- 
tions.     The accuracy of a subsequent 
correction of the equivalent flat plate 
results is quite satisfactory.     The 
corrective factors  are given in Section 
2.3. based on Mangier's transformation 
(68j, 

(b) The skin-friction results on 
flat plates are computed for the zero- 
angle of attack condition.     Nevertheless, 
in accordance with the basic approxima- 
tions for the  skin friction drag force 
definition in Section 1.7,4,  the results 
are applicable to small angle-of-attack 

conditions as  veil as  for practical engi- 
neering  purposes. 

(c) For the generally transient 
acceler-.ted flight conditions  on a 
prescrioed  trajectory,   any instan- 
taneous local value of the skin fric- 
tion estimate  is made  by accounting 
for: 

- Dependence of the local fckiQ- 
friction coeff icient,[Cf«oJ» orL^J« 
upon the actual  transient  local  skin 
temperature, [TWJJ,» f(t)   ,   and vice 
versa, 

- Dependence of the  local Knudsen 
Number,  [R»KJ€8 »   or [R«»]^ »upon  the 
actual  instantaneous   local skin 
temperature,[Tw] • t(t),   and vice versa, 

- Dependence  of  tbe   local Knudsen 
Number, [KnJ^  .[KngJ^,   or[KiiJ,   ,[Kn8jl]w, 
upon the actual  instantaneous  local 
skin temperature,["T^I   • f(0,  and vice 
versa, ^      * 

- Dependence of the local coeffi- 
cient of viscosity J^wj^r ['*"],  , 
upon the actual instantaneous  local 
skin temperature, [Tw] « f(t) , 

- Dependence of the gaseous  local 
specific heat coefficient, [Cp]» and the 
body-skin local heat conductivity coef- 
ficient, [Cw]M   upon the actual instan- 
taneous  local  skin temperature, [TwJ^M 
and vice versa, 

- Dependence of the  local speed of 
sound,   [a,JM   or["••]*     ,   upon the actual 
instantaneous  local  skin temperature, 
[T*]« *  f(t).( 

- Dependence  of the   local Mach Num- 
ber, [M«]w or [M«]oo   ,  upon the actual 
instantaneous  local skin temperature, 

[TW],» »(t),  and vice versa, 

- Dependence  of the  local Prandtl 
Number,[Prjw,  upon the  actual  instan- 
taneous  local skin temper a ture, [ T»j] » 
=f(t):   or the  local recovery factor,^,,], 
the local adiabatic wall  temperature, 
Poji^nd the stagnation temperature,[j, J , 
respective combinations. 

(d) The functional analytical rela- 
tionships between the physical param- 
eters shall take different forms  in 
the continuum slip and free molecule 
characteristic flow regimes,  see the 
respective governing equations and 
auxiliary    relationships. 

(e) As a consequence,   an analytical 
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evaluation of the local skin friction 
coefficient, [Cf»]» or [Cf»]., and a subse- 
quent determination of its average value 
for a given body geometry by an appropri- 
ate integration procedure at any given 
time instant, ( t ) , during a generally 
transient flight history ot a given ve- 
hicle, shall inevitably require: 

An iterative process in determining 
locally the existence of the one of the 
four possible characteristic flow regimes: 
continuum, slip, transitional and free 
molecule, as affected by the local Knud- 
sen Number, [Kn,],,, dependence on the 
actual local skin-temperature conditions, 
[Tw]«»f(t), 

An iterative process in determining 
locally the boundary layer type (laminar 
or turbulent within the continuum flow 
concept, and laminar for the slip flow 
regime), in terms of the local Mach 
Number, [Mj,, and the local Reynolds 
Number [ReJ^criteria, which are in their 
turn, functions of the actual local non- 
equilibrium skin-temperature conditions, 

A suitable functional representation 
of all other local physical or dimension- 
less parameters(r ,a .k ,/x,M,p,p .Pr ,Sf , etc . ) in 
terms of the local transient skin tempera- 
ture value, [Tw],= fit)  , in as much as 
these functional relationships appear in 
the final analytical expressions for both 
the local skin-friction coefficient [Cf,,],,, 
and the inevitably associated local heat 
transfer coefficient [St,], in different 
flow regimes. 

The complexity of such numerical com- 
putations and the associated analytical 
investigations for a compound body geome- 
try of any given vehicle is clearly 
evident when it is realized: 

-That the iterative stepwise computa- 
tional process has to be repeated for a 
sufficient number of local points in 
order to yield a mean average integrated 
skin friction coefficient value, [CfA] , 
representative instantaneously for the 
whole vehicle at a given point on its 
trajectory, 

-That such a trajectory-point computa- 
tion of the instantaneously representative 
skin-friction coefficients has to be in 
the wholeness repeated for enough of the 
points on a vehicle trajectory in order 
to yield the required average values of 
CfA = f(t) corresponding to the respective 
time intervals ( At) on a trajectory V = V (f) 
and 

-That at any successive time-instant 
both the average skin friction [Cf]A and 
the heat transfer, [SOA , coefficient values 

are functions of all the previous time- 
history of their variations (including 
the initial conditions) up to the inves- 
tigated moment, since such is the case 
with the actual skin temperature [Tw]x 
time history. 

In view of the facts, it is therefore 
proposed that the evaluation of the avei> 
age skin-friction coefficient values, 
[Cf]Aibe conducted by somewhat simplified 
engineering methods, as outlined next. 

(1) Quasi-steady analysis on an as- 
cending flight trajectory and prepara- 
tion of the computational data. 

The compound vehicle configuration is 
broken into its main constituent parts 
(nose section, body, wings, fins, etc.), 
according to the general breakdown schme 
from Section 1.7.4,  The skin friction 
drag force coefficient for each of the 
simple body geometries is to be evalu- 
ated separately, and the partial skin- 
friction drag force data then summed up 
as specified in Section 2.3.  The indi- 
vidual skin-friction coefficients are 
estimated either by using the corres- 
ponding data for the specific simple 
body shape, or by using the "equivalent 
flat plate" method.  For reasons dis- 
cussed already^ the latter approach is 
given the preference here.  The equiva- 
lent flat plate is at a zero (or near 
zero) angle-of-attack. 

A completely insulated (nonconduct- 
ing) skin and a quasi-steady flow con- 
ditions ore assumed at any point on the 
flight trajectory, permitting for reali- 
zation of a local thermal adiabatic 
equilibrium at the plate surface and 
throughout the boundary layer.  The lo- 
cal lengthwise pressure gradient, (dp/dx ) 
is then zero, and so is the dimensional 
pressure coefficient value, i.e., 

' (2.4-270) 
which shall prove additionally helpful 
in shortening the conoutational efforts 
involved. 

The above approximate treatment 
amounts to an implicit assumption that 
at each point on the vehicle's tra- 
jectory the flow conditions are 
"allowed" to become fictitiously quasi- 
steady, and that the thermal adiabatic 
conditions at the insulated flat plate 
and in the boundary layer are in equi- 
librium,[TW], ""[TQJX, SO that actually 
at each point on the vehicle trajec- 
tory the skin friction coefficients 
(local and average) can be evaluated 
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independently of the preceding flight time 
history.  Evidently such an approach 
may prove ftr  from being satisfactory 
or acceptable for highly accelerated 
flight phases and shall be then con- 
sequently used as a first, rough esti- 
mate only.  The method is more appro- 
priate for prolonged steady flight 
conditions. 

The computational procedure is as 
follows: 

STEP I 

For a given vehicle, the basic plots 
of the requested flight characteristics 
shall be graphically plotted or analyti- 
cally known as follows: 

- The flight altitude (H) versus time 
(f) history, see the illustrative Fig 
(2.4-44) for a hypothetical case, 

- The flight altitude (H) versus 
flight speed (V) history, see the 
illustrative Fig (2,4-45) fur a hypo- 
thetical case, or the illustrative 
Figs (2.4-35), (2.4-36), (2.4-37), 
(2.4-38) and (2,4-39) for some 
characteristic missile categories in 
general, 

- The flight speed (V) versus time 
(t) history, see Fig (2.4-46) for a 
hypothetical case. 

Any one of the graphs, for instance 
H=f(i), can serve as a conversion aid for 
the remaining two.  Then the second 

graph, H = f(V), can be subsequently used 
for determination of the ambient atmos- 
pheric boundaries between the four 
characteristic fluid flow regimes, see 
the illustrative Fig (2.4-40), while the 
third graph, V=f(f), shall correspondingly 
serve as a practically very convenient 
plot for later heat transfer-skin fric- 
tion dependence estimates (by means of 
respectively simplified analytic ex- 
pressions) as pertinent to the four 
characteristic fluid flow regimes and 
the flight dynamics conditions (steady 
or quasi-steady and transient or 
accelerated flight cases respectively). 

It should be noted that the charac- 
teristic flow boundaries, established 
by taking the particular characteristic 
length of the equivalent flat plate (or 
the body part itself, see Fig 2,4-40), 
serve as a first approximation only. 
In a more accurate analysis, the charac- 
teristic flow types (continuum, slip, 
transitional and free molecule) should 

be determined in terms of the local 
flow conditions at the body surface, 
i,e„ by taking the distance x of the 
investigated local point, 

A general note: Within the 
existing theoretical and practical limi- 
tations of handling the drag force 
problem in general, it is immediately 
evident that the accuracy of the drag 
coefficient predictions at any instant 
of time shall be,in accelerated flight 
cases, a direct function of the accuracy 
with which the corresponding time his- 
tories of the trajectory characteristics 
V=f|(t) and H =f2(t) are known, and vice 
versa.  Since the flight dynamics tra- 
jectory computations presupposes know- 
ledge of the aerodynamic drag force 
data, an iterative process of the tra- 
jectory-drag computations suggests it- 
self in a lesser or greater extent, the 
degree of accuracy depending upon the 
particular importance of the drag force 
and trajectory predictions. But in no 
case,the suggested iterative computa- 
tional accuracy should exceed the limits 
of the drag-force predictability per 
se, which even for idealized steady 
flight conditions in a presumably Stan- 
dard Atmosphere and for presumably 
perfect engineering hardware realiza- 
tions, may be assumed to be of the order 
of ±10% when relatively simple body 
geometries (flat plate, cone, cylinder, 
hemisphere) are considered. 

Consequently, depending upon the 
overall level of accuracy required, 
the respective margins of accuracy with 
which the suggested three basic data 
trajectory graphs (Figs (2.4-44), 
(2,4-45), (2,4-46) should be plotted or 
analytically known shall vary an 
accelerated flight phase, and the 
time interval choice for the stepwise 
computations of the skin friction-tem- 
perature dependence shall be likewise 
accordingly adjusted. Due to a wide 
range of possible flight conditions, 
missile configurations and final ob- 
jectives that may be considered, no 
generalized recommendation regarding 
the computational accuracies can be 
suggested. As a specific illustration, 
in Ref.(2.4-70)it is, for example, sug- 
gested that for engineeringly acceptable neat 
transfer estimates during transient 
(accelerated) missile flight phases, 
the one-second time intervals are 
required in which the local skin tem- 
peratures and the related local skin- 
friction coefficients should be com- 
puted and known.  This would evidently 
impose a one-second time interval 
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accuracy in presantatior  -f the basic 
graphs  in Figs (2.4-4U) and (2.4-46)  or 
the respective tabular plotting (see 
Table 2.4-3)  of the corresponding func- 
tional  relationships H= fi (t»  and   V=f2«) 
with the one-second interval basis. 

STEP 2 

Using a Standard Model Atmosphere 
and the basic trajectory data   H=f, (t) 
and V«f2(l)   from Figs (2.4-44)  and 
(2.4-46)   (or the respective tabulated 
numerical data alternatively,   see 
Table  (2.4-3),  the following ambient 
atmospheric flight parameters are  plotted 
(or numerically tubulated,  see Table 
(2.4-4),  using the engineering lbf-ft- 
sec-oR system of units: 

(a) The ambient static  temperature, 
(TA),   versus flight time involved,(»), 
i.e.: 

TA    m     TA(H)    =      TA (t)    ,     [<>R]  , 
(2.4-271) 

(b) The ambient speed  of sound, oA , 
versus  flight time involved,   (OA) ,   i.e.: 

«A   «    «A(TA) =    aA(H)   =    aA(t)  , 

(2.4-272) 

.-.  aA   »    49.02 (TA)'/2   f    [ft/«ec] , 

(2.4-273) 
(c) Tht   flight Mach  Number,   (MA),  re- 

ferred   to  the ambient Standard Atmcs- 
php.re  value  of the speed of sound,(OA), 
versus  time,   (t),   i.e.: 

MA   =     -57   =    MA fV,TA) , 

=    MA(V.H)    =     MA(t), 

(2.4-274) 

(d) The ambient atmosplieric density 
variation, (pA), with flight time (t), 
i.e.: 

PA    =     />A(H)   =    /»A(t)      ,  [ibf tec2/f t4] , 

gRATA {32.I7)(5335) TA      ' 
(2.4-275) 

[ibf $ecZ/t;4]   j (2.4-276 

where: 

RA    =     53.35 

acceleration,   assumed 
constant;  alternatively 
gIfl(H)and latitude, 

-absolute atmospheric 
n^Vlgas constant for dry 
Llbf^air^   standard composi- 

tion;  alternatively 
RAr RAIH)and humidity. 

(e)  The ambient atmospheric  pres- 
sure, (pA),   variation with time,   (t): 

PA    =     pA(H)  m    PA(t)      ,    [Ibf/ft2]   . 
(2.4-277) 

pA    =     «RA^A^    =      (32.I7)(53.35) ^TA   , 

[lbf/ft2J (2.4-278) 

(f)  The  coefficient of ambient 
atmospheric  viscosity,(/<A)» 

as a func- 
tion of  time,   (1 ) : 

MA   =      ^A(TA)    =    /VH)    = 

=     ^A(t)     ,   [ibf sec/ft2], (2^_27 9) 

-average gravitational 

(g)   The ambient coefficient of the 
kinematic  viscosity ,(«/A ),  versus  the 
flight  time,   (t): 

"A    = ?T -  "A^^)« «fcM-Vt)    . 

[ft2/sec]    , (2.4-280) 

The ambient atmospheric flight 
parameters   (a to g)  are presented 
illustratively in Figs  (2.4-47)  and 
(2.4-48)  for the chosen hypothetical 
missile.     In each particular design 
case, the time scale should be chosen 
to correspond to the desired degree of 
accuracy of the drag force estimates, 
as stated earlier. 

STEP 3 

For the representative flat plate 
at a zero angle-of-attack and for the 
presumed aerothermal steady equilibrium 
flow conditions,  the main characteris- 
tic flow regimes  (continuum,  slip, 
transitional,  free molecule),  as en- 
countered at various points on a given 
flight trajectory,  can be discriminated 
on the premises of convertibility of 
the local ambient  (subscript A)  physi- 
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cal parameters to their corresponding 
Local free stream (subscript») values 
outside the boundary layer:  at any 
point along the flat plate the specific 
condition of no pressure gradient 
((Jp/(Jx= 0) and the zero value of the lo- 
cal pressure coeff icientJCpx^ or [Cpx] A 
(see Eq (2.4-220)), make the local free 
stream values (subscript» ) of all in- 
volved physical parameters simply equal 
to their instantaneous steady ambient 
(subscript A )values.  This feature is 
invalidated for geometries different 
from a flat plate and angles of attack 
different from zero:  then the pressure 
coefficient is no more equal to zero, 
and the functional relationships be- 
tween the local free-stream (<» ) and the 
instantaneous ambient (A) values of the 
steady flow parameters have to be es- 
tablished by use of the corresponding 
inviscid flow theories and across-the- 
shock conditions, as appropriate for the 
particularly investigated body geometry 
and the flow regime.  As an illustra- 
tion, for a conical body geometry in 
the continuum flow regime, the second- 
order inviscid perfect fluid theory may 
be used for(MA<5) and the conical shock 
expansion theory for(MA>5), yielding 
the influential parametric ratios 
JCD/TA.VCO/VA .^«//»A. Ma, /MA.Rea/ReAjetc) 
locally. The fundamental approximate 
premises of an either completely non- 
conducting (insulated) body skin, or of 
a steady, aerothermally in equilibrium 
flow, remain still in force. 

For the particular flat plate case 
at a zero angle-of-attack, the ambient 
Standard Atmosphere physical parameters 
from the Step 2 (see Figs 2.U-47 and 
2.U-48 and Table 2.4-'+) are at the same 
time the local free-stream (subscript 
<» ) values. 

STEP k 

The local free  stream (just outside 
the  boundary layer)   and  the  local equi- 
librium wall temperature ratios  can be 
now established  in two ways  for the 
assumed quasi-steady,   prolonged duration 
flight regimes: 

(a)  The flat plate  is assumed com- 
pletely insulated,   i.e.,   the  idealized 
adiabatic flow conditions are supposed 
to exist.    Then,   the necessary conver- 
sion  of the adiabatic wall   (subscript 
aw)   values  of the  involved  physical 
parameters  to their respective Standard 
Atmosphere ambient values   (subscript A) 
is  performed,   in a first approximation, 
as  follows: 

For the representative insulated 
flat plate at a zero angle-of-attack 
under the assumed quasi-steady aero- 
thermal flow equilibrium (neglecting 
radiation), the insulated skin tempera- 
ture becomes equal to the "adiabatic 
wall"  temperature at any local  point, 

Tw    • To« (2.U-281) 

The  local  temperature ratio, 

m. - ris* i*i   -    PJ*I 
LTA  TOOJX LTA J. 

Tow    _ 
To     ~ 

Ja. 
TA 

(2.4-282) 

becomes constant along the flat plate 
length,   since 

[Too],   »      TA (2.4-283) 

The  ratio, 

T«   _ 
TA 

TOW 

TA -     f(^H) '(2.4-284) 

is  obtainable for continuum flow 
laminar and turbulent boundary  layers 
from Figs   (2.4-49)  and  (2.4-50)   re- 
spectively.     The  stagnation  point tem- 
perature is obtainable from Fig (2.4- 
51)   in  particular,   if required  for 
other reasons.     Variation of the 
specific heats with temperature  is 
accounted for in these  figures^**). 

It  should be noted  that for  the 
always   laminar boundary  layer  in  the 
slip flow regime, it has  been here 
assumed  that the values  of (Tow) from 
the  continuum theory are  applicable 
in a  good approximation,   especially so 
when  investigating the  Lower  boundary 
(i.e., the  beginning)  of  the   slip flow 
regime(71).     This means   that  the  "tem- 
perature  jump" effect at wall  has  been 
neglected,   or that the  continuum 
laminar flow recovery factor is retained 
unchanged. 

In  the  free molecule  flow regime 
there  is  no equivalent  of a  boundary 
layer concept. 

Once  the  value of 

Tw    =      Tow   =        f (MA,H)       =       ^{t) 

(2.4-285) 
is determined at each point of a given 
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flight  trajectory,   i.e., suitably tabu- 
lated for a properly chosen time scale 
(see Table 2.U-5),  the Mach Number,  the 
Reynolds Numbo.r and the  Knudsen Num- 
ber values referred to  the. wall condi- 
tions  can be computed  in  terms  of  the 
assumed steady adiabatic   isothermal con- 
ditions  on the flat,   insulated  plate 
at a zero angle-of-attack,   taking into 
account  that in this case: 

•Jj- -  0    ,  [CpJ, »    CpA -   o , 

rrfr. -' Tptl." ' ' 

A)«"' ' W.= ' • 

[Ooo]« 
i , 

dy P«   -      Pow   = [poo].   ■     PA   ' 

and 
(2.U-286) 

o«   =    a Aw 

/O-     =     PB m ■ 
I To*\w 

Mw   ■      ham    m       fjt.^   l—j , w   «    ,76    , 

- - - - - m (^) ■ 
(2.U-287) 

both locally at any point and for the 
flat plate as a whole. 

The ambient flight parameters (sub- 
script A) are presented in Figs (2.4- 
k7)   and (2.4-48) for a hypothetical 
case, and should be determined from 
Standard Atmosphere Data in general. 

Then, the local (subscript x ) values 
of the dimensionless characteristic 
flow parameters,[M,]w,[Re,]w, [KnJw,[Kn8jw, 
as referred to the local physical flow 
conditions (aw) at the flat, insulated 
plate surface are: 

TA V* 

N.^rt   '   KI ~ [Rvfj/i   '(2.^290) 
where: 

VAX 
Mw« 

MA = -fe     .    VA 

■ K]-[y' 

W ■ 

8. (2.U-29L) 

free molecular path, 

[•«,]__ =M, = M4(^)     '«a^)      .(2.4-288) 

["-].=H0n' KftT- HJ&T ■       '-1- ~ 

L "Jw - local mean t 
corresponding to IT,,] , 

*« - local boundary layer thickness, 
[ft]- 

The following isentropic criteria 
in determining the local instantaneous 
characteristic flow regimes can be 
used, see Section 1.7.1. 

Instantaneous local continuum flow 
regime prevails up to 

rKn   I ^ 
M
W a MA / T^f8 <  |0-2 

fR.i = rR i (Lv* »,, 
L "Jw L "«JAVTOW/        (2.4-292) 

Instantaneous local slip flow re- 
gime boundaries are 

-z r  i   Mw,   MA /Taw\3/e   -\ 

[Re,]w=[R..]A(£)
7/4~o(l).   (2.4-293) 

Local  instantaneous   transitional 
flow  regime boundaries  are 

r     1        Mw, MA    /Jvf/A       MA 3>KL~[R^/iR^A(^) =MA 'üPper- 
(2.4-295) 

Instantaneous local f-'ee molecule 
flow regime starts from 

[Re«]» 

(2.4-289) 

MA        / TwX574 . 
[Rex]A    \TAJ 

(2.4-296) 
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MA 

[Rex] A 
>   3    up . (2.i>-296) 

It should be noted  that the above 
boundaries  are not  an exceptionally 
strict criteria,   and  that  other numeri- 
cal critical values  are used in some 
instances(70). 

The physical  and  the  respective 
dimensionless quantities  from the STEPS 
3 and k are computed for a given  time 
instant on the  vehicle  trajectory,   see 
Table  (2,4-5). 

In the cortinuum flow regime, discrim- 
ination betv;«i(.n  the  laminar and the 
burbulent  boundary  layers  is established 
by using an order  of magnitude criteria, 
for  instance, 

Mw = $ io6. 

(2,4-297) 
CJJ the investigated local (x) point 
along the surface, 

(b) The flat plate is alternatively 
assumed non-insulated, but an equilib- 
rium temperature (Tw6) during pro- 
longed steady flight regimes is 
achieved, assuming that the convective 
heat transfer from the boundary layer 
to the surface is equal to the heat 
lost by the surface by overall (in- 
wardly and outvardly directed) radia- 
tion.  In addition, the isothermal 
conditions along the flat surface are 
presumed, as stated earlier. 

The procedure of determining the 
equilibrium temperature (T ,) for the 
laminar and the turbulent boundary 
layers in the continuum flow regime, 
as well as for a laminar boundary layer 
in the slip flow regime, is explicitly 
described in Section 2.3 and the re- 
sults graphically presented in the 
respective figures there.  Here, under 
the same premises as in case of an in- 
sulated flat plate, the (T„r T,, lvalues are 
substituted in the expressions (2,4- 
285) to (2,4-296) instead of the 
adiabatic wall temperature (Tow), and 
the local flow type criteria similarly 
computed for the non-insulated flat 
plate case, see Table (2,4-5), 

STEP 5 

Once the  characteristic  flow regime 
at a local point  is  known,   tha corres- 

ponding  local  and  average  skin-friction 
coefficient  value [Ct^and [Ci^]   can be 
computed  in  terms  of the  skm  tempera- 
ture(Tw= Tow)or(Tw = T,,,),   the  flight 
Mach Number,( MA),   the  Reynolds  Number, 
[Re JAor[ftejA    and  the Knudsen  Number, 
[Kn^or [KnJ^, at any time  instant.     The 
representative  flat  plate  data can be 
then converted directly  to conical 
bodies,   the cone-cylinder  body  configu- 
rations,  and the wedged  airfoil sec- 
tions  as described at  a   length  in 
Section 2,3,     The  Tat  plate explicit 
analytical  expressions  or  equivalent 
graphical data  for the  skin-friction 
coefficient computations   iti the four 
characteristic  flow regimes  are  pre- 
cented  in the next  subparagraph  (2) 
of  this Section, 

Since under the  presumed  steady, 
equilibrium tlow conditionst( Tw = Twt), 
for a non-insulated  flat  place,   the 
local heat  fluxep  in and  out  of  the 
skin are equal at  any  instant  of  time 
(.or at any point  on a given  trajectory): 

and  the  governing equations  for  the 
local  skin-friction computations 
reduce  to: 

lor continuum turbulent  boundary 
layers: 

•3  [Cfa)M
3

goa
3„   /)„,     ^Tgw-Ty,    \| 

= j{[ v--BT/Hi 
(2.4-298) 

For continuum laminar boundary 
layers: 

-25     [Cfae    Pr'«3    M3<«>    a'oo    p «, 

fc^)L=j{[-T"4].B-••"•'} 
[Ibf ft   ] 
Lsec m    • (2.4-299) 

For slip flow (laminar) regime - 
governing Eq (2,4-2997 

Notice that here the heat absorption 
capacity,[Gw] x , of the skin does not 
influence the equilibrium wall tempera- 
tur^[Ttw], . 
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For free molecule flow regime. 
g^ small)    "~~ 

T  ■ 

(h) 

a » I . 

(2.4-300) 

see Section 2.4.6. 

Note that for laminar boundary layers 
on flat plates the average skin friction 
coefficient is 

[CJ.-'. 
regardless of Mach Number, Reynolds Num- 
ber or wall-to-free stream ratio, pro- 
vided isothermal wall conditions are 
assumed. 

(2) General Procedure of Determining 
the Local and the Average Skiti Friction 
Coefficient Values for Accelerated' 
(Transient) or Quasi-steady Flight 
Regimes 

Excluding the "apparent mass" ef- 
fects and the time lag of an aero- 
dynamic pressure distribution build-up, 
the following local and average skin- 
friction coefficient computational pro- 
cedure is proposed:  (a) for generally 
accelerated flight regimes character- 
ized by a time-dependent wall tempera- 
ture, 

W. f(t) Tw < Tiw < I« 

(2.4-301) 

where (TW )„ is the actually acquired 
transient (nonequilibrium) local skin 
temperature at a given instant of time, 
and (b) for quasi-steady, equilibrium 
thermal conditions, 

w (2."-'SOla) 
on a generally non-insulated flat plate, 
see data preparation  in the preceding 
subparagraph  (1). 

The general types  of the  local 

transient   (accelerated)  flow regimes 
are characterized by a strong depen- 
dence of  the actual (non-equilibrium) 
skin temperature.(T,,)„  on  the involved 
flight time interval,(At),  the given 
set of flight parameters   (Mach Number, 
alcitude,   body attitude)  and the re- 
lated flow variables (pressure, 
density,   speed of sound,  coefficient 
of viscosity,  etc.).    Such an infinite- 
simally small time-interval analysis 
leads,   in general,  to a first order 
linear ordinary non-homogeneous 
differential equation of the type,   see 
subparagraph (i)   of this  section: 

g*]«f(body geometry, skin surface 
* conditions, 6W, Pr, Ta(,, Ttoo,Cfo(>. 

T» • Cf« , Pm , P« , o». M., « , B , AQ , Tw , 

t.x, a),, 

•••m. 
(2.4-301) 

MT,. ,Cf,,t  )» 

(2.4-302) 

for a given set of initial conditions 
and for a known auxiliary functional 
law, 

(Cf J.rfCT.), 
(2.4-303) 

The solution of the Eq  (2.3-302) 
within a specified small time interval 

(Ät • tK-iK-i)>  anc^ *-or a 8iven set  0^  t^ie 

initial flight dynamics and fluid flow 
parameters  at the time instant(tK(), 
is obtained by some numerical analysis 
iterative process.    During the itera- 
tion,   the auxiliary functional rela- 
tionship  (2.4-303), is used at first 
as determined for the initial wall 
temperature value CUK-I at the  initial 
time instant (t,,.,).    The completed 
first iteration of Eq (2.4-302)   shall 
then yield  the wall temperature value 
(TW| ^(TwL.,. A second iteration for 
the same time interval^At = ytK.| ),is 
then required,   this time using the 

(Cf^),,value from the auxiliary relation- 
ship (2.4-303)  corresponding to the 
computed wall  temperatureCT,,^.    When 
the second  iteration is done,  a new 
value of (Tw.)k*!(TwJj, is obtained.     The 
successive .iterative process for the 
same time  intervaKAt = tK-t K_| )  may 
be thus  theoretically continued 
until a satisfactory set of values 
both in(Tw)i, andKf-jIxis obtained. 
Instead,   for practical purposes  of  the 
aerodynamic  skin-friction drag force 
analysis,   it is considered acceptable 
to perform  just  one iteration for a 
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given timp interval (öt   =    tk -    t    ,) ,   by 
using the Kutta-Runge method.     The Kutte- 
Runge  iterative method  comprises  itself 
intermediate corrective  steps within any 
given time interval (^t  =  \k —  tK - 1)1 
which should suffice for achieving a 
practically acceptable  order-of-accuracy 
of  the ( Cf^), predictions   in one  full 
step of  iteration   ,   provided  the time 
interval is small enough,  (fit~dt). 

Then the final conditions at a pre- 
ceding  time  instant(t=t^lare  taken as 
initial conditions  for computation of 
the above functional relationship at 
the  immediately following time  instant 
('= t k+|), I <K<n,etc.     The  computations are 
illustrated in a tabular form in Table 
(2,U-12), each computational  step being 
fully elaborated in  the  following text. 
Once the transient  instantaneous local 
skin temperature values, (T,,),, ,  are thus 
computed,  the corresponding  instantaneous 
local skin friction coefficientjCCf,,)^   is 
also known in  terms  of  the skin tempera- 
ture (Tw)x as already stated. 

Application of the method  is re- 
stricted to the laminar continuum,  the 
turbulent continuum and the  laminar slip 
flow  regimes.     The  free-molecule flow 
type  is handled separately. 

A gravitational   (lbf-ft-sec-0R)  sys- 
tem of functional physical dimensions 
is used, 

IF] = Force, 
[L]'= Length, 
[t]= Time, 
[T] = Absolute Temperature, 

with the corresponding American gravi- 
tational system of units 

[lbf]= pound-force, 
[ft 1= foot, 
[sec]= ephemeris  second, 
[0R ]= degree Rankine. 

CASE I   - TRANSIENT FLIGHT PHASE   (VARI- 
ABLE ALTITUDE-CONSTANT SPEED,   OR CON- 
STANT ALTITUDE-VARIABLE  SPEED,   OR 
VARIABLE ALTITUDE-VARIABLE SPEED): 

(a) Continuum Flow.   Turbulent Bound- 
ary Layer, Governing Equation: 

bn« = Tfer: [Cfo0 * Moo ol 
J [Gw], 

\   T»,» "To,    / J « 

W. - >-    io6. 
(2.U-304) 

(b) Continuum Flow, Laminar Boundary 
Layer - Governing Equation: 

.25 [cf„ Pr, 2/3 P   M3  o3 « 00 rflO   ""OO    "OD    " 
J[Gw] 

/ Tow - Tw \1 K .U.-TJJ,. - 

^ {[*«T']«B - ••BTi4 * ^'M [*] 

XV <     10' 
t2.U-305) 

Layei 
(c)  Slip  Flow,   Laminar Boundary 
er-Governing Equation  (2.4-305) 

(d)  Free Molecule  Flow (Including 
Transitional Flow Regime)  -  Governing 
Equation": 

«{".[^ *1**I|'>.'A]}I- i»".B,[T"]. ♦ 

(2.U-306) 
CASE  II   -  QUASI-STEADY  FLIGHT,   I.E., 
AN EQUILIBRIUM SKIN TEMPERATURE IS 
REACHED: 

Tw s Tew   < To«,   t 

dTw 

df -0, 
(2.U-307) 

(a)  Continuum Flow,   Turbulent 
Boundary Layer,  Governing Equation: 

.3 [c^o«MfcfeJL 
- J{i«wT"]xB - «. BT.4 ± 

(2.U-308) 

(b) Continuum Flow,  Laminar Bound- 
ary  Layer,   Governing Equation: 

.ZSrc^PrV» ol ^  /TflV(-Tty \1  - 

= jj^wT.t^B-s.BT,4   ± 

^^^.[•Ä-]' (2.4-309) 
(c) Slip Flow,  Laminar Boundary 

Layer,  Governing Equation  (2.4-309): 

(d) Free Molecule Flow  (Including 
Transitional Flow Regime),   Governing 
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Equation (2.4-306) 

Interpretation of  individual terms 
in  the above governing equations is 
given earlier. 

In order to find the local skin- 
friction coefficient  value dependence 
upon  the local equilibrium wall tem- 
perature, 

W.-4u)' (2.4-310) 

for  a  steady,   constant  altitude,  flight 
condition (CASE  II),   any simple trial 
and  error iteration  process  can be 
used. 

For the transient  flight  conditions 
(CASE I), the Kutta-Runge numerical 
method is suggested,   and  the step-wise 
computations  are described  below. 

In  both cases, the  loci skin-fric- 
tion  values,[CtJi,,   should be  evaluated 
from  the corresponding graphs  in Sec- 
tions  2.3 and 2.4. 

[Cfc], =   f [M, Re. Kn.Twlt ]„      . 

(2.4-311) 

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE: 

STEP   1.    As  illustrated  in  subparagraph 
TTJ  

STEP  2,    As  illustrated  in  subparagraph 
TT1  

STEP  3.    Using the  basic  ambient data, 
the corresponding local  free  stream 
(i.e., outside  the  boundary layer)» values 
of  the Mach Number,[M^J x,   the  static 
pressure^pj,,   the density,[/>,„]    and the 
temperature.p-,,],,,   should  be determined 
from  the perfect fluid   theory related 
to the  body geometry  in question and 
the  ambient Mach Number,(MA),   flow 
type:     subsonic,   transonic,   supersonic, 
or hypersonic.     There  is an abundance 
of available data and  theories  of 
various degrees  of accuracy and refine- 
ment  for most  of the  simple  body geome- 
tries   in practical use. 

The  required number  of  the  local 
points   to be thus  investigated  is dic- 
tated  by the  level  of  accuracy desired 
and by  the body geometry and  the flow 
type  proper.     It should  be sufficient 
to enable a definition  of  the  equiva- 
lent  flat plate,  following  the  condi- 
tions   specified  by Mangler's  transfor- 

mation(69)f  as Well as for a later 
integration procedure along  the  body or 
the equivalent flat plate surface for 
an acceptable determination of the skin- 
friction coefficient mean average 
values at each instant or flight time 
interval.    As already stated,   in case 
of  laminar boundary layers  on flat 
plates, the equivalence  of conditions 
need be established locally at the end 
point   K=L   only,  see STEP  5 of the 
previous  paragraph  (1). 

Using the same time basis as  for 
the ambient Standard Atmosphere  flight 
data,   the  local point free  stream flow 
data are then either tabulated or 
plotted  in a manner similar to the 
illustrated in Figs  (2,4-47)  and   (2.4- 
48)   and  in Table  (2.4-6),     For  instance, 
when  the  local free  stream ambient 
standard atmosphere ratios  are deter- 
mined  on the basis  of  the corresponding 
potential  or perfect fluid  theory,   the 
following plots are required: 

[TJ [To.]* ^i (t), N • * -      TA    149.02/ 
(2.4-312) 

,1/2 49.02   <T«)r = V2 (t),(2.4-313) 

U    J"       foool. MA _. 1°*] (2.4-314) 

[Poolx \P    1      .      ^«DJX P.   .      
I- "•-J*   '        PA       *        (32.(7)  (53.35)  [!«]„ 

=   ^A^'» (2,4-315) 

[P4S     ^PA»     (32.17) (53.35) [VJ.IJJ, 
= ^5 (t) , (2.4-316) 

["•J*  =    Tf^^'-^i^J -  f6<t), 
« =   .76 , (2.4-317) 

(2.4-318) 

[v4 friskv.  .   ksk M 'A    = vA     -  -      V 
[Moo 04= ^8(t), 

A «»A   = 

(2.4-319) 

[R.J.* [^qx = [^L]X = ^9(t) 
(2.4-320) 
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where x-  is   the distance of  the  inves- 
tigated  Local point  from the  Leading 
edge,  measured aLong the surface. 

Note:     The above reLationships can be 
used for continuum  and sLip fLow  re- 
gimes.     (The  transitional  fLow regime 
is  incLuded  for engineering purposes 
under the heading  of  the free moLecule 
fLow.)     In the free-moLecuLe fLow do- 
main,   the ambient  Standard Atmosphere 
data  (A)  are  equated with the physicaL 
properties   (i)  of  the impinging moLe- 
cuLar stream, 

STEP k 

The  governing anaLytic expressions 
(2.4-30'+)  and  (2.4-305), which shaLL  be 
used for the  Local  skin-friction com- 
putationaL  purposes  in the continuum 
and the   sLip fLow  regimes,   require 
knowLedge of   the  stagnation point-LocaL 
free stream  temperature difference 

(TSOIJ-T   )xat any time  instant.     From Ref, 
72,   it has  been found that  a graph  of 

(T»«-!«) versus (V,) with(T«) as a  parameter 
yieLds  a farniLy of  curves which can be 
acceptabLy approximated by  a  singLe 
curve  for engineering purposes up  to 
370,000 ft.   of aLtitude.     The curve, 

(Ts«-- O   =  f(Vw),       (2.4-321) 

is  replotted  in Fig  (2.4-52) j   including 
the temperature variation effects  on 
the specific  heat  coefficient at  con- 
stant pressure, (Cp)x. 

ALternativeLy,   the stagnation  point 
absoLute temperature can be taken direct- 
Ly from the  Fig  (2.4-5L)   in  terms  of 
the static  ambient  temperature  (T^ )  and 
the ambient Mach Number (M*).   The pLots 
have been taken from Ref  (2.4-68), 
aLLowing again for  the constant pressure 
specific heat(Cp)xvariations  in a non- 
dissociating air. 

Using the   trajectory graph V=  V(t )    , 
or TA =  TA(t)and MA = MA(t) respectiveLy, 
the time history  of the temperature 
difference, 

(T S oo f(t) »   (2.4-322) 

can be  tabuLated  or pLotted graphicaLLy 
within  the  accuracy of the  aLready 
chosen  time  basis,   see TabLe  (2.4-6). 

STEP  5 

viscous  fLow  regime   (continuum,   sLip, 
free moLecuLe)  existing  LocaLLy  (x)  at 
any instant  of  time   (t),   the  LocaL vaLue 
of the  dimensionLess  parameters   [Re,],, 
and(Mw),   referred  to  the conditions  at 
the LocaL point  on the  body surface 
(subscript»»),   shouLd  be known: 

M. ■ [^fH ■ M. ter £■).. 

Then  the  LocaL  characteristic  fLow 
regime at any point  (x)   (excLuding the 
immediate neighborhood  of the Leading 
edge)  at  the body   surface at a  given 
time instant  (t)   is  found using the 
Tsine's criteria: 

(L)  Continuum fLow regime.   Laminar 
boundary Layer: 

(2.4-325) 

(2)  Continuum fLow regime,   turbu- 
Lent boundary  Layer: 

<   10V [R.x], > 10", 
Iw <-      Jw 

(2.4-326) 

where |_R«xJw ~IO represents a criticaL 
vaLue for transition from Laminar 
to turbuLent boundary Layer pattern, 

(3) SLip fLow regime, the boundary 
Layer Laminar aLways , 

10' < . MJ   < 10" .[R.x]w >l, 

(2.4-327) 

(4) TransitionaL fLow regime, char- 
acterized by a mixture of the slip and 
the free moLecuLe  fLow patterns, 

Lower Boundary: 

r MX i 
L(Rex^2J' LOW 

Upper Boundary: 

10' M, i. 

(2,4-328) 

r Mai 
L   Ron  J» <   3 , ["•«]. 

(5) Free moLecuLe fLow regime 
starts from: 

In order to discriminate the type of 
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fc?'1' 

(ei 3 on .["•«].  ~ 
(2,^-329) 

In engineering applications,the 
transitional flow regime cannot be 
treated separately, due to an almost 
complete lack of available practical 
data.    Instead,   it is  incorporated 
tentatively either in the slip or in 
the free molecule flow regimes. 

Computations of the local instan- 
taneous values of the Reynolds and the 
Mach Numbers in terms of the "wall" 
conditions (Eqs (2.^-323) and (2.4- 
324)) are performed by assuming the 
following relationships: 

ps^RT (classical form of the equation 
of state), (2.A-330) 

jJP.^0   (conunon boundary layer theory 
7» assumption,  Eq  (2.4-331), 

FR,] = [POO]        (P^ computed locally from 
l'    * *      the respective perfect 

fluid theory,  or defined 
by Eq  (2.4-316), 

(2.4-332) 

76 

(2.4-333) 

(2.4-334) 

2.4-335) 

(2.4-336) 

K~fei-feL^r 

KL-[(^/2]w=[(^).^(^:)i'. 
(2,4-338) 

where the  subscript  (•)  values and the 
subscript  (w)  values  should be substi- 
tuted from the complete computations 
already carried out for the immediately 
preceding time instant  (<= \-\)  (see 
Kutta-Runge method) . 

The computational procedure is out- 
lined in the Table  (2.4-7). 

STEP 6 

In the governing Eq  (2.4-304) and 
(2.4-305), the local adiabatic wall tem- 
perature,(T^),, appears ,  and it has  to be 
either directly determined by use of 
Figs  (2.4-49)  and  (2.4-50)  for continuum 
laminar and continuum turbulent bound- 
ary layer conditions,   or alternatively 
the expression. 

(Tow ~ Tw ^ 

should be computed from: 

ya 

(2.4-337) 

(Tow" T0X " (Pr)K   (T.«- Too )„ + (!«)„ - (TJ,  , 

(2.4-339) 
for local turbulent boundary layer con- 
ditions in the continuum flow domain, 
and from 

(Tow" Tw),  = (Pf)1? (Tl00- T,,,),  + (Tco),,- (I«),, 

(2.4-340) 
for local  laminar boundary layer condi- 
tions in the  continuum or slip flow 
regime,  the slip flow treatment involv- 
ing the approximation of no-temperature 
jump assumption  (or of no change in 
the recovery factor value). 

In the above expressions,the Prandtl 
Number values can be  taken from Table 
(2.4-8)b,   in which the allowance is 
made for variation  of  the specific 
heat of air at constant pressure (Cp) 
with the wall temperature (!„),  as 
known for the immediately preceding 
time interval  (tat,,.,).    Note that 
the Prandtl Number is a weak function 
of temperature,   i.e., its  variations 
are small  in the correspondingly small 
time intervals. 

The directly computed values of (Tow), 
or of the difference  (Tow-Tw)Xlshould be 
tabulated for the chosen time scale for 
each local point  (x)  as  illustrated in 
Table (2.4-7). 
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STEP   7 

The Local skin-material physical 
and structural characteristics are 
ascertained as characterized by  the so- 
called skin heat-absorption capacity 
coefficient  (G,, ),.    in case of no abla- 
tive phenomena,  the coefficient   (Gw), 
can be defined as: 

[Gw] =    [C* K^]m f(Tw )„ , [-^ ]      , 

(2.4-31*1) 

where: 

-  subscript  (W)  refers to the  skin, 
and Cw= C W(TW)[B tu/lbf0R]is  the  local 
specific heat value for a given  skin 
material.     It should be chosen from 
specially prepared tables in terms of 
the  local skin temperature  (Tw )K and 
the skin material in use,  see Figs 
(2.U-61)a to (2,'+-61)y.    The local 
skin-temperature condition  (Tw)Mat 
any initial time instant(t   =t|,_|)is 
known from the already effected  over- 
all  (i.e.,including all the STEPS) 
computations up to the  immediately pre- 
ceding time instant (t  = t|,.|),   as 
obtained from the Kutta-Runge compu- 
tational method, 

f^w], P*]     is  the local  skin thickness, 

[wjjlbf/ft3] is the specific weight 
of the  skin material. 

fl 1 roRl     ^s  ^ie act:ua^ local tempera 
ture at the outer face of skin 
at the initial time instant 
( t k-l ). 

In order to obtain the heat-absorp- 
tion capacity in the engineering system 
of units (Ibf-ft-sec-OR),the expression 
(2.U-341) is multiplied by the mechan- 
ical equivalent of heat, 

(2.4-3U2) 

(2.4-343) 

(see Table 2.4-9) 

STEP 8 

The radiation heat term in the 
governing expressions   (2,4-304),   (2.4- 
305)  and  (2,4-306)  is evaluated  in the 
first approximation in terms of  the 
following premises: 

-The surface emissivity,   («„), is  as- 
sumed to be equal to the surface absorp- 
tivity under all surface conditions and 
for all wave  lengths, 

- An allowance is made for the sur- 
face emissivity,   (e^),variation with 
temperature,  which is a weak functional 
dependence for most materials, 

- The surface emissivity,   («,*)»   is  a 
strong function of the skin surface con- 
ditions.     Some data for the surface 
emissivity functional relationship in 
terms of the  skin material,   skin sur- 
face condition and the skin surface 
temperature are presented in Fig 
(2,4-57).    When choosing the proper 
values of  (€w)   from the Fig  (2.4-57), 
the initial skin temperature values, 
fimUt  corresponding to the preceding 
time interval  (t = <i(-i) should be 
used,  see Kutta-Runge numerical method 
of computation.  Step 9. 

The Stephan-Boltzmann's  constant  in 
the expressions 

'8«wV)„ 

has  the  value B = 4.8 x 10 -13 r  Btu   i 
[«•cfl2"^4] 

(2,4-344) 
- The surface heat absorption of the 

radiation from the ambient Standard 
Atmosphere gaseous envelope is not 
taken into account,  since the radiation 
of the gaseous medium is negligible for 
engineering purposes of the drag force 
analysis.     The radiation to and from 
the vehicles  interior is neglected 
also, 

- The solar radiation is  taken into 
account approximately by assuming that 
in the upper atmosphere the mean inten- 
sity of the radiation relative to a 
normally orientated surface is a con- 
stant 

B T; .12 [  Btu    1 
Ltt2$ecJ H2,3-345) 

where 

Br   4.8 x 10-13    1"- Btu       1        (2,3-346) 
R4J  is t2$ec is  the 

Stephan-Boltzmann's constant, 

and ft»tw. 

Note:  Any other more accurate method 
should be used instead, if required. 
Solar radiation effects are most 
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prominent  in  the free molecule and the 
transitional flow regimes,  which normally 
occur at higher altitudes. 

-  The  artificial  internal cooling, 
or heating  (if  any), is  represented 
by  the  term, 

4 A q| '    (2.U-3U7) 

where (Aqj) is the known coolant heat 
absorption capacity per unit time, 

r Btu  i   • 
LHZMCJ 

The computational outline for  the 
STEPS  7  and fl  is given in the Table 
(2.4-9). 

STEP  9 

With all  the  necessary data  pre- 
pared  in STEPS   1  through  8,   the govern- 
ing equations   (2.4-30*4)  and  (2.4-305) 
take  form. 

[Hal 
L dt  J« (N....V,). m- 

(2.4-348) 
where the time i\-\)  denotes the initial 
instant of the time interval, 

dt~At (Vru-i ). [«.cj 

(2.4-349) 

for which the Kutta-Runge numerical 
method will be applied. This means 
that for any value of k , 

I < k S n , 

the whole  preceding time history   of 
the  skin  temperature,[TW], ,  must  be 
already known.     The computational  pro- 
cess  is  thus  necessarily  of  an unbroken 
step-wise  nature.     The very  initial 
value of  the  skin-temperature  to  start 
with  is 

[M. K = I i 
(2.4-350) 

and depends obviously upon the history 
and type of the vehicles motion.  Thus, 
for example, 

[Tw]0 = TA. [0Rj -   (2.4-351) 

for  investigations  of  skin  temperatures 
starting  from  launch,  and 

Wo   'NF*K,   [0R]   (2.4-352) 

for investigations   of re-entry  cases, 
where[Tw]FREE denotes   the final  skin 
temperature  at   the  end of  the  free 
molecule  flow  phase  (including  the  tran- 
sitional  flow  regime  tentatively,   as 
suggested earlier) . 

The skin-friction and the skin-tem- 
perature  computations  in the  free 
molecule  flow  regime do rot  require  the 
Kutta-Runge numerical method,   but 
rather follow  the  computational  pro- 
cedure as  defined  by the respective 
free molecule  governing Eq  (2,4-306), 
Therefore,   in  order to cover such re- 
entry  cases,   in  the  Table.  (2.4-10)   a 
computational  outline  for determination 
of  the  local  skin  temperatures, [Tw]x   , 
in the free molecule flow regime  (in- 
cluding  optionally  the transitional 
flow regime  also)   is  presented. 

Note: 

The governing Eq (2.4-306) includes 
transitional and rotational degrees of 
molecular freedom for diatomic molecu- 
lar models; no vibrational, dissocia- 
tion or ionization effects are taken 
into account.  It is valid for not-too- 
dense gaseous states and applicable to 
flat surfaces.  In case of curved ex- 
posed surfaces it is valid locally. 
Other important limitations and assump- 
tions, pertinent to the approximation 
treatment of radiation phenomena and 
the assumed molecular model are briefly 
stated in the preceding section, and 
more fully elaborated in Refs. (2,4-67) 
and (2,4-12). 

STEP 10 

A computational procedure for the 
governing Eqs   (2,4-304)  and  (2,4-305) 
for continuum and slip flow regimes  by 
the Kutta-Runge numerical method  is 
illustrated  in  the  Table  (2,4-12),     Due 
to the  iterative nature of  the Kutta- 
Runge numerical method within each time 
interval, 

At= t. K + l -    t 
K-l 

^ K < 

(sec) , 

(2,4-353) 

the computations of the "f" function 
in the preceding Table (2,4-11) should 
be performed in dependence of the neces- 
sary data in the Kutta-Runge Table 
(2,4-12) as follows: 

tu re 
l<K<n 

Pr. 
(aj   The  initial  local wall  tempera- 

],   at  the  time instant t= tk_|, 
is  taken  as  the reference  bound- 
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ary condition, and all the physical 
quantities, comprising the "f" function, 

(^). = '(W..'K-). 
(2.4-354) 

on  the right hand sides  of the 
governing Eqs  (2.4-304)   or (2.4-305) 
are  computed,  as  indicated in  Tables 
(2.4-3)   to  (2,4-10), 

When performing the computations 
of  the  "f" function,   the  flow type at 
the particular initial  instant   (tk_|) 
must  be  known in advance  from the 
auxiliary  Table  (2,4-7),     Then  the 
"f"  function in  the  first  row  of  the 
Table  (2,4-11)  is: 

If  the local  flow is  of   the  con- 
tinuum turbulent  type. 

■'•;'K•,^(69, 63)x(24)x(6Ö)x(6n * 

@+®*@ m 
B 

(2,4-355) 

]- 

where  the   laminar continuum flow  local 
skin-friction coefficient  value, 

@  --   [CfJ»  --   f(T»»)K-i'(2.4-360) 

is obtained from the corresponding 
graphs or equations, as indicated in 
Section 2.3,   Note that the above 
value offCfo,,), is the final value of it 
at the initial time instant ( t K~-I ) • 

If the local flow is of the laminar 
slip flow type, 

fK-i  =(68) #K62>(59K24K60)xr6!V 

- @+@±@  .     [Jfc-]    . 

(2.4-361) 

where the laminar slip flow local skin- 
friction coefficient value. 

where-: 
= Lcf-L = f(Tw)K- 

<:2,4-362) 

. 

p. 

ic-13 

356) 

2,4-357) 

and  the  turbulent continuum flow  local 
skin-friction coefficient  value, 

@ S  LCf,»J.  '   f(T*)K-i,(2,4-358) 

is  obtained from the corresponding 
graphs  or equations,   as  indicated  in 
Section 2,3,    Note  that  the  above 
value of (^'oo )« is the final value 
of  it at the initial  time  instant 
(t,^, ),   as already discussed at  the 
beginning of this  paragraph. 

If  the local flow is  of  the con- 
tinuum laminar type. 

v K-l   =  (70 
.25 64)x(59)xC24)x(60)x(6l)x 

39j 

30) 
- @+@±@ .   [-SB.] . 

(2,4-359) 

is  obtained  from the corresponding 
graphs  or equations,  as  indicated  in 
Section  2.4.4.     Note that  the  above 
value  of^f,»]«   is the final  value  of  it 
at  the  initial time  instant  ( t K-;)» 

(b)   The respectively computed  value 
of the   "f"(K- i) function is entered in 
the  first  row,  fifth column of   the 
Kutta-Runge Table (2.4-12),  and  the 
sixth column  value computed: 

x At f 
(K-l) V.)'  (0R)' 

At ^ + 1 ' 'K-I 

(2   4-363) 

(sec) , 

I < K>  n : (2.4-364) 
(c)  A new intermediate  reference 

temperature, 

(TAK)*   (MK-.)    +   T   "(K-D'M   ' 
(2.4-365) 

corresponding to a half  time  interval, 

T  =   »K - t«.,   ,  (sec) ,   (2.4-366) 

is computed and entered both in the 
fourth column, second row of the Kutta- 
Runge Table (2.4-12) and in the second 
row of the Table (2.4-11) (time in- 
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instant *k   ); 

(d) The corresponding intermediate 
value of  the 'u)function is  then com- 
puted in the Table (2.4-11),  following 
the same instructions as  indicated in 
the paragraph (a); 

(e) The '/^ value,  corresponding to 
the  intermediate time instant, 

K-l ♦  M. , (tec) . 
(2.4-367) 

is  then entered in the second row, 
fifth column of the Kutta-Runge Table 
(2.4-12),  and the sixth column value 
computed: 

f'm « At. q;K). (OR, . 

1 S Kl  n» (2.4-368) 

(f) Another intermediate  reference 
temperature, 

""«^ s 'T-Vl) + i%) •   ('R)   • 
(2.4-369) 

corresponding again to the half-time 
interval, 

(2.4-370) 
is computed and entered both in the 
fourth column, third row of the Kutta- 
Runge Table (2.4-12), and in the third 
row of the Table (2.4-11) (time in- 
stant ♦,,). This computation is similar 
to the one performed in the paragraph 
(c), representing a second intermed- 
iate approximation; 

(g) The corresponding second inter- 
mediate value of the f(jj function is then 
computed in the Table (2.4-11) follow- 
ing the same instructions as indicated 
in the paragraph (a); 

(h) The '{«value, corresponding to 
the intermediate time instant, 

= f k-t ♦¥ (tec) 

(2.4-371) 

is subsequently entered in the third 
row, fifth column of the Kutta-Runge 
Table, and the sixth column value 
computed: 

Qx At = qj;,    t    (oR)   | 

I < k < n ; (2.4-372) 

(i)  A third approximation  inter- 
mediate   temperature, 

(T-CM-^. + C . CR), 
(2.4-373) 

corresponding now to the whole time 
interval, 

At = tk + i - th_| , (sec) , 

(2.4-374) 

is computed and entered  in both  the 
fourth column,   fourth row of  the Kutta- 
Runge Table  (2.4-12)  and  in  the  fourth 
row of the Table (2.4-11)  (time  instant 
»kti); 

(j)  A corresponding third  approxima- 
tion value of  the f'/'i^jfunction is   then 
computed   in the Table  (2.U-11),   follow- 
ing the  same  instructions as  indicated 
in  the  paragraph  (a); 

(k)   The   fTii« I) value,  corresponding 
to the  time  instant, 

♦k + i   = rtt-l   + At ,   (sec) , 

(2.4-375) 
is  then entered  in the fourth row, 
fifth column of  the Kutta-Runge  Table 
(2.4-12),   and  the  sixth column value 
computed: 

,"-)*At=q('i'+|)   .(»„), 

At = t^, - t,,.,  t (2.4-376) 

l< k< n ; 

(1) The final local skin-temperature 
is then obtained from 

(
T
W)K*I = (

T
W)K-, + i-  [4- (V-D + "oUn) 

* "»'(K) * ""(Kl ] ' (0R)» 
(2.4-377) 

and entered in both the fifth row of 
the Kutta-Runge Table (2.4-12) and in 
the fifth row of the Table (2,4-11). 

At ♦kfl-'!!-!      ■ (sec)   , 

This  final local value , 

(Tw)K + l .  (0R). 
(2.4-378) 
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is now used to find the corresponding 
final local skin-frictio.i coefficient, 

L        it i (2.4-379) 

directly,  at the time  instant. 

K+l fK.  ♦ At,(»tc); 
(2.4-380) 

(m) At the same time, this local 
value of the skin temperature, 

(TwWl •  ^OR),   (2.4-381) 

serves as the initial temperature in a 
repetition of the computations for the 
next time instant, 

(2,4-382) 
repeating all the steps from (a) to (1); 

(n) Once the local skin-friction 
coefficient values are thus computed 
for the whole trajectory, the results 
can be plotted either in terms of th« 
ambient Mach Number/NU), or in terms 
of the time (t): 

(Cf.K =  MMA) =*(t); (2.4-383) 

(o) To find the corresponding 
average value of the skin-friction 
coefficient, 

+.fr'-]. dx, 

(2.4-384) 

the total computational procedure,  as 
described in the STEPS  1 to 10 (n) 
should be repeated for a sufficient 
number of the local points, 

0 < X < k 
*' (2.4-385) 

the number depending upon the body 
geometry. 

For a flat plate at a zero angle- 
of-attack, regardless of the Mach Num- 
ber, Reynolds Number, or wall-to-free 

stream temperature ratio. 

(A » 2 (Cf.),. l , 
(2.4-386) 

i.e., the average skin-friction coeffi- 
cient for the total flat plate length 
can be found by finding its  local 
value at the Station K = 1 only,  provided 
the boundary layer is  laminar (con-    ~ 
tlnuum or slip flow); 

(p)   For cones,   the Manguler's^"^ 
conversion factors for the computed 
average skin-friction coefficient of 
an equivalent flat plate are (see Sec- 
tion 2.3): 

(C,A)cONEry|:(C,A)  FLAT   PLATE2'^'A)^*! PLATE 

(2.4-387) 
for laminar boundary layers, and 

■ 

■, 

K) CONE 1.022 (C.J 
FLAT PLATE 

(2.4-388) 
for turbulent boundary layers. 

Note:  In Section 1.7.4,the skin 
friction drag coefficient break-down 
has been elaborated in detail.  The ex- 
pressions defined there remain basically 
unchanged in the extended domain of 
flight Mach Numbers and flight alti- 
tudes, covered in this Section,2.4. 

There is no need in repeating here 
the already Effected drag force coeffi- 
cient breakdown scheme.  The changed 
numerical values of the skin-friction 
coefficients in the free molecule, 
transitional, slip and continuum flow 
regimes in terms of the skin-tempera- 
ture, body shape and boundary layer 
type, which are needed for computations 
in this Section, 2.4.7, should be taken 
from the respective tables and graphs 
of the Section 2.3 for laminar and 
turbulent boundary layers up to M^-ZO, 
from the Sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.6 
for the laminar slip flow and the free 
molecule flow regimes respectively. 
The detailed graphs and equations 
are not repeated here.  Instead, as an 
illustration only, three graphs for a 
flat, non-insulated plate are repro- 
duced in Figs (2.4-58), (2.4-59!),and 
(2,4-60) for the sake of an example. 
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TABLE      (2.4-3) 

(RELATED TO   THE   COMPUTATIONAL    STEP I ,    SECTION      2.4-7) 

AMBIENT   STANDARD   ATMOSPHERE   FLIGHT   DATA 

PHYSICAL 

QUANTITY 
TIME 

AMBIENT 
FLIGHT 
SPEED 

STANDARD 
FLIGHT 

ALTITUDE 

SYMBOL t v = vA H = HA 

UNITS SEC FT. 
SEC 

FT. 

TEXT 
EQUATION 

OPERAT;ON 
NUMBE R 0 § d) 

♦o Vo Ho 

♦i v, H. 

♦z v2 H2 

»3 v
3 

H3 

etc. etc. etc. 
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TABLE    (2.4-8) 

1/2       1 r,1/'            1 D2" ! 1X1 L WJK-I 
Pr       j Pr          ! Pr          j Pr           | 

1       400    1 0.73    j 0.855 0.9005 0.809    1 
|       450   j 0.72    j 0.849 0.896 0.802    j 

500 0.71    | 0.8425 0.8925 0.795 
550   ! 0.70    | 0.836   | 0.888     1 0.788    | 

"       600 0.70    i 0.836 0.888 0.788    \ 

!       650 0.69 0.83 0.885     i 0.730 
1       700   1 0.68 0.825 0.880 0,771    | 
\       750 0.68 0.825 0.880 0.771 
\       800 0.68 0.825 0.880 0.771 
i       900 0.67 0.82 0.875 0.766 
1     1000 0.66 0.813 0.871 0.757 
1     1100 0.66 0.813 0.871 0.757    | 

1200 0.66 0.813 0.871 0.757    | 
1300 0.66 0.813 0.871 0.757 
1400 0.65 0.806 0.867 0.750 

!     1500 
i     1600 

1700 
\     1800 

1900 1 
2000 

j     2100 
j     2200 

2300 
2400 j i I j f *         1 

' 

■ 

I 

I 

Prondtl Number data allowing for variation of Cp with temperature ,    (  Ref  2.4-70) 

[TW]K.|   in degree« Ronkine 
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The following Figures, related to the text in this 
Section 2.4.7, are not reproduced here, since they al- 
ready appeared in the previous Section 1.7. 

FIGURE NO. SEE  FIGU 

(2.4-32) 1.18 

(2.4-34) 1.17 

(2.4-35) 1.21 

(2,4-36) 1.22 

(2.4-37) 1.23 

(2.4-38) 1.24 

(2.4-39) 1.25 

(2.4-40) 1.19 

(2.4-41) 1.26 

(2.4-42) 1.27 

(2.4-43) 1.28 

ECU ON               I 'AGE 

L.7-6 

L.7-5 

..7-11 

L.7-12 

..7-13 

..7-14 

..7-15 

..7-7 

..7-16 

..7-17 

..7-18 
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Fig. (2.4-33)  Maon  moleculor  fret path. (Rtf. 2.4-74) 
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Fig  (2 4-44)   llluttrotive exomple of  flight oltitudt  vtrtus   timt  for a hypothetical 
long rang« missile, HM(t).   (Recomputed   data from Fig. 2.4-37) 
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Fig. (2.4-45)   Illustrative example of   flight altitude versus  spied for a hypothetical 
long range missile, H=f(V).    Replotted data from Fig. 2.4-37) 
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i' '"r 11wiiMiMiî ^ 

Fig. (2.4-46) Illustrative example of flight speed versus time for a hypothetical long 
range missile, V = f ( t ) . (Recomputed data from Fig. 2 . 4 - 3 7 ) 
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Fifl. (2.4-47)   llluitrativi graph of th« free stream density (f^, speed of sound (a.) 
and Mach Number (M^) versus time (t) for a hypothetical   missile in a 
standard ARDC model atmosphere (1996). p.« f(t), o » f(t).M-f(t) 
Data related to Fig8.(2.4-44), (2.4-4S), (2,4-46). 
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Fig. (2.4-48)   lllustrotiv« graph of tht frtt stream static prtssurt (pA), absolute  temperature 
(TA) and viscosities (^,A and vA) for a hypothetical missile  in a  standard AROC 
atmosphere (1956), pAM(t),TA= Mt),/^ « 1(1),»^ « f(t).     Data related to 
Figs.(24-44), (2,4-45), (2.4-46). 
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Fia ( 2 4 - 4 9 ) Lominor boundary layers: local adiabatic wall temperatures, Tow ot perfectly i " " l a , ' d 

9 surfaces neglecting radiation and assuming steady aerothermal epu^br .umf lowcondmos-
allowance for variations in specific heat with temperature has been made. (R . f . 2 4 68) 
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Fig. (2 .4-50) Turbulent boundary layers: local adiabatic wall temperatures. Taw , ot perfectly insulated 
surfaces neglecting ra>1iotion and assuming steady aerothermal eguilibrium flow conditions-
allowance for »ariotions in specific heat with temperature has been made. (Ref. 2 .4 -68 ) 
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Fig. ( 2 . 4 - 5 1 ) Stognotion conditions: local adiabotic wall temperatures, T0*, at perfectly insuloted 
surfaces neglecting radiatio and assuming steady aerothermol equil ibrium flow conditions-
allowance 'or variations in specific heat with temperature has been made. (Ref. 2 .4 -68 ) 
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Fig. (2.4-52)   Si agnation-temperature rise for variable Cp.  (Ref. 2 4-72) 
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Fig. (2 .4-54) Dimensionless quantity if/ - (After Stolder and Jukoff, Ref. 2 .4-67) 
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Flg(2 4-56)   Dimtndonles*   quontify    V»'.     (After    Slolder    and    Jukoff, Ref 2.4-67) 
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EMISSIVITIES     « 

1                      MATERIAL 50« C 250*0 550» C 

ALUMINIUM — 

i           POLISHED 0.04 0.05 0.08 

OXIDISED 0.11 0.12 0.18 

CHROMIUM 0.06 0.17 0.26     | 

|     GLASS 0.9 — —        i 

GRAPHITE 0.41 0.49 0.54      | 

IRON — 

j           PURE,POLISHED 0.06 0.08 0.13 

!           WROUGHT, POLISHED 0.28 0.27 —       \ 

!                               SMOOTH 0.35 — —       | 

CAST 0.21 — —       j 

CAST, OXIDISED 0.63 0.66 0.76      i 

1     NICKEL — 

ELECTROLYTIC 0.04 0.06 0.10      | 

OXIDISED 0.39 0.49 0.67     | 

j     STEEL — 

POLISHED 0.07 0.10 0.14 

CARBONISED 0.52 0.53 0.56 

|           OXIDISED 0.79 0.79 0.79      j 

ZINC- 

PURE, POLISHED 0.02 0.03 0.04      j 

ON SHEET  IRON 0.23 — 

PIGMENTS 50» C 400* C     | 

LAMPBLACK    PAINT 0.96 0.97         | 

BLUE (CO2O3) 0.87 0.86         { 

RED(Fe203) 0.96 0.70         | 

GREEN (Cu203) 0.95 0.67         j 

YELLOW (PbO) 0.74 0.49 

YELLOW (PbCr04) 0.95 0.59 

WHITE (ZnO) 0.97 0.91          | 

WHITE (Th02) 0.93 0.53        | 

FIG.(2.4-57) EMISSIVITIES,  «   ,(REF.   2.4-68) 
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GEOMETRY 
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c - Mean geometric or aerodynamic chord, ft. 

cr - "Root" chord of the exposed wing or fin (i.e., at the wing- 
body juncture, or the fin-body juncture), ft. 

ct - Tip chord, ft. 

D - Reference body diameter; maximum diameter of missile body, ft, 

d - Local diameter, ft. 

LBT" Length of the boattail body section, ft. 

Lrvi - Length of the cylindrical body section, ft. 

- Nose section length, ft. 

- Factor, delta planform. 

CYL 

U -N 
tanA, 
ß 
RBL - Leading edge bluntness radius,  ft. 

—c   - Position of airfoil maximum thickness   in fractions  of its rr — mean geometric chord. 

tarv^i _ Geometric factor of delta wings. 
tanAo 

SWET " Wetted area of missile part, sq. ft. 

S
WEXP " Total exposed wing planform area, ft.2 

t  - Airfoil thickness, ft. 

(t/d - Airfoil thickness ratio, nondimensional. 
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a parabolic afterbody frustrum, degrees. ®p= 2 ÖB 
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A  - Angle of sweep-back, degrees. 

X - Taper ratio, nondimensional. 

x.-EL. 

/i - Angle, defined by ton/* =cotm =0 ^wi-l)^2 for delta planforms. 

II. PHYSICAL 

Cp      - Average pressure  coefficient due to normal momentum com- 
ponent of both the impinging and the re-emitted molecules, 
dimensionless.     Obtained by integration of   (Cp)  on the sur- 
face (A). 

Cp      - Specific heat coefficient of a gas at a constant pressure, 
BTU per slug OF. 

K      - Maximum diameter location coefficient. 

M      - Mach Number,  nondimensional;  a similarity parameter, 

«•4- 
p  - Static pressure; local static pressure, Ih./sq.ft. 

p  - Static pressure "at infinity" at a given altitude H ft.. 
Standard Atmosphere, lb./sq.ft. 

D      - Same as pu . 
CD n 

qH    - Reference dynamic  pressure,  referred to conditions  "at infinity" 
at a given altitude H ft.,  Standard Atmosphere, 

<'H = (-^-)H=-^(ypM^)Hlb■/sqf, 

goo - Same as qH    . 

Re - Reynolds Number,   nondimensional;  a similarity parameter. 

Re = 
VL 

T   - Local static temperature at any point,   0R. 

ß   - Glauert's   (similarity)  parameter, 0 ={M»-I)      for supersonic 
speeds,   /JMl-M^)1^2      for subsonic speeds. 

Cp y   - Specific heat ratio,  nondimensional, y = -pr—= 1.40  for air.  Stan- 
dard Sea-Level conditions. v 

8   - Local boundary layer thickness,  ft. 
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a     - Speed of sound,   ft./sec. 

CQ    - Drag force coefficient, nondimensional,   referred to the com- 
mon reference area,Sr   ,  and the flow conditions at "infinity". 
Standard Atmosphere at each flight altitude, H: 

r       .      Droq   Force 
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C0o   " Zero-lift drag force coefficient,  nondimensional,  referred 
to the common reference area, Sr  ,   and   the flow conditions 
at "infinity",  Standard Atmosphere at each flight altitude,   H: 

Zero-Lift    Drag  Force cDO ::   „—e  
HH ^r 

cDOb- Zero-lift base pressure drag force coefficient,  nondimensional, 
referred  to the common reference area, Sr  ,  and the  flow condi- 
tions at  "infinity". Standard Atmosphere at each flight alti- 
tude,  H: 

cD0b=(-Cpb)(^i) 

CDOp- Zero-lift pressure drag force coefficient,   (exclusive of 
base drag),   nondimensional,  referred   to the common reference 
area, Sr    ,  and  the flow conditions at  "infinity".  Standard 
Atmosphere  at each flight altitude,  H: 

Coop =(Cp)(^) cos (VH,n)«^£XP 

III.   SUBSCRIPTS 

//sEXpP cos(VH.n)dS 

^H SEXP ■i^B Sr 

B  - Refers to the body in general. 

BL  - Refers to bluntness effect. 

BT  - Refers to the boattail section of body. 

BT(F) - Refers to the boattail in presence of fins. 

BT(FORE) - Refers to the boattail in presence of forebody, 

BT(W)- Refers to the boattail in presence of wings. 

CYL - Refers to the cylindrical section of body. 

EXP - Refers to the respective exposed area of a missile part. 

F  - Refers to fins. 

FORE - Refers to the forebody, i.e. to the body section ahead of the 
wings. 

F(W + B) - Refers to fins in presence of the body and the wings. 

LE - Refers to wing or fin leading edge. 

IMTIP - Refers to the nose section tip. 

M(W) - Refers to the body mid-section in presence of wing, 

p - Refers to the pressure force effects. 

VIS - Refers to viscous effects on pressure drag. 

TE - Refers to wing or fin trailing edge. 

W - Refers to wing. 

(W+B ) - Refers to wing + body conditions. 

W(B) - Refers to the wing in presence of body. 

WET - Refers to the wetted area of a missile part. 
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b       - Refers  to the base pressure effects. 

cr      - Refers  to the critical Reynolds Number value. 

JET     - Refers  to effects due to jet presence. 

oo      - Refers  to  the local free stream conditions just outside  the 
boundary layer. 

IV.   SUPERSCRIPTS 

- Mean value of quantity. 
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2.5     INVISC1D AND VISCOUS  PRESSURE DRAG, 
EXCLUSIVE OF BASE  DRAG,   CDop + CDopvis 

2,5.1    INTRODUCTION 

The pressure drag force  represents 
the component  of  the normal  pressure 
distribution in  the  "wind direction", 
and is treated within the perfect fluid 
theory without  flow  separation,   but 

including correctively  the  viscous 
form drag contributions at  the rear 
portions  of  bodies   (or wings and fins), 
A summation of  the  local  pressure-force 
(normal to the  body surface)  components 
in the general  drag direction has  to 
be performed for all aircraft parts. 
The proposed pressure drag force break- 
down scheme and  the  corresponding defi- 
nition of  the pressure drag force compo- 
nents are given  in Sections  1,7,3 and 
1,7,4. 

Since an analytical  interpretation 
of  the inviscid  pressure drag both for 
slender bodies  of  revolution and for 
thin airfoils  can  be  fairly accurately 
done by existing potential  theories, 
it  is felt  that  the engineering predic- 
tions ofCDOpfor the zero-lift case 
could be accomplished with a good 
accuracy by using  the  respective  theore- 
tical results  at  subsonic,   supersonic 
and hypersonic  speeds,  and  by taking 
into account  the existing empirical data 
at transonic  speed, when the theoretical 
results may prove  to be  inadequate. 
Semi-empirical  corrections  for viscous 
effects  on pressure drag estimates  are 
then added to the  potential drag theory 
results. 

In accordance with  the  potential 
theory of perfect  fluids,   there is no 
inviscid pressure drag at  incompressible 
subsonic  speeds,   excluding  the base 
and the viscous  pressure drag contribu- 
tions  .    A comprehensive compilation of 
the profile drag data for  classical 
aerodynamic  shapes  at subsonic speeds 
can be found  in Ref».  (2,5-1),   (2,5-2) 
and  (2,5-3).     As  already  stated in 
Sections 1,7 and 1.8,   the profile drag 
consists  of  form drag and  skin friction 
drag,  the former being the drag compo- 
nents of the overall  normal pressure 
at no-lift condition.    When such data 
are used,  both the leading edge  "blunt- 
ness" effects  and  the wake flow ef- 
fects are  included  in the  form drag  term 
for aerodynamically  smooth and slender 
shapes. 

At supersonic  and hypersonic  speeds, 

the pressure drag due  to entropy  losses 
through presumably weak  oblique  shocks 
is  neglected. 

The viscous form drag is  caused by 
the  increased "effective" cross-sec- 
tional  body (or wing)  area when the 
boundary layer thickness  is  added to 
the  solid body  (or wing)  geometry. 
The effectively changed body  configu- 
ration causes  a corresponding pressure 
redistribution within the perfect fluid 
concept.    With a good approximation, 
it  can be assumed that the  effects of 
the boundary  layer growth along fore- 
body and midbody parts  are  small 
(negligible).     Thus,   the contribution 
of  the viscous form drag is confined to 
the  afterbody where the  boundary layer 
thickens more rapidly.     The  same  trend 
of  analysis applied to wings   (fins) 
confines  the viscous  form drag effects 
to  the regions near the  trailing 
edges.     The respective computational 
procedures and data may  be  found for 
some body geometries  in Ref.   (2.5-4) 
by  Fraenkel and  in Ref.   (2.5-6)   by 
Young  for wings  (fins).     In Ref.   (2,5-5) 
by Young,  the profile drag  of wings 
with bi-convex airfoil  sections  are 
presented for a range  of Reynolds and 
Mach Numbers,   boundary  layer transition 
locations and wing thicknesses, 

(i)  Inviscid Pressure Drag on Bodies 
at  Supersonic and Hypersonic Speeds  - 
Theoretical References 

The principal perfect fluid theories 
used  for estimation of  the  inviscid 
pressure drag component  on  bodies  of 
revolution are  listed in  the order of 
increasing accuracy and  accompanying 
computational complexity: 

(1)  Linearized  theories; 

(a)   "Exact linearized 
tions  obtained through a 
integration of  the corre 
differential linearized 
perfect fluid potential 
solution satisfies bound 
of  the body surface,   See 
by Karman and Moore,   (2 
and Parker,   (2,5-9)   by L 
(2.5-10) by Ward. 

,  with  solu- 
numerical 

spending basic 
equation of the 
function.    The 
ary  conditions 
Refs,   (2.5-7) 

5-8)  by Brown 
ighthill,  and 

(b)   "Slender-body"  theory,  Ref, 
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2.5-1  (RAS DATA SHEETS),   representing 
permissible simplifications of the 
"exect" solutions in case of very slender 
bodies of revolution. 

(c)  "Quasi-cylinder" theory, Ref. 
(2.5-10) by Ward,  applicable to bodies 
of nearly constant radius, with the 
boundary conditions of the "exact" equa- 
tions satisfied only at a mean radius. 

(2) The second-order theory of van 
Dyke. Re£.  (2.5-11) and (2.5-12), repre- 
sents further improvement of the "exact- 
linearized" solution,  which is re-substi- 
tuted back into the original exact 
differential equation.    A second approx- 
imation is thus computed by a step-by- 
step method along the body length. 

(3) The Method of Characteristics, 
Ref.   (2.5-13) by Isenberg,  allows for 
solutions of any degree of accuracy by 
performing respective step-by-step com- 
putations not only along the body 
length, but also through any associated 
disturbed flow field regions that might 
affect the pressure distribution on the 
body surface. 

The validity range of the principal 
theories (1),   (2) and (3) may be con- 
veniently ascertained  through the parame- 
ter» 

f-CMi-iH^O«) 
(2.5-1) 

where the (dy/dx)MAX term represents the 
maximum slope of the body profile and 
(IM is the free stream value of Mach Num- 
ber ahead of the bow shock.  Thus, with 
a permissible error of±5%, the respec- 
tive ranges of applicability are: 

(1) "linearized theories": * < .10, 

(2) "second order theory": #t < .50, 

(3) "method of characteristics": K 
< .90, if the entropy-gradient and vor- 
ticity effects behind a curved shock are 
neglected. 

The inviscid pressure drag component 
at hypersonic speeds for bodies of 
revolution, as well as for general slen- 
der body shapes, can be obtained from 
Ref.(2.5-1U) by Truitt.  The compiled 
data cover the whole range of hypersonic 
Mach Numbers (3<M—•), with the indicated 
order of accuracy of various theories in 
different Mach Number ranges. 

(11) Inviscid Pressure Drag on Bodies 
- Practical Considerations tor Use"""" 

of Various Data 

(1) High Fineness Ratio Slender 
Bodies or Circular Cross-Section With 
Boat-Tails. At a Zero Angle of Attack 

Analytical treatments by the slender 
body theory lead to the following 
qualitative conclusions: 

(a) Slender cylindrical bodies with 
sharp pointed nose sections and an 
assumed atmospheric base pressure at 
a blunted base would theoretically 
have only the pure wave drag of the 
head wave, i.e., only the foredrag 
fressure component, because with the 
ase pressure equal to the atmospheric 

and the body pressure close to the 
base also nearly equal to the atmos- 
pheric pressure, there is no trailing 
wave within the inviscid fluid theory. 

It can be also noted that the drag 
force for such a slender, pointed body 
at some angle of attack is theoreti- 
cally equal to one-half that of a 
flat plate at the same angle-of-attack. 

(b) If a boattail is Included in the 
above case, the flow toward the base 
shall have an inward radial velocity. 
This converging flow pattern has sub- 
sequently to be straightened out into 
the free-stream direction by a conical 
shock-wave, provided the base pres- 
sure is again assumed equal to atmos- 
pheric, i.e., an additional drag com- 
ponent due to boattalling will appear; 
its theoretical value shall be differ- 
ent from that obtainable under real 
fluid flow conditions. 

(c) All conditions existing as in 
the above paragraph (b), except for 
the base pressure taken different 
(less) from atmospheric, the flow be- 
hind the base shall no longer have a 
tendency to straighten out in the 
free-stream directionj but shall con- 
verge toward a point in the base 
wake through a rather complicated mix- 
ing process between the outer flow, 
the dead-air low pressure region be- 
hind the base, and the extended bound- 
ary layer overflow in real, viscous 
fluids. An addltonal drag correction 
due to these effects represents a 
first approximation to the actual 
state of affairs and should be separ- 
ately investigated. 
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(2) Cones at a Zero Angle-of-Attack 

The problem of low-fineness ratio 
missile nosr-s of conical shapes at super- 
sonic speeds can be handled by simple 
non-linear theories of Taylor and Mac- 
coll(13)f or by using the respective 
tables for conesd-"^. In general,the 
pressure field on a cone is a function 
of two independent variables:  the 
free stream Mach Number, M» , and the 
cone semi-apex angle, ÖN^. 

The Mo» and 9N/2 can be combined to 
form a unique parameter, called the 
"hypersonic similarity parameter", K , 

K = 
Mo 

(LN/D) (2.5-2) 

This concept was introduced by 
Tsiend-^) and originally applied to 
slender pointed bodies at high Mach Num- 
bers.  Briefly, the hypersonic similar- 
ity law states that the local pressure 
ratios , 

P-P«, , 
P« 

at corresponding points for two bodies 
of similar geometries, but differing 
in fineness ratios, shall be equal if 
the Mach Numbers for the two bodies are 
so chosen that the above defined simi- 
larity parameter, K , remains unchanged. 
The correspondance of the local points 
is, in general, defined by a nondimen- 
sional affine transformation of the re- 
spective spatial field coordinates(1^). 

When applied to investigations of 
pressure drag on cones, 

r     — r — i P~Pg 
^OOPCONE  ^PCONE — l n_ U^P^^Mi]-'. 

(2.5-3) 

with the cone base-area as reference, 
the parametric producti 

Moo X C DOPCONE I (2.5-4) 

is a function of the hypersonic simi- 
larity parameter, K , as the Mach Number, 
M* , and the fineness ratio,L/D , are 
independently varied.  One condition 
must be satisfied:  the cone vertex 
angle should be below its critical value, 
when the oblique shock de'aches. Using 
the hypersonic similarity law, the basic 
data from Fig (2.5-1) can be more con- 
veniently expressed as the more general 
curves on Fig (2.5-2). 

The pressure drag on cones can be 
in general computed accurately by a 

somewhat lengthy "method of character- 
istics", or otherwise estimated 
directly from the ready-made tables^16). 
Several shorter methods have been ad- 
vanced by applying the hypersonic 
similarity laws to cones.^20) A 

graphical comparison cf the results 
from various shorter theories, as well 
as their limitations and respective 
accuracies, is summarized in Fig 
(2.5-3).  For the hypersonic similarity 
parameter(0<K<2) ran^e, which roughly 
corresponds to low-fineness ratio mis- 
sile noses, the following may be con- 
cluded: 

(a) The method of characteristics 
of Ehret^O) gives the best accuracy. 
It is very time-consuming for engi- 
neering use. 

(b) The von Karman's and Moore's 
methods(7) use a linearized theory 
step-by-step procedure.  It yields 
acceptable results for K values well 
below unity only. 

(c) Newtonian impact theory^^ is 
eventually applicable only for K of 
the order of 2. 

(d) Van Dykes's second order theory 
(12) yields a good accuracy for K up 
to 1.6. 

(e) The "tangent cone' 
good only for K > 1.2 . 

method is 

(f)  The   'conical shock-expansion" 
theory by Eggers  and Savin(25)  is 
applicable only for values of K greater 
than 1. 

(3)  Cone-Cylinder Combinations at 
M s I 

Spreiter and Alksne'*-^ derived 
pressure drag on a slender cone-cylin- 
der at a free stream Mach Number of 
1 by using the  slender- body theory 
based on approximate solution of the 
transonic flow equations. 

The resulting expression is: 

(C, DOpN 'MM 
DRAG 

P V2 
TTD' 

(£)[' 1.08965 + 4 '".©] 
(2.5-5) 

Miles^U)   and Yoshihara(26»27) 
obtained similar expressions: 
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Fig (2.5-1)   Drag   coeffici 
id.,.,.   COO.«   a.   .up.r.onicsp..d,.R..(2.=-'8' 
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FIG (2.5'2)C0RRELATI0N     OF    DRAG    COEFFICIENTS     OF    CONES    AT 
SUPERSONIC      SPEEDS       BY    HYPERSONIC      SIMILARITY 
PARAMETER. (REF   2.5-18) 
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Fig (2 .5-3) Accuracy of various methods for estimating pressure drag of 
nonslender missile noses at zero angle-ot-attock. (Ref 2 . 5 - 2 0 ) 
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(CDOPN)M.I s-^-j 11,55+ ''loge^)] .(Yoshiharo) 

(2.5-6) 

(CDOPN>MS|     *-(£-)   [091+  ^loq,^)]   .(Miles) 

(2.5-7) 
All  three  solutions are plotted  in 

Fig  (2.5-4)  for the cone reference  base 
area. 

For parabolic-arc bodies,   the  re- 
spective expressions are,  Miles(24), 

(CDopN)M = ,     =.0735(JL)S(2>5_8) 

or by Oswatitsch and Keune^l) 1 

(CDOPN)M = I    
=(-y-)(-^-)2   •   (2.5-9) 

The  results,   together with some 
experimental  evidence from Ref.   (2.5- 
22),   (2.5-23)   and  (2.5-29), are  presented 
in Fig  (2.5-4). 

(4)  Ogives  at a Zero Angle  of Attack 

Ehret,  Rossow and Stevens(30)   and 
Rossow(3t)  extended the hypersonic 
similarity rule  to ogives: 

For fineness  ratios  of  two  or 
greater and Mach Numbers  of 1.5  or 
greater,   a correlation of the ogive 
results  to  those  of cones was  achieved 
within an accuracy of ±5%.     Based  on 
the computations done by Rossow^'the 
theoretical correlation curves  for drag 
(MJCDOPN '   0f cones and tangent ogives 
are plotted  in Fig  (2.5-6)  as  a  func- 
tion  of  the hypersonic similarity 
parameter, K .     Physically,  the in- 
creased drag of ogives is due to an 
entropy gradient existing along  the 
nose wave,   since the wave pattern is 
not straight  as with cones,   but 
curved  backward  through expansion wave- 
lets  created  by  the ogive curvature. 
For cones     having a straight nose 
wave pattern,   there are no entropy 
changes  along  the wave,  and  the drag 
term is  consequently less. 

The actual pressure distribution 
on ogives  is presented in Fig  (2.5-7). 
The computations were done in  the  follow- 
ing way(l):   the  similarity law from the 
linearized theory was reformulated by 
van !.iykes(32)   into a combined super- 
sonic-iiypersonic  similarity rule,  which 
later was  transformed into a hypersonic 

similarity  law  by  Tsien^^^.     The 
Van Dyke's formulation applies  to 
bodies  of geometrically similar pro- 
files having different maximum thick- 
ness  ratios ,(L/DJ.   Then the  pressure 
coefficient  term. 

4Cp (L/D) (2.5-10) 

is a function  only of the similarity 
parameter, 

 iSS    '    (2.5-11) 

where D   is  the maximum body diameter, 
M» the free stream Mach Number,  and  L 
the body length.     The main assumption, 
restricting applicability of  the method, 
is  that of smell profile slopes.    Re- 
spective checks  of  the law with exact 
numerical  results  from Ref.   (2.5-4), 
(2.5-20)  and  (2.5-33),  indicate a maxi- 
mum error of±57o,   if the maximum pro- 
file slope(dy/dx) is  kept below 0.4.     With 
this restriction,   the van Dykes'   simi- 
larity law was used to obtain pressure 
distribution data on ogives,  computed 
by the method  of characteristics^^) 
(Isenberg), which takes into account 
vorticity behind the nose shock wave. 
Within the accuracy of the theory it- 
self,   the  results  are equally eppli- 
cable to: 

(a) Circular-arc  tangent-ogive fore- 
bodies, 

(b) Pointed parabolic-arc  tangent- 
ogive forebodies, 

(c) Secant-ogive forebodies,  pro- 
vided the values  of  forebody  length  (LN) 
and the maximum diameter (D)  are fic- 
titiously determined by transforming 
the secant-ogive shape shape into a 
tantent-ogive profile generated by ex- 
tension of the arc  of the original 
circle (or parabola)   of the secant- 
ogive shape up to the point where it 
becomes  tangent to the fictitious new 
maximum diameter (see Fig 2.5-7). 

(5)  Bodies  of Revolution for Least 
Pressure Foredrag at Zero Angle of 
Attack     *  

1   1     m % 

The problem of configurations with 
the  least pressure foredrag has been 
studied and solved by a number of 
authors within specifically prescribed 
common constraints,   such as a fixed 
length,   a fixed  volume,  a fixed base 
area,  etc.     The common hypothesis in 
all the various  theories is that the 
base pressure  be equal to the free 
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Fig (2.5-4 ) Voriofion    of   pressure - drag   coefficient    with    thickness    ratio   for 
a  cone-cylinder   at    Mach    Number  I,   as    indicated    by    present    2-3-8 
theory,    by   other    theoretcal    results,  and   by   experiment. 
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■5) Variation of omsurt-drag coefficient with thickness ratio for 
the front half of a parabolic - arc body at Mach Number I, 
as indicated by present theory, by other theoretical results, 
and    by   experiment.       Ref(2.9-20) 
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Fig (2.5-6) Correlation   curves  for drag   of   con««     and     iongtn»   ogivts    on 
bati«   of     hypersonic    similarity    parameter.    Ref (2.5-31) 
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Fig (2 5 - 7 ) Pressure distribution on ogivoi forebodies ot zero ongle of 
o t focK. Ref ( 2 . 5 - 1 ) R.A.S. dato sheets , aerodynamics, 
vol. I, bodies S. 05.03.01 
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«tream pressure  in an  inviscid fluid, 
i.e.,the wave drag  is equal  to the 
pressure foredrag,  with no base-drag 
taken into account. 

The few well known minimum foredrag 
shapes are: 

(a)  Von Karman's   ogive  body,  derived 
on the basis of  slender body theoryO'O. 
It has a least pressure foredrag for a 
given length and a cylindrical base of a 
given area: 

Pop  _   16(VOLUME)2 , 

'OOP5 e(voL) 
TTL3 

(2.5-12) 

(b) The Sears-Haack body^35.36), 
symmetrical  about  the midpoint of  its 
axis,  pointed at  both ends.     It repre- 
sents  a minimum pressure  foredrag body 
for a zero  base  area   and a given length 
and  volume.     Its  shape was  derived  on 
the  basis  of  slender  body  theory: 

DoP _   I28(V0LUME)Z 

"(£- Vi? ' 

r      -   24(V0L) 
(2.5-13) 

^DOp 

(c) Eggers,   Dennis  and Resnikoff^3^ 
studied bodies  of  least pressure drag 
with various  restraints  by calculus  of 
variation on.the  basis  of  the Newtonian 
impact theory.    With  a prescribed body 
length and base area,   these Newtonian 
bodies are flat-nosed  to some degree, 
depending upon  the  .fineness  ratio,   but 
otherwise are by  shape  very  similar  to 
von Karman's  ogive.      The local pressure 
coefficient for Newtonian bodies  is 
given  by 

Cp= -0-^"-= 2iin28 i fl- (2.5-11*) 

where 8° is the anglß between the local 
tangent to the. body and the streamwise 
direction.  The Newtonian foredrag 
values are a bit lower than von Karman's, 

The actual shape of the Newtonian 
bodies can be closely approximated by 
a three-quarter power law: 

_d_ 
0 

ns^4 '(2.5-15) 

where (d) and (0) are local and base diame- 
ters respectively, and (LN)is body 
(or nose) length. 

A comparison of the cross-sectional 
area distributions for the bodies (a), 
(b) and (c) of minimum pressure fore- 
drag is given in Table 2.5-1 and Figs • 
(2.5-8) and (2.5-9). 

(iii) Inviscid Pressure Drag on Wings 
and Fins 

(1) Two-Dimensional  Theories 

There are three main theoretical 
methods  for calculation  of  the  inviscid 
pressure distribution past two-dimen- 
sional  airfoils  at supersonic  speeds. 
These methods are listed  below  in the 
respective order of  accuracy: 

(a) "Shock-expansion method",   or 
nearly exact method. 

(b) "Simple-wave flow method", 
approximating the isentropic  conditions 
for small flow deflections   (i.e., for 
thin airfoils). 

(c) "Second and first  order  theory 
methods",  using power series  expansions 
for pressure distributions. 

All  these methods  are  restricted to 
inviscid flows with attached  shock 
waves.     Suitable charts  and numerical 
data for computations  can  be found in 
Ref  (2.5-1)   (RAS  Data  sheets)  for all 
the three methods.     As  an   illustration 
of  the  respective accuracies,   the com- 
putations  for two symmetric double 
wedge sections  of 3% and  10% thickness/ 
chord  ratios are presented  in table 
(2.5-2).     The difference  proved  to be 
small,   the greatest  being  of the  order 
of  10%. 

(2) Three Dimensional  Supersonic 
Wing Theories 

fhe  linearized supersonic wing 
theory(18,39,^0), proves  to  be an 
acceptable basis  for  the  evaluation of 
the wing pressure drag in  a first 
approximation.     The pressure distribu- 
tions  can be considered as  resulting 
from: 

(a) A thickness-drag component at a 
zero angle of attack, 

(b) A camber-drag  component at a 
zero angle of attack, 

(c) Drag due  to lift. 

At a  zero angle of attack,   the  re- 
spective   (a)  and  (b)   two-dimensional 
valuer   for cambered double-wedge,  un- 
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Fig ( 2 . 5 - 8 ) Comparison of shape of Ko'rma'n Ogive with that of Newtonian 
body of least pressure foredrag. Ref ( 2 . 5 - 1 8 ) 





TABLE   (2,5-1)  COORDINATES  OF BODIES OF LEAST WAVE   DRAG 

See  Figs,   (2,5-8)   and (2,5-9) 

|                                                                                d/D                                                                                  | 

i 

x/LN Sears- 
Haack* 

Karman 
ogive 

Three 
quarter- 

Newtonian bodies            i 

power body LN/D =  3 VD *5 

0 0 0 0 0.0073 O.OOl'S        I 
0.02 0.089 0.069 0.053 0.060 0.055            | 
0.0k 0.1U8 0.116 0.089 0.099 0,091             i 
0.06 0.199 0.156 0.121 0.129 0.123 
0,08 0.2k5 0.194 0.150 0.159 0.153 
0.10 0.288 0.228 0.178 0.186 0.181             | 
0.20 0A65 0.377 0.299 0.305 0.300            j 

I          0.30 0.609 0.502 0.U05 0.412 0.407             | 
O.UO 0.715 0.611 0.503 0.509 0.505            1 
0.50 0.806 0.707 0.595 0.599 0.596 
0.60 0.877 0.791 0.682 0.685 0.682 
0.70 0.932 0.865 0.765 0.767 0.765            i 
0.80 0.970 0.926 0.846 0.847 0.846            \ 
0.90 0.922 0.97U 0.924 0.925 0.924 
1.0C 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000            ! 

*Given  volume and length 2L^;  maximum radius D/2. 

Given bnse radius D/2 and length LJJ;   tangent-cylindrical base, 

Given base radius D/2 and length L^. 

REF  (2.5-18) 
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TABLE     (2.5-2) 

Thickness/ chord    ratio 3    per  cent. 

Mach number 1.5 30 

cLw CD0pW c<-w 
C00pW 

Shock-expansion 

Simple-wave 
Second   order 

0.3073 

0.3206 
0.3122 

0.0302 

00316 

0.0305 

0.(292 

0.1249 
0.1234 

0.0126 

0.0122 

0.0120 

Thickness / chord    ratio   »   10    per cent. 

Mach number 1.5 3.0 

CLw Coopw CLW Coopw 

Shock-expansion 

Simple-wove 

Second  order 

0.3296 

0.3412 

0.3122 

0.0679 

0.0691 

0.0630 

0.1274 

0.1315 

0.1234 

0.0259 

0.0260 

0.0249 

ILLUSTRATION       OF     RESPECTIVE       ACCURACIES     OF      VARIOUS 
THEORETICAL       METHODS      OF     CALCULATING      INVISCID 
PRESSURE       DRAG     ON     TWO-DIMENSIONAL     AIRFOILS. 
REF (2.5-1) 
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cambered double-wedge and bi-convex air- 
foils are: 

!CDOp)DUE jo CAMBER  =     {M*-\)Vi   V^) 

"   .        ,. ,  (2.5-16) 

^OOP'DUE TO THICKNESS (j^lT^ ^TJ      . 

(2.5-17) 

••   (Coop)OUETOCAMBER= (CDOP)DUETOTHICKNESS . 

Since the wings  of interest in mis- 
sile designs  are usually  of  symmetrical 
cross-section,   in evaluating the  three 
dimensional effects   the camber influence 
will not be considered.     For such zero- 
camber wings,   the three-dimensional drag 
coefficient at a zero-lift  depends  on: 

(a) Wing planform and aspect*ratio, 

(b) Wing section, 

(c) Mach Number. 

The respective results for a wide 
range of wing planf orms are given in 
the form of "ready-to-use" charts or 
tables in Refs. (2.5-1), (2.5-3), 
(2.5-39), (2.5-41), (2.5-42), (2.5-43), 
(2.5-44), (2.5-45), (2.5-46). 

According to the supersonic wing 
theory, the pressure drag of a symmetri- 
cal wing section at a zero angle of 
attack is all wave drag, and is usually 
referred to as the'tninimum wave drag". 

(Li) 
Katzen and Kaattariv  ' have con- 

ducted systematic comparisons between 
the measured and the theoretical drag 
coefficients at a zero-lift condition 
for a series of triangular wings with 
double-wedge sections of 87o thickness. 
From their investigations, two important 
conclusions may be drawn: 

(a) The theoretical estimates seem 
to be higher than the experimental for 
fully developed supersonic flows, 

(b) For the transonic range of 
speeds, i.e., as the leading edge, the 
line of maximum thickness and the 
trailing edge, are successively passing 
through locally sonic speeds, the super- 
sonic theory is not valid, and experi- 
mentally "rounded" data are necessary, 

(iv) Wing-Body Interference Drag, 

^Coopw(B)+ ^CDOPM(W) 

The pressure drag of wing-body com- 
binations can be  suitably  broken  into 

the following parts,   see Section 1.7.4. 

C0OP(V»-fL|= CDOpvyEXP + CD0PF0RE + 

+ AC OOP W(B) + AC DOpM(W) 
(2.5-18) 

where: 

C
DOPFORE  -  is the foredrag of  the body 

alone, 

C
OOPWEXP - is the pressure drag of the 

exposed wing area alone, 

AC
DOPW(B) -  is the pressure drag  of  the. 

exposed wing due to presence of body, 
ACDopM{w) _ is the preesure drag of the 
body due to presence of wing    (mainly 
the pressure drag on the "central 
part" of the body at the wing location 
forCL = 0). 

There are several theories  applicable 
to various wing-body combinations and 
shapes.     Thus,   for slender wing-body 
combinations of various  shapes,   the 
drag formula of Ward(l-8) can 5e used. 
For special cases of symmetrical cross- 
section wings,  mounted  on body  sec- 
tions   of circular or nearly  circular 
cylindrical shape,   the drag  of  the 
wing-body combinations can be computed 
by Nielsen's special  "W-function" 
linear theoryC'+S). 

Katzen and KaattariC^) computed by 
the method of Nielsen and Matteson(49)t 
the drag of triangular planforms of 
various sizes and aspect ratios 
mounted on a circular cross-section 
body,   and concluded that the ACDopw(Bi 
term is a negligible percentage of the 
combination total pressure drag,C0op(v»+B). 
However,  for wing planforms  small com- 
pared  to the body,   it can constitute a 
substantial percentage,   if referred 
to the isolated wing-drag alone, 
C0OPWEXP 

When wings  are mounted  on  body  sec- 
tions  that are expanding or contracting, 
a correction should be added  for 
existing longitudinal  pressure gra- 
dients . 

The ACoopKKW) term is  theoretically 
zero,   if the  body cross-section  is 
circular.     For other,  more general 
shapes,   the "W-function" method(48) 
can be used. 

It  should be  emphasized  that  in the 
transonic speed range the problem of 
the wing-body-combination pressure 
drag. Coop(w+B)» (t*161^ called  the thick- 
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neu pressure dreg), could be approached 
without resorting to the drag decompo- 
sition shown by Eq (2.5-18), by using 
the Whltcomb's(50) area rule. Accord- 
ing to It, the pressure "thickness 
drag" of a slender wln^-body combina- 
tion. Coopuv+t), is equal to that of an 
"equivalent body of revolution", 
( Coop WIVALENT BODY . The equivalent 
body of revolution has the same area 
distribution as the wing-body combina- 
tion to suit the minimum pressure drag 
body concepts of Sears and Haack, von 
Kamen, etc.  The area rule has its 
upper Mach Number limit of applica- 
bility which is dependent on the sweep- 
back angle and the wing position with 
respect to the body.  Beyond these Mach 
Numbers, the "supersonic area rules" 
of JonesCSl), Lomax and Heaslet(52), 
LomaxC53) and Nlelsen(5U) can be used. 

Nevertheless, in the present inves- 
tigation, due to limitations of the 
possible missile configurations to 
slender, cylindrical, circular cross- 
section bodies, and relatively small 
planform symmetrical airfoil wings, the 
pressure drag breakdown as indicated 
by the Eq (2.5-18), has been adopted as 
suitable, since in a first approxima- 
tion: 

Coopxwj^CoopuKW)0 0 . 

ond CDOPW(B)*0 .        (2,5-19) 

A summary of theoretical values of 
C
OOPWEXP  for supersonic speeds is 

given in Table (2.5-5).  The three- 
dimensional wing effects spread inward- 
ly from wing tips along the Mach lines, 
creating a suction (low pressure) 
region on the upper surfaces, and sub- 
sequently inducing a curled tip vortex 
from lower to upper surface, in the 
same way as at subsonic speeds. The 
interrelationship between the Mach lines 
and the leading-edge sweep back is 
of Importance as can be seen from three 
delta configurations tabulated in the 
Table (2.5-5). 

(v) Viscous Form Drag, Cpopwvis and 
CDOPFVIS 

A progressive boundary layer thicken- 
ing between the leading and the trail- 
ing edges modifies the effective shape 
of the airfoil sections with respect to 
the inviscid outer flow.    A subsequent 
change in the inviscid  flow pressure 
distribution is  thus created,  resulting 
in an additional Increase in pressure 
drag, which is called the viscous form 
drag.    It can be computed  (Ref.  2.5-1  , 

RAS Data Sheets),  provided no traillng- 
edge flow separation is assumed. 

The existing evidence indicates that 
the  viscous form drag is generally 
small, and consequently, can be neg- 
lected in a first approximation.    The 
more so,  if the skin-friction drag is 
conservatively evaluated for an assumed 
fully turbulent boundary layer. 

(vi) Boundary Layer-Shock Wave Inter- 
action 

From the summarized evidence in Ref. 
2.5-1 (RAS Data Sheets),   it  appears 
that the boundary layer-shock wave 
interaction at a relatively sharp 
leading edge has but little effect on 
the inviscid pressure distribution, 
except for the immediate region up to 
approximately 0.02c from the  leading 
edge. 

At the trailing edge,  the  boundary 
layer-shock wave interference becomes 
more pronounced,  causing a rapid 
thickening and an eventual  separation 
of  the boundary layer.     The  abrupt 
thickening of the boundary  layer, 
caused by an adverse pressure gradient 
in the subsonic portion of the bound- 
ary layer affects, in its  turn, the 
shock-wave pattern.     This  leads  to a 
generally complex interplay of the two 
phenomena.    There is  little generalized 
evidence on how much quantitatively it 
affects the inviscid pressure drag 
term.    Some restricted data  on the 
changed upstream pressure distributions 
may be found in Ref. (2.5-55)   by 
Zienkievicz and in Refs. (2.5-56)  and 
(2.5-57)  by Holder.     The downstream 
effects  of the phenomena are partially 
covered by taking the trailing-edge 
"bluntness" base drag into account, 
as  it is done later. 

(vii) Leading Edge  "Bluntness" Ef- 
fects, CQOPVKLE and CQCPPLE    . 

Due to usual manufacturing and 
structural restrictions,   the actual 
leading edge of supersonic  airfoils 
is never ideally sharp,as  tacitly 
assumed in the idealized inviscid 
fluid theories.     Therefore,   the lead- 
ing edge shock wave I.T not attached 
and straight,  but rather has  a small 
curved,  detaphed shape immediately 
in front of the leading edge.     The 
static pressure behind such a locally 
almost "normal" shock wave  is  appreciably 
increased as compared with the condi- 
tions existing behind an attached 
oblique shock. 
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No simple analytical methods  are 
available for calculation of the blunt- 
ness effects.    An  approximate semi- 
empirical method  is presented in Ref. 
(2.5-1)  (RAS Data  Sheets)  In the form 
of  "ready-to-use"  graphs for engineer- 
ing estimates.    As an illustration of 
the magnitude of  this drag increase: 
CDOPWLE   = »075   CDopwexp   for a double- 
wedge airfoil with a thickness/chord 
ratio of 6% at a Mach Number of 1.6 
and a leading-edge bluntness  of 0.005 
in.  on a 1 foot chord section. 

A conservative  assumption of an 
effective leading-edge "bluntness" 
radius of the order of 0.05 in,  could 
be used as an average mean value for 
the actual leading edge bluntness under 
ordinary full scale manufacturing con- 
ditions. 

Another possibility for calculation 
of the(CoopWLE) term is by using the 
simple Newtonian impact theory,  assum- 
ing a semi-cylindrical leading-edge 
shape of the bluntness radius   RBL ,  see 
Fig (2.5-10),     Then: 

r^vN iÄ£l£-  _ D0PWLE=CD(-1^-)2RBL-C^WLE 

= CDI V«,'C'OO2RBL':>»'EXP   1 

DopWi.E= 2RBLbWExp{J«C0CO8ZAwLE = 

= CoopwLE^«^  ' 

Coop*UE= 2.55Co(»(^)c03
eAWLE . 

(2.5-19a) 
The Newtonian impact theory^-1*), 

without accounting for centrifugal 
force effects, yields a value 

CD<r% (2.5-20) 

for circular cylinders  in twc-dimen- 
sional non-viscous flows.    Thus, 
finally,  it follow that regardless of 
Mach Number: 

CoopW(.t« 3.4(^JW)(^p) co.«Awu8    ' 
(2.5-21) 

for wings,  and 

CooPFLE=3.4N(^)(W)co^AFLE    • 

for fins. 
(2.5-22) 

where (N)  is the number of individual 
fins and (hFExp) is the fin height. 

The results are*actually strictly 
valid only for M—" ,   but may serve 
as a quick estimate at supersonic 
speeds in general,  since the bluntness 
drag is relatively small anyhow. 

. 
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FIG (2 5-10)   LEADING   EDGE BLUNTNESS    EFFECT,   A   SCHEME    FOR 
APPROXIMATE    ESTIMATES   OF C0OPWLE      OR   CDOPFLE 
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2.5.2     THE  BASIC  EXPRESSION  FOR  THE  TOTAL  ZERO LIFT PRESSURE 
DRAG COEFFICIENT  (EXCLUSIVE OF BASE   DRAG) 

Note:     The Figures  (2.5-11)  to  (2.5-37) 
and the Tables  (2.5-3)  to (2,5-16)   are 
compiled at  the end of  the Section 
2.5A. 

CDop= (C[,0pF0Rt. + AC00pNT|p) + (C0opBT + 

+ ÄC0OPBT(F)+ ACD0PBT(V»)+   AC00P8T(FOHE) ) + 

+ (CD0pWEXp+AC00Pw(B)+ ACDOpM(w)) + 

+ (COOPFEXP + ^COOPF(W+B) +ACDOpF(BT)) + 

+  'CDOPV»LE + CDOPFLE) + (C00PBTV|S + 

+ C0opwv|S + CDopFV|S) (2   5-23) 

The Eq   (2,5-23)  represents  the  total 

pressure drag   term (inviscid  + viscous, 
exclusive of base drag). 

Each of the terms  in the Eq  (2.5-23) 
is evaluated separately within the 
general classification of the main 
missile parts:     nose section,  cylinder 
+ boattail,  wings and fins,  see Sec- 
tion I.7.U. 

A summary or  the respective theore- 
tical and experimental data, which 
are graphically presented in the corres- 
ponding Figures, is presented next,   to- 
gether with the main assumptions,   ap- 
proximations  and limitations that are 
inherent to  the data.    The computa- 
tional procedure is  then presented in 
the following Section,2.5.3,in a self- 
instructive stepwise manner,  similar to 
that used for the skin-friction drag 
estimates. 
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2,5.3    THE EXPRESSIONS  AND THE  DATA FOR THE  BODY 
PRESSURE  DRAG COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES 

<COOPFORE+ ^OOPNTIP'+ (CDOPBT+ ACDOPBT(F)'*' 

+   ACD0PBT(W) + AC0OPBT(F0(ie)' + COOPBTVI8 

(2.5-24) 

(i)  Invlsctd Foirebody Pressure Drag. 
'OOPFORE AC POP NT IP 

This represents a major portion of 
the pressure drag force.  The contri- 
bution of the nose-section is all im- 
portant, the cylindrical part of the 
body ahead of the wing having but 
negligible influence. 

(1) Cones at supersonic speeds, 
zero angle of attack; CDopFOBE « cDoDC 

The exact solutions are available 
in Refs. (2.5-15) by Taylor and (2.5-16) 
(MIT Tables) with accompanying graphi- 
cal presentations. A replot of the 
data in Fig (2.5-6) gives general curves 
in terms of the hypersonic similarity 
parameter, K = M/(LN/D). 

Also, for direct engineering esti- 
mates, the concise graphs from Ref. 
(2.5-1) (RAS Data Sheets) can be used, 
see Fig (2.5-11). Applicability of 
the charts is restricted to purely 
supersonic conditions behind the 
attached front shock wave.  The critical 
free stream Mach Number ( Mcr), when the 
front shock detaches, is plotted in 
Fig (2.5-12) as a function of the cone 
vertex angle ( ON ) .  From the pressure 
coefficient readings in Figs (2.5-6) 
or (2.5-11), the corresponding values 
of the pressure drag coefficient are 
obtained: 

00f>0OHE= CDOPcONE q<»~T" = 

CPCONE "q     """   ' 

CPCONE  "• 
TTD 

,»<&)•'"&) 

WORE0 COO»C= 2 cPo(Tf) ""Pf) 

COOPFORE83 COOPc=CPc 
(2.5-25) 

(2) Ogives at supersonic speeds, zero 
angle o'f attack: Cppp^ C oopc +ACDOPQ 

The increased drag of ogives, ACn0p0) 
due to the entropy gradient along the 
curved nose wave, can be obtained 
from Fig (2.5-13).  For fineness ratios 
of 2 or greater and Mach Numbers of 
1.5 or greater, the accuracy in(C0op0) 
is of the order of ^5% of the respec- 
tive cone value (CDopQ) .  The curve 
in Fig (2.5-13) could be used on all 
types of ogive forebodies in a first 
approximation.  In the case of secant- 
ogive forebodies, a fictitious fore- 
body length (LN) and a maximum diameter 
(D) should be introduced as clearly 
shown in Fig (2.5-7).  Then, 

CDOPFORE* 
C
DOPO

=
 
C
DOPC +ACpopp . 

(2.5-26) 
For I < M < 1.5 , the cone results 

should be used due to lack of data 
and the inherent uncertainty of drag 
estimates at transonic speeds. 

(3) Minimum drag forebodies at 
supersonic speeds, zero angle-of- 
attack: CDOPCQRF  . see Section 2.5-. 1 
paragraph (ii) (5), and Fig (2.5-IU) 

(4) Cone-cylinder and parabolic 
tangent ogive pressure drag at M»=i 
zero angle-of-attack: 

In Ref. (2.5-19) by Spreiter, an 
approximate solution of the nonlinear 
equations of the small disturbance 
theory for transonic flows was used 
for determining the inviscid pressure 
drag on cone-cylinders and parabolic 
tangent-ogives for free stream Mach 
Number, MH = I .  The results are in 
good agreement with other theories: 
Page(28)) Tayior(23)> Drougge^

22), 
0swatltsch(2l), Mlles(2Z0, 
Yoshlkara(26)f and can be used for 
engineering purposes at a zero angle- 
of -attack.  Thr respective working 
charts are given in Figs (2.5-U) and 
(2.5-5).  The corresponding analytical 
expressions are: 

(CDOPN)Ms|=-(-rN) [l.08965 + 4loge(r-)]  ' 
(Spreiter) (2.5-27) 

for cylinder-cone combinations, and 

'CoopoWrfJKfJ2 (Oswafitsch)    t 
(2.5-28) 
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for parabolic tängent-ogives. 

In the Figs (2.5-4) and (2.5-5) the 
solid line curves should be used. 
Applicability of the results from the 
slender body theory is restricted to 
(LN/D) > 3.0. 

(5) Forebody bluntness effects. 
ACDOPNTIP. 

The theoretical assumption of an 
ideally sharp forebody is not met 
exactly in practice. Due to some tip- 
bluntness, an additional drag incre- 
ment from the high pressure region 
behind a curved detached shock wave 
shall exist. No exact theoretical 
generalized treatment of the problem 
in this form is, available. Experimental 
evidence, Re£. (2.5-59), with blunted 
cones indicates, however, that no appre- 
ciable drag rise has been found for Mach 
Numbers (I <M <7), provided the bluntness 
does not exceed 157o, i.e., 

(D/2) < 0.15 (2.5-29) 

Therefore, under the above conditions, 
no additional corrections  of  the pres- 
sure drag values of cones   (or ogives) 
should  be performed.     For higher blunt- 
ness ratios,  the semi-empirical curves 
in Fig (2.5-15)  should be used.     They 
are computed by the  "normal shock" 
method and compared with experimental 
evidence.     The curve corresponding to 
(LF/RBL)   

r I   (hemispherical bluntness) 
is  recommended, with (RBL) determined as 
the actual case may require.     The 
associated drag coefficient values,C00BL 
in Fig (2.5-15), are based on cross- 
sectional blunt area(TR|(.) and should 
be subsequently reduced to the common 
reference area (TTD

2
/^before adding to the 

other pressure drag  terms,   i.e., 

ACDOPNTIP=
4C

DOBL(-§
L

)    •     (2.5-30) 

Alternatively, the simp1.e Newtonian 
impact theory may be used, as specified 
in Section 2.5.2,  paragraph (vii). 

(ii)   Invise id Afterbody Pressure 
Drag.  CDOpBT 

This  is the drag component that the 
afterbody would have due to boattailing, 
if it were theoretically situated be- 
hind an infinitely long midbody  in an 
inviscid fluid flow,   i.e., without any 
interference effects. 

(1)   Truncated conical afterbodies 
of circular cross-section 

A working 
Fig  (2.5-16) 
in Ref. (2.5- 
application 
the  respecti 
assuming tha 
upstream of 
and that the 
axis of the 
sure,   i.e., a 
the base,  no 

graph is presented  in 
The curves were computed 

1)   (RAS  Data Sheets)   by 
of  the similarity  laws   to 
ve second order theories, 
t the flow conditions 
th-> afterbody are uniform, 
flo.' is parallel  to the 

afterbody,   (no base pres- 
tmospheric conditions at 
trailing shock wave). 

(2) Truncated parabolic afterbodies 
of circular cross-section 

A working graph is presented  in 
Fig (2.5-17).     It is assumed that 
the parabolic arcs are tangential  to 
the midbody.     To the order of accuracy 
of the theory,   the curves may be 
applied to circular arc afterbodies 
also.     The curves were obtained by 
application of the similarity laws  to 
the "method of characteristics" and 
"quasi-cylinder" results  by van Dyke^^) 
and Fraenkel(33), 

(3) A semiempirical method for in- 
viscid afterbody pressure drag esti- 
mates 

Alternatively, the following semi- 
empirical expressions from Stoney(60) 
can be used: 

C
DOPBT 

where (2.5-30a) 

n = U for I < MH<3.5 , 

n = 3 for M > 3.5, 

and ( Sp ) is the slope of a parabolic 
afterbody in degrees at the base, used 
as positive and not exceeding 15°, 
see Fig (2.5-18). 

In a first approximation, the Eq 
(2.5-30) can be used for conical 
afterbodies also, with(eB)not exceeding 
7.5°, since for any inscribed cone in 
a parabolic afterbody • 

eS--S-  , see Fig (2.5-18)- 
(2.5-31) 

A graphical presentation of the 
Eq  (2.5-30)   for direct computational 
use is given in Fig (2.5-19)  as 
C

DOPBT = f(MH,ep)   .    Corresponding 
numerical values are tabulated  in Tables 
(2.5-3)  and  (2. 5-4) for öj «Z« 4» 6" 8°, 10?'Z*. 

In the Fig (2.5-19),   the geometric 
ratios ( LBT/D ) and ( DB/D ) for constant 
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( 9p  ) values are also presented for con- 
venience as computed by the approximate 
expression, 

/LBT\ M I- (DB/D) . 
Vtrl m    2 ton(ep/2)   (2,5-32) 

(4) Fin Interference effects on 
afterbody pressure drag, ACoopBT(F) ■ 

Data not available. 

(5) Forebody-afterbody Invlscld 
Interference drag, ACDopBT(FORE). 

The Interference drag can be cal- 
culated by the "slender-body" and the 
"quasl-cyllnder" theories.  Generally, 
It Is a fairly small proportion of the 
total Invlscld pressure drag, see Ref. 
(2.5-l)(R.A.S. Data Sheets) andRef (2. 5-61) 
(Fraenkel).  It should be taken Into 
account only for small total fineness 
ratio bodies, with relatively short 
mldbodies (cylindrical parts): 

^) < 1.50, (T^) < 350 . L-LN+LCYL+LBT. 

(2.5-33) 
In case of such "short" configura- 

tions, the working graphs on Fig (2.5-20) 
and Fig (2.5-21) can be used for conical 
and parabolic fore-afterbody configura- 
tions respectively. A modified equiva- 
lent afterbody length (L'BT) should be 
determined as Indicated In the figures. 
Then, with the first approximation, 
from the geometry: 

(• 

AD OPBT(FORE)' 
= ACDOPBT(F0Re)SrC' " ACpS'WETq Sin(eB/2) , 

AC DOPBT(FORE) 

= 2ACp [7rDLBTsec(eB/2)sin(eB/2)] /TTD2, 

and sinct 

860(8^2)810(88/2)- tan(6B/2)« '^ ("I?~)   ' 

ACooPBTiFORE)18 ÄCP . (2.5-34) 

Furthermore: 
ADbpBT(FONE)= ACpSwET^ tin(89/2) 

and     ADOPBT(FORE)= ACPSWET'-jin(8B/2), 

i   e       AD0PBT(F0RE) = ADOpBT(FOHE) -ff3!^ 

and      ACoopBTCFOREj-^CoopBKFOREj-g3^ 

where: 

SWET = -jtrD LBT sec(eB/2)   , 

SWET= -£ WD LBT i«c(eB/2)- 

- ^■7rDB(L/BT-LBT)«ec(8B/2)   , 

.'.  SWET =[-^-TTDL'BT sec(98/2 )][I- 

- (DB/D)(I- LBT/LBT)] 

(2.5-36) 

and 

-cT^   =  fl-(DB/D)(l-LBT/LBT)l      . 
'WET 

Finally: 
(2.5-37) 

ACOOPBT(FORE)ä 

= ACDOPBT(FORE)[I-(DB/0)(I- LBT/L'BT)] 

/ (2.5-38) 
where    ACOOPBT(FORE)   should be  taken 
from Figs   (2.5-20)  and  (2.5-21)   for 
conical  and  parabolic afterbodies 
respectively.     In both cases,(0B ) is 
the slope  angle of an inscribed cone, 
see Fig.   (2.5-18). 

(ill)   Viscous  Form Drag,   C
DOPBVIS 

Due  to  lack  of generalized data,   the 
viscous  form drag  on bodies  is not 
evaluated.     It is  believed that the 
error is  negligible with the adopted 
methods  of  total drag estimates  since: 

(1) The  afterbody viscous  form drag 
is usually negative and  to a greater or 
lesser extent, counterbalances  the fore- 
body viscous  form drag,  sec Ref. (2.5-1) 
(RAS Data  Sheets). 

(2) The  adopted fully turbulent 
boundary  layer skin-friction coefficient 
estimates  are sufficiently conservative 
to compensate for the other minor vis- 
cous effects. 

(iv)   The  Final Expression  for  the 
Body Zero-lift Pressure Drag Coeffi- 
cient at Supersonic Speeds.  see Tables 
(2.5-14)  an5 (2.5-15)  '  

(Coopc + ACDop0 + ACDOPNT|P) 

+ (COOPBT + ^COOPBTIFORE)1 

(2.5-39) 
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The Eq (2.5-39) represents a working 
approximation of the initial Eq (2.5-24). 

The second term is zero for no boat-
tailing, i.e.,for (®B=0). 

At subsonic speeds, with the above 
approximations, the theoretical zero-
lift pressure drag is zero. Instead, 
semi-empirical and experimental data 
should be used from the related 

technical literature. 

At trauiOri c speeds, ( IWCI < M < 1.2) , 
the experimental data are required for 
"rounding" off the theoretical drag 
curves. 

At higher hypersonic speeds ,( M® > 15), 
the simple Newtonian impact theory data 
can be used, see Ref.(2.5-14). 
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2.5.U    THE EXPRESSIONS AND TOE DATA FOR TOE PRESSURE 
DRAG COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES ON WINGS  AND  FINS 

(COOPWEKP + ACoOPw(B) + AC00PM(W)) + 

(COOPFEXP +ACOOP(.(W+B) + 

•4- ACooPfter)) + 'COOPWLE + COOPFLE ) 

■+> (Coopwvis+ Cooprvis) 

(2.5-40) 

The proposed working graphs for 
wings and fins and the respective ana- 
lytical expressions are chosen on the 
basis of the "linearized" and the 
"second order" inviscid flow theory data. 

The respective experimental inviscid 
pressure drag measurements, Ref. (2.S-I) 
(RAS Data Sheets), indicate a decisive 
limitation of the theoretical estimates 
to supersonic speeds (Ma > 1.2).  In the 
transonic region (Mcrw< M < 1.2 ) an ex- 
perimentally biased "rounding off" of 
the excessive theoretical drag-peaks is 
necessary. 

The theoretical curves resulting from 
Ackert's linearized supersonic wing 
theory, see Ref. (2.5-3), exhibit sharp 
"kinks" in the transonic region, indi- 
cating that the leading edges, the 
trailing edges, or the maximum thickness 
ridge lines have become sonic.  Since 
the theory does not hold for (M » 1.0), 
the engineering restriction, (M« > 1.2), 
is imposed to the theoretical results. 

The supersonic (M»>i.2) theoretical val- 
ues of ttv; inviscid pressure drag coef- 
ficient are believed to be slightly 
higher when compared with respective 
experimental pressure drag measurements, 
see Ref. (2.5-1) (RAS Data Sheets), 
the excess being of the order of + 5%. 
Sinct the wing pressure drag contri- 
bution to the total missile drag repre- 
s«rts but a small fraction, no correc- 
tions fcr the slightly higher theore- 
tical results are considered necessary. 

Interpretation of the related ex- 
peiimental pressure drag data requires 
-»me caution.  In general, the tests 

are run at very low Reynolds Numbers, 
under ideal surface conditions, and 
with skin-temperatures largely different 
from those encountered under actual 
flight situations.  Besides, the 
base-drag component at the trailing 
edge, the pressure changes along the 
wing surface due to boundary layer 
growth and the accompanying rear-end 

wake formation, are difficult to 
separate from the experimentally 
measured total pressure data in order 
to obtain the pure "inviscid" pres- 
sure drag fraction.  These effects are 
r:latively significant with thin 
airfoils, where the viscous wake 
thickness at the trailing ed^e may be 
comparable to the airfoil thickness 
itself. Furthermore, the fully laminar 
boundary layer existence with some 
highly controlled experiments, as- 
sociated with low test Reynolds Num- 
bers and an idealized surface-finish, 
requires that the application of the 
wind tunnel inviscid pressure drag 
data to actual full scale flight 
conditions be done with due reserva- 
tions , even if the wind tunnel data 
are tentatively "cleaned" from the 
viscous effects (which la rarely the 
ense). 

Use of the proposed theoretical 
charts and the related analytical ex- 
pressions is thus based on the follow- 
ing main assumptions: 

(a) The theoretical inviscid pres- 
sure drag data are valid only for 
(M > 1.2). An attached oblique shock 
wave pattern at the leading edge is 
assumed, and the wake effects are 
neglected at the trailing edge.  There- 
fore, before proceeding with use of 
the data, the "profile-angle limita- 
tion" curve in Fig (2.5-22) should be 
consulted, in order to ascertain that 
no shock-wave detachment occurs. 

(b) The leading-edge bluntness ef- 
fects, promoting a slight bow wave 
detachment and a consequent pressure 
increase, are taken into account 
separately.  The pressure drag distri- 
bution on the rest of wing surface 
is not affected by this phenomena, 
except for the immediate neighborhood 
around the stagnation point, (~102^). 

(c) Corrections for the boundary 
layer thickening and the viscous wake 
formation effects on the inviscid 
pressure distribution around the thin 
airfoils are additionally performed. 
Note that the trailing edge base-drag 
(or trailing edge-bluntness pressure 
drag) is considered separately in the 
next Section, 2.6. 

(d) Effects of the actual skin- 
temperatures are considered restric:ed 
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to the  boundary layer and  therefore 
neglected in the inviscid  flow analysis. 

The associated theoretical and ex- 
perimantal evidence applied in evalu- 
ating the various terms in the Eq 
(2,5-40) is  summarized as  follows: 

(i)  Inviscid Pressure Drag,   C
DOPV»EXP 

and   coopFEXp 

At a zero angle-of-attack,   the three 
dimensional,   inviscid pressure drag 
coefficient at supersonic  speeds  is  a 
function of  the following main parame- 
ters: 

(a) airfoil thickness, 

(b) airfoil shape , 

(c) airfoil camber, 

(d) location of the maximum thick- 
ness  line , 

(e) wing planfortn and aspect ratio, 

(f) sweep-back angles of the leading 
edge, the trailing edge, and the 
maximum thickness  line , 

(g) wing taper ratio, 

(h)  free stream Mach Number . 

Following the usual missile design 
trends,   only wing planforms with 
symmetric airfoil sections are con- 
sidered.    For cambered airfoil data  see 
Refs. (2.5-1),   (2.5-3),  and  (2.5-62). 

In developing the working charts 
and the related analytical expressions, 
the  "linearized" and the  "second- 
order" supersonic theories were used. 
For other theoretical data,  especially 
at hypersonic  speeds,   see Ref, (2.5-14) 
The subsonic  speed regime and  the re- 
lated  theoretical airfoil data can be 
found  in the extensively elaborated 
forms  in Ref. (2,5-62)  and  (2.5-1).. 

At  supersonic speeds,   the two- 
dimensional,  double wedge,  double 
symmetry airfoil, having the minimum 
theoretical  inviscid pressure drag 
value,  has  been chosen as a basic 
reference in estimating the influence 
of various  other airfoil  shapes and 
the maximum thickness line positions. 
The viscous  form drag contribution 
through the wake-format ion on the 
inviscid pressure drag value is  included 
directly here for the sake of  conven- 
ience  (but excluding trailing edge base 

pressure effects). 

(ii)  Two-Dimensional Inviscid Plus 
Viscous'Zero-Lift Pressure Drag of 
Double Wedge,  Double Symmetry Airfoil 
Sections"! 

This represents the theoretical 
minimum pressure drag. According 
to the linearized theory by Ackeret^3^ 

CDOpw- 4 
ß 

2C|{t/c) 

wh^^e 

C,= 4- = W.   (Mi-IP 

(2.5-U1) 

(2.5-42) 

is Busemann's coefficient,   see Table 
(2.5-4)  and Fig  (2.5-22). 

This basic minimum two-dimensional 
value should be corrected for viscous 
effects  as  follows(3): 

A frictional wake is developed at 
the wing  trailing edge,  evan at super- 
sonic speeds.     The width of the wake 
depends on the boundary layer type 
and the Reynolds Number value.     It 
changes  the effective profile shape 
and the inviscid pressure distribu- 
tion at the rear of the airfoil, 
since the  trailing edge region is 
immersed  in a stagnant air of the 
wake.    Consequently,  the actual geo- 
metric  shape of  the trailing edge loses 
its relative importance,  the profile 
shape being effectively not closed at 
the rear end.     Considering the 
boundary  layer  thickness as a supple- 
mentary part of  the solid body con- 
tour (as  far as the external inviscid 
flow is concerned),  the tail-wave 
losses shall be decreased through a 
lesser angle of the rear-flow deflec- 
tion.    As a consequence,   the total 
inviscid pressure (wave) drag will be 
less  than theoretically predicted (base 
drag effects are considered separately^ 

This wake-format ion effect may be 
conveniently handled by assuming that 
the chord  (and the exposed area)  of 
the wing  is shortened to an effective 
length up to the point where the wake 
starts.     Sub'equently,  this decreases 
the pressure coefficient value as 
referred  to the actual geometric wing 
planform. 

By using the Fig (2.5-23), the de- 
creasedCoop^value of any symmetrical 
airfoil  section may be thus computed 
from the expression, 
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""V*     ,VC»»EXP/VC«E 
-) 

-WEXP' (2.5-U3) 

where (6« ) is the effective mean geome- 
tric chord as referred to the shortened 
airfoil, see Fig (2,5-23) 
and Table (2.5-5) at the end of this 
Section: 

ee=c WEXP ['" 
28TF + t 

t (2,5-i+U) 

where 

STE - is the turbulent or laminar 
boundary layer thickness at the trail- 
ing edge, see (Table 2,5-6), 

tTE- is the trailing edge bluntness 
due to manufacture, ~  ,01 ft, 

(l-r)=(x/Jv»EXP)(f/e)ino« - is the position 
of maximum thickness, (t/c)max , in 
fractions of the mean geometric chord, 
CWEXP , 

(')- denotes the two-dimensional value. 

Thus, a corresponding two-dimensional 
corrective factor, representing the vis- 
cous effects on the basic inviscid pres- 
sure drag distribution, can be formu- 
lated as 

Ci = 
ce 
-WEXP = ['- 2STE-MTE 

(2.5-45) 

For double-symmetry airfoils, r = .5, 

Actually, there are no exact theore- 
tical methods for an accurate treat- 
ment of this phenomena, and the above 
correction should be regarded only as 
approximate.  The thinner the airfoil, 
the relatively more pronounced the 
viscous effect becomes, but the width 
of friction wake does not usually ex- 
ceed k%  of the geometric airfoil chord, 
according to existing photographic 
obser-ations, see Ref, (2,5-3), 

The trailing edge bluntness, ITE , 
in the Eq (2.b-U5) depends upon the 
actual manufacturing procedure. An 
average value of 0.01 ft. may be assumed. 

The compressible turbulent boundary 
layer thickness at the trailing edge, 
STE, can be determined from Fig (2.5-24) 
as 

(8/8i)TE =f(M«), (van Driest) 

where 

or 

.37L 

5.2L 

(Blasius, T. B.L.) t 

(2.5-46) 
(Blasius, L.B.L ) 

(2,5-47) 

for incompressible turbulent boundary 
layerJ, 

In a first approximation, the same 
(8/8,)= f (M.)  law from Fig (2.5-24) 
may be used for laminar boundary 
layers, since the trailing edge blunt- 
ness analysis, as presented here, is 
very approximate in itself, 

(iii) Three-Dimensional Inviscid 
Plus Viscous Pressure Drag on Wings 
and Fin's 

The three-dimensional values of 
the pressure drag coefficient for 
various planforms, airfoil sections, 
taper ratios, maximum thickness line 
positions and sweep back angles are 
specified below. The respective 
working charts are presented in Figs 
(2.5-22) to (2.5-50).  The corres- 
ponding analytical expressions are 
tabulated in Table (2,5-5), 

In all cases, the drag coefficient, 
Coopw » is reduced to the common 
reference area, for Instance, 

Sr = ( TT D2/ 4 ): 

. SWEXP  / 
^DOPWEXP ■ (^DZ/4) ^oopv» 

(2,5-48) 

where  CDOPW  is referred to the wing 
exposed area, and is corrected for all 
viscous and three dimensional flow 
effects according to the self-explana- 
tory Tables (2.5-5) and (2,5-6).  The 
corrections are derived as follows: 

(I) STRAIGHT RECTANGULAR PLANFORM 
WINGS, COOPWEXP , see Tables (2,5-5), 
(2.5-6) and (2.5-7). 

(1.1) STRAIGHT RECTANGULAR PLANFORM 
WINGS WITH DOUBLE WEDGE, DOUBLE SYMMETRY 
AIRFOIL, NO TAPLR, ZERO ANGLE-OF-ATTACK 

From the Busemann's finite wing 
theory, applied to this case (1,1), if 
the(t/cv»Exp) i-s small and the binominal 
expansion is used: 

CoopWEXp 
s 

^{^'(^^.[i-^rb-O- t 

(2.5-46) 

C| CwEXP 

(2,5-49) 

)]} 
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•'• C
DOPWEXP 

: C| Cy ®@.   see  T-(2.5-5)  and 
(2.5-6)   at the end 
of  this  section. 

where; (2.5-50) 

n/CwExp) - is the maximum airfoil 
thickness at mean geometric chord, 

AR - is the exposed wing aspect ratio, 

Ci and C2   - are the Busemann's coeffi- 
cients,  see Table  (2.5-4)   or Fig.   (2.5- 
22)  for appropriate values as functions 
of Mach Number. 

The Equation (2.5-50)   is in good 
agreement with experimental evidence. 
The meaning of  the  terms  is  as follows: 

r   _ , „-.r ^ bWEXP \ ( CWEXP\ , SWEXP C7 - 1,275 (-^-li-ö-)-^ 
(2.5-51) 

t is the two-dimensional 
pressure coefficient 

® z 2C|(-* w     'VCWEXP 

value at a zero-angle of attack for a 
double-wedge, double-symmetry airfoil 
(Ackeret linear theory term), Eq (2.5 
52), 

^i - is the corrective factor for vis 
cous effects, F.q (2.5-U5), 

fl L_l 
L  2ARöJ is the correction factor 

tor finite aspect ratio 2AR/3 

effects at wing-tips, 

LC^l 'i ' :''s t^e secori^ order 1 WEXP   corrective factor for 
finite thickness wings 
(Busemann), 

^(Mi-I)"2 (2.5-54) 

In the following text,   the addi- 
tional corrections  for variations in 
the airfoil sections  are introduced. 
Since the corrective factors are taken 
from the Ackeret linear two-dimensional 
theory,  they apply only to the two- 
dimensional term, (g)  ,   in Eq  (2.5-50), 
and not to the last second order cor- 
rective factor (§)   . 

(1.2)  STRAIGHT RECTANGULAR PLANFORM 
WINGS WITH ARBITRARY AIRFOIL SECTION, 
NO TAPER,   ZERO ANGLE-OF-ATTACK. 

Correction for the profile shape 
should be  introduced as  follows: 

(a) For a symmetrical biconvex air- 
foil section with the O/cUo« at 50%"of 
the chord, the value of the two-dimen- 
sional term, 

.2 
= 2Ci 

xCwEXP' 

in the Eq  (2.5-50)  should be multiplied 
by the factor Ca'^/S, (Ackeret linear 
theory),   i.e., 

COOPWEXP= ^{©xDxC^cJ 

where: (2.5-55) 

9-U1-TsWlHSfc)]} 
\Cy(EXP/ 

WEXP 

(2.5-56) 
(2.5-57) 

(2.5-53) 

and t| • C2 and C7   are the corrective 
factors,  defined earlier. 

The relative increase in the zero- 
lift pressure drag is due physically 
to changes of the bow and trailing 
edge oblique shock patterns,  caused 
by profile curvatures. 

(b)  For a symmetrical single-wedge 
airfoil with completely bluff base 
at its (t/clmox   section,  assuming the 
inviscid theory pressure drag at the 
front part of the single wedge,  ex- 
cluding the bluff base.     An expansion 
wave instead of a trailing-edge shock 
wave exists, which decreases the two- 
dimensional drag coefficient value 
to one-fourth as compared with a 
double-wedge, i.e., from ZC\ U/ÜWEXP) to 
I/2C|(I/ÜWEXP )    .    But,   the existing 
experimental evidence, Ref (2.5-3), 
indicates that an average value of 
( Pb ' PH ^ s ,/3 prevails for Mach Number 
values greater than 1.5 at the base, 
where pb is the base pressure.     So, 
according to the Ackert linear theory, 
the corrective two-dimensional term 
should read: 

2[l-(Pb/PH)](t/CwEXp) 
;= rrrs    + g^jT    "'" "jT C| (t/C\«Exp) , 

(2.5-58) 

■   r  _  .95Ü/CWEXP)     ■    I r (. .*        xZ 

(2.5-59) 
where the first term is  an additional 
correction for the change in the expan- 
sion intensity at the trailing edge 
due to the empirical base pressure 
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ratio,( pb /pH ) = 1/3. 

The drag coefficient of the wing 
reads then; 

CoopWEXP = £ 7 * 5 5 * ® ) 
( 2 . 5 - 6 0 ) 

where 
C ? = | . 2 7 S ( ^ E £ t ) ( C f f i 2 ) , E q ( 2 . 5 - 5 l ) , 

C 5 3 Eq ( 2 . 5 - 5 9 ) , 

8 " 2AR(Mf,- l)'/2] [ ' ~ (cf)(cwEXP l̂ ' 
Eq ( 2 . 5 - 5 3 ) 

(c) For a symmetrical biconvex half-
airfoil with completely bluff base at 
its(t/c)MAX section, following the state-
ments presented in (b), the zero-lift 
pressure drag coefficient of the wing 
reads: 

CDO PWEXP £2* [fi7 *£5' 
( 2 . 5 - 6 1 ) 

where Ca = 4/3, and £5 , £7 and (8) are as 
earlier. 

(d) For a symmetrical double-wedge 
airfoil with the maximum thickness 
( t / c WvPosition shifted either forward 
or backward, the pressure drag coeffi-
cient, Eq ("2.5-49), should be multi-
plied by the corrective factor, £3, as 
presented in Fig (2.5-26), where 

£3 : 
I «(»(•-*) ' Ref(2.5-3) (Hilton) > 

[CJV c' (2.5-62) 
where X is the chordwise position of the 
maximum thickness from the leading edge, 

i' e"' CDOPWEXP = ?7 *£| x £3 x K2.5-63) 

where factors £, , £3 , £7 , @ and ® are 
as defined earlier. The same correc-
tive factor, £3 .should be applied to the 
Eq (2.5-55) in the case of a biconvex 
airfoil with a shifted maximum thick-
ness , i.e. : 

CoopWEXp 1 £ 7 [ @ x ® x £ | x 5 2 j £3. 
(2.5-64) 

(e) For a double-symmetry modified 
double-wedge airfoil section, the two-
dimensional pressure drag coefficient 
term, 2C| (t/CwEXp) , should be multiplied 
by ( a 1 + 02 )/ 4 a 1 02 , if the three-
dimensional wing pressure drag coeffi-
cient is based on the wing (exposed) 
total planform, see Table (2.5-5): 

CDOPWEXP J [£7*® * ® * £|] £4 » 

where ( 2 . 5 - 6 5 ) 

t . 0 |+ g 2 
5 ,4 " 40| 02 ( 2 . 5 - 6 6 ) 

and , £, , and £ 7 are as earlier. 

All the corrections for various air-
foil shapes are presented in the Table 
(2.5-5). The computation procedure 
for straight rectangular planforms is 
illustrated in Tables (2.5-6) and 
(2.5-7) at the end of this Section. 

(II) DELTA WING PLANFORMS, see 
Tables (2.5-5), (2.5-6) and (2.5-9). 

(II.1) SUPERSONIC DELTA WING WITH 
DOUBLE WEDGE SYMMETRIC AIRFOIL(69) 

Linear theory data: 

Case I: See the respective 
figure on Table (2.5-5). 

Surfaces A, B, C, all supersonic, 
i.e., supersonic leading edge and 
supersonic maximum thickness lir.e: 

@ > tan A0 > tan A, 

w h e r e 
(2.5-67) 

2 1/2 $ = (M,,,— I) =cotm=tan(90° — m) = tan /t 

and ,= Sin"'fc) 
The leading edge and the maximum 

thickness line sweep back angles are 
Ao and A|, respectively. 

The location of maximum thickness is 
defined as ( t-r ) chords from the tip, 
i.e., 

t onA , 
t an A0 

( 2 . 5 - 6 8 ) 

The c o r r e s p o n d i n g t h r e e - d i m e n s i o n a l 
z e r o - l i f t p r e s s u r e d r a g c o e f f i c i e n t 
due t o t h i c k n e s s , r educed t o t h e 
r e f e r e n c e a r e a , Sr = (7ro2)/4 i s : 

CDOPWEXP= £ 7 X £ , X CDQPW , 

••• CDOPWEXP = [ l . 2 7 5 ( - % ^ - ) ( - % ^ - ) ] x 

x [ , - 2 8TE + tTE r ] x ( 2 . 5 - 6 9 ) 
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■pT? cos"1 (n) + v/z (t/ewExp)2r i 

(2.5-70) 
for ( n < I ),  and  ( 0 < r < I ), where 

n = tan Ap 
$ 

ß = {Wii -nl/z = cot m   • 

(2.5-71) 
Curves (CDopw^)/(f/C)2 versus  (l-r )  are 

plotted  in Fig   (2,5-30). 

Case II:     See respective  figures 
in Table (2.5-5). 

Surfaces A and B are subsonic,   sur- 
face C  is supersonic,   i.e., subsonic 
leading edge and supersonic maximum 
thickness line: 

tan A| >/3 >   tan A0   . 

The three-dimensional zero-lift 
pressure drag coefficient due  to  thick- 
ness,  reduced  to the reference area, 
Sr = (irD2/^,   takes  the form: 

coopwEXP = S7x C, x CD0pW (2.5-72) 

c.w„427S(%?)(i^]4, .*>*+]*,] 
2    (t/CWExp)2   f G2(n,r )        , £ r G2(n, 

Lr(l-r) 

where: 

ß Lrd-rl^" 

^(i-Ä«-.^))]}.- 
(2.5-73) 

r in  r)   -    ! ~ r    r loqa n        u     r cosh"1 n . 

and 

2 ...-i/(l-f2n2)i/2        \l 
(|-r2n2) ln + (n2-|)i/2_rn/)J 

(2.5-74) 

„ .   ton Ap tanAo 
n     -      ———        = '       m 

ß cot /x 

valid for:     ( n > I )  and  ( rn < I ). 

A crossplot  of (C00pW^)/(t/£)2    versus 
(l-r)   is given  in Fig  (2.5-31)  for (n>l) 

Case III:     See respective figure 
in Tables  (2.5-5),   (2.5-6) and  (2.5-7). 

Surfaces A,   B,   and C are all  sub- 

sonic,  i.e., both  the  leading edge and 
the maximum thickness are subsonic: 

tanAo> tanA,>/9   = (M2,-I)l/2. 
(2.5-75) 

The three-dimensional  zero-lift 
pressure drag coefficient due to thick- 
ness,  reduced to the reference area, 
Sr  ={irD2/4),   is  in  this  case: 

CD0PWEXP     =   C7   X    {,   x   Cpop*    t 

ft, 

(2,5-76) 

2 

■ C
OOPWEXP 4275 (HmL) (EmL.)] 

.[,.  ül£jLilLr]x    {f   \l/hui 

% ["62 Kr) ^'(nir)     ^        I       /  loge   nr 
l-r(l-r)2 (l-r)2 ril-r) \ (* ni^TW 

- Äf*r * '*'&]   - -'(-f |} • 
(2,5-77) 

where: 

_ >,     ,        I - r   f log«  n        ,   r costT'n 

*   (rin&'-l)'/2   ,09e[l + 

2(r2n2 -D'/z   i-i 
n{l-r) + (nZ-l)l^-(r2n2-l)i74  Jl    ' 

(2,5-76, 

C'I    \      I ~r     f     lo9e  rn       , ! F (^n) " TTT 1 OTTTHITZ +  (^TijiTS " 

log, ̂  
rn2-l)-KrV-l)l/2(n2-l)l/2 

n(l-r) ]} (2,5-79) 
and 

tan An 9      .1/2 
n =      ß   0   ,      /8=(Mi-irz=  cot /i     > 

valid for  ( n > I ) ,   and  ( rn >l ), 

A crossplot  of (CDOpviß)/Ü/£) versus 
(l-r)  is  presented  on  Fig  (2.5-31). 

(II.2)   SUPERSONIC  DELTA WING WITH 
ARBITRARY AIRFOIL SECTION 

Corrections for airfoils different 
than the double wedge are performed  in 
the same manner as  for straight rec- 
tangular wing.     The  results  are tabu- 
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lated in Table  (2.5-5). 

A detailed computation procedure is 
presented in Table (2.5-9) 

(III)  STRAIGHT TAPERED WING PLAN- 
FORMS. See Tables (2.5-5), (2.5-6) and 
TTT^IO) 

(III.l)  STRAIGHT TAPERED WINGS WITH 
DOUBLE WEDGE DOUBLE SYMMETRY AIRFOIL 
SECTTON(69)t  See respective Figure in 
Table (2.5-5) 

Here,U/c)is constant along the span, 
or if not,  an average (t / CWEXp ) should 
be used. 

BUS 
A crossplot of Coopv»i8/4(t/CwEXp)2ver- 

ton Ay 
ton/* 

is presented in Fig (2.5-32) for three 
taper ratios: 

Cr 0 , .25 , .50 
(2.5-80) 

Note that  the value 4(t/CWExp)2//9 = 
= 2 Ci(t/CWEXP)   represents the two-dimen- 
sional pressure drag coefficient for 
double-wedge,   double-symmetry airfoils 
of equal thickness ratio. 

With the corrective factors (Ci) and 
(C?)   taken into account the final threc- 
dimensionaKCoopwEXp) value, based on the 
reference area, Sr = ( 7rD2/4 ) takes the 
form: 

CDOPWEXP ** Ci * CT x ^opw  (2.5-81) 

where Coopw   should be read off from Fig 
(2.5-32). 

(III.2)   STRAIGHT TAPERED WINGS WIIH 
ARBITRARY AIRFOIL SECTIONS. 

Following  the procedure indicated 
earlier for the  straight rectangular 
wing planforms,   the corrective factors 
for various  airfoil shapes other than the 
double-wedge,   double-symmetry basic air- 
foil,  are tabulated in Table  (2.5-5). 
A detailed computational procedure,   is 
presented in  the same table. 

(IV)  CLIPPED DELTA WING PLANFORMS 

(IV. 1)  CLIPPED DELTA WING WITH 
DOUBLE WEDGE,   DOUBLE SYMMETRY AIRFOIL 
SECTI0N(69) 

Here,(1/c)is constant along the span, 
or if not,   the averageU/CWEXP)value 
should be used. 

A comparative crossplot of the pres- 
sure drag parameter 

(COOPW/3)/^H/c)2 

versus 

fon/x 

ton A( 
ß 

is presented in Fig  (2.5-33) for taper 
ratios,  X =0 ond   0.50. 

In comparison with the delta wing 
(X * 0) the relative drag reduction of 
a clipped delta wing is  confined be- 
tween .6 < n < l.O,   The absolute value of 
the drag reduction is small.    For (n>l ) 
the leading edge becomes subsonic. 

The zero lift drag coefficient,  re- 
duced to the reference area and includ- 
ing the viscous corrective term,   be- 
comes: 

CoopwEXP   *   C/ C7 * coopw   J 

.-.     COOPWEXP    .   [,.275(-^)(%-)]. 

r,     ÜTE^T    ,(2-5-82) 

«   L1 1 rJXCDOPW    • 
(2.5-83) 

NOTE:     Since the data in Fig (2.5-33) 
are based on linearized theory,  it 
Koocars that,   in a first approximation, 
the second-order pressure drag coeffi- 
cient for delta wings  (Table (2.5-9) 
and Figs  (2.5-30)   and (2.5-31)) can be 
used as valid for clipped delta wings 
also,  the results  being only slightly 
conservative.     Thus,  no additional 
computation table is necessary:     the 
Table (2.5-9)  can serve the purpose 
for both delta and clipped delta wings 
in a first approximation. 

(IV.2)  CLIPPED DEL^V WING WITH ARBI- 
TRARY AIRFOIL SECTIO. 

Corrections for the airfoil shape 
and maximum thickness  line position are 
presented in Table  (2.5-5). 

(V)  STRAIGHT SWEPT-BACK NO TAPER 
WINGS.  See Tables   (2.5-5),   (2.5-b)  and 
nnrii) 

Working graphs  for swept-back wings 
vith straight leading and trailing 
edges,  streamwise  tips,  constant span- 
wise thickness/chord ratios with no 
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taperU = (ct/cr) ::   i))  are presented  in 
Figs  (2.5-34),   (2.5-35)  and  (2.5-36)   in 
a generalized parametric form for zero- 
lift conditions.    The airfoils are  of 
double-wedge  and parabolic  arc  sections 
with variable maximum thickness  loca- 
tions.     The final expression for zero- 
lift pressure drag coefficient,   reduces 
to the reference area, Sr s (7roz)/4 ,  with 
viscous  form drag effects  included, 
reads: 

COOPWEXF  =    C," C7 " Coopw   ,   (2-5-8U) 

.-.  COT.OT.[,.275(J^)(^)]. 

[,- Jiltiil^,] 
CQOPW 

(2.5-85) 

Note:  For variable spanwise thickness 
ratio (i/c), an average value (t/cWEXp ) can 
be used as the reference in the first 
approximation. 

The detailed computational procedure 
is presented in the Table (2.5-11), 

(iv) Wing-Body Interference Drag: 
ac
DOPW(B)and ACDOPM(W) • 

Both the pressure drag increment of 
the exposed wing due to the presence of 
the body, ACDOPW(B) » and the pressure 
drag increment on the "central part" of 
the body at the wing location, ACDOPM(W , 
are negligible for zero angle-of-attack 
of slender cylindrical bodies with rela- 
tively small planform symmetrical air- 
foil wings, i.e., in a first approxima- 
tion(78): 

ÄCDOPWB) a 0 i 
AC

DOPM(W) «0 • 

The same holds for fins; 

ÄCDopF(w+B) = 0 , 

aCDopF(BT) = 0 , 

In Ref (2.5-79) by Coletti, it has 
been experimentally shown that the 
wing-body interference effects are 
mainly manifested as a slight increase 
of the skin-friction drag term, while 
the pressure drag stays almost unaf- 
fected.  Since a sufficient margin is 
already allowed if a completely turbu- 
lent boundary layer on all missile parts 
is assumed, it is considered that no 
additional drag increment due to wing- 
body interference should be added.  As 
a summary of technical data, respective 
to the problem, see Ref. (2.5-79) and 
other related References. 

(v) Viscous Form Drag, CDopwvls and 
CDOPFVJS . 

Effects of the viscous form drag with 
relatively thin airfoil sections are 
important, since the viscous wake and 
the respective boundary layer thick- 
nesses are of the order of magnitude of 
the airfoil thickness itself. Changes 
in inviscid pressure drag due to ef- 
fective change in airfoil shape are 
already included in the calculations 
of the inviscid pressure drag terms, 
see paragraph (i). 

(vi) Leading Edge "Bluntness" Ef- 
fects , CDOPV»LE 

an^ ^WPFLE ' 

The manufacturing inevitable "blunt- 
ness" of the leading edge promotes a 
detached shock wave pattern, whose 
portion immediately ahead of the lead- 
ing edge may be interpreted as a normal 
shock.  The increased pressure behind 
a detached shock creates an addition- 
al drag term. 

As an average engineering estimate, 
the bluntness effect may be approxi- 
mated by a semi-cylindrical leading 
edge of radius, R«. w ■01/1 . 

Two methods for COOPWLE 
or ^OOPFLE 

estimates are proposed: 

(1) A quick approximate evaluation 
by the simple Newtonian impact theory, 
yielding independently of the Mach 
Number: 

COOPWLE   - 3.4 (-^)(-^) COS
2
AWUE 

(2.5-86) 
and 

CDOPFLE = 3.4 N  Ä)(il£ML-)cos2AFLE 
' X ' (2.5-87) 

where N  is  the number of  individual 
fins, hFEXP   is  the fin height,  and  ALE 
the leading edge sweep-back angle, 

(2)  A semi-empirical method  from 
Ref.(2,5-1)   (RAS  Data Sheets),  with 
ready  to use working charts  presented 
in  the  Fig  (2,5-37).     For semi- 
elliptical  and  semi-circular to com- 
pletely blunt leading edges  of two- 
dimensional  airfoils,  a stagnation 
pressure behind a normal  shock is ' 
assumed,  numerically the same at any 
point of the  profile leading edge.     The 
semi-circular curve in the Fig  (2,5-37) 
is  experimentally  verified withintl07o 
of accuracy  and  is recommended for use. 
The  values  of COLE from the figure  are 
based on the  leading edge projected 
area,   ( byi/EXP/C0SAi-E    )X 2 RBL  >  anci  there- 
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fore should be additionally reduced to 
the common reference area,   Sr ■ TrDz/4   : 
coopwLt   " Z.SSCoue 

and 

^"^       C0t2AV»LE 

(2.5-88) 

*L 
COOPFLE • 2.98 COLE   ^-    -!^s£-   N cot*AFLe 

(2.5-89) 
A detailed computational procedure 

Is clearly Indicated in the Table 
(2.5-12). 

This second method is  obviously more 
accurate.     The order of magnitude  of 
the (Coopwue )term is about 7% -  10% of 
the total wing pressure drag. 

It is assumed that the slight blunt- 
ness does not affect the inviscid pres- 
sure distribution on the rest of the 
wing surface,  except in the region near 
the leading edge, approximately up to 
.02c. 

(vil)  The Final Exprestiion for  the 
Wing and  Fin Zero-Lift Pressure Drag 

at Supersonic Speeds: 

[(COOPV»EXP   +   coopwvi8)+ CDOPWLEJ + 

+ [ (CD0pFExp  +   COOPFVIS) +   CDOpFLEJ 

(2.5-90) 

The Equation  (2.5-90)  represents 
the final working form of the original 
Eq  (2.5-40). 

At subsonic   speeds,   the pressure 
drag is zero.     At transonic speeds 
(Merw<M < 1-2 ),    the curves must be 
"rounded",  using experimental evidence. 

In the Table   (2.5-13),  a comparative 
summary layout  of results for  various 
wing-planforms  and airfoil shapes  is 
schematically presented.    It can be 
used for comparing variations  in wing 
and profile shapes.     For a chosen wing 
geometry,  only  one column in the Table 
in the final pressure drag analysis is 
necessary. 
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e^<eCJt,_ std FIG : (a: s-12 > 
M i (iREAT EN<ju6H TO 
E6-1A8USH - M c : - p t — j - T-

Fig (2.5-11) Supersonic flow post circular cones at zero angle-of - attack• 
Ref (2.5-1 ), R.A.S. data sheets, aerodynamics, vol. I , S. 00.03.13 
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Fig  (2 Ccnditioni   for   shock    wave   detachmtnt    and    for   subsonic 
behind    nose   shock    waves   on   cones     at   zero    angle-of- 

flow     § 
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and   on   wedges.      Ref (2.5-1)    RAS, data   sheets,  aerodynamic*. 
vo;.»l,   S. 00.03.16. 
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Fig  (2.5-13) Drag   increase   of   ogives    as    a    function   of   similority      parameler. K. 
Ref. (2.5-31) 
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Fig (2.5-15) Protur*      drag    incraa««    du«   to    forcbody    tip-bluntn«»«,    tftcctt,    zaro 
angle - of-attack.    R«f     (2.5-1), R. A.S.    data     thast«,  vol.   I,    badltt     S.02.03.06 
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Fig (2 .5 -19 ) Pressure drag coefficient for boatt-ails as a function of bo a 11 ail base 
angle, 0° and Mach Number. (Averoge volues, Ref ( 2 . 5 - 6 0 ) ) 

D See tables ( 2 . 5 - 3 ) and ( 2 . 5 - 4 ) 
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Fig (2.5-19)    Contlnutd    (4) 
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Fig ( 2 . 5 - 1 9 ) Continued (5) 
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Fig (2.5-20)   Continutd   (I) 
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Fig ( 2 . 5 - 2 0 ) Continued ( 2 ) 
2 . 5 - 5 2 
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Fig   (2.5-2I)   Fortbody-ofttrbody     inviscid      Interference    pressure    drag    far pointed 
parabolic     forebodiet     and    afterbodies   with    midbodles,    itro angle- 
of-attack.    Ref    R.A.S.   data   sheets,    aerodynamics,    vol.    I, bodies 
S.02.03.I0.    (2.5-I) 
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Fig ( 2 . 5 - 2 2 ) Grophs and table of l imi t ing value of inclination of on element of 
sur face to the wind, at various Mach Numbers. The front shock 
wave wil l ba at tached to the leading edge only if no part of 
the wing surface focing forward exceeds this limiting value. 

2 . 5 - 5 4 



Fig   (2.5-22a) Variation  of   Busemonn    coefficients   with    Mach   Number. 
Ref (2.5-3) 
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FIG (2.5-23) CORRECTIVE   FACTOR   FOR VISCOUS FORM   DRAG EFFECTS, 
TURBULENT,   B.L., OpOpVIS 
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1/2. Fig   (2.5-25)    ß   r   ( M; - I T* v.nu«.      M, 
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Fig ( 2 . 5 - 2 6 ) Effect on drag of chordwise shift of position of maximum thickness 
of double-wedge wing (thickness distance has no effect on moment 
or l i f t if shock wave remains ottached ). Ref ( 2 . 5 - 3 ) 

2 . 5 - 5 9 
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Fig  (2.5-28) Ratio    of  wing drag  coefficient«     to   thickness     ratio   squared     for 
several    aspect   ratios   as    a   function    of   Mach   Number.    Ref (2.5-45) 
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Fig (2.5-29)  Ratio   of   wing  drag   cotfficlents   to   thickness  ratio   squared   for   several   aspect 
ratio    as    a    function    of   Mach    Number.   Ref   (2.5-49) 
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Fig (2.5-30) Orog  of   delta wing   with   supersonic   leading   edge.  Parameter    n 
measure«    the  shape   of    the   wing,    and   the   Mach   Number; 
parameter r measures   the    position   of    maximum   thickness. 
Ref. (2.5- 43) 
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Fig   (2.5-32) Ratio   of    three dimensional   pressure   drag   to  its     two-dimensional   value 
for     straight     tapered     wings.     Ref   (2.5-69) 
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Fig (2.5-3 4) Inviicid    prtuurt   drog    of   wings   with  conttont    chord,   constant 
spanwis«    thickness-chord    ratio,   double    wedge   sections, no 
toper,   maximum   thickness   at   0.5 C.     Ref (2.5-1)   R.A.S.   data 
sheets,    aerodynamics, vol 2, wings   S.02.03.01 
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Fig (2.5-35) Inviicid pressure drag of wings with constant chord ratio, 
parabolic arc sections, no toper. Ref(2.5-i) R.A.S. data 
sheets,   aerodynamics,   vol.  2,   wings     S.02.03.01 
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Fig (2.5-36)  InvJscid   pressur«   drag   of  wings    with   constant   chord,   constant 
spanwise   thickness-chord   ratio,   doubl«-wedge   section«, no taper, 
maximum    thickness    at   0.3 7.     Ref (2.5- I)   R.A.S. data   sheets, 
aerodynamics,    vol.  2,   wings   S.02.03.0! 
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Fig (2 5-37)    Ltading    «dg«  prttturt    drag   du« to   leading  «dg«   bluntnesi,   two 
dimensional    sections    at    zero      angle- of-attack. 
Ref  (2.5-1)  R.AS,   data    sheets,    aerodynamics, vol 2, wing 

S.02.03.05 
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TABLE     (2.5-3) 

MHNM 

LAFTERBODY     LBT ^  I-    D m 
 0 s    D   a              a-   *       * ZtonT^ 2 

SEE   FIG    (2.5-19) 

BOATTAIL BASE ANGLE, 

Vo 2 h 6 8 10 12 .Ik. 

.10 25.70 12.90 e.6oo 6.1410 5.150 14.275 3.67 

.20 23.85 ii.\6 7.6I40 5.725 14.570 3.80 3.26 

.30 20.00 10.00 6.690 5.010 li.OO 3.33 2.86 

.llO 17.15 8.600 5.7h0 14.300 3.143 2.86 2.I4I45 

..c0    ' III.30 7.160 L770 3.560 2.86 2.38 2.OI4 

.60 llj-il 5.730 3,820 2.865 2.265 1.905 1.63 

.70 8.57[ 14.^00 2.865 2.150 1.715 l.li25 1.223 

.60 5.72C 2.865 1.910 1.131 1.142 0.953 0.815 

.90    i 2.86C l.h32 0.956 0.717 0.571 0.1476 -LD?'? 

1.00    j 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

LAFTIRP ODY/ D 
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• TABLJ   (2.5- 4 ) 

Higher Order Busemann Coefficients 

Calculated   from equations   10.38 to   10.40,   taking   X =   1.4 

M Cl 

(Isentropic) (One Shock) (One Shock) 

1.1 4.364 30.32 568.98 544.4 12735. 
1.2 3.015 8.307 54.034 53.22 480.51 
1.3 2.408 4.300 14.247 14.53 77.41 
1.4 2.041 2.919 5.801 6.128 22.51 
1.5 1.789 2.288 3.059 3.331 8.964 
1.6 1.601 1.950 1.937 2.153 4.302 
1.7 1.455 1.748 1.4109 1.583 2.315 
1.8 1.336 1.618 1.1444 1.280 1.334 
1.9 1.240 1.529 1.0050 1.111 .7939 
2.0 1.155 1.467 .9341 1.0161 .4711 
2.2 1.021 1.386 .8946 .9394 .1272 
2.4 .9167 1.337 .91921 .9356 - .0395 
2.5 .8728 1.320 .94322 .9476 - .0918 
2.6 .8333 1.306 .97189 .9654 - .1319 
2.8 .7647 1.284 1.0382 1.013 - .1881 
3.0 .7071 1.269 1.1116 1.069 - .2248 
3.5 .5963 1.245 1.3090 1.231 - .2756 
4.0 .5164 1.232 1.5132 1.405 - .3005 
4.5 .4559 1.224 1.7191 1.584 - .3146 
5.0 .4082 1.219 1.9250 1.764 - .3235 

0 L.2 - .3520 

SEE     FIG    (2 5-22) 
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TABLE    (2.5-4) 

SEE      FIG       (2. 5 - 19) 

COOPBT 
ooiep-ooorie; 

M 

WHERE     n = 4      FOR 
n = 3     FOR 

f-m; 
I < M <   3.5 

M <   3.5 

Op IN DEGREES,  SEE  FIG   (2. 5-18) 

k=20 
MACH    NUMBER, M 

Vo ltft) 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.25 3.75 h.no hit0 5.00 

0.10 3.23 2.1)2 1.91 1.61 l.ii9 1.29 1.21 1.08 0.97 

0.20 3.?? 2.12 1.93 1.61 Die 1.28 1.20 1.06 0.96 

0,30 3.20 2. ho 1.92 1.60 1.I48 1.26 1.18 l.ol 0.914 

O.ijO 3.114 2.35 1.89 1.57 1.U5 1.21 1.13 1.01 0.91   i 

0.50 3.02 2.27 1.62 1.51 l.lo 1.1? 1.06 O.9I4 0.85 

0.60 2.31 2.10 1.^8 l.liO 1.30 1.01 0.95 oM, 0.76 

0.70 2.1.5 I.8I4 l.Ij? l.?3 1.13 0.85 0.79 0.71 0.61 

0.60 1.90 Ui? l.Di 0,95 0.88 0.63 0.59 C.5J 0.17 

0.90 1.10 0.82 0.66 0.55 0.51 0.35_ 0.33 0.29 0.26 

B0ÄTTAIL PRESSURL DRAG COhFFlCIiKT,    ct>OP    BOATTAIL X   10s 
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■-   ft' 

■ 

Vc 0 • 1.50 
i 

0.10 10.23 

0.20 ; 10.22 

0.30 ' 10.16 

0.1*0 j 9.98 

0.50 '  9.60 

0.60 [  8.91 

0.70 I  7.78 

0.80 : 6.olt 

2.00 

7.67 

7.67 

7.62 

7.I48 

7.20 

6.68 

5.83 

)4.53 

2.61 

MACH NUMBER, M 

2.50 3.00 3.25 

6.1? 5.11 lu72 

6,13 5.11 U.71 

6.09 5.08 14.68 

5.96 14.99 h.70 

5.76 1.80 li.li2 

5.31* U.U5 a.n 

U.66 3.89 3.59 

3.62 3.02 2.78 

2.09 1.71* 1.60 0.90    I  3.1*8 

j   BOATTAIL    PRESSURE    DRAQ    COEFFICIENT, 

3.75 

14.09 

l*.o6 

3.98 

3.83 

; 3.58 

3.21 

2.^9 

2.00 

1   1.11 
0, 

U.oo 

3.8I4 

3.81 

3.73 

3.59 

3.36 

3.01 

2.52 

1.87 

l.Ol* 

j 3.l4l 

'  3.89 

3.32 

! 3.20 

;  2.99 

2.68 

,   2.21* 

1.67 

DOP    BOATTAIL X  10 
0.92 
3 

I 3-07 I 
! 3.05 I 

I 2.99 ; 

j 2.98 

1 2.69 ! 
1 

1 z.Ui j 

' 2.02 I 

j 1,Ä i 
1 0.83 j 

ft «6° 

Vc 0    1  I.50 2%00 

0.10    ; 21.05 15.78 

0,20    '21.0U 15.77 

0.30    120.90 15.67 

O.UO     20.53 15.1*0 

0.50     19.75 ll*.8l 
\ 

0.60   ? 18.33 13.75 
1 

0.70    -16.01 12.01 

0.80    -12.1*3 9.32 

0.90    . 7.16 5.37 

MACH NUMBER, M 

2.50 3.00 3.25 3.75 U.00 

12.63 10.52 9.71 ,  8.U2 7.89 

12.62 10.51 9.70 j 8.36 7.8a 

12.51* 10.U* 9i6k ; 8.19 7.68 

12.32 10.26 9.1*7 7.89 7.39 

11.85       9.87 9.11 7.38 6.91 

11.00       9.16 8.1*6 [ 6.61    , 6.19 

9.61        8.00 7.39 5.53 5.18 

7. ^6       6.21 5.73 l*.ll 3.86 

i*.3C 3.58 3.30 2.28 2.11* 

; BOATTAIL    PRESSURE    DRAG    COEFFICIENT,     ^DOP    BOATTAIL 

U.50 

7.02 

6.97 

'  6.83 

6.57 

6.11! 

5.51 

U.61 

3.1*3 

i.iw 
x 103 

5.00 

6.31 

[ 6.27 

; 6.lli 

5.92  j 

j 5.53 \ 

1 U.95 j 

! 3.08 j 

1.71 j 

TABLE   (2.5-4)   CONT'D    (I) 
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0, 

1 i.5o 
1 

MACH NUMBER, M 

V» 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.25 

,0.10 ■35.56 26.67 21.314 17.78 16. Ul 

0.20 '35.514 26.66 21.33 17.77 16.10 

0.30 35.31 26.1*8 21.18 17.65 16.30 

0.140 1314.69 26.02 20.81 17.314 16.01 

o.5o J33.38 25.03 20.03 16.69 15.140 

, 0.60 
1 

i 
,30.97 23.23 18.58 15.149 114.29 

0.70 ■27.06 
J 

20.29 16.23 13.53 12.h? 

0.80 ■21.00 15.75 , 12.60 10.50 9.69 

0.90 ;12.10 9.08 7.26 6.05 5.59 

3.75 U.OO 1<.50 5.00 

1I4.23 13.314 11.86 10.67 

114.13 13.214 11.77 10.59 

13.8U 12.98 11.514 IO.38 

13.33 12.50 11.11 10.00 

12.1i6 11.68 10.39 9,31» 

11.16 IO.I47 9.31 8.37 

9.31* 8,76 7.79 7.01 

6.95 6.51 5.79 5.21 

3.86 3.62 3.22 2.89 
:B0ATTAIL    PRESSURE   DRAG   COEFFICIENT,    C0OP    »OATTAIL x '0* 

('e,.ibP 

[  70 1.50 ^.OO 

j 0.10 53.y - 40 

0.20 53.91 I4O.U4 

0.30 53.56 140.17 
I 

0.1)0 52.62 39.146 

o.5o 50.62- 37.97 

0.60     l46.i 
I 
, 0.70    Ul.C 

0.60   II46.98 35.214 

.01* 30.78 

0.80   131.86 23.90 

0.90   !l8.36 13.77 

MACH NUMBER, N 

2.50 3.00 3.25 3.75 U.OO 

32.37 27.97 214.90 21.58 20.23 

32.35 26.96 2I4.88 21.1*3 20.09 

32.13 26.78 214.72 21.00 19.68 

31.57 27.31 2li.28 ; 20.22 18.95 

30.38 25.31 23.36 18.90 17.72 

28.19 23.149 21.Ä 16.93 15.88 

2I4.62 20.52 18.914 11*. 17 13.28 

19.12 15.93 114.70 10.51* 9.88 

11.02 9.18 8.1*7 5.85 5.1*9 

l*.5o 5.00 

17.98 16.18 

17.86 16.07 

17.50 15.75 

16.81* 15.16 

! 15.75 lli.18 

ll*.ll 12.70 

11.81 IO.63 

8.78 7.91 

I4.88 14.39 
'BOATTAIL PRESSURE DRAG COEFFICIENT,    c00^    BOATTAIL x 10' 

TABLE    (2.5-4)   CONT'D (2) 
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, VI20, 

Vo   :  1.50 2.00 

0.10 76.08 57.06 

0.20 j 76.01 57.0J 

0.30 | 75.51* 56.65 

O.lß 7l».21 55.66 

MAC« NUMBER, M 

2.50 3.00 3.25 

1*5.65 38.oa 35.12 

Ü5.63 38.02 35.09 

U5.33 37.77 314.86 

1*1*.53 37.11 31*.25 

U2.8I4 35.70 32.95 

39.76 33.13 30.58 

31*.73 28.91* 26.71 

26.96 22.1*7 20.71* 

15.51* 12.95 11.95 
1 
; BOATTAIL    PRESSURE    DRAO    COüFFICIENT, 

0.50 71.1*0 53.55 

0.60 66.26 1*9.69 

0.70 57.88 1*3.1*1 

0.80 1*1*.93 33.70 

0.90 25.89 19.1*2 

3.75 l*.oo ' 1*.50 5.00 

30.1*3 28.53 25.36 ■ ?2.83 

30.22 28.33 25.19 22.67 

29.61 27.76 21*.68 22.21 

28.51 26.73 23.77 1 21.39 

26.65 2l*.99 22.22 19.99 

23.88 22.39 19.91 17.91 

19.98 18.71* 16.66 ll*.99 

11*. 86 13.91* 12.39 11.15 

8.2$ 7.71* : 6.88 6.19 

CDOP   BOATTAIL X I0S 

VW j 

D ]  1.50 2.00 
i 

0.10 102.03, 76.52 

0.20 iD1.97 76.1*8 

0.30 101.29 75.97 

0.1*0 ; 99.52 7U.61* 

0.50 j95.75 71.81 

0.60 88.85 66.61* 

0.70 |77.62 58.22 

0.80 60.26 1*5.19 

0.90 i3h.n ,'26.01* 
1 

MACH NUMBER 

2.50 3.00 3.25 3.75 1*.00 

61.22 51.02 17.09 1*0.81 38.26 

61.18 50.99 1*7.06 1*0.52 37.99 

60.78 50.65 1*6.75 39.71 37.23 

59.71 a9.76 1*5.93 38.21* 35.85 

57.1*5 1*7.88 l*l*.19 35.71* 33.51 

53.31 t*l*.la 1*1.01 32.03 30.03 

1*6.57 38.81 35.83 27.80 2ii.l2 

36.I6 30.13 27.81 19.93 18.69 

20.81* 17.36 16.03 11.07 10.36 

1 

1 ll.50 
1 
I'M.. 

31*.01 
1 

30.61 

'33.77 30.39 

33.09 29.78 

31.86 28.68 

29.78 26.81 
i 

26.61* 
[ 

2l*.02 

22.33 
1 

20.10 

16.61 al*.95 
1 

1 9.22 1 8.30 j 

.BOATTAIL PRESSURE DRAO COEFFICIENT,   CoOP   BOATTAIL X 10 

TABLE   (2.5-4)    CONT'D    (3) 
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2.5.5    INSTRUCTIONS  FOR USE OF THE PROPOSED METHODS  FOR IHE  TOTAL ZERO 
LIFT PRESSURE  DRAG COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES   (EXCLUSIVE OF BASE DRAG) 

(i)  Basic Data Preparation 

The basic geometric  parameters of a 
given missile configuration,  pertinent 
to the zero-lift pressure drag evalu- 
ation,  should be numerically specified 
and tabulated as indicated in the re- 
spective Table  (2.3-5), 

(1) List of Working Graphs  For Body 
Pressure Drag   

(a) Supersonic  speeds   (   l.2<M<5). 

Nose Cones. Coopc : 

Figs  (2.5-11)  and  (2,5-12)   (set  "A")  or 
Figs  (2.5-1)  and  (2.5-2)   (set "B") 

Nose Ogives, ÄCDopo : 

Fig (2.5-13) 
(Auxiliary:   Fig (2.4-43)) 

Minimum Pressure  Drag Nose Shapes, 
C

DOPFORE : 

Fig (2.5-14) 
(Auxiliary:     Figs  (2.5-8)   s"-*   fn  'r-9)) 

ACoOPNTIP 

Nose Tip Bluntness Effects, 

Fig  (2.5-15) 

Conical Boattails,  COOPBTC '• 

Fig (2.5-16)(set "A") 
Figs  (2.4-44)  and (2,5-19)   (set "B") 

Parabolic Boattails, CDOPBTO : 

Fig  (2,5-17)   (set   "A") 
Fig (2.4-44 and (2.5-19)   (set "B") 

Forebody Interference, A Cooper (FORE) : 

Fig (2.5-20) (Conical Afterbody-Fore- 
body Combinations) 

Fig (2.5-21) (Parabolic Fore-Afterbody 
Combinations) 

(b) Mach Number M - I . 

Nose Cones, C^pg : 

Fig (2.5-4) 

Nose Ogives, Coop : 

Fig (2.5-5) 

The accuracy of the charts is stated 
in the respective text,  i.e., it is 
within the general accuracy  of theories 
used In each case. 

A self-explaining computation pro- 
cedure  is  illustrated on the related 
Tables,  using both sets  "A" and  "B" of 
the listed figures,  see Tables  (2.5-14) 
and  (2.5-15). 

Basic data for respective missile 
part geometries are presented in the 
Table  (2.4-8) of the preceding Section 
2.4. 

(2) List of Working Graphs for Wing 
(or Fin)  Pressure Drag 

(a) Inviscid pressure drag,   CDOPWEXP 
or    COOPFEXP 

Figs   (2.5-22),   (2.5-22a)   and 
(2.5-25)   (auxiliary data) 

Profile shape corrections: 

Fig (2.5-26) 

Straight, no taper wings: 

Figs   (2.5-27),   (2.5-28)  and (2.5-29) 

Delta wings: 

Figs   (2.5-30) and (2.5-31) 

Straight tapered wings: 

Fig  (2.5-32) 

Clipped delta wings: 

Fig (2.5-33) 

Swept back,  no taper wings: 

Figs  (2.5-34),   (2.5-35)  and (2.5-36) 

(b) Viscous pressure drag, CQOPWWIS or 
CDOpFVIS 

Figs  (2.5-23)  and (2.5-24) 

(c) Leading edge bluntness drag, 
COOPWLE        Or CoopFLE: 

Fig (2.5-37) 

The accuracy of the charts is stated 
in the respective text, i.e., it is 
within the general accuracy of 
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theories used in each case. 

A self-explaining computation pro- 
cedure is illustrated in the related 
Tables  (2.5-5)   to (2.5-13). 

Basic data for respective wing 
geometry are presented in Table  (2.4-8) 
of the preceeding Section 2A. 

(3)  The Proposed Method for the Total 
Zero-1 ift Pressure Drag Coefficient 
Estimates  (Exclusive of Base Dra^) 

The propdsed computation procedure 
for the total  zero-lift pressure drag 
coefficient evaluation is presented 
in the adopted  stepwise self-instructive 
way in Tables   (2.5-5)  to (2.5-16). 

Therefore,  no specific  additional  : 
structions are required. 

Within the reasonings and the 
approximations  stated  in this Secti 
the final expression for the presst 
drag coefficient  takes  the form: 

CD0P   -    [ (C00pC   +   ACDOPO   ■*■   ACoopNTIp) + 

+    (CDOPBT   ■*■    ÄCDOPBT(FORF.))J   + 

+ [ CoopwEXP    +    CoopWVIS   +   C0op WLEJ 

+ [ CD0PFEXP   +     COOPFVIS      +  C0OPFLE ] 
(2.5-91 
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TABl t     II  S-91 

MALTTiC«.   CKmCSIONI AND HELATIO    MWHI   FOfl   PHCflUHC    MAI-COIPrCUNT     IITIMATES 

WO LCADiNC   tDQf  ILUNTNlll MCLUMD)      [(M»l. 11, {MO «Mkl  Q* ATTACK.   NIPIIICNCI 

CM    WiNfll [FiNII    AT    lUKIIIONIC      tUtÜt.    iNCLUOiNI     VII   Uul     'On*   MUQ (•«»(    DMAt 

MCA    »r>T10I/4.   ICONtULT   FiO-ZMFON   CNltlCAL   H»ü"i»   ANGkE   HCJTNlCTIONl) 

BASIC    UIFiNiTlONB 

TTPf   or WIN« PLMrotm 

111 

BASIC    TWO-OMCNSIONAi.  THEOHCTiCAL 

MINIMUM    CWQ    DOUBLE    WCOgt 

DOUBLE    ITMMETRY    AiNFOiL 

«FHC*sr, cbopw.HfFFWNfi   MCA.Swt^' 

ACKCRCI   LINEAMIZED   THEOflV. 

flCP   It»-II 

IMI   TiM I S-4 ) 

ßMl4-ll, l IM FIG Z •>-£*>) 

q-BUSCMAMN'S   COEFFICIENT.   |~ 

(Hi   2 9-4) 

or   FIO I2.S-2ZO) 

COWAECTIVE   FACTO«   FQW   V>KOU% *(mt] CO**tC,rtytfkCJQn   fQW    VAWIQUI    *»WPOiL   JMJffj 
tMAO   EFFECTS.   TuMULEHT   ».L,. ISl^UIlt     lAHtfTlieiL      "       "MllOM   TtflfVlitfl       ? 

CPMUfl __L_ll£ON VfM   AIWFOH.S |      S^ANWHI   SHIFT 

r>i/2  FOR OOUBLE  SYMMETRY 

Vl"00lR 

(8/8j'•f'^' . (»K   FI8  1.9-241 

e, -t S/D/WV       («LAIIUS) 

-^^^ 
L^^ 

e»j* 
_^_J 

4-«-S .   Wit.ft'SI 
or 

(-FROM  FIB. 12 I*U1 

(TWEORT, «CF 2 5->) 

TABLE   12 9-51   CONTINUED 

wm^MMii flSKUaa vwiouaAivQiLSHtfts 

M 

5 .  "> ' a    .REF,(29-I1 

US   AIRFQIL    SHU 
TiNflcrwrnr 
8TMMCTRIC  AIRFQILS 

SEMI-EMPIRICAL   CORRECT"^ 

BEF. {2.9-51 

BLUFF   SYMMETRIC 
BICONVEX   AIRFOILS 

SEMI-EH(WICAL CORRECTION, 

RCF. t Z. 9 - 5 1 

i-SAs 

NOTE:    ALL    CORRtCTiVE     FACTORS    FOR    AIRFOIL  SHAPE     VARIATIONS. J,   *0  &     ARE 

SECONO   ORDER    CORRECTIONS     (BUSEMANNI     ARC    NEOLECTED    IN    THIS   CASE 

CORRECTIVE   FACTOR  FOR 
--FE   

St 

f r 

FINAL EKPRC^ION  A^RE^tRENCE   PIOUHC 
[«yfclin   üBB  1  

BASED     Oh     THE     LINEAR     l&CKfRET)      THEORY, 
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TAtLE    (2 S'9 I 

run I, A-8- Jssr 

NOT«: PQ*   •MMWIIC    v*«iiL« |l/CI,fflTH 

nnir AMMOMIMATION an u «rir^NCf 

SnUitMT     HfCrAMULM    PLANTOM     WITH 

oou«.i   fvwM«n»v ftcowvtx   kmat 

ini*l«MT    mCTANflULM    n-MFOM     VITN 

MUM    MtfMf IVWIKTWC   AMPOIL, #tTW UASHUM 

'H-CWIW.il/Cl^^ INirTtO FONWM 0« ■ICIfl— 

9ni«»4r   MtCllMULM   PLMI^OWM, HCMVCI 

rrMMfTHC   A'dfOIL,  «iTH   MAIHUM   TMlCKNIM 

tl/C)    IMtfTfO    rONWU»    0«     •ACRWAKO 

fTHAMHT   NCCTAMULAft FUMWWM    WITH  MQQ- 

nCO  OOU«LC    MOM   DOUtLf    IVMHCTHr 

mggL  
ITMiOMT   HECTAMULW  MWWHM WITH   iMHit 

STttAltlMT «CCTJMU.Aff PuwrOW» WiTH 

91WHCT*C WCOWVE« AtWQiL WITH |uW 

tAH     AT   (I/O««. 

■utfbAMi-i »CCMO cMOin T»4arr, 

,      «If • 
C00»WCKP ' 

■UHMANN'I     COC'lCltNT«: 

C,  tM C|-   (M  TAIL.!   (1.9-4) 

M«   nr < LI-tM) 

©■® 

0-® 

®-® 

0'® 

-jiÄar^"-^j-® 

® 

COH'T    (l| 

PUAHFOftlM 

(SI ,., 1!) (•) in in H) (101 

f, 1 1 r i 1 Ä 

5 f, 1 ' ■ i Ä »««-••^-j-^XS'X-S'J-Q'Jl 

/; < 4 ' i ' J> («D^.wow.i-gHS-jt-w"®-J; 

s- 6 S ( i • * K^«c1Jvrt.).®.e-t^-^i. ©.4.4 

r ■ « i r, <Cft,^«i»^..>-®®-«'t-®--C 

( 1 - X /, «(^.♦«»^.'•©'i'j; 

i J-, 1 i 4 4 ^o^«^-*)-® ■•{■? 

TABLE 12 5-31 

STNAIOHT     TAPCRCO 

STUAJOHT   SrHMCTfttCALLV    TAKRCD    «VtNOt    WITH   DOUlLC 

«CDOC. DOUV-t    SYMMETRY   AMPOtL   MCr.ON  Of CCNITANT 

 'WKP 

/»•<<-.i« . 

STKAlSHT  SYMMETWCALL"    TAfCRCD  «iNGt MTH DOUH^ 

STMHCTRY    VCONVCX      AtRTOiU 

9T1IAIWT SVMUCTRiCALLT TVCHD WIN« WITH 9YMWTR1CAL 

OOUBLC WfDOE AHm«., 'ttxiMO'« rMCKNf IS Ll*C SHFTtß 

FOmiMO OR BACR«U>0 'OR A CONSTANT PCRCfMME Of 

CHOHO    AtOM    THC     -JMN. 

fTIUVfr inf«TmCALLV   WCflCO  WMM WITH irtNHTRICAL 

■OOfntX  AIRRM., MAMIMUM    THKXNCtl LtNC   SHIfTCO fOR- 

WARO ON  lACmMMO   row   A   cmtTANT    OCRCEHTAM   Of 

CHOHO   ALOW    THE    MAM. 

ITRAtMsT lYMMBTinCALLT 

MoofiCD OOOILC   «noac. 0 

COMSTMT   ALONO  TMC    SPAN 

«IMM   WITH    A 

STMIÄYBT  AIRTOL,   « 

LINCARI2ED   THCORY,   PCf  (2 5-31 

CROSiPLUT    Of    C^--^   VO 

".-5^*-   FS   PWEÄNTtD 
^ ON   no   ( I 5-32) 

VCR THRCE    TAPCR  RATIOS' 

X- Cf/Cr •   0.     25 OMtf   50 

•W ® 

® 

® 

® 

® 

CONT'D    121 

WIHO     FLANfORHS 

!>, (4) (61 (•) if (8 (91 (10) 

jr 1 1 ' ' • 5 

j: s 1 1 , X 's.^«o.^.'-®-f-W-®-5 

J! ' ü l » 'W ,!<h^«'-®'S-W-®-S 

J; r, ' 1 J; «w,* <«,»•• > ■ ®t-j; -f-f S-r/i 

1 % ■ is 
1 

(Wi ♦ W*i ■ ©*■*<■ ® "4 
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TÄ»tl   it it)   CONT'D (J| OtLlA   wiNOS 

air*  WIND   ^HH DouB^t   «tDM   rmvirm  AHFOIL 

c*S':    I    lu^CMtONiC   LEAOiNO    'POt. WTKIOHIC    M*m 
Mu»    TMICKNISB    UNt 

■(»C-.1    -colm  ■ 

'NfARI/ED     '-'t     ic      ME'    <c   j    til 

^(ft-'t-O]-® 

,«> niiA.>iooA, 

M  -IffiA, 

C*EXP' 'V2I 

CASE   n tuaSOKIC    LEADING   EDGE, SJPFRSONIC MWIMUM 

THICKNESS    LINE 

„. -lull* 
/* 

ton/^^f _, tonA. 

VXP     'wop 

til -'I        SEE     'n,   ( ,    ',    VJ ) 

LMARIZED      fMEOfll,       SEF    (i S   6») 

(J.-^-.«.,w.ji-® 

VALID     FOR     njt     AND    fn-. I 

• f II ■ ()        SEE      '10   (2 9-31) 

"t-t- 
4)|lS)|[«>||T| (|) (« 

■Si  '    1 

^»».♦•'UOI,...!1 ®'?-^- 

,,1ll»«tg,|.C*M'l , ,    "rr" 11    , 

. I i   "m        _J .   . 1 ^ (?.......,;]]. 

g).i „.iJygiiiygi „. »JI*1»   ,, 

1»!? ST^TT * rr-^7 IT" ^"TP - ^)|] 

„^w 

.w2 
M^-.K1-..' 

VALID     F'.B      n»l        AND 

CASESI        SUBSONIC    LEADING  EDGE, SUBSONIC   MAXIMUM 

THICKNESS      L'NE 

, .   '9"A 

m ■  .(■".ii /M„) 

tmiA,;» tan.A,^rf Cjgvp. (Cf/2) 

DELTA     W««    WITH   STMMETRK:     BICONVEX      AIRFOIL _^ 

LINEARIZED      THEO«Y,      REF    I!   5-691 

Z ll/Cl2/ Og'".''       Fln.r)     . 

VALID    FOR     13-1     AND     rn>i 

CAUI> IT 
CASEV' 0 

cASEai m" 

^ 1 1 1 •s. 

VAUD     FO*     n>i      WO     rn>i 

■i. I 1 1 
1 

■; "^P-'/lCo«.-.1   ■©•f'W'   ©-(7 
'j 1 1 1 1 

ico.,-*«»,^,.) ^.c.^r,, y,^ 

5, 5 1 J 1 _l_ I "»..«(^„„.i^.c-'.^'O-i-,                                  1 
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TABLl  12 5-7)    Uf  12 V9I   AND   II »-«1 

TOTAL   PHtSSu«   DRAG  COiniCiCNM C^^-.-^Co^^^,, I, «TBAlQMT   «CTANOULA»   WIHO  PLANFW 

HACK 
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M 
N.ft c, ti icnV VC, IVV«! i«!.."1 i 
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uiÜMU*«*.^ *■«•*•«• 

1                                                               TABLE   (2.5-8) 

1                                                      SEE   T (2.5-5) AND     T (2.5-6) 

1                       ALTERNATIVE       METHOD    OF     COMPUTING     FACTOR                           | 

1                       (A)*®'®        FR0M     0|RECT      READINGS     OF 

FIGS (2.5-27)   (TAPER •!)               (FOR     REST     OF 

!                     CORRECTIONS      FOLLOW    T(2.5-7)   ON)                                              j 

MACH 
1 

NO 

M 

ALTITUDE 

H 

tt, 

(Mi-I),/2 |AR(Mi-l)l/2 (Mi-I)/2 

Coopw ® ® » ® 
(t/C)2 

© © 1       ® i ® 0 ® 0 

!    T 
(2.3-5) 

T 
(2.3-5) 

FIG 
(2.5-25) 

AR x  (M) j (gVlt/c)2 FIG 
(2.5-27) 1®/® 

jj    1 

1.2 1           II 
1.5 

11 2.0 

2.5 

3.0 
g 

j 3.5 1 j 
4.0 

4.5 

1 50 
ETC. 

j       (t/c)".                                                                                                1 

AR « 
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TABLt     114-10) 
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TAILI     11  »'HI 

1                                                                                   TOTAL        MICS9U«           DBA«        COfFFICINT,  1 C^p^^* 

|                                                                                     (OOUlLC      *COOC     OH      HCONVCll     DOUlLl     tVMkWTNV 
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j                                                                       TABLE     (2.5-12)                                                             1 
PRESSURE      DRAG       COEFFICIENT      DUE      TO     LEADING-EDGE        BLUNTNESS, 

^OpWLE         0R       COOpFLE 

(SEMICIRCULAR     LEADING    EDGE) 

MACH 

NO 

M 

ALTITUDE 

H 

ft 

NEWTONIAN   IMPACT   THEORY 

(INDEPENDENT   OF      M   ) 

SEMI-EMPIRICAL    METHOD, iLE» R^        || 
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P 0 ® ® © 
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NOTE:                                                                                                                                                        I 

1E=RBL                            ^LE1                      col/\LE=                         1 
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j                                                                                                                                                  TABLE 

SUMMARY     OF     WiNO   (OH   FIN)     TOTAL    PRKSSURC      ORAO 

i                                                                                      (COOpWflF        *       ^DUpWViB      *    Coupon) 
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I.   GEOMETRY 

D        - Cylinder diameter,  ft. 

OB      - Base diameter,   ft. 

DM      - Nozzle diameter,  ft. 

N        - Number  of fins. 

bf      - The fin total  span. 

hFEXP - The individual  fin height,  ft. 

{t/c)F - The airfoil  thickness ratio. 

Cr      - The fin root chord,  ft. 

(X/OF- The fin trailing edge    root chord relative position with 
respect to body base, positive forward. 

Ap     - The fin sweep-back angle. 

9B     - The conical  boattail angle;  for parabolic bodies,  boattail 
angle of an  inscribed cone,  degrees,   op = Z6B • 
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file,  degrees. 

bwEXN ~ Exposed wing  span,  ft. 
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II,  PHYSICAL 

The jet static temperature,  0R  ,  absolute. 

The ambient  static temperature 0R absolute. 

The altitude static pressure, PH s P»,#/sq.ft. 

The free-stream Mach Number, MH = M» . 
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TH 

P 

MH 

Pb 

Ree The Reynolds Number, referred to exposed wing (or fin) mean 
geometric chord. 
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- Maximum diameter location coefficient). 

- Stream function, 

- Boundary layer thickness, 

- Zero-lift drag force coefficient,  nondimensional,   referred 
to the common reference area, Sr   ,   and the  flow conditions 
at  "infinity".  Standard Atmosphere at each flight altitude, 
H: 

Coo 
Zero-Lift   Drag  Force 

OH Sr 

CoOb Zero-lift base pressure drag force coefficient,  nondimen- 
sional,   referred  to  the  common reference area, Sr ,   and   the 
flow conditions at  "infinity",  Standard Atmosphere at  each 
flight altitude, H: 

,   SBASE v 
Coob  s   (-Cpb)  (—-—) 

III. SUBSCRIPTS 

B     - Refers to the body in general. 

BT    - Refers to the boattail section of body. 

BT(F)   - Refers to the boattail in presence of fins. 
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F 

F(BT) 

FORE Refers to the forebody, i,e., to the body section ahead of the 
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T(JET) - Refers to tail in presence of the jet. 
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WET - Refers to the wetted area of a missile part. 
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'   - Mean value of quantity. 
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2,6    BASE  DRAG 

2.6. L    INTRODUCTION 

For bLunt-base  bodies,   the base drag 
component, CDOb ,   (including the smaller 
contribution from trailing-edge blunt- 
ness effects)  constitutes an appreciable 
fraction of  the  total  drag force at 
supersonic  speeds. 

The base drag arises  from the  static 
pressure that is created  in  the  viscous 
dead-air region at the   rear of the body. 
It is largely influenced by  the pattern 
in which the free  stream flow closes  in 
behind the body  (usually through a 
slip-off expansion-compression wave  com- 
bination)  and by  the manner  in which 
the boundary  layer at  the base mixes 
with both the  dead-air  region and the 
outside free-stream flow.     The phenomena 
is  of a predominantly  viscous nature  and, 
consequently,  cannot  be  treated within 
the concepts  of potential fluid theory. 
Instead,  semi-empirical  correlations  of 
various experimental  data are required. 

The fundamental assumptions,   stated 
in Section 1.2,  are applied to  the pre- 
sent analysis  of the  base drag phenomena, 
i.e., only symmetric,   steady  (or even- 
tually "quasi-steady")   flow  (or flight) 
in a Standard Atmosphere  (void of any 
turbulence)  are investigated. 

The main parameters  controlling the 
base drag phenomena within the  steady 
flow concept  are: 

(1) Type of flow:      two-dimensional, 
axially symmetric,   general  three dimen- 
sional, 

(2) Type of boundary layer at the 
base:     laminar,   transitional,   turbulent, 

(3) Base configuration;     boattailing 
and general body   shape  ahead  of base, 

(4) Mach Number, 

(5) Reynolds Number, 

(6) The  shift of  the  transition 
point from laminar to  turbulent boundary 
layer flows, 

(7) Thermal conditions at the base, 

(8) The angle-of-attack, 

(9) The fin-interference effects. 

(10) The  "jet-pump" effects, 

(11) The flight altitude  (rarefied 
gas effects). 

In  the proposed method of engineer- 
ing analysis, only some of the influen- 
tial parameters are taken into account. 
Thus,   it  is further assumed  that: 

(a) For the restrictive no-lift 
conditions,   ( CL~0 ),   it is  assumed 
that the flow around the body near the 
base  is not separated. 

(b) The boundary layer  is fully 
turbulent before slipping  off  the rear 
of  the  body. 

(c) Thermal conditions  at  the  base 
are not fully taker, into account,  since 
no extensive data,  on the  heat effects 
are available.     Partial  corrections, 
when  included,  are from rather  scarce 
experimental evidence. 

Other effects,  listed above under 
(1)  to  (II),  are taken into considera- 
tion in preparing the working charts 
for the base drag coefficient esti- 
mates as follows: 

For bodies of revolution,the exter- 
nal flow is taken as axially symmetric. 
Wings and fins are assumed two-dimen- 
sional when theoretical data are used, 
i.e., the tip effects and the spanwise 
flow streaming with swept-back con- 
figurations are not explicitly repre- 
sented;   they are automatically included 
in an implicit form in the respective 
experimental measurements.     Base con- 
figurations consist of relatively re- 
stricted boattailing ( eB <I50).     The 
influence of fin size,   shape and posi- 
tion on the base pressure  is tenta- 
tively expressed as a separate  inter- 
ference effect and estimated on the 
basis  of the few available empirical 
data.     "Jet pump" effects  are taken 
into account, mostly from data obtained 
from direct free-flight measurements. 

In the following Sections, 2.6.2 and 
2.6.3,  a general survey of the  techni- 
cal literature used in the preparation 
of data and a qualitative summary anal- 
ysis  of various influence parameters on 
the base pressure values  are presented 
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The explicit express ions for the base 
pressure evaluation and the proposed 

method for direct computations are 
worked out in detail in Section 2.6.U. 

2.6,2    A BRIEF SURVEY OF IHE 
BASE PRESSURE REFERENCES 

In the early Refs (2.6-1) to (2.6-4), 
(Harris, Gabeaud, Depreux, von Karman), 
the base pressure has been studied con- 
sidering the inviscid influence of Mach 
Number only The neglect of viacous 
effects, cc tituting actually the very 
basis of thv. phenomena, proved to be a 
serious shortcoming of  the theories. 

Studies of the viscous effects on 
base pressure were notably undertaken 
by Cope(6)  and Chapman(5),     They in- 
vestigated simultaneously the Mach 
Number,  the Reynolds Number,  and the 
general viscous  flow pattern effects 
at the base.    Cope derived a semi- 
empirical method for the base drag 
estimates in terms of Mach Number, 
Reynolds Number and  the boundary layer 
flow type.    Chapman used "inviscid" 
supersonic wake solutions  in combina- 
tion with existing experimental evi- 
dence,  and derived a general semi- 
empirical method which is described 
later. 

The first pure theoretical treatment 
of the "viscous" problem in its sim- 
plest form (i.e., without any side- 
effects such as  jet  interference,  tem- 
perature,  etc.). has been presented by 
Crocco and Lees'9)   by applying their 
"mixing theory" to the base pressure 
analysis on blunt trailing edge air- 
foils.     Their conclusions agreed fairly 
well with the semi-empirical deriva- 
tions of Chapman(7)  and with the experi- 
mental data of BogdanoffC), 

Thus,  regarding cylindrical bodies 
of revolution with or without boat- 
tailing,  as well as  two-dimensional 
airfoil sections,  useful engineering 
data may be found in Refs by Crocco 
and Lees(9), ChapmanC5,7),  Cortright 
and Schroeder(12)^  Cope(6),  Gabeaud(2), 
Kurzweg^-^)  an(i Love(ll-).    Assuming a 
turbulent boundary  layer,   semi- 
theoretical data in good agreement with 
the existing experimental evidence of 
base pressure estimates for bodies  of 
revolution with or without boattailing, 
and for two-dimensional airfoils, may 
be found in Refs by Chapman(5,7) Cort- 
right and Schroeder(12) and Love(^). 
Unfortunately,  a direct application of 
their methods for engineering purposes 

is recommendable only in cases  of no 
boattailing, due to relative complexity 
of the methods  in the case of boat- 
tailed bodies.     For the  latter, 
empirical data based on accumulated 
experimental evidence are easier to 
use. 

As  the importance of reliable pre- 
dictions of the missile base pressure 
values has become more and more im- 
portant,  other experimental and  semi- 
empirical data and methods,   including 
many new variables  (jet-effects ,   tem- 
perature conditions,  rarefied gas 
effects, etc.),  are constantly being 
accumulated,  see respective Refs. 
(2.6-7),   (2.6-8),   (2,6-11),   (2.6-14) 
to  (2.6-31). 

Thus,   in the Refs,   (2.6-5),   (2.6-20), 
(2,6-21),   (2,6-22),   (2.6-27),   (Chap- 
man,  Love Perkins,  Hart,  Reller), 
support interference effects on base 
pressure are investigated.    Explicit 
effects of the Reynolds Number at a 
constant Mach Number are studied in 
Refe,   (2.6-5),   (2.6-13),   (2,6-15), 
(2,6-19),   (2.6-20),   (2,6-27),   (Chap- 
man,  Kurzweg,  Perkins,  Love,  Reller). 
Fin interference and jet-pump effects 
are also partially covered in some of 
the references.    Two-dimensional base 
pressures are well presented in Refs. 
(2.6-U) by von Karman and  (2.6-31) 
by Morrow and Katz. 

Regarding the relative magnitude 
of the base drag term at supersonic 
speeds,  some wind-tunnel experiments 
indicate that the base drag component 
is  small with respect to the total 
body drag when the body is plump with 
a blunt nose.    However,   the base drag 
is  of the same order of magnitude as 
the skin friction drag when the bodies 
are  sharp pointed and  slender  (super- 
sonic long range missiles and pro- 
jectiles) . 

Unfortunately,  a unified theoretical 
or a semi-empirical treatment of all 
the variables which influence the base 
drag under the actual flight condi- 
tions has not been yet developed. 
Therefore,   in proposing the working 
charts for design purposes,  a gradual 
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build-up procedure from simple cylin- 
der-cone to more complicated ce'ies has 
been adopted.    The number of variables 
is thus increased  in an additive way 
as indicated by the proposed analytical 
expression    for the base-pressure, 
see Section 1,7.4. 

As an illustration of the semi-empiri- 
cal methods used  in the present bsse 
pressure analysis,   the Chapman's tmd 
the Love's approaches  to the problem 
are outlined below. 

(i) Chapman's Solution of the Base 
Pressure 

In the Ref  (2.6-5), an interesting 
semi-theoretical approach to the base 
pressure evaluation (without jet-pump 
effects) has  been defined by Chapman. 
Since the general Body configuration 
has effects  on both the potential free- 
stream flow and the viscous boundary 
layer, Chapman split the problem into 
two parts.    First, he defined a "mean 
static pressure of the  outer,  invis- 
cid flow", p' , which accounts for the 
body configuration effects on the 
free-stream,  including the boattail 
angle,  the nose shape,   and the cylin- 
drical mid-section.     This reference 
mean pressure^',  represents a hypo- 
thetical average  static pressure  ob- 
tained by the method of characteristics 
which would exist if the body were 
prolonged for one diameter distance 
behind the base,   see Fig (2,6-1). 
In this way.  Chapman actually eliminated 
the body shape parameter as an explicit 
independent variable by taking its in- 
fluence on the free stream implicitly 
through the above defined hypothetical 
reference pressure.p'sfd/), where M' cor- 
responds to p' .     In the second step, 
the available experimental data were 
correlated through the pressure ratio 
{pb/p/)by a single correlation curve as 
the function of  the Mach Number 
and the body geometry.     This second term 
thus expresses  the body shape influence 
on the boundary  layer,   i.e., the viscous 
effects.    Analytically: 

(£H£K>) (2.6-1) 
where (p'/p, )  is  the calculated average 
inviscid free stream static pressure 
ratio, and ( pb/p/ ) the  correlated ex- 
perimental evidence. 

Regarding applicability of data to 
design purposes,   some useful approxima- 
tions, based on  observations, can be in- 
troduced for supersonic regimes: 

—i—i...n 

(1) The nose shape influences the 
base pressure only if  the total body 
fineness ratio (L/D) is less than S. 
It means that,   in general,   only the 
body shape up to some five diameters 
from the base affects  appreciably the 
base pressure.    Consequently, for slen- 
der,  relatively high fineness ratio 
bodies without boattailing,  the p' ref- 
erence pressure can be approximately 
taken as equal to  the pa value.      The 
experimental verifications of the above 
assumption can be found  in Refs.  by 
L0ve,(i.l)    Reller(27)f   charters and 
Turetsky(23). 

(2) At supersonic speeds,  the static 
pressure behind an airfoil in two-di- 
mensional inviscid flow is equal to 
its free stream value, pa   .     Therefore, 
in a first approximation,  the pressure 
drag due to trailing edge bluntness can 
be  taken as p/=pt(. 

(3) Boattailing of bodies of revo- 
lutions increases  the  "afterbody pres- 
sure drag" in front of the base,p0  , 
but at the same time raises  the refer- 
ence^,value above that of the free- 
stream static pressure, pa ,  i.e., de- 
creases the base drag.    By boattail- 
ing,   the total pressure drag is even- 
tually decreased.     But  "boattailing" 
of two-dimensional blunt-base airfoils 
has  only little numerical effect on 
trailing-edge base pressure value,  see 
Figs  (2.6-2)  and  (2.6-3)f i.e., far less 
than in the case  of bodies  of revolu- 
tion. 

(4) As  stated  later,   there are three 
primary Mach Number effects  on the 
base pressure.    In applying the Chap- 
man's method,  a reference Mach Number, 
M'  ,  corresponding to the reference 
pressure, p' ,  should be used.     Such a 
choice of a reference Mach Number would 
presumably account for the various 
Mach Number effects as related to body 
shape,  type of mixing process and the 
boundary layer characteristics. 

(5) Assuming a fully turbulent flow 
on all wetted surfaces,  the Reynolds 
Number effects,  as related to the body 
geometry,  can be represented by the 
ratio (8/D).    For small boattail angles 
(0B<I5*),  it can be assumed that the 
pressure-gradient variation does not 
affect the boundary layer thickness (8) 
appreciably.    Consequently,  for the 
given value of M' ,  the boundary layer 
thickness can be considered as solely 
a function of the Reynolds Number at 
the base,  i.e., for a  turbulent boundary 
layer: 
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Fig (2 6-l)M6fhod of evoluoting   P'   together    with   some    specific 
values.    Ref  (2.6-5) 
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p'- rtftrtne«   mton prauur« of out«r    flow 
> at dtflnod by 

M'- roftronct  moon frto-itroom   Moch Nutnbor J Chopmon, 
Rtf (2.6-8) 

J Che 

Fig (2.6-2) Effect of  Reynolds Number on  böte    pressure   of 
bodies   of   revolution  with   turbulent   boundary 
loyers.    Ref  (2.6-5) 

p'- reference   mean pressure of  outer flow 
M'—reference   meon    free-stream    Moch "      ] Number J 

as  defined by Chapman 
Ref (2.6-5) 

Fig (2.6-3) Base-pressure   correlation  for bodies  of   revolution   with 
relatively   thin    turbulent   boundary layer. 
Ref (2.6-5) 
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(2.6-2) 

or, since the above interpretation 
represents the second term in Chapman's 
expression, Eq (2.6-1), it follows that: 

(£)=««'. ./0W[M'.!£21]  (26_3) 

With these simplifications for the 
(p'/p^)   and the (Pb/p') ratios,  both  the 
Mach Number and   the Reynolds Number 
effects can be computed by Chapman's 
method.     The results are  in good agree- 
ment with experimental evidence,  see 
Pigs  (2.6-2) and   (2.6-3),    The Reynolds 
Number effects prove to have but negli- 
gible effect for  bodies of revolution 
with relatively  thin boundary layers 
(8/D   small); while, for two-dimensional 
airfoils the effect is appreciable, 
(8/lBwi)   ,  see Fig (2.6-5).    In both cases 
a turbulent boundary layer is assumed. 

(ii) Love's Solution of the Base Pres- 
sure 

In the Ref  (2,6-33),  Love presented 

an alternative semi-empirical .nethod 
for estimating base  pressures for two- 
dimensional airfoil bases and the bases 
of bodies of revolution,  assuming tur- 
bulent boundary layers.     This method 
represents an extension of the Cort- 
right's and Schroeder's analysis(12), 
and is verified by many direct experi- 
mental measurements.     The results are 
in a very good agreement with Chapman's 
(5),  see Fig (2,6-6).     Additionally, 
boattailing effects  and fin-interference 
effects are treated by using available 
experimental data. 

Combining the Chapman's and the 
Love's results,   the respective final 
working charts have  been prepared for 
cylindrical bodies of revolution. 

When comparing these semi-empirical 
curves with the respective experimental 
data,  a cautious selection should be 
made.    In some free-flight and wind- 
tunnel measurements, the pick-up ori- 
fices for base pressure readings have 
been located at the body outer envelope 
"near" the base, mostly because of 
structural reasons.     Such "base pres- 
sure" readings,   taken  outside the dead 
wake region,  are hardly representative 
for a proper base drag evaluation. 
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Fig  (2.6-4)Bo$e-     essure   correlation   for   airfoils   with 
relatively    thin   turbulent  boundary  layers. Ref(2.6-5) 

c  -   airfoil   chord 
' h —   airfoil   base   thickness 

Fig (2.S-5) Effect of   Reynolds   Number on base  pressure  of 
airfoils    with    turbulent   boundary   layers. Ref (2.6-5) 
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Fig (2 .6 -6 ) Base pressure on bodi»! of revolution having cylindrical afterbodies (No fins ) 
Ref ( 2 . 6 - 3 3 ) 
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■ 2.6,3 A SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN INFLUENTIAL PARAMETERS 

A simplified schematic illustration 
of the base flow pattern is presented 
in Fig (2.6-7). Excluding rarefied gas 
effects and assuming a fully turbulent 
boundary layer over the rear portion of 
the missile configuration, the follow- 

ing brief conclusions regarding the main 
influential parameters may be derived 
from the existing theoretical and ex- 
perimental evidence: 

(i) Reynolds Number Effects 

Being primarily a viscous phenomena, 
the base pressure is necessarily a strong 
function of the boundary layer type 
and its development history along the 
body.  A shift of the transition point 
from laminar to turbulent boundary layers 
along the body length additionally af- 
fects the viscous flow conditions at the 
base (3**) (Kavanau). Since a predomi- 
nantly turbulent boundary layer has been 
assumed on the cylindrical part of the 
missile body, this effect can be neg- 
lected, see Chapman'*,7) t an{j[ Faro^l^). 
Thus, in a first approximation, it can 
be stated that the Reynolds Number affects 
the base pressure values through the 
conditions of tha turbulent boundary 
layer as estimated at the base.  Even 
with this simplification, experimental 
evidence indicates that the boundary 
layer state at the base may be in some 
cases additionally influenced by the 
geometry of the body configuration ahead 
of the base.  Notably, if the nose con- 
figurations are not faired smoothly with 
the cylindrical portion of the body, 
and for low fineness-ratio values 
(LN+LCYU/D  , the base drag may be ad- 
versely affected, i.e., increased. 

From experimental evidence, Ref 
(2.6-8), by Bogdanoff, it can be con- 
cluded that the Reynolds Number effects 
on base pressure values with cone-cyliu- 
der configurations are in a more general 
case as follows: 

- If a laminar boundary layer is main- 
tained at the base, a rapid decrease ir. 
base pressure occurs with increased Rey- 
nolds Number.  When the boundary layer 
transition occurs at the base, a further 
increase in Reynolds Number increases 
the base pressure.  This is followed by 
a slow steady decrease in the base pres- 
sure values as the transition moves fore- 
ward on the body.  Thus,, assuming a fully 
turbulent boundary layer along the body, 
only slightly conservative estimates cf 
the base pressure may be anticipated. 

since in most cases the transition 
point under free flight conditions 
should be well forward on the main body4 

(ii.) Mach Number Effects 

The manifold effects caused by the 
Mach Number variation influences: 

(1) The average pressure of the 
outer free stream flow, 

(2) The average density and velocity 
profiles of the boundary layer at the 
base, 

(3) The type of mixing process 
(expansion-compression wave pattern 
between the boundary layer and the air 
on each side of it, i.e., both in the 
free stream and in the dead air re- 
gions). 

For the simplest body configuration 
of a cone plus cylinder, with the 
assumed turbulent boundary layer pre- 
vailance, an increase in the Mach 
Number promotes a strong decrease in 
the base pressure coefficient, sec 
Figs (2.6-3), (2.6-6), (2.6-8) and 
(2.6-9). 

(iii) Combined Mach Number and Rey- 
nolds Number Effects   

The Mach Number and the Reynolds 
Number effects are coupled in a 
greater or lesser degree, depending 
upon the type of boundary layer and 
the shift of the transition point. A 
good general summary of the combined 
effects in various cases can be found 
in Ref (2.6-9) by Crocco and Lees. 
With the restriction to turbulent bound- 
ary layers, the Reynolds Number effects 
at supersonic speeds become of a second 
order of importance, see Fig (2.6-2) 
and Refs. (2.6-1U) and (2.6-17). 

(iv) Boattail Effects 

As stated already, the boattail 
effects are also covered by the methods 
of Chapman and Love, but unlike the 
cylindrical body solutions, their 
methods of evaluating the boattail base 
pressures are too complicated for a 
practical use.  Instead, a simpler em- 
pirical expression, based on experi- 
mental data for conical after-bolies 
from Ref (2.6-36) by Stoney, can be 
us-prt; 
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Fig (2.6-8)   Average bate  pressure   drag   coefficient    for    cylindrical  bodies   with 
conical   note«   from   various    tests.   Ref (2.6-13) fig. I,   J.A.S. vol. 18, 
no. I,   1951 See    table   (2.6- I ) 
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TABLE    (2.6-1) 

MACH 
NUMBER, 

M 
X C0OB CYL. 

1.5 .730 .1715 

1.5 .700 .1905 

1.5 .680 .2030 

2.0 .620 .1360 

2.0 .600 .11*30 

2.0 .570 .1535 

2.5 .520 .1100 

2.5 .500 .11142 

2.5 .h70 .1210 

3.0 .130 .0905 

3.0 .hoc .0953 

3.0 .360 .1016 

3.5 .380 .0723 

3.5 .325 .0786 

3.5 .280 .O8I4O 

lj.0 .310 .0616 

a.o .260 .0660 

h,0 .205 .0710 

h.t .210 .0558 

5.0 .170 .01475 

p 
-ae      •   -A-  • MM)  .READ FROM FIC.l    REF.(2.6-I3 ) 

P 

C0OB 
.TM' 

SEE FIG. (2.6-8) 

CALCULATION «OF BASE DRAO COEFFICIENT USJNO DATA ON BASE PR-SSURE 
OF CYLINDRICAL BODIES FROM   REF. (2.6-13) 
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ACoobBT * CoobcYL[(-o-)- '] 
(2.6-U) 

where (Oj) and (D) are  the base and the 
cylindrical body diameters respectively. 
Note that the reference area is   S,  - 
(»D2/4). 

It follows  that the boattailing exerts 
a definite favorable effect, reducing 
the base drag.     This expression can be 
used only for (6^ OS*) with an acceptable 
accuracy.    Optimum values of 9B are dis- 
cussed later. 

The Eq (2.6-1*)  holds  both for sub- 
sonic and supersonic  speeds,   but care 
must be taken when applying it to pro- 
nounced boattail angles (0B > 15s)   at 
subsonic speeds,  since a negative base 
drag can exist,   see Ref  (2.6-26)  by Katz 
and Stoney. 

The same expression  (2.6-4),  although 
derived for conical afterbodies,  can be 
used,  in a first approximation,  for 
parabolic after-bodies  also. 

For the transonic range of speeds, 
(.8<M<l.2)  ,   the experimental data by 

Katz and Stoney(26)  can be applied. 
They measured base pressures  on several 
fin-stabilized bodies  of parabolic 
arc profiles in free flight and at Rey- 
nolds hurabers ranging from 20 x 106 to 
130 x IQO.     The  body  length was varied 
from 6 to 25 diameters.     The geometric 
data for the test models  are presented 
in  Figs  (2.6-10)  and   (2.6-15) and in 
the  related Table  (2.6-2).     The respec- 
tive accuracy  of  the measurements  is 
given  in Table  (2.6-3).     Although in 
all these cases  fins were present,   they 
were  located one chord  length ahead 
of  the base so that  their effect on the 
base pressure proved to be negligible, 
see Ref^2^-30)   by Spahr and Dickey. 
The forebody configuration effects have 
also been found  to be found  to be 
negligible for the  total fineness ratios 
investigated (L/D>5).     Thus,   the data 
from the Ref (2.6-26)   suitably replotted 
in  the form, 

ÄCpbBT = f(^-' M«)   , 

in the Fig (2,6-15), are recommended for 
use as the base pressure increments due 
to parabolic afterbody shapes as measured 
under actual flight conditions for Mach 
Numbers ranging from 0.8 to l.k and for 
afterbody fineness ratios up to 10, This 
does not include the actual fin-effects, 

if they are mounted nearer to the base 
(closer than one fin-chord). 

In the present paper, the inviscid 
pressure drag change around the body 
due to boattail (base drag excluded), 
has been taken care of in the "pressure 
drag term", see Section 2.5.  In some 
literature, however, this boattail 
inviscid pressure drag can be found 
combined with the boattail base drag 
term, the two together called the"after- 
body drag". This is the case in many 
experimental treatments of the base 
pressures at large. For a quick 
separation of the two terms, the follow- 
ing semi-empirical expression can be 
used: 

CDOpAFT =ACD0PBT + ACD0bBT      ' 

.001 eB+ .0007198 
'DOPAFT' Me 

+ coobcYi.(-D-) (2.6-5) 
where 

n=4       for    M<3.5, 

n = 3      for    M >3.5, 

Sr = irDv4      ,  reference  area, 

6B-  is the angle of slope of a coni- 
cal afterbody in degrees,   used as 
positive,  or angle of slope of an in- 
scribed cone in the case  of  parabolic 
afterbodies  (approximation),  see 
Fig  (2.5-18),  Section 2.5. 

The   first term in Eq   (2.6-5) 
approximates the  second  order theore- 
tical  values,  as calculated  by Jack'-"^, 
while  the second  term is   the empirical 
expression  (2.6-3)   taken in  the  form 
C0ObCYL + ACD0bBT  • 

The.  applicability of Eq   (2,6-5)   is 
restricted to (eB < 15°)   if a reason- 
able accuracy is expected. 

An eventual selection  of minimum 
drag afterbodies,  based  on both theore- 
tical and empirical evidence,   can be 
easily done by following  the simplf. 
rule: 

-  For a given (LBT/D)   ratio,   the 
minimum afterbody drag is  obtained when 
0B = k.50 for conical afterbodies,   or 
when meridians have a base  slope angle 
of 6^ 9° for parabolic afterbodies, 
Note that the tangent to the parabolic 
base angle is always exactly twice that 
of an inscribed conical body, see Fig. 
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11.74 

Modtl   I;    L/D"6.04i   K«LM/L«0.40 
LN« lai",   L»49.3" 
K» Max. Dio. Location   Cotfflclont 

«6 8 

—-26.7--I 
-1 

7.5 

-6.4 

_t 
3.28 

FOR ALL MODELS' 
TTD^» S«   .307ft2 

TT Db2/4» Sb"  J0586 ft8 

>L.E.■4 5• 
SfIN EXP.TOT. • 1.6 9 ft 

PARABOLIC    BODY   SHAPES 

X lc-'-ti¥IH^fw"E"K-^ ii 

Modal 2; L/0*8.9I;    K=0.40 

L«I33.2- 

LN*80.0 
LBT L^ " -12.6     t/c».0278 

^M__ j. r» n *? 
^ ^.3T28 Typ'"' 

Model  3; L/D«I7.78,    K«0.60 Fln 
Sf ction 

-s/"84 

ß^ 
93.7- 

37. B 
^^: 

7.B 

— 8.» ,11.51 

Model 4;    L/D» 12.50, K'0.40 

-183.8- 

110.3 

-»-17.4 

7.» ^^^72. 
X 

Model 5;   L/D>24.50; K> 0.60 

11.72 

FiG (2.6-10)  GEOMETRY   OF   MODELS    TESTED   IN    REF. (26-26) 
ALL  DIMENSIONS     I N 

INCHES,   IF  NOT   STATED    OTHERWISE. 
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TABLE    (2.6-2) 

Model K«LN/L 

Totol 
L/0   longth 

(diom.) 

AMtrbody 
Itngih- 
L»T/0 
(diom.) 

Fort body     j 
length        | 
l-N  / D 
(diom.) 

1 0.40 604 5.62 2  42     j 

2 0. 40 8.91 5   35 3.56     1 

3 0. 60 17.78 7. II 10.67 

4 0.40 12.50 7.50 500    | 

5 0.60 24.50 9.80 14. 70 

Geometrical   dato   tor models   tested   in  ref   (2.6-26) 
See     fig   (2.6-10) 

TABLE (2.6-3) 

M 

Errors of   Measurement 

M Coob cPb 

|     1.4 

!    0 8 

.005 

.005 

.005 

.005, 

.007 

.010 

.008 

.015 

.030 

Accuracy    of   measurements    in    Ref (2.6-26) 

See   fig   (2.6- 10) 
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(2.6-11). 

(v) Tail Fins Interference Effects. 
AC00b(p) 

The presence of fins  at the rear end 
of a body of revolution may or may not 
have an appreciable effect on the base 
pressure, depending upon the simul- 
taneous interplay of the following pri- 
mary influential variables: 

(1) Free stream Mach Number, M» , 

(2) Number of  fins.N, 

(3) Fin airfoil section, 

CO Fins location, (x/cjp, 

(5) Fin thickness ratio, (t/c)F , 

(6) Fin height-body diameter ratio, 
(hFEXp/D), 

(7) Finsweep-back, ALE and AJE , 

(8) Body shape at fin's location 
(boattailing). 

Relatively few experimental investi- 
gations of the fin interference effects, 
separated explicitly  from the bulk-base 
drag measurements,  are available,   see 
Refs.   (2.6-17)   (Faro),   (2.6-20)   (Love), 
(2.6-22)   (Hill),   (2.6-24)   (Hart), 
(2.6-30)   (Spahr  and Dickey),   (2.6-36) 
(Stoney).     The data are not systematized 
regarding the various   influential fac- 
tors mentioned  previously,  and in most 
cases only qualitative general conclu- 
sions may be derived for direct design 
purposes. 

Expressed  in  terms  of  the total base 
pressure drag,   the relative increase or 
decrease due to fin interference ef- 
fects does not exceed   i 107o in the worst 
case,  see Ref  (2.6-11)   (Love).     Besides, 
since "jet-pump" effects may have a far 
bigger influence  (up to 757o), and since 
they may be estimated  only very roughly 
(as shall be seen later),  it can be 
argued that the approximate method for 
fin-interference effects as proposed 
in Ref (2.6-11)   is sufficiently accurate 
for engineering estimates.    The experi- 
mental evidence supports fairly well 
the data for  M >l.5      ,  and the overall 
sacrifice of accuracy  is but a negligi- 
ble percentage  of  the  total  has«» drag, 
as compared with a more sophisticated 
approach in fin-effect estimates. 

For a more detailed explanation of 

the proposed procedure  for fin-inter- 
ference predictions as  specified below, 
the Ref.   (2.6-11)  by Love  should be 
consulted. 

In order to generalize and unify 
the effects of the  various  influential 
factors as related to fin effects, 
a basic reference configuration, which 
predominates in most experimental 
investigations,  Refs,   (2.6-17), 
(2.6-22),   (2.6-30),  have been chosen. 

- A cylindrical body with an ogival 
nose and four (N=4)   equally spaced 
10% thick fins of circular-arc sec- 
tions and rectangular planforms.    The 
ratio of fin span to body  diameter is 

(bF/D) s (2hFEXp+ D)/ D =  3.5   t 
(2/6-6) 

where h(rExp  is  the individual fin 
height.    The ratio of fin thickness to 
body diameter is 

m .15 (2.6-7) 

The trailing edges of the fins are 
flush with the cylindrical base.    The 
boundary layer is  turbulent. 

For this basic configuration,  the 
effect of the four  (N = 4   )   fins,  flush 
with the body base,   are presented in 
Fig  (2.6-16),  as aCDob(F)REF=(iCoobFiNTER)REF 
versus Mach Number.     The  plotted curve 
is a mean average from the theoreti- 
cal results of Ref (2.6-11) by Love and the 
experimental results  of Ref  (2.6-30) 
by Spahr and Dickey,   and  free flight 
tests of Ref (2.6-17)  by Faro. 

Any other combination of the influ- 
ential parameters, differing from the 
"reference" configuration, would then 
have the following changed effects: 

(I) A variation in number of fins 
(N),  all other data constant,  shall 
proportionally change the  fin inter- 
ference effects,  i.e., in a first 
approximation,   based on data from Ref. 
(2.6-30): 

[4Coob(F)]N = .2 [iC6ob(F) ]REFx (N-H) 
(2.6-8) 

e 
for  N > I , 

.'. [4C00b(F)]N=.2[ACD0b(F)]REFX   (N+l)(-^-j 
(2.6-9) 

with     Sr = irD /4 

(2) A variation in fin span-body 
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didmeter ratio (bF/D) shall,   in a first 
approximation,   proportionally change 
the fin interference effects  (all  other 
data constant)   as: 

[AC°0H(M» =   15D ['C'00M] 

.'.     [4C0Ob(F)j 

REF '(2.6-10) 
2 

(bp/D)"  35D 

(2.6-11) 

with     Sr = irD2/4 

(3) A decrease  in fin airfoil  thick- 
ness ratio,(f/c) FIN all  other data 
constant,   decreases  the base pressure 
coefficient vai.ue,  but the effect  is 
of a diminishing  trend with increase 
of Mach Number.     A semi-empirical  vari- 
ational  law  is  presented  in Fig  (2.6-17) 
from Refs.   (2.6-11)  and  (2.6-30)   as: 

[AC/Dob(F)](t/c)F.AFLE.0=f[(t/c)FlM„] 

(2.6-12) 
Note that  it has  a negative value. 

(4)   The  effect  of sweep-back, AFLF,   is 
to decrease the  fin interference effects 
upon  the  base  pressure,   since  the  thick- 
ness ratio  of  the  fin parallel  to  the 
cylindrical  body  surface  is  effectively 
reduced through  the relative  increase 
of the fin's  chord.    Within a first 
approximation then, assuming a given 
absolute fin airfoil thickness, tF   , 
the reduction of  the fin effects  of  a 
swept-back planform compared  to the 
basic  reference  configuration may  be 
estimated  from: 

[^ob(n](t/c)F)AFLE      =[^b(F)](t/c)Fi AFLE= o 

xcos AFLE >(2,6-13) 

[iCDob(F)](t/c)Fii FLE 
s[4C60b(F)J(t/t)F|A| 

1 
xcosAFLEx(-§B.) 

= 0 

with     Sr = •7-DV4 
(2.6-14) 

(5)  The effect  of the position along 
the cylindrical  body of the  trailing 
edge of the fin root is very pronounced. 
In Ref  (2.6-11)   by Love,   the empirical 
results from Ref  (2.6-30)   (Spahr)   and 

the semi-empirical calculations based 
on three different methods are summar- 
ized for the earlier defined  "reference" 

missile configuration.    Using these 
data,  a convenient replot of  the mean 
average values   is  presented in Fig 
(2.6-18)  in the  form of an incremental 
base drag coefficient: 

hiob(r)](^)F
=f[(T-)F'

M] '( 

[AC00b(F)]()(/e)F = [AC/DOb(F)](-^)V 

2.6-15) 

2.6-16) 

where {x/f}F     is  the relative actual 
fin position in fractions of  the fin 
root chord  along the  body axis, 
measured from the  reference "flushed" 
configuration (x=0)   ,  with x positive 
for fin shifts  forward,  and negative 
for fin shifts  backward into the 
dead-air region.     From the results in 
Fig (2.6-18), it can be seen that the 
effect  of the fin position becomes  in- 
creasingly negligible  for  M > 2.5  . 

(6)  Using a  simple linear super- 
position law,   the approximate expres- 
sion for the total fin interference 
base drag increments,  as produced by 
variations specified from (1)   to (5), 
takes  the form: 

fiCoobcp) = [ÄcD0b(F)J 
(t/c)F, AFLEIN, (bp/D), (x/C)F, 

•"• ACoob,F) = {[AC|,ob(F,]REF + [ACoob(F)](t/c)Fi AFLEIO> 

XcosAo+   UcDobfFil |x.2(l+N)x 1 l 'J(x/c)cJ 

Da \2 

"(TSDHT?-) • (2.6-17) 

where   (t/c)F   .    ( AFLE ) .  (N), (bF/D) and 
(x/C)F      are the  actual values  of the 
fin airfoil thickness,   the angle of 
fin leading edge  sweep back,   the number 
of fins,   the fin  span-body diameter 
ratio and the fin position with respect 
to the body base  in terms of the fin 
mean geometric chord,   respectively. 
The related value  of  (ACbob(F)       )REF 
(ACDOb(F)Ht/e)F,AFLE=Ofand ^CoobfWfx/c),:    should 
be oblaineä from Figs   (2.6-16),   (2.6- 
17) and  (2.6-18). 

In the above expression (2.6-17), 
the effects  of airfoil shape and body 
shape at the fin position (boattailing) 
are assumed negligible.     This approxi- 
mate expression  is applicable for 
(M > 1.5 )   .     For  lower Mach Number values, 
(M< 1.5) ,  the results  of the fin-inter- 
ference on base pressure for {x/Z)F =0 
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tend to level off,  since the leading 
edge shock wave nears detachment,   and 
interferences from the shock waves  on 
opposite fins  occur. 

Note  that  Eqs   (2.6-8)   to  (2.6-17)   are 
necessarily  reduced to  the common  refer- 
ence area,    Sr - ir[r/4 , 

(vi)  Jet  Effects  on Afterbody  Drag 
Component.   AC[)obJET  • 

There are  no generalized  theoretical 
methods for predicting jet effects  on 
the afterbody drag component as  encoun- 
tered  in all  its complex missile  con- 
figurations  and  varying flight  regimes. 
The experimental data are still  limited 
and  insufficient  for a reliable unifi- 
cation of  all  of  the  influential  fac- 
tors  in  the  form of generalized charts 
for direct  design  application.     The 
quantitative method proposed herein  is, 
therefore,   very  approximate  and  based 
mostly  on   the empirical evidence  pre- 
sented   in  Ref. (2.6-37)   by Cortright 
and Kochendorfer. 

Since  in   preparing the  "working" 
graphs,   a  broad  extrapolation and  an 
averaging  of  the  few reliable data  are 
performed,   the  accuracy of  the  proposed 
predictions   regarding  jet effects   is 
uncertain.     It  is  hoped,  nevertheless, 
that  the general  qualitiative  trend   is 
preserved   in  accordance with experi- 
mental  evidence. 

The  jet  effects,   influencing  both  the 
base drag   proper and  the  pressures   on 
the  rear portions  of  the  body,   change 
completely   the  rear flow pattern. 
Therefore,   it  is  considered convenient 
to  investigate  the two effects  com- 
bined,   i.e., as  a  total  "afterbody"  drag 
coefficient  change.due  to  jet effects, 
with  the  term  ( ACoobjET    )   nominally 
included  in  the   "base drag" equations, 
see Section  2.6.4. 

For the  engine-in-fuselage configura- 
tion,   the  main  flow and geometric 
parameters   influencing  the  afterbody 
drag  through   the   jet-stream pressures 
are  denoted   in  the  illustrative.  Fig 
(2.6-12): 

- The  boattail  angle, ©B ,   or afterbody 
contour, 

- The  diameters   of  the body, D ,   of   the 
base,DB   ,   and   of   the nozzle  exit,DN, 

- The  free   stream  static  pressure, p,,, , 
the  boactail   static  pressure, p ,   the 
pressure   just  ahead  of   the  base, p    , 

the base pressure, pb , the jet static 
pressure, pj , the jet total pressure, 
Pj   ,  and  the  j^t  total  temperature, Tj   , 

The nozzle  exit angle,cj  ,   positive 
as  in  Fig  (2.6-12), 

The  basic  representative nozzle 
configurations:     convergent nozzle,   con- 
vergent-divergent nozzle,  ejector nozzle 
and nozzle with annular base  bleed. 

The convergent nozzle is  the  sim- 
plest  to investigate,   and  therefore  is 
taken  as  a  basic  reference in the jet- 
drag analysis.     Effects  of other,  more 
complicated cases  are  then expressed 
as incremental   terms   in a way similar 
to that used  for  the  fin interference 
investigations. 

The  convergent-divergent or ejector 
nozzles  are used mostly for higher 
Mach Numbers,   in order to yield  a maxi- 
mum thrust  potential.     As  the  engine 
design  pressure  ratio increases,   the 
ratio  of exit diameter. ON   »   to  throat 
diameter,Dj  ,   of  a convergent-divergent 
nozzle must  be  increased respectively. 
Secondary air flow  in an ejector nozzle 
is  introduced  to  cushion the expansion 
of the  primary  stream.    With blunt 
annular bases,   the  air is  sometimes 
discharged  into  the  low pressure  region 
through an  air-bleed  in order  to re- 
duce the  base drag. 

Jet effects  on  boattail pressure drag. 
AC DObBT(JET) 

A qualitative  illustration of ex- 
panding  jet effects  on flow deflection 
for a conical  afterbody v.'ith a con- 
vergent  nozzle  is  presented  in  Fig 
(2.6-13).     The  boundary layer-shock 
wave  interaction  results  in the boundary 
layer  thickening with an accompanying 
pressure rise and  a  subsequent  forma- 
tion of compressible waves ahead  of 
the  trailing  shock wave.(37)     For 
higher  jet  to  static  pressure  ratios, 
(Pj /p»  > I )   ,   the   increased  jet  stream 
expansion may cause  flow separation 
from the  boattail.     Thus,   the pattern 
of the  pressure  changes  at the  boattail 
surface depend  on many factors.     Some 
of them are  illustrated  in Fig  (2.6-13). 
Qualitatively,   the  following conclu- 
sions  may  be  summarized,   (Cortright  and 
Kochendorfer(37)   and  Cubbage(38): 

(1)  In case  of  no  jet,  for conical 
afterbodies  of  a  fixed  base-to-body 
diameter ratio,   an  increase  in  boattail 
angle  increases  considerably the boat- 
tail  pressure  at  supersonic  speeds. 
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Fig ( 2 .6 -13 ) Jet effects on boattail pressures Typicol case; free-stream Mach 
Number, !.9j boattail angle, 5.6". Ref ( 2 . 6 - 3 7 ) 
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(2) In case of a jet stream, issuing 
from a convergent nozzle having a zero 
exit angle, there is a beneficial jet 
interference that reduces the boattail 
pressure drag. This favorable effect 
increases with increase in boatt-il 
angle and jet-free stream pressure ratio. 
As a result, the boattail pressure drag, 
in general, decreases with jet inter- 
ference.  For parabolic afterbodies with 
higher sloping angles, this boattail 
pressure drag reduction due to jet 
interference is appreciably greater 
than for conical after-bodies under the 
same conditions, see Fig (2.6-15). 

(3) The favorable jet interference 
effect in reducing the boattail pres- 
sure drag becomes greater with an in- 
crease of nozzle exit angle, eft , for 
both the convergent and the convergent- 
divergent nozzles. 

Combined jet effects on afterbody drag, 

[ ACoopBT(jET)+ öCoOPtHjET) I ' ACD0DJET • 

From the experimental and the semi- 
empirical data presented in Refs.   (2.6-37) 
(Cortright,   (2.6-38)   (Cubbage),   (2.6-39) 
(Judd),(2.6-40)   (Henry),   (2.6-12)   (Cort- 
right)  and (2.6-25)   (Peck),   the impor- 
tant conclusions regarding the base 
and  the. afterbody   (base  + 
boattail) drag can be  summarized as 
follows,  keeping  in mind  that here an 
increase in base pressure means a cor- 
responding decrease of  the base drag, 
and noting that for boattail  pressure 
drag the opposite  is  true: 

(1) At high subsonic  speeds  the 
boattail angle of  conical afterbodies 
for minimum afterbody  drag coefficient 
is   in  the range between  5° to 80.    At 
supersonic speeds  the   optimum boattail 
angle  is  in the range  from 2.50 to 5°. 
The  optimum values  are  not affected 
significantly with pressure  variations. 

(2) There  is  a marked difference  in 
jet effects on base pressures at sub- 
sonic and supersonic  speeds: 

At subsonic  speeds,   for small  base 
annuli , { DB/DN ) < 1.5 ,   a  relatively strong 
increase in base pressure occurs with an 
increase  in  the  jet-free  stream pres- 
sure ratio, while for  larger base annuli, 
(OB^DN )>2.0 , a strong decrease  in base 

pressures accompanies   the  jet-free stream 
pressure ratio increase. 

At relatively  low  supersonic  speeds, 
(MKZ.O)    ,   there  is  a  pronounced in- 

crease  in base pressures with  increase 

of  the   jet-free  stream pressure  ratio, 
the  lower (DB/DN) value annuli exper- 
iencing a sharper trend of the pressure 
increase. 

At higher supersonic speeds . (M>3). 
the  jet effects on base pressures are 
appreciably reduced for all   jet-free 
stream pressure ratios and  annuli 
thicknesses. 

(3)   There are no essential differ- 
ences  in the above trends  between the 
convergent and the convergent-divergent 
nozzles designed for a  jet-free stream 
pressure ratio    from 10.5  to  50.     The 
absolute  base pressure  values  are 
slightly higher for the convergent- 
divergent nozzles. 

(U) A change in the afterbody 
geometry does not alter the  above baric 
trends,   provided  the flow remains un- 
separated over the boattail,   but the 
absolute  values  of the base  pressure 
are changed. 

(5) An increase  in  the nozzle exit 
angle, eJJ  ,   increases  both  the annular 
base pressure and the boattail pres- 
sure  through an  increased  strength  of 
the  trailing shock. 

(6) An increase in the  jet  tempera- 
ture  increases  the base pressure value. 
Therefore,  the use of experimental 
data with an unheated air  jet  is  some- 
what conservative regarding   base drag 
estimates.    An analysis  of  the tempera- 
ture effects  is complex,   since the   jet 
shape and its mixing with free stream 
are  influenced by variations   of the 
jet  total  temperature, Tj   ,   the  specific 
heat ratio,   rj ,  and  the gas  constant,Rj . 

(7) The Reynolds Number  variation 
has  but  small effect  on the   base  pres- 
sure and  the  jet interference effects, 
provided tha boundary layer  at the base 
is  turbulent. 

(8) The base drag can be  appreciably 
reduced  by use of an annular base bleed, 
see Refs.   (2.6-41),   by Cortright and 
Schroeder,  and  (2.6-42)   by Hebrank, 
especially with convergent-divergent 
nozzles,  which otherwise exhibit  the 
highest  blunt-base drag. 

With an annular base bleed,  the 
base drag coefficient,   as  referred  to 
the annular base area,   is   a   sum of 
three   terms: 

-   the  base drag due  to  base pressure, 
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Fig (2.6-15)   Continued   ( I ) 
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Fig (2.6-15) Continued (2) 
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- the base drag   (reduction)  due  to 
exit momentum, 

- the base drag  (increment)   due  to 
free-stream inlet momentum. 

With all the  three  terms present, 
there will  be only a small  initial 
reduction in drag for  lower mass-flow 
values,  followed  by an  increase  (that 
later tends  to level  out)  for larger 
mass  flows.     Thus,   only  if the bleed 
air  is taken from some  low energy source, 
and not by free-stream  inlet,   can the 
beneficial effect  of  the  annular base 
bleed concept be realized. 

Quantitative estimates  of  the various 
influential  factors,  described briefly 
above,  are presented  in  the next Sec- 
tion, 2 .6.4 ,for the respective experi- 
mental data that have  been found avail- 
able  in the unclassified  literature. 

(vii) Trailing Edge  Base Pressure, 
^DObWTE      an<^    CDObFTE 

The blunt  trailing-edge airfoil data 
by Chapman,  Windrow and KesterC7)  for 
Mach Numbers up to 3.0,   and the data 
by Syvertson and  Gloria(32)   for Mach 
Numbers between 2  and  5,   can be used as 
a basis in evaluating  the  trailing-edge 
bluntness pressure drag  increment for 
engineering purposes.     When expres- 

sing  the  base-pressure  for ai'-foils, 
the  reference pressure  is (p,spw) as 
stated later.    A summary  of  the experi- 
mental data,   including Reynolds  Number 
effects,   are presented  in Figs   (2.6-4), 
(2,6-5)  and  (2,6-21). 

By comparing data from Fig  (2.6-5) 
for airfoil base  pressures  and  Fig 
(2,6-3)  for base  pressures  of  cylindri- 
cal  bodies without boattailing,   the 
following conclusions may be deduced: 

(1) An  increase  in Mach Number causes 
a  very sharp decrease  in  base  pressure 
values for both cylindrical  bodies and 
airfoils, 

(2) The relative boundary  layer- 
thickness  ratio, (8/tB)   ,  where (tB) is  the 
trailing edge thickness,  expressed con- 
veniently  through the  boundary  layer 
thickness  parameter, c/(tB Re'2) ,  for turbu- 
lent boundary layers  shows  no appre- 
ciable effect on base pressures  for 
(M<2)   ,   bud the  influence  becomes  pro- 
nounced for(M>2) , 

For cylindrical bodies,   this effect 
is negligible. 

It is  of interest to note  that for 
turbulent boundary layers  the angle 
of  attack influence on  the  base pres- 
sure  is  negligible up to   a = 5°      ,   see 
Ref   (2.6-7), 
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2.6.4 1HE PROPOSED METHODS FOR THE BASE DRAG COEFFICIENT EVALUATION 

The governing equation is: 

CD0b  '['CooDCYL  +AC0ObBT    +ACD0D(F0RE)+aC00b(F)+ 

+ AC000JET >     + (CDOÖWTE + C00bFTE)J   . 

(2.6-18) 

AB stated earlier,  due to lack of a 
unified method of analysis of  the base 
pressure problem In its general form 
(i.e., with all influential factors 
under actual flight conditions present 
simultaneously),  a stepwise additive 
treatment of the base pressure esti- 
mates  is proposed,  according to the 
above analytical expression,   (2.6-18), 
and the following scheme: 

(1) Cone (ogive)   + cylindrical body 
configuration,  fully bluff base, no 
boattailing,  no jet-pump or fin effects, 

^OObCYL     » 

(2) Additive boattailing effect for 
small or moderate boattail angles, 
(eB

0 < i5ö),acDObBT) 

(3) Additive jet-pump effect on the 
whole afterbody (boattail + base): 
underexpanded and overexpanded jets. 
Thermal effects on the base pressure 
value eventually accounted for, ACoo^jg.,. , 

(U) Additive fin-interference ef- 
fects  on base pressure, &CD0(,(F), 

(5) Wing and fin trailing edge 
bluntness effects,CDObvm   +    CDObFTE   . 

Note: The Figures and Tables, men- 
tioned in the text, are compiled at 
the end of this Section,2.6.U, 

(i)  Basic assumptions: 

In addition to the general assump- 
tions of the "quasi-steady" flow 
conditions for symmetrical flight 
cases,  pertinent to the whole drag 

analysis in this paper, the following 
specific assumptions in computing the 
base drag term are  introduced: 

(1) For wing (fin)  trailing edge 
base pressure estimates,   the two-dimen- 
sional airfoil data are used.     Three- 
dimensional  tip-effects are  thus neg- 
lected,  since the error is  negligibly 
small for engineering applications. 

(2) The semi-empirical axially 
symmetric flow data are used for bodies 
with or without boattailing.     The 
accuracy of  the data is within limita- 
tions of the respective theories,  as 
discussed in Section 2.6.5. 

(3) The  "jet-pump" and the fin- 
interference effects are estimated on 
a rather scarce empirical evidence. 
The accuracy of the proposed charts 
could not be established;   nevertheless, 
it is expected that the presented data 
fit fairly well within the  limited 
range of Mach and Reynolds Numbers. 

(U) A turbulent boundary layer at the 
rear portions of all wetted areas  is 
presumed.     The boundary layer transi- 
tion effects on base pressure are con- 
sidered negligible.    The estimates are 
thus but slightly conservative,  since 
the transition point is well forward for 
the actual average missile atmospheric 
flight conditions and the usual manu- 
facturing tolerances. 

(5) The body fineness ratios greater 
than 5 are presumed,  rendering nose- 
cone interference effects   on base 
pressure values negligibly  small. 

(6) The angle-of-attack and the 
rarefied (higher altitude)  gas effects 
are not considered.     Their effects may 
be evaluated according to the methods 
presented  in Section 2.4. 

(7) Mach Number effects  are fully 
accounted for.    Relatively insignificant 
Reynolds Number effects  are neglected 
for bodies with relatively thin bound- 
ary layers,  ( 8 / D )« 1..,   but they are 
fully taken into account for thin air- 
foils, ( 8/t ) ~ 1 . 

(ii) Cone (ogive) Plus Cylindrical 
Body Without Boattailing, CnnhrYi   • 

Love's(^) and Chapman's^  semi- 
empirical data for cylindrical bodies 
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of revolution with turbulent boundary 
layers are used.     The working graph,   Fig. 
(2.6-19),   represents  the average values 
from the  two references  for (M> 2) and 
a mean value  of experimental data for 
(0<M<2). The wind  tunnel and  the  free- 
flight base pressure measurements  on 
models  of fineness  ratios greater than 
5 with fully developed turbulent boundary 
layers show an agreement with the  pro- 
posed base drag  curves within ±57° for 
(M>1.2). 

The applicability of the graphs  is 
restricted  to bodies  of revolution with 
nose cones  (ogives)  of a fineness  ratio 
(L/D)  greater than  5.     Under these con- 
ditions, nose cone  interference effects 
on base pressure  values are negligibly 
small. 

The base drag coefficient, reduced 
to the reference area,Sr =(TT Dz )A,is 
then readily obtained from: 

'DObCYL: -(^rS- -pb (2.6-19) 

(iii)  Boattail Effects on Base 
Pressure  Drag. A CDObBT '. 

Both for conical and for parabolic 
boattails, the respective decrease in 
base pressure drag can be obtained with 
an acceptable accuracy from the  simple 
empirical expression,  Ref.   (2,6-36) 
(Stoney)  and  (2.6-18)   (Hoerner): 

ACoobBT = cooboYL   [vö-j _ 'J      *   (2.6-20) 
/ DB \3 

• ■    CDObCYL + ACDObBT   =C[)0bCYu ^—ö-j»(2.6-21) 

where ACpobBT   represents a decrease in 
base pressure drag  value,  and  (OB) and 
( D )  are the base  and the cylinder diame- 
ters respectively. 

The applicability  of Eq  (2.6-21)   is 
restricted  to afterbody cone angles 
( 9B<

7
-5

0
 ) i.e., to  parabolic  afterbody 

base tangent slopes  of(8p<  15°).    Within 
the restriction  the agreement with 
experimental evidence is good both for 
supersonic and  subsonic speeds. 

For transonic  speeds, (.8<M <1.4),the 
experimental data  from Ref  (2.6-26)   (Katz) 
can be used,   see Fig (2.6-15)  for both 
parabolic and conical afterbodies  in a 
first approximation: 

aCDobBT = -ACpb(-^-) (2.6-22) 

reduced to the reference area Sr:{7rD )/4 

(iv) Fins Interference effects, aCD0b(F 

The interference effects due to the 
fin location, the number of fins, the 
fin airfoil thickness ratio, fin 
height-body diameter ratio, the fin 
leading edge sweepback angle and the 
free stream Mach Number on the base 
drag coefficient value are estimated 
by a generalization of the empirical 
and semi-empirical data from Refs. 
(2.6-11) (Love), (2.6-17) (Faro), 
(2.6-22) (Hill), (2.6-30) (Spahr and 
Dickey), (2.6-24) (Hart). A reference 
configuration for which most of the 
data are available was necessarily 
chosen to serve as a common basis in 
presenting the generalized data.  This 
reference configuration is: 

- A cylindrical body with an ogival 
nose and four equally spaced 107o thick 
fins of circular-arc sections and of a 
rectangular planform.  The ratio of 
the fin span-to-body diameter is 3.5. 
The fin trailing edges are flush with 
cylindrical base.  The boundary layer 
is turbulent. 

The fin interference effects for 
thit, reference configuration are pre- 
sented graphically in Fig (2.6-16) 
in the form of a base drag coefficient 
increment, 

K,b,F,]REF= - Kb(F)]REF= ^.).(2#6_23) 

•'•[^DOb^J^^^ACpb,,,]^^) » (2.6-24) 

which is properly reduced to the common 
reference area, 

Sr= WD2/A  . 

Then, by specifying the influential 
parameters for any other design con- 
figuration, i.e., by defining: 

(t/c)F- the actual fin airfoil thick- 
ness ratio, 

(bF/0)- the actual total fin span-body 
diameter ratio, where hFEXpis the 
height of one fin, i.e., (bp/D)=(2hFEXP-t-D)/D, 

N- the actual number of individual 
fins, 

AFLE- the fin leading edge sweep-back 
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angle, 

(x/Cr)p- the fin root trailing edge 
position along the cylindrical body, 
where (CrF) is the fin root chord, and 
{x(r)is measured from the cylindrical 
base to the fin root chord trailing 
edge point, positive forward and nega- 
tive for fin's shift backward into the 
dead air region of the wake.  The above 
reference configuration value ( ACpb(F) )REF 
from Fig (2,6-16) is subsequently cor- 
rected as follows, see Eq (2.6-17): 

&Coob<n»-<aCpbf)t,/c)|ti ArLE , N. (bF/D), (x/c)F , 

(2.6-25) 

.'. AC0ob(Fr .057(i + N)(bF/D)[(-acpbtF))REF + 

+ (aCpb(F))(t/c)F , AFLE = o x cos AFLE + 

(ACDOb(n)(x/c)FJ (-[?■) ' (2.6-26) 

where 

bF = bFEXp+D = 2hFEXp + D ■> 

-/ICnb,,-,   — Uom   Fig.(2 6-I6), a positive number 
- (F1

-IREF 

[ÄCpb(F)](t/c)F,AFLE=0-
from FiQ-(2-6-l7), a 
negative number, 

|>C;ob(F)]w/b)F   = ^Cpb(F)](^)F-from Fig.(2.6-I8). 

either positive, 

or negative . 

(2.6-27) 

A more detailed interpretation of all 
the terms and corrective factors is given 
in Section 2,6.3.  The airfoil shape and 
the boattailing effects on fin contri- 
butions to the base drag are neglected. 

The proposed 
necessarily an a 
senting the mean 
from the stated 
absolute fin con 
small percentage 
the procedure is 
for Mach Numbers 
speeds , ( M < 15} 
the basic curves 
due to the leadi 
and the shock in 
opposite fins 

expression (2.6-26) is 
pproximate one, repre- 
average values replotted 

references.  But, since 
tribution is only a 
of the total base drag, 
regarded as acceptable 
greater than 1,5. At lower 

,  a leveling-off of 
on Fig (2.6-16) occurs 

ng edge shock detachment 
terferences from 

(v) Jet Interference Effects on 
the Base and the Boattail Drag, ACnnbiFT 

As stated earlier, the jet inter- 
ference effects on the base and after- 
body (base + boattail) drag coeffi- 
cients depends on the following air 
flow and geometric parameters (see Fig 
2.6-12 ): 

(1) The boattail angle, »B , and the 
afterbody contour (conical or para- 
bolic) . 

(2) The diameters:  of the body, 
0 , of the base,DB , and of the nozzle 

exit, DN . 

(3) The pressures:  free stream 
(POO^PH^ boattail (p), base (pb), jet 
static pressure (Pj ), jet total pres- 
sure (Pj), 

ik)  The jet total temperature, Tj , 
the coefficient of specific heat ratio, 
/j , and the gas constant, R, , 

(5) The nozzle configurations: 
convergent, convergent-divergent, 
annular base bleed ejector nozzle, etc. 

(6) The nozzle exit angle, ejj . 

A quantitative analysis of the 
various factors is performed, based on 
the experimental evidence available, 
see Refs. (2.6-37), (2.6-38), (2,6-39). 
Due to scarcity of data, the accuracy 
of the proposed working charts are 
limited in value and only as good as 
the data themselves . 

The jet effects influence consider- 
ably both the base drag proper and the 
pressures on the rear of the body, 
i,e., the boattail drag.  It is there- 
fore convenient to investigate the 
two effects combined.  Thus, the total 
incremental drag term, 

AC00bjET     - [aCDOPBT(JET)    ^  ACDOpb (JET)J , 

(2.6-28) 
in the Eq (2.6-18) represents the total 
"afterbody" (base + boattail) pressure 
drag coefficient change due to jet 
effects, computed as follows: 

(1) Base Drag Coefficient Changes 
Due to Jet Effects , ACDOpb(JET).    " 

The most consistent experimental 
data have been found for a convergent 
nozzle, which is the simplest to 
analyze.  Therefore, in preparing the 
working graphs, the convergent nozzle 
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of an engine  built-in  in  a conical 
afterbody  of  a relatively  small   (netr 
optimum)   boattail angle has  been 
chosen as  a  basic  reference configura- 
tion,  assuming a cold  jet.     Effects 
of  other flow and geometric  parameters, 
different  from the  basic,   are then  ex- 
pressed as  additional  corrective  fac- 
tors  in a way  similar  to  that used   in 
the fin interference analysis. 

In preparing the respective working 
graphs  on  Fig  (2.6-20),  many  interpo- 
lations  and  extrapolations were  in- 
volved due  to  the scarcity  of  actually 
measured data.     Due care was  taken 
to follow closely the existing quala- 
tative trends  in each case. 

The basic  reference configuration 
of a conical  afterbody with a built-in 
convergent  nozzle is  specified  by  the 
following,   see Figs  (2.6-12)  and   (2.6- 
20): 

8B= 5.6° , 

(Y)-^, 
cN-=o , 

(DB/DN)   from   I.I   to   2.7, 

(Pj/pH) from I to9 (2.6-29) 

(a) The reference base pressure 
coefficient: 

fc*Um 
Pfa-P- 

(2,6-30) 

acting on   the base annulus  versus   jet 
static  pressure ratios (pj/pajfrom 1  to 
9)   is  presented  in Fig  (2.6-20)  for 
various  base-to-nozzle, diameter ratios 
(DB/DN   from  1,1  to 2.7)   and Mach Num- 
bers  of   .9,   1.5,  2.0,  2.5,   3.0,   and 
4.0,     The  basic  reference  base drag 
coefficient,   referred to  the reference 
area, Sr^ 7rD2/4    ,   is   then: 

[w^T,]BEP-[(-cwJET]REF[J%!i] 

■'(£■"•£) (2,6-31) 

For other intermediate Mach Number 
values, the interpolation should be 
used, 

(b) Correctious for variations in 
the actual flow and geometry parameters 

in each individual case are performed 

as  follows: 

- For different  boattail angles, 
9B ^5.6 ,   of conical afterbodies,   irre- 

spective  of  the Mach Number,   the  Pj /pH 
and  the   Dß'DN ratios,  an approximate 
correction by using the experimental 
data  from Ref   (2.6-37)   (Cortright), 
gives: 

[(CPbU9B
={[(CPbUREF 

+ -009«B-.05}. 

(2.6-32) 
- For both convergent and  convergent- 

divergent nozzles  an increase  in  the 
nozzle  exit angle   (from its  zero-value) 
increases  the  base pressure coeffi- 
cient,   i,e,, decreases  the  base drag, 
A mean corrective value is introduced 
on the basis of the experimental data 
presentedin Ref.   (2.6-37): 

[(Cpb)JET]     ={[(CWJET]      +.0025ej}- 
N 

(2.6-33) 
- Effect of  variation  in the  base- 

to-body diameter  ratio,(   DB/D  )i   is 
automatically  included in the basic 
curves,   Fig  (2.6-20),  since for the 
given reference  boattail angle, 
(89= 5.6°), and a constant (DN/D) ratio 
of   .37,   it  follows  that: 

D      ft)    D      "^DN (2.6-34) 

No correction is thus needed, 

- Effects of parabolic afterbodies, 
as compared with conical, should be 
confined to the boattail surface pres- 
sure drag changes,  Regarding the base 
drag estimates, effects of parabolic 
afterbodies could be accounted for 
approximately by using for the boattail 
angle in the corrective expression 
(2,6-32), twice the value of(8B)for an 
inscribed conical afterbody, i,e,. 

(e0P), PARABOLIC 2
^

0
B)CON,CAL    (2.6-35) 

This  relationship stems from the 
geometry  of  the  afterbodies  at  the  base. 

-  The  corrections  for convergent- 
divergent nozzles,  as compared with  the 
reference convergent nozzle,  may be 
approximated  by(37): 

.035| • 
J(2.6-36) 

[(CHET]C0N.DIV-{[(cpbyREF- 

1 
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- The jet temperature effects are 
'   functions of the jet temperature,Tj , 

the  specific heat coefficient, y*,  the 
jet total pressure ratio, Pj /pw ,  and 
the free stream Mach Number, MH   = M«   , 
for any given base-nozzle configura- 
tion.    By using approximate mean values, 
an order of magnitude corrective factor 
may be formulated as: 

[(Ck;T]Tj ' {[(^4^ .2X,0-* (Tj -TH)} , 

(2.6-37) 

where T) and TH are the jet and the 
ambient temperatures in OF absolute, 
respectively. 

- The Reynolds Number effects are 
negligible,  see Ref (2.6-37). 

Thus,  taking all corrections into 
account the final expression for the 
base drag coefficient increment due 
to the  jet effects becomes: 

aC00pb(JET) :: COOpb(jET) - [CoobcYL + ACoob(BT)J  » 

ÄCoopb(jET) = CoopbutT) - (CoobcYL +C0obcYL[(~D")  " l]}, 

•"• ACDOpb{jET) :: CDopb(JET) - 
C00bCYL(D )    ' 

(2,6-38) 
where: 

[CoOpbuET,]  „ H^HfMJ       + u JCONV-DIV 0        u        'JEIJREF 

+ .00991-.05 +  .0025€N + 

+ .2xiÖ4(Tj-TH) + .035} . 

(2.6-39) 

Explicitly,   for convergent nozzles . 

+ lO~4[9086+25€; +.2(TrTH)- 

- 50o]]-C0obcYL[-^-]   » 

(2.6-UO) 

and for convergent-divergent nozzles f 

ACoopb(jET) =   AC00pb(jET) 
L r   ut"JC0NV-DIV    L wt,Uf 'CONV 

■^'^ 1350XI0-4 

(2.6-U1) 

NOTE:  The algebraic value of   ['^'JETJ 
should be taken from Fig (2.6-20). REF 

For parabolic afterbodies instead of 
(ea), the corresponding (Bp^ee) value 
should be substitxited in the Eq (2.6-41) 

(2) Boattail Pressure Drag Coeffi- 
cient cHanges Due to Jet Effects"] 
ACD0PBT(JET) • 

- The evaluation of jet-effects on 
the boattail pressure drag change is 
done on the basis of the sporadic data 
from Ref (2.6-37), (2.6-38) 
and U.C-39), (Gortright, Cubbage, Judd). 
The tentative expressions, derived and 
proposed below, actually approximate 
the jet effects on boattail pressure 
drag for supersonic Mach Numbers of the 
order of 2, applicable to both conver- 
gent and convergent-divergent nozzles. 
The effects of the boattail angle, eB , 
the nozzle exit angle, 6N , and the jet 
pressure ratio, pj/pH, are included. 
Using again the concept of the reference 
conical configuration, having {8B = 5.6°) 
and («^ = 0° ) , the pressure drag coef- 
ficient decrement on boattail surfaces 
due to any other conical boattail angle 
(Bg ^5.6 ) and a nozzle angle (*^ ^ 0 ) 
can be approximated in the presence of 
a jet stream by: 

2 
ACooPBTUETr -Sxio- ^^ - 5x10-a e'H {-±-)t 

•••äCDOPBT(JETV---5'«IO-4(^;)[^ + IO-|€J] 

(2.6-42) 
where BB and «JJ   are in degrees, and 
the reference area is   sr-vDz/4 ■ 

For parabolic afterbodies, with an 
inscribed cone angle of (BB=Bp/2)*- 

2 

ACOOPBTUET, ' - 5x'Ö4(-^)[|rt + l0" €N]     ' 

(2.6-43) 

Expressions (2.6-42) and (2.6-43) 
are very approximate, and should be 
used cautiously for both convergent and 
convergent-divergent nozzles. 

(3) Combined Afterbody (Base Plus 
Boattail) Drag Coefficient Decrement, 
ACoob(jET) , referred to the reference 
area, Sr = TrDi/A   , due to total jet 
effects thus becomes: 

ACoobjET= ^OOpbjjgT, + ACpoPBTUET) 
(2.6-44) 

or explicitly for various boattail and 
nozzle configurations, differing from 
the arbitrarily chosen "reference" 
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case: 

For conical  afterbodies,  convergent 
nozzles" 

{ACDobJETUES-[^]{[MJET]REF + 

+ lcr4[90eB-t-25€° +.2(Tj-T„)-500]}- 

-5X,0"4^)[^ + ,0"€ON]-CD0bcYL(^)3. 

(2,6-U5) 

For conical afterbodies,  convergent- 
äivergent nozzles: 

.2    r.«- 

^^"VNUV = -l^] (K^^l REF 

+ IO-4[90eB+25€S+ .2 (TJ-TN) - I50]J - 

(2,6-46) 

For parabolic afterbodies,  convergent 
nozzles: 

+ 10"4 [l80eOB + 26€0
N + .2(Tj -TH)-50o]} - 

(2.6-U7) 

For parabolic afterbodies,   convergent- 
divergent nozzle: 

(aCoobjET)PARA=-   —Tz-^ n   (CP^JETl       + 

C0NV-0IV   L    DK      J  ».L     K    ,'t,JREF 

+ IO"4[l80eB+25€N +.2(Tj-TH)-l50]j- 

-5Xl0"4(l)[l?V + '0-,^]-Coobc¥L(^)3. 
(2.6-48) 

Alternatively,  the Eq  (2,6-46), 
(2.6-47)  and (2,6-48),  can be con- 
veniently written as: 

r Oi-oi 1 
(aCDobjET)CONE =  UC0objET)cONE " •035 n2 ' 

C0NV-0IV CONV L        U J 
(2.6-49) 

P     e2 

(öC0objET)pARA=(aC0objET)cONE~l0'3(^r)('3i4)   ' 
CONV CONV 

(ACoobjETW =(aC0ObjET)c0NE- 
CONV-OIV C0NV (2.0-5U) 

(2.6-51) 
In the above expressions: 

CoobcYL^)8- from Fig.   (2.6-19), 

[(Cpbljcrl.«- from Fig. (2.6-20), by 
u     J    its algebraic value, 

(-£*-)-  is the jet static pressure 
V PM/  ratio, 

ftBB(ep/2) and cN in degrees. 

Tj and TH - are the static jet and 
the atmospheric temperatures in 0F 
absolute. 

(vi) Trailing edge base pressure drag. 

Coob WTE and Coob FTE 

The wing and the fin trailing edge 
base-to-free stream pressure ratio, 
( Pb ^ PH : Pb /P« ) 1 can be evaluated 
from Fig (2.6-4), irrespective of the 
airfoil shape.  Since the data are for 
base pressures lor airfoils with rela- 
tively thin turbulent boundary layers, 
the Reynolds Number effects for even- 
tually relatively thick boundary layers 
may be additionally taken into account 
by using Fi§ (2,6-5). Instead, in 
this paper, it is deemed more convenient 
to express the p,, /pH ratio directly 
through a scale effect parameter 
2/( teReg^as a function of Mach Number 
(MH), 

where B = CWEXP 1 or C = CFEXP 

and   iB = tTE«,0lft ,       (2.6-52) 

in accordance With Fig (2.6-21).     Thus, 
the corrections for variations  in bound- 
ary layer thickness with Reynolds Num- 
ber are automatically taken into account 
through the variable effective trailing 
edge thickness parameter ( ta Rec* ). 

The wing trailing-edge base drag 
coefficient is then given by 
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^PwTE-^q^M'-^rJ   cosAvm  ^D?    ' 

•    CoopwTE=l.825(-^)(^)x 
I^MH COSAWTE] 

CoopFTE = 1.825 N(-^P)(^)x 

(2.6-53) 
and the total fin trailing-edge base 
drag coefficient t>y 

^MH COSAFTE] 

(2.6-54) 

as referred to the references area, 
Sr = TTO

2
 / A     , where: 

(PK/PH)- should be taken from Fig 
(2.6-21) as a function of the Mach Num- 
ber, MH , and the effective trailing 
edge thickness parameter ,{c/te Rec-2 )» 

4_ PH. . _4 2PH    1.825 r = i.40 

bwexp -  is  the exposed wing  span,  ft., 

^FEXP-  is  the  exposed  fin height  (one) 
ft., 

Rec -  is  the  Reynolds  Number,   referred 
to exposed wing  (or fin)  mean geometric 
chord, cEXp   , 

'B 
=
 
,
TE~  is  t^16 manufacturing  trailing 

edge   thickness,   of  the  order  of  0.01  to 
0.02   (in ft), 

ATE - is the absolute value of the 
trailing-edge sweep back (or forward) 
angle,  degrees. 

With the number  of  fins  equal to 
( N ) ,   the final  combined  expression for 
the wing and  the fins  takes  the form: 

(-^ ±r 1.825   [/,    Pb\   /    bWEXP   \ 
COGbwTE - C0obFTE : ^T [O-^lfeü^) 'wTE ■*" 

"('-■^-U^r)'".] 
(2.6-55) 

(vii) Final expressions for the 
total base drag coefficient, (see 
Tables (2.6-4) and (2.6-5) 

Coob1 (CoobcYL + ÄCoobeT + ACDob(F) + ^CoobjEi) + 

+ (CD0bwTE + CD0bFTE^   • (2.6-56) 

or explicitly: 

For conical  afterbodies,   convergent 
nozzles:      (Case iT: 

CDOb -- CDObcYLl-r)^ {■057(N + l)(-T-)(-^-)2 X 

X  [{-ÄCpb(F))REF+ COSAFLEUCpb(F))(t/c)FiAFLE:0 + 

+  ( ̂ WC.FH^I-^U ^WEXP 
COSAWTE/'WTE )tv 

Kl-^)F(Sk)^}+{-(^)[(CPb<-')1 

^2   ^2 

+ REF 

Pi. 
+ IO"

4
(90«B + 25€S+.2(TJ-TH)-50O] -Sxio"4^) 

Üa^ X[3L|- + l0"€N]-C00bcYt(-F-)} 

(2.6-57) 

The   last  term,( ßCoobjET   ^CON^-CONV    ' 
separated by vertical dash line  "/" 
from the  rest,  represents  the  jet 
interference effects  and should  be 
taken equal to zero for the no-jet 
case.     It  is  the only term that under- 
goes  changes with various  other  nozzle 
designs,   as follows: 

For conical afterbodies,  convergent- 
divergent nozzles:   (Case  IlT: 

(^CoobjET) CONE = (ACDObjETJ 
C0NV - 01V 

CONE -.035L—-2-J- 
CÖNV D 

(2.6-58) 

For parabolic afterbodies,  convergent 
:1 nozzles:     (Case III) 

(AC00bjET)pARA= (ttCDobjET)cONE -IO'^PT)!^) 
CONV CONV KH       31. t 

(2.6-59) 

For parabolic afterbodies,   convergent- 
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divergent nozzles:   (Case  IV): 

(ACDObjET)pARA =  (^CDObjEllcoNE " l0'3 

MH -  is  the free-stream Mach  Number, 

CONV-DIV CONV 

(2.6-60) 

In the above expressions,   the mean- 
ing of the different  terms  is  as  fol- 
lows: 

D    - is  the cylinder diameter,  ft, 

DB - is  the  base diameter,   ft, 

DN - is  the nozzle diameter,   ft, 

H   - is the number of  fins, 

bF - is the   fin  total   span   bF = (2hFExptD),ft. 

hFEXP '  i-8 the  individual  fin height,   ft, 

(t/r;F -  is  the fin  airfoil  thickness ratio, 

Cr - is the fin root chord,   fv. 

{x/Cr)F-  is  the  fin  trailing edge root 
chord relative position with 
respect  to body  base,   positive 
forward, 

AFLE  -  is  the fin  leading-edge sweep- 
back angle,   degrees, 

©B   -  is  the conical  boattail  angle;   for 
parabolic  bodies,   boattail angle  of 
an inscribed cone,   degrees,flp=2flß, 

eN  -  is the nozzle exit  angle,   positive 
for diverging exit  profile,  degrees, 

Tj   -  is the  jet  static   temperature,   OR 
absolute, 

TH -  is  the ambient  static  temperature, 
0R absolute, 

(Pj/pH)-  is  the   jet  static  pressure ratio, 
(Pj/pg)   = ( Pj /pj, 

PH-  is  the altitude  static  pressure, 
PH

1
 P»   '  lb/sq.ft, 

MH = Mo. . 

bWEXp-   is  the exposed wing  span,   ft, 

AWTE - is the wing trailing-edge sweep 
angle, taken by absolute value, 
degrees, 

iTE    -  is the wing or fin  trailing edge 
bluntness,   approximately   .01  ft, 

Pb -   is  the static  pressure,   Ib./sq.ft, 

Coob    -   is the base drag coefficient of 
a cylindrical  body,   see  Fig. 
(2.6-19), 

hCPb(FllREF 

fcMvcU FLE-' 

[flCoÖb^,] 
U/c)F 

is the reference fin 
interference pressure 
coefficient, see Fig 
(2.6-16) (a positive 
number), 

is the increment in fin- 
interference drag coef- 
ficient due to fin air- 
foil thickness, see Fig 
(2.6-17) (a negative num- 
ber) , 

is the increment in fin- 
interference drag coeffi- 
cient due to fin relative 
position with respect to 
body base, see Fig (2.6- 
18) (either positive, or 
negative), 

(pb /pH ) - is the base-free stream pres- 
sure ratio for fins and wings, 
see Fig (2.6-21), 

|cpb(JET)l  - is the reference base 
L    JREF  pressure coefficient due 

to jet effects, see Fig 
(2.6-20). 

A detailed,  self-instructive com- 
putational procedure for  the  baf;e 
pressure drag is  presented  in  Table 
(2.6-5). 
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2.6.5     COMPUTATION INSTRUCTIONS   FOR THE  TOTAL BASE 
PRESSURE  DRAG COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES, C OOb 

(i)  Basic Data Preparation: 

For a given missile configuration 
the  respective geometric  parameterp, 
entering the governing Eq  (2.6-57)  for 
Coot      ,  should be numerically specified 
and  tabulated in Table  (2.6-4). 

(ii)  List of Working Graphs  for the 
Base Pressure Drag Estimates "" 

Fig.   (2.6-19)   - Base drag coeffi- 
cient, coobCYL,  for cylindrical bodies 
without boattaiiing,  having fineness 
ratios  (L/D)  greater than  5. 

Fig.   (2.6-15)   -  Base  pressure coef- 
ficient  increment,aCpb   ,   for parabolic 
afterbodies at zero angle-of-attack, 
transonic  speeds. 

Fig.   (2.6-16)   - Reference fin-inter- 
ference  base pressure  coefficient  incre- 
ment,(-aCpb(F))REF . 

Fig.   (2.6-17)   -  Base  pressure coef- 
ficient variation with  the fin thickness 
ratio,(aCpb(n)<l/C)Fi   AFLE=O   • 

Fig.   (2.6-18)   -  Base  pressure coef- 
ficient variation with  the  fin  location 
with respect to the base, ( AC'DOb)(l/C) 

Fig.   (2.6-21)   - Wing and fin trail- 
ing edge base pressures  for turbulent 
boundary layers,(pb/pH ). 

Fig. (2.6-20) - Effect of free stream 
Mach Number on base pressure for various 
jet-static pressure ratios,  reference 

configuration. 

(iii)  Computational Procedure 

A  self-instructive computational 
procedure  for the  total  base  pressure 
drag coefficient estimates  is  pre- 
sented  in  Table  (2.6-5).     Four  possible 
cases  are  explicitly defined  for the 
"jet-on" condition: 

Case I   - Conical  frustrum boattails 
with built-in convergent nozzles, 
governing Eq  (2.6-57). 

Case II   -    Conical  frustrum boattails 
with built-in convergent-divergent 
nozzles.     The governing Eq   (2.6-57) 
should  be corrected  in accordance with 
the auxiliary Eq  (2.6-58). 

Case III   - Parabolic  frustrum boat- 
tails with built-in convergent nozzles. 
The governing Eq.   (2.6-57)   should  be 
corrected  in accordance with the 
auxiliary Eq  (2.6-59), 

Case IV - Parabolic frustrum boat- 
tails with built-in convergent-diver- 
gent nozzles. The governing Eq (2.6- 
57) should be corrected in accordance 
with  the auxiliary Eq   (2,6-60). 

In the   "no-jet" case,   the  last 
term in the governing Eq  (2.6-57)» 
clearly separated by  the  vertical  line 
"/",   is  non-existing.     All  four cases, 
specified above,  reduce to one single 
expression,   represented by  the  remain- 
ing  terms   in Eq  (2.6-57). 
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TABLE    (2.6-4) 

BASIC     DATA      FOR     BASE      DRAG     EVALUATION 

1    D C0S
A™ 1    (Di /0)S 

r1 
D
. cosAFTK .057(N*lXbF/0) 

1* 
1    oN 

^ 

— 1.825 /0S 

1 • 
b 

\     WEXP 
— i    bWEXP     ^  . 

COSAWT/ '*" *♦ 

bf \Ji 
• 

R L. hPEXP 

r8 

\   hFEXP 
Pj 

lb/ft2 |(4-D8
N)/D

8 k 
|»WTE* «B L ft l0'4{90^*-»25£{J.50a! ^7 

»FTEe,B 
« (L/D) — 

-* -öl"      -' • 
S.otjL+IOC,) »S 

i A" — LBT ft cosAOP s 
A'FTE -> {LBt/D) — .035(Dj-oJ)/(f 

1     N — cFe)CP ft I08(«l/51.4) Kl0 

(t/crcxp) — KEXT'V K.. 

(br/0 — (cFEXP/tt) •s« 
Aof — j   (0B/D)8 x  K2 K3 
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to-body    diameter    ratio, 0.37. Free-stream    Mach   Number, 0.9 
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2.7     TOTAL ZERO-LIFT DRAG FORCE COEFFICIENT 

With all the approximations and limi- 
tations  apecified throughout the  pre- 
sented analysis,  the  final zero-lift 
drag coefficient expression in quasi- 
steady flight regimes (or tentatively 
in accelerated flight without the ap- 
parent mass effects accounted for)   takes 
the form: 

'DO • ooi +ic00>+ Coop, )+c DOb 
(2.7-1) 

where the total frictional, pressure 
and base drag components are specified 
explicitly in the respective Sections, 
2,3, 2.U, 2.5 and 2.6. 

The final zero-lift drag coefficient 
values for the whole missile configura- 
tion are to be computed as indicated in 

Table (2.7-1) for all the earlier 
specified flight and missile geometry 
conditions. 

In conclusion, it is pointed out 
that the presented computational methods 
can be used for any other set of data. 
For instance, at hypersonic speeds, for 
the respective pressure and ba^e drag 
coefficient computations the compiled 
data from Ref (2.6-44) can be used, 
while at subsonic speeds the additional, 
well elaborated data from Ref (2.6-46), 
are recommended. At lifting condi- 
tions, the induced drag term (see Sec- 
tions 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8) is computed 
in the way closely similar to the one 
presented here, the respective pressure 
drag data being extensively assorted, 
for instance in .\efa.   (2.6-44), (2.6-45) 
(2.6-46), (2.6-47). 
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extensive bibliography of source material for rigid proofs and intensive subject 
treatment. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

1.   ORIGINATING ACTIVITY:   Enter the name end address 
of the contractor, subcontractor, ipantee, Department of De- 
fense activity or other organization Ccoiporate author) issuing 
the report. 

2a.   REPORT SECUHTY CLASSIFICATION:   Enter the over- 
all security classification of the report.   Indicate whether 
"Restricted Data" is included.   Marking is to be in accord- 
ance with appropriate security regulations. 

2b.   GROUP:   Automatic downgrading is specified in DoD Di- 
rective 5200.10 and Arme«: Forces Industrial Manual.  Enter 
the group number.   Also, when applicable, show that optional 
markings have been used for Group 3 and Group 4 as author- 
ized. 

3. REPORT TITLE: Enter the complete report title in all 
capital letters. Title« in all cases should be unclassified. 
If a meaningful title cannot be selected without classifica- 
tion, show title classification in all capitals in parenthesis 
immediately following the title. 

4. DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:   If appropriate, enter thr type of 
report, e.g., interim, progress, summary, annual, or final. 
Give the inclusive dates when a specific reporting period is 
covered. 

5. AUTHOR(S):   Enter the name(s) of authoK«) as shown on 
or in the report.   Enter last name, fifat name, middle initial. 
If military, show rank and branch of «ervice.   The name of 
the principal author is an absolute minimum requirement 

6. REPORT DATE-   Enter the date of the report as day, 
month, year; or month, year.   If more than one date appears 
on the report, use date of publication. 

la.   TOTAL NUMBI R OF PAGES:   The.total page count 
should follow normal pagination procedures, i.e., enter the 
number of page« containing information. 

Enter the total number of 76.   NUMBER OF REFERENCES: 
references cited in the report. 

8a.   CONTRACT OR GRANT NUMBER:   If appropriate, enter 
the applicable number of the contract or grant under which 
the report was vitten. 

8b, 8c, 8c 84. PROJECT NUMBER: Enter the appropriate 
military department identifier.)ion, such as project number, 
subproject number, system nunbers, task number, etc. 

9A.   ORIGINATOR'S REPORT NUMBER(S):   Enter the offi- 
cial report number by which the document will be identified 
and controlled by the originating activity.   This number must 
be unique to this report. 

9b. OTHER REPORT NUMBER(S): If the report has been 
assigned any other report numbers (either by the originator 
or by (he sponsor), also enter this number(s). 

10.   AVAILABILITY/LIMITATION NOTICES:   Enter sny lim- 
itations on further dissemination of the report, other than those 
imposed by security < .assification, using standard statements 
such as: 

(1) "Qualified requesters may obtain copies, of this 
report from DDC" 

(2) "Foreign announcement and dissemination of this 
report by DDC is not authorized." 

(3) "U. S. Government agencies may obtain copies of 
this report directly from DDC.   Other qualified DDC 
users shall request through 

(4)    "U. S. military agencies may obtain copies of this 
report directly from DDC   Other qualified users 
shall request through 

(5)    "All distribution of this report is controlled Qia^ 
ified DDC users shall request through 

If the report has been furnished to tv.e Office of Technical 
Services, Depattment of Commerce, for sale to the public, indl 
cate this fact and enter the price, if known. 

1L SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES: Use for addition«! explana- 
tory note«. 
12. SPONSORING MILITARY ACTIVITY: Enter the r^meof 
the departmemal project office or laboratory sponsoring (pay- 
ing for) the research and development.   Include address. 
13. ABSTRACT: Enter an abstract giving a brief and factual 
sumi..ary of the document indicative of the report, even though 
it nwy. also appear elsew.iere in the body of the technical re- 
port.   If additional space is required, a continuation sheet 
shall be attached. 

It is highly desirable that the abstract of clsssified re- 
ports be unclassified.   Each paragraph of the abstract shall 
end with an indication of the military security classification 
of the information in the paragraph, represented as (TS), (S), 
(C), or (U). 

There is no limitation on the length of the abstract.   How- 
ever, the suggested length is from 150 to 225 words. 

14. KEY WORDS;   Key words are technically meaningful terms 
or short phrases that characterize a report and may be used as 
index entries for cataloging the report.   Key words must be 
selected so that no security classification is required.   Iden- 
fiers, such as equipment model designation, trade name, mili- 
tary project code name, geop.raphic location, may be used as 
key words but will be followed by an indication of technical 
context.   The assignment of links, rales, and weights is 
optional. 
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